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PREFACE

_s: Reaction processes are of many kinds, and Countless approaches have been used to 'i

model them. Consequently, the scientific literature on the subject has been almost

_ embarrassingly superfluous. Yet one comes away from the study of this subject with

__ the uneasy feeling that reaction processes aren't really• well understood at all.

I• Prof. James Keck of MIT once made the remark to me that, with a couple of disposable

r_ parameters that usually occur in the theoretical models, one canfit experimental

i- data equally well to almost any of the models. This is particularly true because

i most of Our experimental data on any one reaction is obtained over a relatively '\
narrow range of absolute temperature while the differences in the theories become•

apparent only over a broader range of temperature. Thus, a semiempirlcal fit of

data to a theoretical model is a necessary condition, _ut by no means a sufficient

condition to establish some reality 19 the model.

Many of our current reactlon-ratetheorles are not very helpful in an engineer-
ili ing sense because they are only qualitative and cannot be quantified. Even the so-

! called "absolute reaction rate theory"includes an undeterminedtransmlssion coeffi-i_ cient that gives the probability the system will pass through a saddle point in the

_[_ potential surface which controls the dynamics of'the system, and generally this

i coefficient is uncertainby many orders of magnitude. Recent work with large, high-

speed computers can now quantify soma of thesecoefficients using statistical Monte
Carlo techniques, but the computations are long and laborious brute-force approaches

_ that lead to numbers and lack the elegance of analytic methods; nevertheless the.. i

numhers we obtain from this approach will certainly be useful. The problem here is i
that the potential surfaces are not generally known with good precision -- though

these surfaces will also eventually be calculated withnumerlcal quantum chemistry
methods, using our large computers.

1

Even then, precise knowledge of potential surfaces and the shape of'thelr saddle I

points will not completely solve the problem. The dynamics of a system are only
determined by a single potential surface when the particles involved react as a I• purely classical system; in ma_ cases quantum effects are important and the transi-
tions between potential surfaces tremendously complicate=he computations. When the .

dynamics of very light weight electrons are involved in a collision process, such as :'

_ in charge transfer reactions, for example, themodel mustbe a quantum mechanlcal i

one to duplicate the full structure_of the reaction cross sections -- though sometimes •

a classical approach can be devised that will cut through the mean value of the quan-

tum results. Nevertheless, all classical models of electron coll_sion processes must _

be regarded as samiempirlcal at best. Similarly, the reactions of molecular parti- •

ICles with photonsare treated as-quantum mechanical perturbat_ion problems.

Reactions involving very large molecular systems, as in organic chemical s.truc-
_ tures or polymers, tend to be in a class by themselves. Generally, the initiation

_ collision process, whether it be a particle or a photon, merely tends to excite some

mode Of internal energy in the molecule, and after a lOng, involved process of redis-.

tribution of energy among some coupled internal modes, the energy in some critical

reaction coordinate takes On a statistical probability of exceeding a threshhold
value, and the reaction proceeds long after the Causatlveevent. These reactions

often appear unimolecularto an experimentalist, that is, they do not depend on the

concentration of_collision .partners as.in the usual _- or three-body collision

event, and the excited states produced by the collisions can be treatedas stead_T
state species in thermodynamic equilibrium with .the-lower energy states. Such

redistributions of energy in complex structures are very involved, the potential

vii
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I energy surfaces are multidimensional, and even our best computers are helpless to doi
the type of.numerical statistical computatlons that could lead to quantitative

i results.....
!

The wide variety of reaction processes alluded to above cannot be adequately

_ treated in a single small book, even if the author had the breadth of experience and

' insight to do that Job. I will limit this book tO the types of reactions of engi-

_ neerlng importance that I have encountered inNASA's program ofspace vehicle devel-
opment. These have generally been colllslon-lnduced rate-processes between low mole-

t_
r cular weight particles that occur in hot gases about vehicles entering the earth's
j.

and planetary atmospheres and in flow about hypersonic aircraft, alsosome electron \and photon •collision processes that occur inflow near intense shock waves and inr',

I: gasdynamlcandelectrlc..dlscharge gas lasers. The reactions are primarily rotational
i? excitation, vibrational excitation, dissociation, atom shuffling, electronic excite .....

_! tion ionization, and photonahsorption. Ins few cases, electron-charge transfer

!_,_ii processes .are important; however, they require a specialized quantum di@cipline andthis will be treated only in a cursory manner here,

ii_: Even within the limitsset above, themyriad of theoretical models cannot all be
_ adequately treated, and frankly, I have chosento discuss those models which seem, in

_ my opinion,, to be the most useful -- either inthe sense that they yield quantitative_"

results thatcan be applied to NASA's engineering needs, or that they provide a good

'_ insight into the processes going on in our high temperaturegases. Some very simple. _
,_ models are treated here along with some more advanced concepts. The oversimplified _ !

: theoretical models seem to be the moat useful ones, as a matter of_fact; most often i
in engineering applications we use a simple Arrhenius formulation to fit and extrapo-

late our experimental results. However, some of the_more advanced theories do add

/ considerably to the understanding of rate processes, even when they can,only be quali- _

tative. Also, they are part of thegeneral background that any scientist or engineer

will need tO read_and absorb_r_earch litera_ur9 on the subject.

i: Finally,. the book makes no attempt _o catalog the many calculation results that
abound in the literature -- particularly in the last few.years as a result of the

:_ availability of large, fast, digital computers. Rather it concentrates on the funds-.
I_ mental concepts that are needed tO understand uhe meaning and the limitations of the i

!i: computer numbers. These fundamentals, have been well understood for a number of years_

i and there seems tO he very little new.material of this fundamental typeto appear in

:_ recent literature; thus., the. references will often seem a bit old, though they are i
in fact valid and up-to-date. The fundamentalsohave.merely been lying dormant until

the availability of computers could make use of themto give some useful-numerical I
results. Thebulk of the current li£erature on reaction processes is of the computa- i

tion type, along with some occasional new experlmental._data.

The material for this book was. first organized for class lectures presented to i

graduate students in.mechanical engineering andin aeronautical engineering at the _,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1965.-66) as a course entitled, "Atomic and i

Molecular Kinetic Processes.'_ The material has subsequently been expandedand update 1
for a graduate course in the Aeronautics and AstronautiCs Department of Stanford Unl- !

versity (1975, 1978, and 1981) and also for training seminars attended by _'esearch

engineers of the Fluid Mechanics Branch,• the MagnetoplasmadynamlcsBranch, and the !

Physical.Gasdynamlcs and Lasers Branch Of the AmesResearch Center of NASA. The

emphasis in my choice of a small slice of the research material from the vast fliers- _ !
ture on rate.processes has largely •been determined in accord with the research needs

and goals of these three..branches...of.N.b_.A?............... !
i
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The references cited merely represent a few-that have become classic or that I

have. felt helpful; they fa].l far short Of a full bibl.iogr(tphy,. However, the basic -

theoretlcid foundations Of. the subJec.t,have been relatively stable for a decado.6r

so; consequently, the brevity of the bibliography Will ..hopefully not seriously

detract from the.purpose of-the book, This purpose is b_isicall,yto help research

engineers easily digest and understand the literature on rate processes, sO they can

efficiently apply this work to thole e_,.gineeringproblems, and can then devote their.
research time to other aspects of these problems as required, Reaction rates are,

afte,! all, only a minor part of the problems engineers face in dealing with hot gases

_ind plasmas,. Engineers.must also_give their attention to heat transfer, to i_ero_

ii dynamic design, to boundary: layer effects in laminar and turbulent flows, and to many

[: other flitters which may or may not be coupled tO the rate processes, Thus, the.engi-
_; neer approaches the subject of reaction rates with a willingness to,approximate .and

i a need to consider the entire System, which are usually not ap.propriate for the
_ p!tysicist or the physical chemist_devoted to the search for knowledge on reactionli'
_: processes as an end-to itself,

l;
,. The present text will take a Somewhat different approach to reaction kinetics ,'

i than found in most .other texts, The emphasis will. be on .the formulation of rate ' "_

iiI processes in terms, of inelastic collision croSs sections, and tLa manner in which i !cross Sections of realistic functional shape lead to modified Arrhenius-type

_, available-energy formulas for the rate coefficients. The effects of_ ladder ,climbing :,

t:_ a series of excited states leading to. final, reaction will be. treated, which will _ '

leadto, the master equations for chemically, reacting gas species. Semiempirlcal

and simple approximate methods will be discussed along with some more advanced

mathematical theory, SinCe the practical quantitative needs of the.engineer are kept

in mind along with the need for basic understanding, of the phenomena and the needi,

for comprehension of the literature on the Sub.Ject., Collision induced vibrational

_ excitation will be treated in depth beCause, this represents .the single example of a

reasonably well analyzed heavy particle collision reaction that exists at the pros- :
: ent time. The more difficult problem of collision-induced rotational excitation is '
: i

_' analyzed by. approximations that arc not very good quantitatively but do provide a

i;i- use£ul qualitative insight to this process. Finally, the elementary quantum theory

i! of transitions at potential surface crOSsings iuld quantum scattering theory are
brief ly sunmmrized.

[ I am particularly indebted to J_qmes R, Stallcop and Richard. L. Jaffe, of Ames

Research Center of NASA, for l_clp with Subject matter in chapters VII, Vlll, and IX.. 1
In addition, _tudents.at the Aeronautics and Astronautics Department of StanfOrd I
University-and at the Department of Aeronautical Engineering of Nagoya Universitx,
Japan, helped un_,Over a mvrlad of sm,%11 erl_ors.
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CHAPTER I - CRITICAL RE_IEW OF REACTION--RATE THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

il FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF ENGINEERING NEEDS
J

t 'i

ReactiOn rate kinetlcs is an old sclence, but is nevertheless Judged to be very i

!undeveloped in terms of engineering needs. For example, the theory is not yet
_ developed well enough to calculate rates a priori, and is not evenvery reliable for

extrapolating experimental results ....Bulk rate experiments are fraught with ambigu-

_:: ity and uncertainties are the order o£ factors of 3, often more. Molecular beam
_.. methods cannot normally measure cross sections for particles of'practical interest

_:'_r in the energy range needed. Nevertheless, we are now on the threshold of an era
j:

when large, hlgh, speedcomputers will permit reaction rates to be calculated with

iii. accuracy better than experiment and Consistent with the accurac_ of that of many

i!I' other physical-chemical properties Of matter.

i_ 1.2 REVIEW OF REACTION RATE KINETICS

i " Chemical reaction theory and experiment have received more attention andresearch study than almost any comparable area of_physlcs• and chemistry. The subject

,:: has roots reaching back to 1889 when.S. Arrhenius (ref. i) proposed to account for
.. the temperature dependence of the rate of_inversion Of sucrose by postulating an

_ equilibrium situation between active and inert reactant molecules; this led to the

_ well known Arrhenius equation for a chemical rate coefficient, a

i .Ae-E*/kT... _ = (1.1)

where E* is an activation energy representing an amount of internal or kinetic

energy required to transform an inert reactant molecule to a_chemically active one,

and the coefficient A. is a constant or a relatively weakly dependent function of

temperature. The Arrhenlus equation is found torepresentthe temperature dependence

o£ the specific rate coefficients of most chemical reactions reasonably well. The

Job of the theorist has been.to derive expressions for A and_E*, while the experi-

mentalist determines these quantities by fitting Eq. (I.i) to his observed results..

This is the form in which most engineers make use of reaction.rate relations- Only

one of the inputs necessary tosolve the varied.problems Of interest to him, which

often involve mixtures of many chemical species in solid, liquid, and gas phases

with dynamic motions, heat transfer, mass transfer, viscous dissipation, radiation

transfer, etc., all coupled to_the reaction rate aspect of the problem.

As a ggneral rule, reaction rate results at normal temperatures (the order of

I00 to 1000 K) have been provided by the physical chemlstry segment of the scientlflc
community. With the advent Of space travel and instrument vehicle probing of the.

planetary atmosRheres, a number of high temperat_ke reactions (at temperatures on __

the order of 10,000 K) became important.in the analysis of gas-dynamic flow over

aerodyna_nic-shapes entering the Earth's or planetary atmospheres at very high speeds,

of 7 to 20 km/sec, At these speeds the molecular gases vibrate strongly, dissociate, 1

ionize, and_eventually recombine in different species with other constituents Of the _._

atmosphere, _lith products of ablation, from the vehicle surface, and with products-of

!
i'
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the rocket exhaust, if any. These reaCtiOns affect the heat transfer to the vehicle

structures, the transmlssion of information through the highly ionized plasma about

the vehicle, and the radar and.optical Signatures provided in the wake flow, for
example, all problems Of doncern to the _ngineer. As a consequence, aeronautical-

engineers played an active role in high temperature reaction rate research. In fact
_ much of_the presentlyavailablehigh.temperature dissociation rate and ionization

I rate data, as well as some important shuffle reaction rate data, have been provided
by ae=onautlcal engineers using Shock tubes (r_f..2). At present, aeronautical engl-

! neers are among the most active research scientlstS in assessing the effects of !_

_ rocket andaircraft effluents on the upper atmosphere, and they are becoming involved

in perfecting the-computer modeling of Earth's atmosphere with coupled dynamlc flowi .

and photochemical rate processes. Fo_ all of thes_ reasons and more, the engineer
_. is now both an active user and supplier of Chemical rate data and reactiorLrate

f theoretical development.
I

! One might_presuppose that reaction rate chemistry is a Well matured science by

:::_ now. Research papers on the subject are legion -- they fill much of the space in._:i hundreds_of _ournals published since Arrhenius'time,. and literally thousandsof

i!:I _ Chemical rates have been measured.. Yet.today there is n_ reliable method of calcu-__.....
latingreaction rate coefficients, measurements are usually limited to a narrow

_ regio_ of temperature_and pressure where the reaction can be Observed in the labora-

_;_ tory, the theory is not yet developed well enough to extrapolate these measurements

i_ with any deg;ee of certainty, and in most Cases _he very. InterpretatiOn of the

i experimental measurements i_ subject to much ambiguity. For example, the experimen-

ter usually observes a complex mixture of competing reactions and by making certain

assumptions that some reactions are fast and others are slow, he eventually deduces
the Arrhenius coefficients which best fit the assumed model to his data. In this

way, many of the reactions of interest to the engineer have been determined within

a factor of about two or three, sufficient for many purposes, but hardly matching

the precision of other physical chemical data. Extrapolation of the data beyond the
range of experiment with the simple Arrhenius equation introduces additional uncer-

tainty; even the most complex and sophisticated theories existent, and there are

i many, have not been able to do much better in this respect.

f, Actually, the chemical rate coefficient is not the quantity on which we should

be concentrating, anyway. Tliough this coefficient is the most useful.farm for many

engineering applications, the reaction cross section is a more fundamental quanti_y.

The reaction rate coefficient is merely a Suitably weighted average-of'such cross
sea,ions which is a function of the.state of the gas; the reaction cross section

itself is a fundamental molecular property_ dependent.only on the Collision energy i
with Other molecules. The problem here is that molecular beam research methods are

generally limited to very low intensity Deems of ionized particles with too large

beam energy. Thus, cross Sections cannot g_nemallybe measured in the important

region of collision energy-at the threshold of chemical reaction whPre they are most

needed. Also, in almost all cases,, the particles, whlch the molecularbeam physicist
can supply in a well-calibrated, directed beam of usable intensity are not those

particles of interest in important chemical reaction. The theory has been Just as

impotent; the Bor_ approximation (ref, 3) which works well in analysis of high
energy collisions breaks down at lower energies where the thresholds of most chemical

reactions occur (0.1 to iO _V collision energy), and at this date some less_than

satisfying seml-emplrlcal methods due to. Gryzlnski (ref. 4) are still about_the most_

useful way to estlmate iow:-energy collision ionization and excltation cross sections

for engineering needs, in fact, if one. takes a really hard-headed critlcal view of

the field, one dan reach the conclusioR that only three reactions have been treated

_ in any real depth: .first Is the collision_induced vibrational excitation of dlatomlc

2
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i
i molecules (refs. 5.and 6); a seCOnd is the simpl_ atom exchange reactlon in atom____

diatomlc collision (refa. ? and 8), and. the third is electron charge transfer

(ref. 9). All of these reactions have recently taken on additional importance in

_: engineering problems wlththe development of gas lasers; vibrational excitation and

de-exCitation by collision,

As(u') + M �A2(v")+ M (1.2)

'\

is one of the mechanisms estahlishing the population, inversions in diatomlc ga_

infrared lasers, and exchange reactions such as

i F + H2 �HF+ H (1.3)

_/ are important in chemical laser_. However, even these well studied reactions have

_i_i generally been treated only for the colllnear collision case, (that is, the colll-
sion partners are all constrained to motion along a Single line) which is. clearly

I the mos_ atypicalcolllsion one can postulate (collinear collisions occur with zeroprobability), and important effects-of rotational coupling have been.almost com-.

I!i pletely ignored_ The reader should not infer from these remarks that the reaction _
rate theory has been useless.; the theory has_ in fact, provided some very useful

! functional forms that can be fit to observed data reasonably well. The point is

I that, reaction rate theory is still very incomplete and has not been suitable for.quantitative calculations of cross sections_and reaCtion.rate coefficients ef the 1
..... type that would be most useful to engineers ..... ,

i Perhapsthe above Comments on .the limitations.of reaction rate theory and !

i experiment seem unduly pessimistic i_an age where scientific aChievementhas been

so extraordinarily successful in many, many ways.- Indeed, there are many indica-

i tions that we are Just now reaching the threshold of a new era of high-speed, large- ,r_
L'

I capacity computers that will drastically change the Situation with regard to teat-• tion rates. Rice and Teller in a delightful semipopular book (ref. i0) called

I simply, Structure pointed out as long ago as could,
"The of Matter" 1949 that one in

!_ principle, determine all the physical-Chemical properties of matter, including cross
sections and rate coefficients, as accurately as. desired, from numerically computed

_: quantum wave functions.. The problem is that the laborand expense of accomplishing

this has been so large that the only practical way of obtaining these properties of

matter has been by experiment, in con_ination with somarather approximate theory.

This situation may now be reversing itself. The advent of-large-capacity, high-

speed computers has already permitted the calculation of diatomic molecule wave

functions with sufficient precision to determine some propertles of these.molecules

as accuratel x as by experiment (refs..ll and 12). These calculations can be made

more precise yet,. merely by expanding the.unknown wave functions in terms ofa largen
set of.basis functions, exactly analogous to the process Of carrying a series expan-

sion in terms of an orthogonal set of functions to still higher-order terms. This
should be possible with still larger and faster computers no_ being developed, such

as the ILLIAC iV with 64 channels of simultaneous parallel data processing (ref. 13).

Bigger and faster computer systems being developed for computational fluid mechanics _

(ref. 14) will also lindapplications in advanced computational quantum Chemistry j
and will expand the scope and size of the problems that can_be attempted. Very

Ilikely, the computer will eventually become the fastest and least expensive means Of

determining many properties of.matter,_ rather than experiment. Polyatomicand solid-
state wave functions (refs, 15 and 16) will also he._ssessed as readily as the dia-.
tomic molecule wave functions are assessed now.

!
3
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TO give another example of the impact of large high-speed computezs on reaction

i, rate calculations, the problem of pure rotational excitation in collision ls now

t being successfully attacked for the first time. This problem had never been solved
t correctly because the spacing between rotational states is small compared with kT
il at the temperatures of interest, and smallperturbatlon methods fail. A rigorous

i!ii[ quantum method of solving thisproblem was formulated some time ago by Takayanagl
(refs. 17 and 18), but the solutions expanded in terms of partial waves converged to

i

the answer so slowly that as a practical matter the only numerical estimates were

!_ _ madewlth rather approximate methods, using .the sudden approximation In quantum

_: mechanics or artificially dlagonalizlng the perturbation matrix obtained in a semi- _---.

i classical approach (ref. 19). Now Takayanagl and Itikawa (refs. 20 and 21) have'i succeeded in using the clOsecoup!ing method to calculate rotational transitions
_ at low temperature inslmple He- H2 and He -.HD collision systems, and calculationsbl"

using their method with larger computers, involving heavier molecules, are 2resently

=.., Iru_rogrqss.

I As a final example showing the utility of fast calculators, statistical methods'_" of'calculatlng reaction rates can be used once the interaction potentials are deter-

ii}_ mined. Most atoms and molecules are heavy enough so that classical trajectories canbe used with fair precision, and if:initial conditlonsare chosen randomly, by a
'if! Monte Carlo. method, the computer can.numerically follow these trajectories anddeter-

i_ mine whether or not any given set of initial conditions leads to reaction or not.
,. The problem has been that so many trajectories need to be calculated to get a good

i statistical average over-all possible.initial conditions, that the necessary com-

puting timebecomes exorbltantlylong.- Recently, however, Shiu (ref. 22) and Jaffe
(refs. 23 and 24) haveused the method tO obtain results for three-dimensional cc!.ll-

sions invol_ing simple dissociation and atom exchanges such as

H2 + H �H+ H + H, H +H2 hH ,

. and
i; H + F2 �HF+ F

The method is presently being extended to more complex systems using faster

!!' computers, .... !

I Incidentally,. the experimentalistwill remain as. necessary as before in this new .._
,_ era, only his functionwill change somewhat. Instead of providing approximateexper=
_ imental results on properties of_matter over'as wide a range of conditions as pos-

sible, so that they may be available to the engineer as needed,, the experimentallst

will devise more precise, carefully controlled experiments that are subject to_the

least_ossible ambiguity and that will be used as check points, onthe computer codes i
which are developed. The Computer-will then takeover the Job Of'extrapolating :,
results to arbitrary values of temperature, pressure, density, etc. as needed. Even

with computers that are bigger and faster than those presently available by factors _

of I00 or so, the Job of Obtaining. preclse wave functions is so long that approximate
theoretical models will need to be used for reasons of economy ....The codes which

incorporate these models will thus need to be checked with some firmly anchored 4

experimental pointsand a few exceedingly long precision calculations. Further !

improvements in computers by another factor of I00 wouldbe needed before the

i numerical wave function calculations can be said to be relatively free of approxima- _

i' tion. Perhaps this much improvement will be unattainable because of the limiting
I

signal speed Of light in computer circuits. However, even if wave functions can

I
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: never be computed wlthou_ some approxi_ion, it Ispresently becoming clear that
• they will be obtained with sufficient precision to provide the bast numerical evalua-

tion of many Of the properties of mat_e__n_eded by engineers.

?,

Once the wave functions are found, a rather long step remains in the evaluation

! of cross sections and rate coefficients (ref. 8). First, the potential surface must.
be obtained for all possible configurations of the reaction species of interest.

Then the Collision trajectories may be determined by a variety Of methods from
classical, seml-classical, to full quantum treatments. The latter will always be

the standard of precision of course, but in many cases of interest to engineers,

the molecular weights are heavy enough and the kinetlc motions fast enough so that

classical Or semlclassical approxima=ions will undoubtedly provide reasonably good

_i results..
[

!:i With these expectations in mind then, it Is-the purpose Of this. boak to outline
iI
i some of the present status of reactlon-rate chemistry that.ls useful to engineers,

and also derive some of the concepts that should be useful in the coming era Inwhich

! machine computations wlll provide the engineerwlth more and more of the data he
needs, data which has heretofore often been unavailable to him or available only in

_i! : crude and approxlmate form. "I

Ii:

_: 1.3 ORDER OF CHEMICAL REACTION

The rate of a chemical reaction. R is defined as the number of reactions which

occun per._ni_ volume per unit time. The rate is generally__expressed.

........ R = . . . (1.4)
!,

where a- is the reaction rate coefficient and [A], [B], [C], etc. are the concentre- --

: tions Of the reactants, involved in the process. The. coefficient is a strong function ,

i of temperature, but is independent of the-denslty or _concentratiorL factors. In much• of the literature, the symbol k is used for'the ra_e coefficientL a ....is used in, .

_i thla text to avoid any .ambiguity with .the Boltzmann constant.

i: If only one concentration factor appears, the reaction is first order; if a
:_. bimolecular collision process is involved between_ A and B, then the reaction is

I second order; if a trimolecular collision between A, B, and C, then the reaction
il_. is third order; and. so on. In the early days of,reactlon kineticstudles, much

attention was given to the determination of the reaction order-because .this gave a
clue to the rate determining colllsion process involved.• However, the experimental-

Ist _ypically observes a total reaction process .which may consist of many steps or a
series of colllsion-lnduced reactions. In such cases, the overall reaction can

appear to be of fractional order- that is, the rate may be found to be proportional

to some fractional power of concentration or density. Thus, the order of reaction

is no longer considered to be such a significant parameter. In this text, we take

the viewpoint that each step in the reaction is an individual rate process, in

which case It generally becomes clear whether the process is a unimolecular decay,

a binary collision event, or a three-body collision event. At usual gas phase den-

slties, one never need consider higher-order processes than three-body collisions.
i
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1,4 FIRST ORDER CHEMICAL REACTIONS

The rate Of a reaction that prOceeds spontaneously is dependent Only on the
cOncentratiOn of the rea__&_n_ species and is said.to be first order.

A* �A__ (1.5) _

The spontaneous decay of a radioactive material would be one example. The rate t
R of the first order reaction in terms of the reacting species per unit time per

unit volume may be expressed. '_

R = aliA] . d[A*l = _[A*] (1.6)dt dt

where [A] and [A*] represent .the con_entrationof_specles A and A*, respectively, _'

and _ is the reaction rate coefficient.

!Reactlonsother than a spontaneous unimglecular reaction may appear robe first

order. For example, a photon excited reaction in at_ equillbrium radiation field may .,
have a steady-state population of the excited molecular state, which may then..spon-.

taneously decay back .to.the ground state or to a new chemical state such as a dis-

!sociated state. _

AB + hv _ AB* + A + B- (i.7)

In this Case, if the spontaneous optical decay back to the ground state AB is slow,

as in quadrupole type radiation decay, the excited molecule AB *_ may have sufficient !
lifetime for a reasonable fraction to dissociate, and the corresponding rate process i

may appear to be first order _1

dt

even though the initial excitation processis really a two,body collision process
between the molecule AB. and the photon hv. The reaction rate coefficients _ and

_'are both constant if the ratio [AB*]/[AB] is constant, that is_ independent of

density. Thesesocalled constants are.typically strong functions_gf temperature.

What_is really occurring in reaction (1.7) involves five separate reactions.
Three are second order, giving the rate of absorption excitation, the rate of stimu-

lated deexcitatlon, and the rate of collision exci_JLig/LLrespectively:

AB + hv ----+ AB* (l.7a) !

_2
, AB* + hv ----_ AB + 2 hv (l.7b)

AB + AB _-_-_3AB* + AB (1.7C)

Two are flrst-order reactions, gSvingthe rate of spontaneous dissg_clatlon and emls- .....

sion, res_@g!iyg]:y: ............

16
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i ' AB* _ A (1.7d)
!

i

;: I, . At equilibrium, where the rates of gain and loss In-AB and AB* are equal
I

i_" ___IL_ _[AB][h_]+ _s[A_12
i: dLAB*l/dt= ,_2[_*][h_,l + (<, ';,:_s)[A_*l= I (z.9)
_" and

_.i" [AB*] = (1.9a) :

!i_" ' Tf. [h_] is large enough to that the first terms, in.both.numerator and denominator of

i:il Eq. (l.9a) are dominant, then "
c_1

L_': [A_*]---_ CAB1 (Z 9b)

i and the total reaction appears to he first order when ER. (l.Pb) is substituted in_.
Eq. (1.8)

_ R = _' [AB] =-_[AB] (l.8a)
i<

On the other hand, if the radiation intensity is very low, the spontaneous dissOcia-

ii_' tion and emission are the principal mechanisms depopulating the excited state. Then

i !

i. [AB*] "" "a_, + as [ABle"

(I.9c)

_ and the overall process tends toward a second-orden_reactlon

R = ¢_' [AB]a = =[AB] a

__+ c_s . . __ (i.8b)

in an actual case, the reaction may appear, to the experimentalist to be intermediate.

between first order and second order. This possibility exists whenever the process

observed consists of-a serle_ of separate reactions rather than a simple even£.

A similar result can occur in a particle collision process with a complex

organic molecule• If the time for redistribution of the collision energy among
internal modes.of the complex molecule (which involve the .reaction coordinate; i.e.,_

_he weak link of the molecule) i_ long compared with the time between collisions,

then _he collisions can establish a .pseudosteady equilibrium of the excited state,

i Which then decays in a unlmolecular manner to the products ;i

A + M _ A.* + M (l.10a).

t!
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_3A* _ - A' + A" (l,_L0_)

As before, this may look like a first order reaction =o .the experimentalist ..............................:

For:these reasons, the order ofa reaction is not of primary COncern, Non-

..... integer orders.of a reaction appear as an artifact because we have grouped several

r. reactions together in one ovezall reaction, and it is the overall reaction .that is. ¢

i, observed by the experimentalls_. However, on the fundamental level where the reac-
tion is decomposed into its separate rate process, there is no confusion abOut, the
order. All of the. fundamental reactions considered here_will be either second order

or third; that is, they will be the result of either two-bodx collislons, such as i

_ A.+ M _ A* + M (i.ii)

I:. or three-body collisions, such as

i A+ B +M _AB +M (I.12)

i: In reaction (1.12) the third body M is essential in the forward direction as well

i as in the reverse direction, because it is needed to carry away the excess kinetic
energy of collisions between particles A and B. Otherwise these particles-will have_

i •

:,_ more energy than the binding energy of their attraction. Without the third body M,.

i A.and B would merely approach one another and accelerate as they entered each

other's attractive force field, perhaps orbit one another a time.or two, if the angu-.

lar momentum is,Just right, and then fly apart again. Only when the third body car- -

_ ries away some of the excess kinetic energy can the particles remain trapped in their

attractive potential well•
'[.

i A similar type of consideration occurs in the chain reactions that are typical.

of'combustion ordetonatlon processes. The reaction is a series of reactions, some

of which may be.so rapid that experimentally we never°observe some of the intermedi-.

ii ate products such as free radicals which are responsible for some of the steps in the

I process (though many free.radicals have been identified spectroscopically inreactinK_ _ 'gas mixtures). The chain reaction may be a stationary one in which the number of !
r chains starting per unit time equals the number of finishing.chains, or it may be an i

b escalating rate process, in which each chain terminates with the production of more !
ii than one activating radical In such cases, the reaction may be explosive,.unless

Ii the activating radicals can migrate to a wall where they deactivate by collisions at i!
the surface. Then the overall reaction rate depends on the geometry of the container,

_ among other factors _i_

Let r be the number of active.radlcals produced on the average in each complete_

chain cycle of reactions, [A] be the concentration of normal unactivated molecules of
the gas, [A*].be the COncentration of the activated molecules of A which starts the

chain process, and [B.]be the concentre=ion of products produced hy the chain reac-

tion, For steady state,

" o (1.13)
dt dt

The rate of change of [B] can be expressed

...............................................................
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. I
!:i _ _[A*l - _2[A][B]- 0 (I.14)
!" dC " _ " j

where e I is the rate.constant forspOntaneous decay Of. A* tO B and e 2 is the
_ i rate constant fordeactivation of.. B by collisions with A. Similarly, the rate of
I change of [A*] can be expressed,

I aa[A][A] + ra2[A][B]--al[A*]- aw[A][A*]- 0
d[A_.L_. <1.15),
dt ....

i where _a Is the rate Constant for activation of A by collisions with itself, 1

J

'!

_.i' independent, of the chain process, r_ 2 is. the rate constant for the production.of A*
I

:I by the active radicals that are products of the.chain reaction, and _ is the rate

ii/i. constant for deactivation of A* by collisions wlth the normal molecules A. From 1

iii Eq. (1.14) .... '{
".,i %[A*]I.... [_]= (1.16)
i_I %[A]
_.. Substituting this in Eq. (1.15)

s3[A] 2 + r_l[A*] - el[A*] - e_[A][&*] = 0 .... l(hlT)

Whence, the rate of reaction R Is

e_a[A]2

R = _[A*I- =.[A]% =l'(l-".r) _ (l.ls)

If every agtlvated product molecule produces Just one reaction, r = I, the rate

Ii becomes :_

R = (1.19)
e h

and theoverall reaction can look like a unlmolecular first order reaction, even ......

though It does depend in fact upon a series of binary collision processes Note i

that if r is greater than one, as often happens In chain reactions, the reaction

rate can become _ery large as el(r- .I) approaches, a_[A]. In this case the overall

reaction appears, second order. Once again,.however, when the chain process is. decom- _

posed into its elemental rate process, each step in the process is clearly defined

as to its or_4er,

Exercise l_l: First order reactions it, l|om6geneous gas phane are rather rare, AmOngthe handful of reactions Of this .
type are thermal dissociations of N20s, N20, adetone, various aliphattc ethers., amines, ethyl brbmtd¢, and azo compounds.
The thermal deCompbsttion of aSoisopropane to nitrogen and hexsne Is typical, The trans Configuration Of the compound
seems tO be stable

CH3_
H--C

/ \ N'---N
CH3 N

C --- CH3

CH3 _

9
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i, hut at elevated temperature the collisions _et up an equilibrium distribution b_ween the trans and ci_ fo_m=, _nd thelnttcr decomposes spontaneously to nitrOgen hnd begone

L "\ ."
! CH3- C C -- CH3 = C6 H14 +N 2 _:i
!' -" \ / i
r, N--'N t

You.have measured the rate of this decomposition, at 270 ° C and obtain the follewtng data: !_

vi' Decomposition of azoisopr_p_n_ at.270° C

!:

i o 4o.o120 4g.a.........
240 55.4 I

t. 360 61.0 {
_" 480 - 6.5.3, "i

: 600 6g.4900 73.7

tL
t' Knowing that one mole of azotsopropane vapor produces two moles of vapor, calculate., the rate coefficient, from the
_ above data assuming the vapor is a perfect ga_.and that the reaction-isfirst Order. Is the rata coefficient constant?
i: What are the units of a? Is It Justlfted to assume the reaction,is first order? What is the-standard deviation item the

mean _alculated rate coefficient, according to the above data?

1.5.....SECOND- AND THIRD-ORDER REACTIONS

Second order reactions are those depending on two body Collisions such as the

simple dissociation reaction:
i.

_, AB + M + A + B + M (i..201.

: These two-body colllslons are very rapid in gases at.normal densities, and such rea_

_' tions can proceed .very rapidly if there is an appreciable probability that a colll-

sion can produce the reaction.

The reverse reactlon is, of course, a three-body Or third-order reaction, In

the early years of chemical kinetic studies, three-body collisions in gases were
believed to be so rare that they were always negligible for any practical purposes.

However, we now know that these three-body processesare responslblefor establishin_ ......

the equilibrium condition in cases like the dissociation reaction (1.20). Both

forward and reverse reactions occur with. rate coefficients sz.and a2.

S2
AB + M -'===_-A + B + M (l.20a)

and the ratio of the forward tO reverse rates_is:

Rz c_1 [AB] [M] _ (1.21)
R"_-= a=t_,]iB][_i] = Keq [A][B]
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,here• Koq is. the e_lutl•tbriun_ constant, the ratio of the forward tO reverse reaction
"ill_lLl!--gllli S t (i 11t 8.

Four-body cOl.lisians are so extremely rare in normal gases that they seem to be - i
:ruly neglig_.ble for all practical purposes.. Thus, we shall only need_tO consider

• !l_s_-, ,qecond-, _nd tlilrd_order reactions, I
I
!

1.6 REACTION RATES IN NONEQUiLIBRIUM GASES i

, Usually experimental rates are available only for One direction of reaction and
i: _eldom in the reverse. The usual procedure is.to then assume that the fOrward and

:everse r_tes., af and tXr, are related to the equlllbrlum constant Keq, which Can be -
"alculated very. precisely °from the partltlon_funetlon using spectroscopically deter-
flirtedenergy levels (ref. 25)_,_________

2" l_f

Keq = a (1.22)
r

Hlen the undetermined rate can be calculated from the measured rate.

_ The problem h_re is that the experlmentallst never measures a rate at the equl-

llbrium condition. At equilibrium the forward and reverse rates, exactly counter-

balance and the experimentalist sees only a steady-state population of species. He

neasures a rate of. species productlon only when the state of the gas is away from

" equilibrium, such as m_y occur when two reacting sp.eeies are suddenly mixed, or when

an activating flash lamp is suddenly turned on or off, or when a shock wave suddenly
heats and compresses the gas to 0 nonequilibrium.condition. Thus, the measured
Values of _ are not truly •the equilibrium values and we cannot be sure that

Eq. (1.22) will still be valid for _these measured rates. Rice (ref. 26) discusses

some of the questions concerning [he validity of using Eq. (1.22)_ with measured

nonequillbrium rates and concludes that in many cases, even if the gas is not in

equilibrium, the ratio, of the observable rates should stillequal the equilibrium-

constant. One illustrative.mechanlsm that suggests thls is as follows: Suppose
there are substances A and B existing in a total of four states and that transl -
tlons take pl_tce only between adjacent states

A i _ A _-B ,_ B (1.23)

This model simulates the-sltuation where multlple.exclted transition states occur,..as
in th6 Vihratlon-rotation_states leadlng to molecular dissociation or the excited ;

electronic stat¢:s leading tO ionization for example; then A_ and B3 represent_a

sort of average of all the_intermediate states from which the reaction actually

takes place !_ollowing a collision event. These activated states are typically

presOnt only in Small numbers. Tits experimenter usually measures_only• the rate Of

cltange Iz_ AI or Bd, however, _nd may be quite unaware of A_._nd B3. If the system
is tlot iu equillhrium, the concentrations of Az and B3 will not be their equlilb- o

rlum values; however, we sh_ll later see that in typical cases the system quickly

reaches a psendosteady state in.whlCh these transition states are relatively constant
and close to _helr equlllbrlum .value..

If the entire-system were in.equilibrium a_[At] = a21[A_], =23[A2] = a3_[B._],

and a_[B_] = aw_[B_] , where CXlj is the rate constant for. state. I to state _. IThe equiltl_rtum constant is thus !

III
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i . a 2 _. a32 a_ 3..
i

Now assume the most nonequllibrlum possible initial condition, [B_] = O. For
'_' this case, the observed forward-rate c0nscant is
h

I -z d[A_] I [dB_]_
_ =elf = [Az] dt = [Az]--_-- (I_.25)

ii,i '\
I:, In_identally, a plot of _e_.. as.a function of time, made from the observed [B]RE
I:' and [A] as functiOns of time, is _ound to be relatively Constant for many reactions,

., like dissociation and ionization. The reaction scheme for this nonequilibrium; exereme is now

C(21 Ct32,

:_ Az _=====_A 2 _---===_B 3 ----+ B_ (1.23a) ' I% "C_12 • 0_23 (%3_ I...........

f and the rate of reaction R is

_ii R = _ = =3_[B3] (1.261

I: If B 3 is assumed to be in pseudosteadx state

l _23[A2] - e32[B3] - e3_[Bs] "" 0 (1.12a) i, (123

'_ [B3]= [A2] (1.Z2h)

Similarly, if ..A2 is assumed tO be in pseudosteady state !

_12[A1] - e21[A2] - e23[A2] + @32[B3L _'.0 .... (1.28a)

_
[Az] c_I2[Az] + e32[B_]" _ (1.285).

', _21 + 0_23 O'21 + _23

i

_ Substituting (1.28b) in (1.27b), one obtains

% _2 [A_] _a_ 3[B_]
[B3] == '((g32 + _3_)(°_2i + e;_3 ) + (0_32 + (_3_)(C_21 + (123) (1.29a)

or

B3(_119_ 2 + _21=_ +. (_2.30_3_,.) _-(123o_12[A1] (1.29b)

Then from Eqs. (1.29b)and .(L26) the reaction rate R is given, by

_'12°_23(13 k
" " [Az] (1.30)

R-_----<Xeff[A ] _= azle3z +-0.2L_3¢, + 0.23_3_ ,

Now consider the opposite extreme, where _A_] = 0

A z *------A_ --_="_=-_ B_ _ B. (1.235)
_21 _23 U3_

12
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;. In. an exactly similar way, assuming A2 and Ba to be again in pseudogteadystate, the reverse rate R'. and the effective reverse reaction rate a._ff are

i given by

i _3_32_2z

;i R'- . (1.31)

_ Then the ratio of the effective obsenv_ed_/orward and backward rates is

lit.

_ _12a23e3_ , \

_ aef-----_f= - K (1.32)_v _2 eq': eff" z_s2_s

I _ which.ls Just the same as .the equilibrium constant glven by Eq. (1.24).
i The simple derivation above is by no means a proof'that the ratio of observed "

i forward and backward rates will equal the equilibrium constant for all reactions. We:; i have, after all, assumed that a pseudosteady state exists among the activated states .

_! : that are thebridge between reactantsand products, and this means than there needs
! to be a very rapid exchange between the activated states and a rather rapid deactlva-

_ tlon from the. excited states to. the ground, state compared with the rate of activation

!! of the ground state to the excited state. In chapter V we shall see that some rear- _
tlOns do._indeed more or less satis£y this condltlon; for example, the excitation of

il dlatomic molecules to a ladder of close lying rotation-vibration states that even--

i tually lead CO dlssociatiorL; similarly, the excitation of excited electronic states
that eventually lead to ionization. The activated species A 2 and a s in Eq. (1.23)

may actually represent an enJuLre group of close lyingstates in such reactions.

In many real reactions, the deactivation from B s to B_ will be so rapid that

the concentration [B3] will also be essentially zero as well as [B_] in Eq. (1.23a).
In this case, one simply analyzes the problem as a three-state system, but as long

as the intermediate state.between reactant and product is in psaudosteady state, the

same resultas Eq. (1.32) follows. This is left as exercise (1.2) for the reader to
solve.

!.

Exercise 1.2: Consider a three-state system

a21 _ a32

A_"-_'--A 7 _^s ..'_12 .

First let [A s] • 0 and .defOe theexpression for the obse_ed forward rate constant under.__his nonoqullibri_ condition
with steady s/a_e_ A_

[i,]

aefE =A_l) "

then let [Az ] - 0 and derive the expression £or the bbse_ed reverse rate con|tent under thl| nonsquilibrium condition,

asain with ste4dy state A_- [A1].
at

_ and show that the rati_of thes_tw0.rate don_ants ls-_he equilibrium constant Ke.

In chapter V we shall find that when an entire ladder of close lyin s states exist between the |round state reactants
and the produ_ts,.the states hkvin 8 ener_ within kT o£ the final_roduct state will also be _epleted by thermal oolli _ ..................................._ .

sions.so they are nearly zero when the d0ncentratton of productzis zero, while the lower lyin| |tarsi will be close to 1 ............

their equilibrium concentrations and_ll in pseudosteady state, Such reaction systems will a_in approximately obey the
relation of Eq, (1.32). H6wever, we should keep in mind that this is not necessarily a senerel r_lation for ell reactions,
Some caution must be observed in deriving reverse rates usin_ the equilibrium constant with Eorward rates observed under

non_quiltbrtum condittbns_

13
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Excrciae 1.3: Second order roactiona are the moat frequently encountered in homogeneous gee phase. This in_ludes
thermal dlHso_lation of HI, NO_, O3, CI0, HCHO, CH3, CHO, etc., and_I=o many comb_netlon xeactlon_.euch aa H_�I_ _ 2HI,

I poly_Qri_ation Of ethylene, hydrogenation, of ethylene, etC.

You have measured the _hermal de_ompos_iAn-of acetaldehyde, CH=CHO,.a_ 5209 C and_bthin the followingdark=

Decompn_itidn of acethldehyde s= 520°C ,.

. O. 400
60 455

_2o 49_
180.. 530
240-- 560

360 602 _..,
i:. 600 645

!., YOUhave determined that the products are methane and CO. Assume the decbmposition reaction is first order as in

,ii _ercisc 1.1. 1

.. dH_C_Q.+CH_+¢o -- ,_Is the rate coefficient _onstant? Now assume a second-order reaction requiring the collision between two acetalde-

i!I. hyde molecules.

_:. 2CH3CHO_ 2Clt_ + 2CO

E_'

_" Find the relation between the rate Cdefficient a and the measured pressure P and the initial pressure Pc and -
li Calculate a from the above data. Is. a constant with this assumption? What are the unite of a? Is it Justifled to
/ assume,.¢his reaction is second order? Nhat is the standard deviation from the mean.calculated rate CoeffiCient, according

_i tb the above data? What about collisionsbetween acetaldehyde and the products CH_ and CO? Would these give the same rate,coefficient?. How would you experimentally-determinewhat these rate Coefficientswere? Why.dldntt we need to include cor-
_ rections for these alternate collisions in reducing the aboveJ__ata?

I)i i .7 REACTION RATE LITERATURE

!_i Although the archive Journal literature .on reactiOn rates and rate theories is _ .
i

_. voluminous, not many books havebeen written on the subject. This is probably a
reflection of the fact that the subject is not really developed in a totally satis-

i.. fyingand consistent way yet -- at.least not for all types of reactions. Books that_
_.!! do exist are written primarily from the.physical chemist's viewpoint or a quantum

i_ scattering viewpoint; engineering texts usually treat reaction kinetics in a very
simple and cursory manner -- for example, texts on combustion and detonation or on i

i_ flowabout high-speed vehicles. Nevertheless, a numbe_ of books on reaction processes

! are useful to engineers; _ust a few of these will be suggested here. Hinshelwood's

"The Kinetics of_Chemical Change" (ref. 27) covers the concepts of the old, but still

useful, physical chemistry viewpoints up to 1940. A classical work representing the _

heginnlngs of a new viewpoint .is "The Theory of Rate Processes!' by Glasstone,

Laldler, and Eyring (ref. 28)._ A more recent book by Benson, "Thermochemical

Kinetics" (ref. 29) gives some methods for estimating rate parameters, particularly

for reactions involvingcomplex organic molecules, and also gives useful methods for

estimating the thermochemlCal data for these molecules so that the equilibrium con-.
stants and reverse_rates can be calculated. Perhaps the most widely used books in

RussiaR llteraturea_e-by Kondratlev, and one of these is available in English trans-
latlon (ref. 30).

Most books on reaction rates seem to be edited collections (refs. 31-3A). They

provide useful updates but generally lack the coherency desirable in a text.. Some of

the most useful books to the engineer are collections of reaction rate data; these

save the engineer from the tedious task Of sifting through the llterature for this

data. Perhaps the most useful of these collections is the "Defense Nuclear Agency
Reaction Rate Handbook" (ref. 35). Several Other such collections exist, such as a

I
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! collection Of data by Kondratlev (ref.-36) and some NkinetlC rate data for H2-O_-N 2
systems (ref. 37). Specialist reports by The Chemical Society (rel. 38) summarize
much of gas.klnetlc -literature up to 1976.

iF A number of good texts exist on the subject of quantum scattering theory. They_

r_ _ are not usually directly usable to the engineer because they are not quantitative

,_ theories; nevertheless they are essentlalbackground, for understanding much of the
I_ literature and the physical significance of reaction processes. The classic text is

i', by Mort and Massey, "The Theory of Atomic Colllslons"-(ref. 39), and it's still as

_? valid as when first published. A couple of more recent good books on this subject

are by Levine (ref. 40). and by Rodberg and Thaler (ref. 41). The theory of quantum
_ii scattering becomes particularly necessary and useful when applied to electron colli- -

_ sions. Two very good texts that give the experimentalist's viewpoint along with some

_ theory are by Hasted (ref. 42) and by McDaniel (ref. 43); these texts are also still

I__ reasonably up to date on the subject of electron collision processes,_ more than 15r_

_!, years after their publication.

il . ...,

!_.,

il

i*
i:i.
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i CHAPTER II CROSS SECTIONS, REACTION RATES, AND ACTIVATION ENERGIES

!_ 2.1 SUMMARY ORIGINALPAGE IS
i OF_I_OORQUALITY

Yt,

• i' Reaction is described in terms of transition at,a crossing of. potential surfaces.
!l"i' •reaChed in the collislon process. The increase in potential up to the crosslng

[,i point is identlfled as the activation energy, The energy aVailable to the system in
!I_ reaching thls barrier is the kinetic energy ofrelatlve motion in center Of mass

_. coOrdlnat_. The collision cross Section and reaction rate coefficient are formu- ,\ ,,,_

Ii! lated in terms velocity dlstrlhution functions, and in partlcular.the

ofl Maxwell-

, Boltzmann distribution functions. The known form Of the aross section leads to the ......................

i Arrhenius form for the rate coefficient The activation (that is! . apparent energy:

the negative slope of an Arrhenlus plot) is found to depend on the shape of the ..

._ii cross-section function at. high temperature, but at low temperature It reduces to the
_, true activation energy, independent of the cross section, The dissociativerecom-

i/..'i blnation of NO+ • e is used.as an example of the analysis of experimental data in

il_i "
_ _ 2.2 INTRODUCTION

.,, We consider two particles in gas

, phase, wlth masses ml and.m2 and veloc-

• ities. _i and _2, respectively, that have

, a collision encounter with one another _ __

_ _'._ i (fig. 2.1). A potential exists between
the two, principally due to interactions \
between the electronic and nuclear.charges \I'

of the particles At long range the \

potential may be either attractive or \

repulsive, depending upon how the elec- _

'_ ironic spln functions pair up, but at

ii,, short range the potential is always _--_

strongly repulsive. The range Of the /_ _ \\\ k.Y_'_.potential is about the range of the outer _lf

electron Wave functions of the particles _._
involved; when these wave functions over- --

lap, the-forCes that result in attraction 1

i orrepulsion are. Crea_ed. Outer. electron _

i wave_functions for atoms and most simple.
molecules all extend about a few Ang-. I

i stroms in their ground elect_onlcstate, Flgure-2..l- Collision between two patti-

.,.. so the slze of the total sca£tering cross cles in gas phase with masses mI and

sections are usually about I0-Is cm _ or m2, initial velocities _t and _2, and.
so. final velocities _[ and _.

'1
"!
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2.3 ELASTIC AND ZNELASTZC COLL'SIONS ORIGINAL PACE lg
" OE POORQUALITY/

:!, Some of. the kinetic _energy of collision may be, Converted to a change in internal
: _nergy, hE i, of One or both of the collision partners ..

mlu mlCul)
_" ---_+ =_-"-" 2 + 2.. + AEi, (2.Z)
[

r:' If AEi - O, the cOllisiOn..is said to be elastic;, if AEi # O, the collision is said

tO be inelastic; if AE i < O, the collision is sometimes termed superelastic. The. ,\
I_: change in internal energy couldbe due to a change in (i) rotational state, (2) in

i vibrational state, or (3) in electronic state of either one or both of:the particles,

i or it might be the difference between the heats of formation ofthe molecules, if an
_ atom exchangetakes place between the particles during the collision, or the reaction

_ may be any combination of'these changes of internal state. In the llmit as very
l: high rotational and/orvibrational states are excited, the moleculesbecome disso-

_:_ ciated; Or if very high electronic energy states are excited, the particles are

ii ionized. In these cases the reaction produces more particles than enter the colli-• sion. All of these changes in internal state may be _encompassed in a simple general

I_ definition o£ the term reaction,_namely, reaction is the process produced in :i
_. inelastic collision. A reaction which leads to new chemical species (such as.atom Iexchange, dlssOciation, or ionization), is merely a special case of the above. If

AEi is positive the reaction is said to be endothermic (i.e., it abstracts kinetic

energy from the 8as); .if AEi_ is negative the reaction is said to be exothermic
(i.e., it adds to the kinetic energy of the gas).

::' 2.4 REACTION POTENTIAL SURFACES

The total energy of the Collision.process shown in figure 2.1may be expressed

_:, in terms of laboratory coordinates of the two particles

ml .2 .2 mz .2 o2
E = -2- (&_ + Yl + zz) + El +-2-(x_ + Yz + z2) + E2 + V(xz'Yz'zl' x2'Yz'Z2' .... )

(2.2)

where El and E2 are the initial internal energy levels of the tw_-part_alee, and

the _otential V- is the transient change in internal energy of ti,a par_icles_durin 8
the collision process. The interaction potential may be taken to include..the initial

internal energies Ez and E2 as the reference base level. In general it will
include a dependence on internal structure and orientation coordinates as well as

the particle co111sion coordinates shown. If the collision is inelastic,

_ El + E2 # E[ + E_ and the particles may be considered to have made a transition to

a new potential surface with a different reference energy. The situation is die- -

grammed for a simple one-dimensional form of-reaction path in figure 2.2. This would

he the. case for a perfectly spherically symmetric interaction potential, for example_ _

but in the most general case the reaction path would need to be described with addi_- i
tional coordinatesinvolving the internal configurations of the col].Iding particles.

Such. a case.will be discussed later when we consider three-dlmenslonal collisions !
leading tocoupled vibration-rotation transitions. However, for thepresent we are
interested in the general, concepts of a reactive collision which may be treated
symboli_ally, at least, with the one-dimensional reaction coordinate model. At

2O
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infinite distance apart, the potential is OF POOR QUALITY
a constant, E_ + E2, the sum of tile tni_ . \ _ . TOTALENERGYE

ttal.lnternal energies of the two patti- ___ I " _INALKINETIC
cles, the kinetic energy is T, and the _ _- / IENERGY, T'

/ 1_ _ _ ' FINAL INTERNAL

total, energy is • _ " T + E 1 + _2" AS the. ^_,,,,_oIN\ I I ENERGY. E_+E_particles Come together the internal ener- _ ........... c l
I gies (whiCh may be rotational, vlbratlon_l, __ ENERGY-_\ INIZ!A_KINETI-,uTI _ ENERGY. T _EI, CHANGEIN

or-eleCtronic), are perturbed and the poten- _ _ I k ...... / INTERNALENERGY
tial and kinetic energies interchange such _.-- [__iL_____-,_,___.INITIAL.INTERNAL
that the total is_cOnserved. Another _ ENERGY,ElSE 2
potential surface maybe deflned.£or a _' _\t I
different set of internal states Ez and . l i
E_. If this surface intersects,_ or Comes ' "c

very. close to the first surface at some COLLISIONCOORDINATE,,
value of the collision coordinate rc, and
the total energy E is sufficiently large Figure 2.2- Energy diagram for simplifle_

for the particles to approach one another one-dimenslonal reaction path.

as close as r< or closer, a transition ......
to the ne_ potential surface may occur,

The energy difference E*" between the transition region and the initial potential

EI +.E_ will. be identified with the-Arrhenlus activation energy. If the transition .
does not occur,._the partlcles recede from one another.along the same potential sur-

face as the one on which they approached, the collision is elastic, and the total-

effect of the collision has been to produce scattering. This scattering changes the.

components of momentum and energy of the two particle_ and gives rise to the phenom-
' ena of mass flux, viscosity, and heat transfer whenever gradients in number density,

mass-veloclty., or temperature occur in the gas, respectively. If, on the other hand,
a transition tO the new potential surface occurs with a certain probability P,_which

will be unity or less, the collision, ls inelastic _nd the particles recede f_om one

another at large separation with a.different kinetic energy T' and new steady-state

internal energy levels E_ and E_. In general, a multiplicity of such potential sur- i

faces occur with different crossing points re and different activation energies ]
E*.. Also_ some of the potentials may have.attractive regions as well as the purely .
reRulsive shapes shown symbolically on figure2,2. Thus, a. single.collision, event i_
between two simple gas molecules can lead to a complex multiplicity of reaction

channels. Although reactlon processes need not always be treated as potential sur-

face transitions (indeed other methods my be pr_eferahle in many cases) one can in !principle always define potential.surfaces with which to describe the reaction in

conceptual terms at least. ,..............

2.5 CENTER OF MASS COORDINATES

The most elementary question we must first answer is: What portion of the total

kinetic energy Is available along the reaction Coordinate?- The interaction potential

V. of Eq. (2.2.)will in general be a function Of the distance r between the_wo

particles and the internal orientation Coordinates of the colliding molecules (such

as bond lengths and direction cosines) .....However, the latter coordinates do no_

relate to.the position of the molecules and for present purposes we need Concern
ourselves Only with dependence Of V On the intermolecular distance- r. Thus, we_

wish to transformthe laboratory coordinates _i and _ used .in Eq. (2.2). to

desC=ibe the particle positions in laboratory space, to the coordinate _, the vector .....

, dlstance between the _wo particles, and whatever additional coordinate _ which is

21 I
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needed tO dlagOnallze the kinetic energy expression such that only squared terms in

the velocities appear _ith no dross product terms. This is the coordinate of the

center of mass of the two particles, of Course. This transformation allows us to

sep.arate the equations of motion into. two independent equations, one a function only

Of-R, the other'a function only of r.

-?

ir x y. " ....r= +_r +krz i(x2-x_)+3"@2_,y_)+_(z_-z_) (2.3)

(m_+ m2)_= (m_+ m_)(_x+ _Yt _z)-._(m_x_ �m_).........
'\

+._(mly_.+ m2yz) + _(m_zl.+ mzz2) (2.4)

The inverse transformation given by Eqs ......(2.3) and-(2.4) leads to the expressions for
the components of rI and _2 .

m 2 ml

xl m X - ml + m2"rx" , x2 = X + ml +_m2 rx

m 2 m1

: Yl = Y r , • y= - 7_+ r (2.5)
: m_ + m2 y mz 2 %

m2 m1

zI = Z ml +.m2 r.z , z2 = Z + ml +.m2 rz

When these are substituted in the expression for total energy, Eq..(2.2), one obtains

E M _ "2+ + + +ry+ +v(r)

where M is the total mass (mI + mz) and _ is the reduced mass mlm2/(m I +m2)..
The internal energies El and E2 have been incorporated in the potential V(r) as

discussed in relation tO figure 2.2.

" The kinetic energy associated with the center of mass is a constant of the

motion inasmuch as. the potential V, no matter how complex it may be or how nonspher-

ical it may be, does not involve the center of mass coordinates X, Y, and.Z, This
is Just the kinetic.energy Of a free particle of mass M and velocity _X + _y + _Z.

This energy is thus unavailable for.reactlonpurposes; only the kinetic energy asso-

ciated with the relative velocity between the two particles may interchange with the

internal energy of the particle.• Moreover, the.reaction .pathmay be described as

though it were the motion of a single particle of mass _ moving in the potential

V(r)._ Accordingly, figure 2.1 illustrating the reaction paths in laboratory cOordi- .
nares is .redrawn as figure 2.3 illustrating the reaction path in the relative

distance coordinate r. The position of the hypothetical "single particle"-with mass

may be described relative to an origin that. is fixed at the center of mass and

an axis AA' parallel to the initial relative velocity vector _. Another. indepen-

dent coordinate is needed to unambiguously fix the collision geometry; this is the

miss distance or impact parameter b shown in figure 2.3. If the interaction poten-

tial is aspherical, then a third coordinate, the cylindrical angle ¢ is needed to

describe the orientation of the collision relative to the potential geometry. As

the particles approach One another, the trajectory is deflected by the interaction.

potential, of Course, but If the particles were to continue undeflected on their

[
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initial path, they would then miss One

ii an0therhy the distance b, Sometimes it ,. dS_bd_

is more Convenient tO consider one of the /

if collision partners fixed at the origin /_ __with fictitious infinite mass and the

!: other.molecule approaching with the fictl- _

' gents the relative distance between the

_ molecules at any instant of time, and b

•i - represents the miss distance if the patti- _
cles were not interactive. Other time.

dependent parameters may be useful in Figure 2.3-Colllslon between two parti-
describing the collision process, for cles represented by the motion of a

example, the angle _ between the vector single particle with reduced mass

i _ and the reference axis AA'. In scat- _ = mzm2/(m I + mz) moving in a poten-
tering problems it is usual to define a tlal field V(r) with orlgin fixed on
different reference axis, the line between the center of mass.
the two. particles at the point of closest

.i

: _ approach, and then define the scattering
angles relative to this axis. However, for our present purposes it will be suffi-

Cient to concentrate on the cylindrical coordinates of the initial configuration
relative to the reference axis AA'; these are the radial distance b and the angle

# about the reference axis.

2.6 COLLISION CROSS SECTIONS AND REACTION RATE COEFFICIENTS

:_ In the Sample of gas many encounters occur simultaneously with a distribution

over all possible velocities u and impact parameters b and _. All values of b

Iil and ¢ are assumed equally probable, and the velocities are given by some dlstribu- "tlon function f(u). The velocity distribution function is normally a Maxwell-

!i Boltzmann distribution. Quantum effects of gas degeneration are normally negligible

i! at conditions where reactive collisions are important, and the Maxwell-Bol_zmann

i!_ distribution establishes itself so quickly in a gas at conditions of usual interest,5
_{ . even where internal energies are far out of equilibrium with the kinetic energies,

thatnonequillbrlum velocity distributions need not normally be considered. However,

one couldeasily account for a nonequilibrlum :telocity distribution in the formula-
tions _whiCh follow, if that distribution is known.

The number of encounters that occur in a unit volume of gas within a range of

velocities du, of miss distance db, and angular parameter d# may be expressed
(refs. 1 and 2)

unln 2

dN = -- f1(ul)f - --(u2_d_1 duzb db d¢ (2.7)S 2

where u is the magnitude Of the relative velocity I_2 - _Xl, nA is the number den-

sity of molecules of type I, n2 is the number density of molecules Of type 2, fl and

f2 are the velocity dlstrlhutlon.functlons for molecules of type 1 and type 2,

respectively, and bdbd¢ is the element of Cross section area shown in figure 2.3.

The factor s is called the s_nmetry number; it is unity if the two particles are

different but equals• two if•the two particles are identical. The symmetry number

must be included to _void counting systems twice in the latter case; the number of



all different combinations of two particles in a unit volume is the product n_n2 if

' the particles are different, it is •n_./2 if the particles are identical. --i
]

Normally we need consider only distribution functions that are isotropic in
space, in which•Case it is convenient tO express the veloclty volume elements in
terms of spherical coOrdinates

_.

d_i -d_i d_i d_i -sinei dei d¢i u["dui _ (2.8) '_

and integrate over all angular Orientations. Equation (2.7) then becomes

nln 2

dN - .(4_) '_ T uf_(ul)f2(u'_)u_ dulu_ dumb db d_ (2.9)

: At this point we want to transform the laboratory velocities _i and _2 shown

' in fSgure 2.i to the center of mass velocity _ = (dR--7_) and the relative velocity
_--r, so that it will be convenient to_integrate Eq. (2.9) with respect,to the rela--........ i

_ tlve velocity magnitude, u, Th_ volume elements are simply related (see Eq. 2.5)

--"V- "
_x _

dxldx 2 = dX d_x ORIGINALPAGE IS
_:2 _x2 OF POORQUALITY
ax

(2.10)
-m 2

i ml + ma

" dX df x - d_ x dX '
m 1

1
m I + m2

so the Jacobian for the entire transformation is unity_

d_t d_ a,.d#_ dg_ d_ 1 d_ 2 -df x d_y d_ z dX dkdZ

" (4_)2u_ dulu_ du2 - (_)2u2 dug2 de (2.11_

The total number of encounters,in a unit volume of gas in uni_ time may thus be
expressed in an integration of Eq. (2.7) 1

".oN = "-----w0 q'_0-_0 f'If2U2 d u s du_b db de (2.12)

The inner integral in Eq. (2.12)_is_a._functlon onl__of u. We Can define a function
r f(u)

! f(u) " (4_u)2 f_faU2 dU..... (2.13)

24 '1
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veloclty magnltude between u and_u • du. With this definition, the number of Colli-

sion enCOunters may be exp;Qssed

N - _ f(u)u du b d__bde (2.14)

Only a fraction of the collision encounters results in a given change Of inter--
nal state or reaction. Let P(_,b,u) be the probability that a collision, with.cylin-

I drical angular orientation _.,miss distance b, and relative velocity u, results in

i reaction. The rate of reaction is defined as the total number of reactions produced ',in unit volume in unit time I

'_' R = nln2s L_ ° P(¢,b,u)f(u)u dub db.d,, (2.15)_

The quantity in brackets is, by definition, the rate coefficient a for the reaction_

in question. The integration over the parameters b and _ yields the reaction cross

!ii sections(u)

rf; S(u) - P(0,b,u)b db d¢ (2.i6)
a_ -0

i
a = s |_S(u)uf(u)du (2.17) _

Thus, the rate coefficient a physically represents the volume swept out in unit .i
time by a disc of cross section S(u) moving with the velocity u, all weighted with

the velocity distribution function f(u) and averaged over all velocities; its dimen-
sions are cm3/sec.

The definitions above have been left as general as possible so that the proce- :I

dures for evaluating the cross,sections and rate coefficients can be visualized even.!:

i for nonequilibrium velocity distribution functions.. The only assumption which hasbeen made is that the distribution functions are Isotropic, that is, that the gas

I phase in which reaction occurs is without appreciable gradients. In practice, it isusually safe to assume that .the kinetic motions are in an equilibrium Maxwell-- ,
Boltzmann distribution at a given temperature T,.since this distribution normally
establishes itself much faster than the reactions of interest. In cases where the

internal.energy establishes equilibrium on the same time scale as the kinetic motions,, i
which is often the Case with rotational energy of molecules, for example, the reac-

tion can merely be considered as infinitely fast for most practical engineering needs, i!..... ,

For Maxwell_Boltzmann velocity distributions (reds, 1 and 2) then, we have

(
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, -,.-,. (m_m2)31.2...... 2 .2 ._- ..2 .2+ ;-_.)I },-m_(x 1 + y_+ z_)- m2_x _ +

......... -J....... -. dx_.dy_dz_dx2dyzdz 2

J-MCX +.Y +.Z ) - _(r x + _ + rz2)

'q(i = (2_rkT)_ exp 2kT . _d_xd _yd _ _J
t .... (2.18)

;i
i t

Integrating Eq. (2.18) overmll center-of-mass.velocity components a_d mul_iplyi.ng. ,_

I:i_ by (4_u)z, as defined in Eq. (2.13)_ we obtain . .I

!: f(u) - 4_u_2 _), exp(-_u2/2kT) (2.19) '

i

for the distribution function of the encounters between two particles with relative
_ velocity magnitude u. This .distribution is of course normalized; the integration

il) over all _u yields.,unity.

The reaction rate coefficient of Eq. (2.17).may now be_expressed______ '_

[: a(T) = _ _-_-_) S(u) exp(-puZ/2kT)uSdu ]
I:I .... (2.20)

\,,_/I/% exp(-x)x dx

The second expression in Eq. (2.20) has been transformed to the dimensionless kinetic _
energy variable x = pu2/2kT. The radical in front_m/u_rha_in_egralis Just the mean

velocity _ !( u _sl_ u'
5 = uf(u)du - 4_ k2-'_-_) exp(-pu_/2kT)du

1

- 1i ,
so the rate coefficient may be expressed

[! = sj0 S(X) exp(-x)x dx (2.22)

The integral in Eq. (2.22) represents the average cross section weighted by the
Maxwell-Boltzm_nn distribution function. The rate coefficient a(T) will vary as the

product of T I/-2, due to the factor _, and another: function of temperature represent- _ iI

ing the functional dependence of this average cross section. To_proceed further than i 1
this we must know the form of the cross section function, either experimentally or
theoretically..

I
!
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2.7 DEPENDENCE OF APPARENT ACTIVATION ENERGY ON CROSS SECTION FUNCTION

i'

Unfortunately, very little is known about cross sections at low collision ener-

1 gles where they contribute most_to the integral of Eq (2.22) From our concept of

an activation energy leading to a potential crossing where the Cransltlon can take -

place with reasonable probability, we knew. that thecross section must vanish until

! the kinetic energy of collision at least reaches the activation energy E*. All our

experimental experience indicates that the cross sections increase very rapidly abovei'

i:, E* until they reach some maximum value, which is less than the total cross section
I for all processes, including elastic Scattering. As discussed previously, this total I

i cross-section is the orden of-10 -zs cm 2-for most atoms and simple molecules, and for ........................_" cases where a single highly probablereaction is involved, the maximumin th,_ reac-

_' tion Cross section may approach this total. At still hlgher-energies the cross sec-

!_i tlons decrease again, generally as the-inverse square root of collision energy, and
become vanishingly small at collision energies that are two o_ three orders of mag_i-

[ rude greater than thethreshold activation energy_. The form of a typical reaction

i " cross section function is sketched in. figure 2..4.•

i!i The simplest functional form we can O_|G|_[ PAGE |SI use to empirically ap_roximatethebehav-
_ OF POOR
_: iorof;real cross sections is a step _ QUALITY
_ function

' Z

S=O , E<E*

(2.23)
E*<E

= SO ,
O

where SO is some. Constant value. The u 4
rate coefficient for Such a cross section

is_ from Eq. (2.22)

_So _ -x E"
(T) = S e x dx KINETIC ENERGY OF RELATIVE MOTION, IogE

S Figure 2.4- Typical form for reaction

=-9-° _(x * + l)e-x* (2..24) cross section as a function of colli-

s sion energy, ii

where x* is the dimensionless activation energy E*/kT. The variation of _(x*_ I)

with-temperature is so weak compared with the variation of.the exponential term

e'x*, that for many practical purposes Eq. (2.24) is the Same as the Arrhenius func- :i
tion, where the coefficient in front of the exponential is taken to be constant,

Expressing Eq. (2.24) in terms of the parameter 8 = (kT)-I

% z)e- E*a =-- (BE* + (2.25) ' .

one finds the Slope of the logarithm of _ as a function o£ 8

d in a . -E* + c-E* 1 + - + (2.26)
d_ " '8'E*+ 1 _ _ " " "
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For many chemical reactions E* is the order of i eV Or more, while the thermal JjI
energy kT at nOrmal temperatures is the order of (I/40) eV; for such Cases _he

i factor (28E*)-I " is the order of i0-2, small Compared with unity. Thus, the slope Of I
i an Arrhenius plot (a plo_ Of in _ vs 8) for the step-function Cross section, I

1 Eq. (2.23), would very clOsely be equal to (-E*), except at rather high temperatures ....

where it would become somewhat less negative. .
i

!: From this point on we shall treat the interaction potential as spherically sym-

[ metric, as this greatly simplifies the analysis. StriCtly speaking, the potential !
r- is spherica!ly symmetric only for a single electron in collision with an atom or ion

having outer electrons all in the s state; atomic or molecular wave functions ,\ ]
having finlteangular momentum have lobes, and molecular wave functionsare also
elongated about the interatomlc bond directions. Aspherical effects maybe particu-.

!:, larly important where strong dipole moments exist. Nevertheless, it is common prac-
tlce to average the potential over all angular configurations to .obtain an effective

average spherical potential for use in quantitative calculations. The rationale for
this procedure is that the effective potential represents an average fore multitude

ofcollislons in which all possible initial angular orientations are equallyprobable ....

iiI In practice the average potential gives reasonably good results for many simple mole-

_:_: cules for:which the permanent_dipole moments are not too strong. _

I!: The cross section is not really a step function as assumed in Eq. (2.23), of

Ii;i course, but varies as sketched in figure 2.4. Because of the strong exponential

i_ weighting of the cross section at thermal collisiOn energies near kT by the
" Maxwell-Boltzmannkinetic energy_distribution (see Eq. (2.20)), the important part '

i of the function for our purposes is the region just above the threshold E*. In this
region the cross sections for all reaCtionS, are observed to increase as a.simple power

_ of collision energy. Part of this increase is due to_the requirement that angular .-.

ii_ momentum be conserved during collision, the remaining increase isdue to the varia_
_ tion in transition probability at the potential crossing as the collision velocity

i changes. .. I

il The conservation of angular momentum in collision may be expressed in terms of

the angle _ of figure 2.3 I

_' _r2_ = _ub (2.27)
!

The energy is also conserved during_collision, of Course !

i_ _ (_2 +.r2_2) + V(r) = _u-_2- (2.28)2 2

Substituting _ from Eq. (2.27) into Eq. (2.28),. one.obtains an expression for _ i

[U2 2V(r) u262] I/%, _ (2.29)_

At the point of closest approach in. the.trajectory, ro, the derivative r vanishes

and_we have a relation between the impact, parameter and ro

(_2 2V(ro) V(ro)-
= 1 _uT-- = 1 -._ (2.30)

where E is the initial kinetic energy. NoW if the xeactlon, is to occur, ro must

be less_than or equal to rc, the potential crossing point. At this point the

28 ORIGINAL.p4QE IS ' i
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I potentiid V is Just the actlvatlon enersy E*, Thus, the maximum value which the -

imp&or parameter can hiwe if the poln£ of closest approacl_ _.s to be l_sa than or ....

_ equal t:o r c is .....

ib../= ORIOINAL PAaE IS
t, -- ]. - OF POOR QUALITY (2.30a)

I , V:c/. E .........
, AI] lhrger values o_ the impact parameter will result in.a defleEtl6n Of the colll-

i: sion partners at distances greater than re, Thus, we may express the effective

' sphb1_ic=_]s_.|._e.triecross section
i

S " _rrcP ---_-.,

: wlmre the factor (i - E*/E) ".,the fractlon of systems wlth initial miss distance

less than rc. which reacl%the transition point according to conservation of angular-
momentum, and p is the probability of transition at the Conflguratlbn re . The
latter .is analyzed.by the Landau-Zoner.theory which predicts,a rapid increase of p

,:.: with_collislon energy near. threshbld. (ref_ 3). This theory will be considered in .....
il some detail later; for the moment we. will.account for this factor emplrlcally_hy

adding another factor ((E/E*) - I)m-I to the cross section function (ref, 4)

[: s = So I -. -i (2.32)
I

where So is. some constant and m is the observed slope of the logarithm of the

cross section as a function of the logaritlun of excess collision energy near the ii
tl_reshold.. This slope is typically between 1 and 3-for cross sections that are

ii obs erred.
i

'the cross section of Eq. (2 32) can be integrated exactly in Eq. (2.22) to give

i_: (at*)m-I '

t: As indicated, the approximation is useful where BE*->> I. it may be no_ed that an

! additional factor 1 + (m + I)/_E*. is. often given in the literature, but the secOnd.

i tet'm in this factor is meaningless; .it results from the unrealistic divergence of

! the cross section at high collision, energies when the cross section is assumed to
_ have the.form S = So[ (E/E*) ......I]m. The second .order term in (BE*)-I is always
_'_ negative, ,tot positive, when .cross sections are used that approach a proper asymptotic

]imit,.or decrease, at high-collision energy. These. higher orderterms are of little

consequence an)-_ay for _E* _ 10, an inequality that is easily satisfied for many .........
reactlons.

Howe_er, reactions-d0 exist where E* may be small compared wlth kT at the

temperatures Of interest, for example the lonlzation of highly excited electronic

species. In such cases it is necessary tO clmose a cross-section function that has a

more realistic asymptotic behavior than Eq. (2.32). The transition probability p

cannot exceed unity, so-£he cross section at hlgli collision energies has an upper
bound wlt1_ the functional form,
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Using t;h!s upper bound in Eq.. (2.22) One obtains the rate coefficient

= - _So e" t3E* , BE* <__<1 (2.35)

The apparent activation energy will be defined as the negative slope of an

:_ _ -- Arrhenius plot (the plot_of _n a vs 8), and in the limiting cases Considered this

quantity approaches

d £n a I' E* + 2m - Id8 _E* >> 2_

1 (2• 36)

, E*+2- _ ._BE*<< 1
ii

_ E°,eV Near room temperature 8== 40 eV-1
N2+ N2 15.6 and the correction terms are a few hun-

N2+NO 0.3 dredths electron volt. Thus. where the

N2+CO 11.9- activation energy is the order of I eV, 1

N2+ 02 12.2 it is perfectly Justified to equate the "I
,! I0.15_ ..............._co+co. 14.0. slope of the Arrhenius plot with the true
ii_ N2+CO 2 13.8 activation energy, as is usually done by

N2+CH4 13.0 chemists However, at high temperatures

02+ 02 12.0 the correction term becomes appreciable..

............Ar+Ar 15.7 For temperatures near I0_ K, for example,

8 == I eV-1, and the corrections are between ._
I0"16-- 0.5 eV_and 1.5 eV (for m = 2) according

to the above limits. These are not at all

negligible corrections. Note that the

curvature of the Arrhenius plot is not in
question here; the curvature will usually

z" "y
o -17 be negllglble over the temperature range

lo ...........
u . involved in a typical experiment and the
UJ

data may plot as a very nice straight line•

_o What is not generally appreciated is that
u= /_ the true activation energy cannot.be eval-
z /- uated from the slope of this line if the

010"18- / ' data are taken at high temperature, with -_
i._ N_ ' " out some knowledge of the form of .the

/ ' cross-section function. Normally _,is

o // .: not measured over a wide enough_range of

i/ temperature and with sufficient reproduci-
I0-19 bility in shock tube experiments to deter--

mine. a reliable value for m. Molecular

beam experiments have been of limited help
" because accurate measurements are diffi-

cult to make near-threshold. A number of

10.20 heavy particle impact ionization cross ,
1 lO lO0 1000 sections .have been measured by Utterback :

ENERGYABOVETHRESHOLD.E - E*,eV (ref. 5) within an electron volt or so of
threshold• These are summarized in fig-

Figure 2.5- Measured ionization cross sec- ure 2,5 on a plot of log S vs log (E - E*).

tions for various collision partners

as a function of kinetic energy in

excess of threshold.
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' _ The values Of the slope m generally lo_1_- OF POORQUA_T,X
range between 2 and 3 for this Class 6f /_/_ --

reaction. Kleffer and Dunn (ref. 6) sum- /s.__---marized a. number of measured electron

i impact ionization cross sections shown 10_16--' -_'__e''''"

¢! in figure 2.6. and for this class of ._a_1(/_..'-_,s_._

reaction tileslope m Is charaCterlged.. •

cross sections for other classes of

reaction are not generally available _ , _,_:'.'H_4# ----------Kr.• - ._:." 1/.I/ --.o---- A.
near threshold, but it Is likely that _ f.:'"/l>' NO'CO'N2

these wlll fit the same general type of_ I0"1B-..' #/ ...... N.

o_derfUncti°nalof2.dependence' wlth slopes the ///_, 2::::_ Oai 10.19 . . R oooeooee H 2

eeelLeeeoool0_H

; lo-2O I I I
.i .I I 10. I00
_: k "e'l, eV

Figure 2.6- Cross sections for ionization .

ill: by electron impact.

Exercise -".I: A cros_ _cctlot* oftcu u,acd ll_ rbactlot_ratc literature i,J

,,.,o(:_.,_,)"
where

x._ -BE

!i ,"' _,aluate the rate coefficient a and the apparent activation energy -('d in a/dfl) for this crass section. Show

that the first order tet_s are the same as obtained for S m $o(l - x*/x)(x/x* - sm-_- 1, . but that the next order tet'ms lit

(_E*) "I give,-au increase in a and a-decrease In -(d _n a/d_), Don't forget that _ is proportional to _-a] "_..........

:!, F.XerCi_e 2.2: The crO_s acctiot_-above diverges unrealistically ,at large coUtslou energy. C0n_lder the cress

i .e_tie:, 1!
b:

which approaches-the Tlmit So at large x. Evaluate t_ and -(d _n aidS) for this cross section and show that the leading "'
term is the same as above, but that. the next ot'der terms in (_E_) °_ decrease the rate cOefficient _ and decrease the .......
aDp_rc_t actix'ation ener&y.

tlint: e_and x "m about X*.
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2.8 DISSOCIATIVE RECOMBINATION OF NO + + a OF POOR QUALITY

I
To give a concrete example Of an application Of some Of the preceding con-

cepts, consider the dissociative recombination reaction

Or 4

NO+ + a _-N + 0 --.- (/.37) J
of

]
This reaction is one of the dominant mechanisms leading to iOnization andeleCtron
recombination in hypersonic airflow. The forward rate for thlsreactlon was first |

measured by Lin, Naal, and Fyfe (raf. 70. Lin and Tear (ref. 8) proposed the dis- I
sociativa recombination rate coefficient ]

i

Of " O.003T -s/2 cm3/sec .... (2.381__

4

Co fit Chair experimental data. This-_alua has been widely used in calculatlonsof.
flow. about high_spged vehicles and of the electron densities in wake flow following
such vehicles ...... l

Subsequent experiments indicated.that while Eq. (2.38) may be correct at normal 4

temperatures, the rate should be somewhat higher at high temperatures as shown in_ I

• figure 2.7. The high temperature experiments yield the reverse rate coefficient Or., !
and at equilibrium, this is related.to

the forward rate with. the equilibrium con-

stant Ke _ 1

|

21

10"6 Of = OrKe (2.39_

1817 Some speculation has persisted about the

validity of this relation at the nonequil-
%% ihrium

conditions where the measurements 1
_'_ 15 are made (the experimenter cannot measure

: 10"7 _ i
5 X I0-18 (I-e "c'/kT) a Change in species concentration.at(kT)l/2 equilibrium, of course),..but Rice (raf. 9).

T has long. argued that the equilibrium con- i i
23 scant is still the ratio of forward to i

I reverse rates under most nonequilibrlum ,

10-8 conditions where reactions are measured,
as long as the Boltzmann distribution ofi

velocities is present. McLarenand Apple-
0.0__03 ton (ref. I0) have confirmed these ideas
T3/L-- with measurements Of both forward and

reverserates of vibrational excitation

10.9 of CO over a rangeof temperature. Accord- I
100 300 1_0 3000 10,_0 30,_0 ingly we assume that Eq. (2.39) is valid

TEMPERATURE,K forths reaction of p_esent interest also, _'
Figure 2.7- Dissociative recombination and chat the trends shOwn by the data in

rate for NO+ + e _ N + O. Data figure 2.7 are valid. Thompson (ref. ii),

numbered by reference number, and Frohm and DeBoer (ref. 12) suggest
that the constant 0..003 in Eq. (2.38). ._
should be increased by a factor of 3; IFrohm and DeBoer point out that an increase by a factor of 2 actually fits the

original data of reference 8 better. The mean value given by Stein et el. (ref. 13)
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Is twice as large as =hat siven by Eq. (2.38), and Eckerman and Stern (ref. 14) and

Eschenroeder and Chen (ref..15) bo_h Observed _hat increasin s the rates by factors
up tO 5 are consistent with measured electron decay in the wake of hIsh speed
models. Dunn and Lordi (ref, 16).a]sO verified _he Correctness of higher values at_

[ the higher temperatures. HOwever, a number Of 10w temperature measurements

i_- (refs. 17-22) agree with Eq. (2.38) (except for some estimates of upper atmosphere

I: _ electron recombination (refs. 23 and 24); these latter should probably be weighted

i' lightly domparedwith the Other evidence). This anomaly led Sutton (ref. 25) _o
: use Values £or wake calculations that are empirically faired between the high and
_ low temperature as shown on figure2.7.

I;

il Hansen (ref. 26) pointed out that theore_ica_ grounds exist for predlctlng a
' Smoo_b variation of _f from a T-I/2 to a T-3/2 dependeR_e__As the temperature
•, increases. The ionization is presumed to

[ occur,when the N-+ 0 atoms interact along /i

• of.NO+(ZE +) potential, figure 2.8 NO+'

.:: actlons at least One crossing will prob- - NI2p0)*O(3p)= NI4S0IzOllS--_)

i:i:i ablyoccurnearthisminim=Ifthisis lO
!-_; the case, then the threshold or activa- % G2X......._x _ --

iii: tiOn energy E*--is-about the heat of" _ a Bl_.._,/'- / N(4S0)+O(1D)
iil formation, which is from 0.4 to 2.8 eV _ l

electronic states of the atoms are

[, involved in the collision., i "4_ a4_ 20V"

:_ N(_S) �O(ID) �NO+(IZ+) 0.8 eV (2.40) \ X2= _
i_, o l\OJ I I I I I

_" N(ZD) + O(3p) �NO+(IZ+) 0.4 eV .5 tO 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5'_';:_ INTERNUCLEARDISTANCE,A a
i i
:' Higher lying atomic states are ignored Figure 2.8- N + O. and NO+ interaction :|
_i because the reaction becomes exothermlc potentials.[

and the populatlon in these states will nor_

mally decrease exponentially without a Cor_ J

responding increase in reaction probability. ,_
i

Let re be the equilibrium interatomic distance of. the.NO+ ion and assume that

a fixed fraction p of the colliding atOms which reach this_crossing point, will form :_
NO+, and that the patentials are spherically symmetric. The reaction cross section

for the reverse reaction of Eq. (2.37) is then written as .in Eq..(2.32). The frac-- ltion p will be a function of collision_energy according to the Landau-Zener theory I
(r_f. 3), but.we will merely choose some constant _alue, the order of 10-2 , which

fits the-£unction to the observed data. With this assumption the rate coefficient
is given by Eq. (2.35)

_r = _So e-E*/kT (2.41)

Where SO is a constant to be fit to experimental data and E* is the activation -

energy, in this case 2.8 eV. If. excited species are present in theirequillbrium

; Concentrations and have the same cross section function as Eq. (2.32), but with
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approprla=ely shlfted threshold energy E*, thesame expression is obtained for .e

as Eq. (2.33), with the Same activation energy, 2.8 eV, except that the constant So.
is mul_iplied by the sum

g(N_S)g(OsP) + g(S_S)g(O_D ) + g(N2D)g(O3P# 4x9 + 4x5 + lOx9
i,I g(NUS)g (osP).... = 4x9 - 4.06 (2..42)

F where the symbols g are the degeneraCles of the atomic electronic states indicated.

li This effect of excited alectronid states will be considered later in chapter IV. For
!" the present, it is pointed out that the effect produces a constant factor which can i_

be merely absorbed in the empirical constant So, and the reverse ra_a coefficient _ _--._

varies as the.produc! Q_ Tx_2 and.exp(-2.8 eV/kT). 1

Now the equilibrium constant for th_ reaction in the forward.direction is the

product of_he partitlon functions of the p_oducts divided by the product Of the par- i

Citlon functions of the reactants_ all multiplied by the exponential of the factor

E*/kT I
QNQo E*/kT

•_ Ke = QeQNO+ e (2.43) _

_::_ To a reasonably good approximation we _:,aytake the electronic partition functions as

_ the ground state degeneracies and treat NO+. as_ harmonic oscillator with charac-

i!i teristic vibrational energy h_ = 0.27 eV. The .temperature factors in the transla-
_ tional partition functions all cancel, and the temperature dependence of the NO+ "

rotational and vibrational partitlon function remains. Thus, an approximate expres-

sion for Ke is

Accordingly the forward rare coefficient is, with So = p_r_ = 3x10 -le cm2

4'8xlO-e ( )_f = _rKe = (kT)i/_ (eV)I/2 1 - e-0.27.,eV/kT cmS/sec (2.45)

Equation (2.45) is shown on figure 2.7 and is seen to follow the same trends as

shown by the data. At high tempera=ures.where kT >> 0.27 eV, _f varies as T- 3/9,

essentially the variation in _ divided by the rotational and vibrational partition

functions of NO+. At lower temperature the vibrational partition function approaches
12

unity and af then varies as T- / . The latter variation agrees very well with the
measurements of Weller and Biondi (ref. 28) a_ 450 K and 300 K which are the most

recent data shown in that temperature range. However, Weller and Biondi's. data at

200 K is abnormally high in comparison with the theory, which suggests that some

additional experimental or theoretical effect may yet be unaccounted for at very low

temperatures.

i" . 2,9 CONCLUDING REMARKS
i :i

In conclusion, the reaCtlon-rate mechanism can be interpreted as a potentlal.

curve _=rosslng transition, and the known form of reaction cross sections leads to the i

Arrhenlus form of reaction-rate coefflcient. At low temperatures where kT is con-

siderably less than the activation energy E*, the latter can .be .accurately equated

to the negative slope of an Arrhenlus plot (the_plot of £n _ vs i/kT). However, at ........................................
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'i CHAPTER-111 SIMPLE AVAILABLE ENERGY THEORY OF DISS0ClATiON RATES

[ 3.1 SUMMARY ORIGINAL PAQEIS
_.'_ OF- POOR QUALITY

_ A simple, available-energytheory isdeveloped which provides, numerical estimates ..

_.' of dissociation races for diatomic and. tria=omic moleCules, Which generally agree_wlth.

experimental data within a factor of 3, over a wide range of %emperature and a variety
I of COllision .partners. Since other theories, even though often rather complex, are.

unable toprovide better results,_._he available energy theory will probably remain a
I _ uSeful.model for many engineering purposes until rigorous computer calculations Of- '\

i rate coefficients become economically and routinely available.

_ii• 3.2 INTRODUCTION

I_

Ii A sizable aumber of theoretical models have been proposed for analysis of simple
• reactions.such as. atom exchangeand dissociation. One widely studied model is the

..... activated complex theory developedby Glasstone, Laidler, and Eyring (ref. i). While.
ri_ this theory hasbeen very useful conceptually, describing a short-lived molecular

i__ complex existing at the saddle point of a potential surface in equilibrium with the
_• normally stable molecular species of which it is composed, the theory has not been.

very useful quantitatively.. The reaction is .described as a vibration-like motion

along a trajectory crossing the saddlepoint, and the functional_form of. the crossing _

rate is derivable in part, but one is left with an undetermined transmission coeffi-

• cient repreSenting the fraction ofsystems which approach the saddlepoint thatactually

cross the barrier int_the domain of the reaction products, the remainder is reflected_

back into the domain.of the initial collision, partners_ This transmission coefficient

is uncertain by many orders of magnitude and its functional form is undetermined, in

general, It has been evaluated numerically only in a few special cases such as a _,
collinear H + H2 + H_ + H type atom exchange reaction. Thus, for'engineering.put- i|

i!i_' poses we seek a model that can be used for estimating dissociation rates with greater ii
: quantitative certainty.
il Another theoretical approach that Seems helpful is to-calculate the flux of. _!

three-body recombination systems across a given surface S in phase space, which is _
chosento, separate the product domain from the reactant domain. In principle, this 'I

i!;_.
_. method is appropriate wherever classical mechanics is adequate to describe the mQtiqDs .......................................

_ involved. This flux F may be expressed

f dS/dt d$ (3.I)F'=- P [grad S I

where p is the density of points in phase space, usually chosen to be the equilibrium

distribution density, S is the given surface defined as a function of the coordinates_

and their conjugate momenta, and d_ is the vector surface element. The Concept

"surface"means here a (2m- i) dimensional subspace in 2m dimensional phase space,•

where m is the appropriate number of sets of coordinates and their, conjugate

momenta. The derivative dS/dt, divided by Igrad S I is the_.velocity with which the

phase points cross this surface. Wigner (re£. 2) shows that if such a surface is ,_

properly chosen, namely So that the flux across the surface is minimized, then the I,
recombinatlon rate is rigorously determined. Keck (ref. 3) developed the method
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further by using variational methods to find mlnlmumvalues for surfaces having plausl-

' ble-functlonal forms. However, the calculations become increasingly intricate as one

i_ : attempts tO define this surface more rigorously, and the extension Of.the method toF

i even trlatomlC molecule dissOciation is discouragingly formidable. A related classi-

i cal approach has been taken by Light and Arnsteln (refs. 4 and 5), who solve the

_, Liouville equation for dlatomlC molecule dissociation with the somewhat unrealistic
!_: _ assumption that collisions are adiabatic_ Once again, the solutions become so lntri-.

I - care that. they must be done numerically, and the extension to'polyatomic molecule .
! dissoclation.does notappear tractable.. A very simple model for dissociation of

!i dlatomlc molecules was proposed by Rice (ref. 6), in which he assumed that only

!: molecules with vlbratlonalenergy within kT of the dissociatlon, limlt are capable of;....

_: being dissociated by collision. This simple conceptwas extended byBenson and

_ Fueno (ref.....7), who-consider the recombination process asacascade sequence of single i

If. vibrational quantum Jumps from the top vibrational levels. However, this model over- ]

!. looks the equally important role of rotational transitions in thecascade,y de-excitation process, as well as_the strongly anharmonic effects which occur in the _I

f. closely spaced vibrational levels near_the dissociation limit, which promote multiple
i_: quantum transitions thatare difficult to include.

!_.L
All of the above models, and others not mentioned,providecertaln conceptual

insights_int_ the dissociation mechanism, but when thequantitativeresults are con-

i the theory or the calculations performed, are .superior for _ngineering purposes to. a_ sidered, one is left with the conclusion that.none of them, no matter how intricate

I!i: simple available energy theory described many years ago byFowler and Guggenheim

_: (ref. 8.). This model has been found to reproduce observed dissociation rates gener-

ii ally within a factor of ten (ref ....9), Which even to the.present day is reasonably _ ....
consistent with the uncertainties in experimental data. In spite of its obvious,

,:_ deficiencies as a modern scientific theory of reaction rates, it is still widely used

i;:" for making engineering estimates of rates in connection with fluid-flow problems, and
will probabl_ cOntinue to beused in this way until precise numerical computer quantum

I

solutions of rates become routinely and economically available. Therefore, a brief

analysis of the model is appropriate for.our Surpgses here.

_, The available energy theory is similar in a way to the WiEner theory mentioned
above; the principal difference is that the surface S is now taken to be a surface _ ._

inphase space which all collision systems must cross, whether"reactive or unreactive,

rather than a surface which divides the two as in the WiEner. approach. The fraction 1
of the flux F- in Eq. (3.1) which leads to reaction is simply taken to be that frac-

tion with energy in a given number of degrees of freedom n, which equals or. exceeds

I the activation energy of the reaction. This fraction is the reaction probability used
bl. in Eq. (2.16).

3.3 AVAILABLE ENERGY DISSOCIATION RATE MODEL

Conslder-the geD@rlal co_!!islon induced dissociation reaction

AB.+ M �A+ B + M_ (3.2)

with the rate coefficient a deflned-

d[_]dt = -_[_] [M] (3.3)
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where, the brackets_signify ConCentrations. The ra_e doefftctent is expressed: as a.
colllslon_rate 0 and ibm probabllity P that dissociation results from a single
co llision

- eP I

i' = T --- (3.4) ii
i the symmetry number s is the same as discussed in Chap. II; s equals unlt_ unless I

i: the molecules AB and M are identical, in which case it equals 2. !
i

For a gas in equilibrium, 6 is given by

iI!I_ (2_%IkT)-3/2 So_

0 - _ S(p)e -p2/2_kT 4_'p2dp (3.5)

i:

:. where p, is the momentum of the coll_ding partners in center-of-mass coordinates,

Is the reduced mass of AB and M, and S(p) is the total collision cross section
for both favorable and unfavorable events.

i The total cross section is not precisely known, but it is not difficult to estl........

: mate within a factor of about 2, sufficient for present purposes. The wave functions

i of outer electrons extend about the same range for all atoms and only slightly more
,. for diatomic molecules, such that all total cross sections are the order of

30x10 -16 cm 2. As a next.approximation, the cross section can be considered a weak

function of momentum p, namely the cross section appropriate for calculation of

viscosity:

w /
!

where C is Sutherland's constant, a quantity the order of a few hundred degrees

.. Kelvin for most atoms and molecules, and S_ is the constant cross section derived
from %_iScoslty measurements at high temperatures compared with the Sutherland con-

stant. In this case_ tlle c0!lision rate given by Eq. (3.5) becomes

_/2S_(1 )

The crucial problem is to evaluate the probability factor P in Eq. (3.4).

FoWler.•and Guggenhelm (ref. 8) consider the surface S to be any surface normal to

the component of momentum between centers of the colliding particles, which the system

i crosses prior to collision. The flu_x.of_sys.tems 'across this surface _iven by

Eq. (3.1) is just

F= . . , _e dp_... (3.8)

Where tl_e phase density p has been taken as the exponential Boltzmann distribution,

the.velocity across tilesurface is pl/_, and the surface element dPkdq k involves

all the momenta and their conjugate coordinates except q,, the coordinate that is

l_eld _onstm, t over tl_esurface S. Then, assuming that the energy which contributes _]
to the dl_soclatlon Of AB involves Just. n terms wlth only momenta or coordinates. !
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squared, and that the equilibrium distribution of energy exists among those modes,
One flnds.that the .fraction..of this flux where the.energy In these n _egrees of

freedOm is greater than the dissociation energy D is given by

I

if! exp<- tkT)dp = D ..... (3.9).

il. (kT) (n �T� �¨�V[(n+i)/2]

i The momenta and coordinates involved have been transformed tO..the energy variable E, '_

which is.the total energy in the n modes considered and_includes the kinetic energ_

along the collision path. The factors in the denominator are Just thenormalizatlon

I_ constants requlred so that the total probability goes to unity when both favorable ar

i unfavorable events are considered,

- The .problem.remaining_is that the number 'of degrees of freedomwhich should con-

i tribute to dissociation is undefined. If Only one degree of freedom is considered, .that is the kinetic energy associatedwith the momentum of the collision partners

I_ along the direction between centers, the probability P is generally too small. On ,
_ the other hand, if the total number of degrees, of freedom involved .in the two

!iI particles AB and M is used, P is invariably much tOO large. In this dilemma, the i

i. Concepts provided by the activated complex theory are helpful. The energy whichCauses dissociation appears, at least momentarily, in the internal energy modes of

I this complex. Since energy is conserved, weassume that n is the number of intern_ i
i degrees Of freedom which disappear when the complex breaks up, and that the remainin_ '

degrees of freedom_carry away their full share of the energy distributed among these

degrees of freedom at equilibrium. ' : 1
J

In general., the activated complex may include the collision partner, but for th_ i I

present we consider this partner inert. The interactio_ potential in this. case is .

normally approximated hy a very steep., short range, repulsive potentialwhich is

spherically symmetric with respect to..the closest atom of the molecule. The collisi,

process is then conceived as a sudden discontinuity in one component of the molecule
internal momentum modes, without change in the other momentum component or in the

atomic position coordinates. This model is sometimes referred to as the sudden

approximation. The activated complex is Just the original moleculein which one com.

_ ponent of internal momentum has suddenly taken a newdistribution independent of the

energy residing in the other modes. As in the Eyring theory (ref. I), the activated -
molecule is taken to have a Boltzmann-like d_stribution of internal energies, except.

that we take the distribution to be bounded by th@_rgqu!rement that the molecule he

stable before the collision event.

Now we choose the surface S, over which the flux Of systems is calculated, oft|

onal to the coordinate conjugate _o the excited component of momentum --the compo-
nent which has suffered the sudden discontinulty as a result of collision. (The

momentuntcoordinates can always be transformed by rotation to bring one component

parallel to the direction between atomic line of centers-at impact). Then the frac-
tion of the flux crossing S with energy in the excited mode between _* _nd _* +d_ ..

and with residual energy in the reamlnlng (n - I) modes between ¢ and c + d_ is

given by

dP exp (-_*/kT)dc* _(n:a)/2exp(-_/kT)d_ • <3.1(
= kT _ r[cn- l)/2](kT)(n'I)/2 , _

, i

The denominators in Eq. (3,10) are Just the normalization Constants required,
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A somewhat subtle difference exists between the procedure above and the original

ersl0n of the available energy theory expounded by Fowler,and Guggenhelm, Fowler

! nd Guggenhelm._hose a surface S which the systems cross prior to collision in

valuating the flux of systems with sufficient energy to promOte reaction; the problem

_ n this approach is that we do not know a priori how many modes of energy will con-
i;_ ribute to the activation process. In the present development, a surface has been

_ " hosen which the excited molecule crosses subsequent to collision; in thls case the
umber of degrees of freedOm which contribute to the dissociation process is clear,

ut We were forced to make an assumption about the dls£rlbutlon of energy in one of
hese modes Just after_the collision event, specifically we chose the distribution to \

_}i e 3oltzmann.. This is probably not a bad approximation for about 2/3 of the collision

:ii vents, where from the geometry of collision one expects a rotational mode_to be the

_i xclted one; a few COllisions are known to be sufficient to promote a full Boltzmann

_ istrlbutlon in rotational states, for example. However, objections to this assump-

ion havebeen raised in connection with the remaining collisions which promote

• ibrational transitions; the vibrational transition probabilities .are very small at .....

,oltzmann distribution is reached in this case. Perhaps the reason the assumption

!_I 'orks as well as it.does is because the dissociation process normally proceeds only at..

._I emperatures rather higher than the characteristicvibrational temperatures involved.

!ii 'his means, first of all, that multiple quantum Jumps are produced and the process
i i ,ecomes Classical like. in which the entire continuum spectrum of energy can be

:xclted in a single Collision event. More important yet, high lying vibrational _I

" tares are available in the initial state before the collision event, and the disso-- •

_.i .iatlon reactions occur primarily from the upper states within kT of the dlssocia- i':_

_< .ion limit, as postulated by Rice (ref. 6). These states lie close together, with :_.............................
_!. .trong anharmonic Coupling, and the classical type impulse approximation becomes a

'easonable model in this case. Finally, the corrections for nonBoltzmann excitation i

,f vibrational modes by the collision would be applicable only in about 1/3 of the.
:olllsion events anyway, which is well within the order of the approximatiOn being i_

:onsidered_with the available energy theory here. _"_ '

I!" Exercise 3.1: Show that if a portion Of a molecule's..energy £ depends On n squared coordinates q (which may be

[: !" either momenta Or position coordinates)

!i ,!o , n

i: _ i-t

i the transfo_mtiOn from coordinate variables tO the energy variable, transfo_s the integration vol_e element

. i dql *

I Furthcr show that the no_aliZatidn tO unity Of & Boltz_nn distribution Of energy in these n _odes leads to

"i £(c) - exp('¢?kT)_(n-2)12""

! In EQ. (3.10) the energy £ has an upper bound the order of the dissociatiOn

I mergy D, whereas the normalization constant r[(n - l)/2](kT)(n-l)/2is for an
I mbounded Boltzmann distribution. However, for the temperatures of usual interest the.

i _atio D/kT isconsiderably greater than unity, in which case the correction requiredks small. It will be neglected here for simplicity.

ii Integrating Eq. (3.10) over all combinations of internal, energy greater than D,

i _ith _* unbounded and with _ _ D, One obtains
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p = _ D-c _._-_ J

r[(n- i)/2l(kT)(n+_)/_
_ -- (3.11) _

:: :exp(-D/kT)

1
l'"

i: -- r [ (n + 1) / 2] __.,:

_ This is the.same result obtained hM Fowler-and .Guggenheim-(ref. 8), except that higher \
order terms.in kT/D are missing, term_ which appea[_h_R._he eDergy in each mode is

considered.unbounded and independent. |

!i. !In the dissociation of diatomlc molecules, for example, four internal energy
;!

: degrees of freedom disappear when the molecule breaks apart:, two rotational and two
vibrational degrees of freedom. (Recall.that a single vibrational mode has two

degrees of freedom, one associated with the kinetic energy: of vibrational motion and

ii: the other with the potential energy term. On the other hand, each rotational modehas a single degree of freedom associated, with kinetic energy of rotational, motion; a

pOtential is not involved in thesemodes.). Thus n = 4 in _his case, _nd the probe-..

_ bility factor to..b_,...u.s@d in Eq. (3.4) for the.r_te coefficient is

!i'.

[16__I_[D_31_ -DIkT.

Two_orrections to.the preceding model.for diatomic mOlecule dissociation can be

included rather simply. The rotation of the diatomlc molecule'cOntributes a term ,,

£z/2_r2 to the effective interatomiC potential (Ief. 3), where £ is the angular. Imomentum; thus,, instead of .integrating throughout a domain _Ounded by a simple sur_
face of constant energy D, one should integrate throughout an ellipsoid-like domain

in energy space deRending upon the rotational state. In addition, the upper limit_of

the outer integral in Eq. (3.11) should be reduced by the initial energy in the ii
excited mOde, and the result averaged over this distribution of initial energy. For '_
purposes of approximation one can simply add an. average rotational barrierequal to !i

kT (kT/2 for each of the two rotational modes involved_, and take the initial energy

in the excited momentum mode as the average _alue kT/2. Then the probability.factor

for diatomic molecule dissociatiOn becomes $

[< .] ._i ¢_/2 exp(,e/kT) exp(-Z*/kT)de de 1
-0 D T-_ !

Pn=_ = r(3/2) (kT)s/2 (3.13) _I

I
_/_ _1_ ,

?
t

The factor 1/2 introduced into the pre-exponentlal term by these corrections is !

rather negligible, hut the factor -i in the exponent is significant; it represents !! a

the correction for the rotational barrier, that is the increase in dissociation _
energ_ that occurs when the molecule is rotating, i

!Othe_ corrections could be considered. For example anharmonic effects are-impor- I

rant at high temperature and the energy is no longer well approximated by a simple ' _.
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!" quadratic sum, At. low temperatures quantum effects become noticeable, and the inte- -- '

i_ grations should all become summations. However, the approximate nature of the avail- i

i able energy model is inconsistent wlth a detailed analysis of higher order effects.
We expect the model tO provide Only some numerical estimates of rate coefficients;

i precise effects of anharmonlcitles and o_antization should be assessed with more
_ rigorous theoretical models.6.
[

_ Consider next a linear, triatomic molecule with a total of i0 degrees of internal
freedom (2 rotational degrees Of freedom, 4 degrees of freedom associated with the

! two vibrational stretch modes,.and 4 more associated with the two vibrational bending
i: modes). The diatomicfraction formed in dissociation preserves 4 degrees of internal

i energy, so the number of active degrees of freedom which disappear and contribute to

the dlssociation_rocess is taken to be 6. Once again the two rotational modes will _be considered to increase the effective potential along any of the stretching or

i bending coordinates by kT and D + kT/2 will be taken as the bound on the five.active modes unexcited by the collision. _Then. th_probability factor becomes

[!iI p = "o T,¢

! n=_ F C5/2) (kT) 7/2 (3.14) i!
[

k = . 8 D + exp(-D/kT- 1)

i 15_i/2 _
A nonlinear triatomic molecule has 9 degrees of internal freedom (one more tota-

l. tional mode than the linear triatomic molecule, but one less vibrational bending mode
_ with its 2 degrees of freedom). Thus n = 5 for this case. The three rotational

modes a_e Considered to increase the effective potential barrier along any stretching

coardlnate by 3kT/2, and the fou_ active modes which remain unexcited are.accordingly
' bounded by D + kT. Inthis case the probability factor used in Eq. (3.4) becomes

i_ e exp(-_/kT)
_. exp(-_*/kT)d_ de.
I_: p = skT/2-s

_ F(2)(kT)' (3.15)

g (_-g+ 1 exp(-D/kT.- 3/2)

In the case of triatomic molecules, the collisions might be expected to excite at
least twomodes of_internal energy. For example, an end on collision with the linear

trlatomic-molecule wOuld..excite, a component of momentum feeding both thesymmetrical

and asymmetrical stretch vibrational modes. Similarly, a collision normal to the

molecular axis would simultaneously excite one of the bending vibrational modes and

one of the rotational modes. Two modes can be assumed to be excited merely by shift-.

ing one mode from the integration over E (the energy in the unexcited modes) into _he

integration over_ E_ (the energy in the excited modes). When this is done, the
results obtained are the same except for some small higher-order terms. These are ._

negligible at temperatures of usualinterest (kT <<.D) as found in the following

exercise. Thus,_the above model is consldered adequate for purposes of estimating
numerical values for dissociation rate constants.
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EX_rci_e 3,2: Assume _ha_ colli_ion_ exci_e exactly two degrees bf freedom, in b_th linear tr£atomlc mol_cule_ and i

n6nlinear tciatOmlcmolecules, in unbbm_ded Bol[zmann energy distributions, Calculate tim prbbabillty that colll#£on lead_
[' to diasSclation. Show that tile results arc the same as when the collision was assumed _o excite Just I de_coe of freedom

-s/2 :'iin thc molccix]e,except for corroctJhn te_s the Order of (D/kT) smaller than the l_ading te_,

i ......i

3.4 COMPARISONS OF AVAILABLE ENERGY THEORY OF DISSOCIATION RATES WITH EXPERIMENT

; t

Experimental values Of dissociation rates are available for a number of dlatomlc \

I molecules _nd a few trlatomlc molecules. Up to 1965 these are summarized by Hanseni (ref._9); some more recent measurements have appeared, but as far as the author is "' ,

li_ aware none of these .have to date significantly changed the situation, either in terms
of numerical values or experimental scatter. The totality of all these results is

_ given in figure 3.1, where the logarithm of the ratio of the theoretical dissociation.
_:._ rate coefficient (given by the available energy theory) to the measured rate coeffi- '

I_i cients iashown as a function ofthe dimensionless temperature kT/D.. The effective_

cross sections have been taken three times smaller than the viscosity cross sections

• when inert atoms are the collision partners, equal to the viscosity cross sections _ ..,

I_ when stable molecules arethe collision partners, and three times larger than the
_ viscosity cross sections when the collisions are with reactive atoms such as 0 or N.

_.i This is in accord with the observed variation of 02 dissociation with different
'il! " colllsion.partners, for example. With this assumption, a large majority of the data

I_I! _catters within a factor of 3 about the predicted values. The single points repre-

i sent mean values for sets of data measuredunder identical conditions by a single
experimental team; often the scatter in such data sets is the same Order-as the range

of discrepancy between theory and experi-

i:' ment. The figure includes dissociation 3 F
rates for.both triatomic molecules such /

aS,03, C02, N20, NO2, and H20 and a wide 2_
variety of dlatomic gases such as 02, N2,

NO, and the halogens. Collision partners I *
include inert gases such as Ar and Xe, _ .
the same or other diatomlc molecules, and _ ////_//_/_//./A_///x_///////////_.

O atoms. The various sources of data are _ 0
cited in reference 9. Without going into _

-:;f
all the details of each specific case, -I *_ **

t_, the main point to be emphasized is that
the available energy theory can be useful

in estimating numerical'values of disso-

ciation rates for a wide variety Of col-

llsion partners and over a wide range of n _

temperature. Very likely the model would ._I .01 .I 1.0DIMENSIONLE_ TEMPERATURE, kT/D
be equally useful for some other types of

reaction such as atom exchange, though

detailed comparisons between the model Figure 3.1- Ratio of predicted to measureddissociation rates as a function of
and data have apparently not been carried

dimensionless temperature.
out for such cases.
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ExerCise 3,3i You have VlJn experlme1_ts in a #hock tuba uniaR dllute mixtura_ of 6_ in Av, sO that you can a_Umo tlle d

8a_ kinetid _olll_i_ns with 0._ ere only with an hr atom partner, Various strength shock wave_| sre pri_du_d in I:hi, mixture ]_t.tomperatUrca which dis.o_iate tile O2, and tile Oa conemxtratio_ had _nte of c|lnng¢I uf-¢Ouc_utra[ion dire mel||tu_ed using

iii: -- UV absorption at [470 _, following the method pioneered by Camac and Vaugban (rot. 10), The dhOdk_egclt!ed gas temperature
and denflity are determined-b# measuring tile mhock velocity, uoing well-knomt rclatimm between sho_k iu:Opertio. ;rod the
shOCk Wave speod_/zmf, II).--In this way the following d_t_ h_v_ been Obtainedt

7635 2.0_10 _1 "- 5495 8.0xl0 _ 4485. 2,0_IB _
! _ 7635- 1.9xlO 11 5_35- 4.2x10 _ " 4320 1,2xt0 _

694S 9.5x10 t0 5180 3.9xI0 _ _ 4330_. 8.dxl0 n
6535 7.0xlO s° 5180 8.0xlO_ 4185- 5o6xlO _
6330 5.5i10 _° 5000 6.0×10 9 416_- 7.6_|0 u
6330 5.0xl0 to 5000 3.8x_0 _ 4100.- 4.0xl0 _
6175 2._x10 z° " 4545 _.8xlO 9 3705 1,3xlO o
5880-- 3.2xi0 s0 4545 3.0xlO _ 3570-- 6.OxlO 7 \

55_S- l.dxl0 t° 4715 2.4x10 a "" 3450 4.0_'0'
5465. t.2x10 _0 '- 4610 . 2.0×10 ° .... 3460--_ 3,9_J0 _

a) Graphically fit this datatoa simlp_!_Arrhenius formula ._ • _o exp(_E/kT), find the--values of t|ie c0nsLar._, o O
_ : and E which provide a best fit.

b) Now fit a formula for the simple available-energytheor_ to.thls data

" ao(D/kT)exp(-O/kTL (3.16)
!%

_i where th_ characteristic di_sociatlon temperature, D/k, is 58, 970 K. How does ao compare with the values found above?
.i!
_ c) Calculate the mean square deviation of the data from the two formulas above. Is the dlfference significant?

_' In figure 3.2 the data from exercise 3.3 above are plotted

+1 D

!i in Order to,find a good fit of the data to the.modlfied.available energy formula of :,
*, Eq. (3.13).,whi=h was derived to fi_ this case of collision-induced dissociation of a
_ dlatomic molecule.

_ _--_-ao [(D/kT) + (I/2)_s/=e-(D/kT+z)_ (3.17)
(D/kT)z/_2 :i

? i

il _ = -(D/kT+z) cc/mol sec (3.17a)
i_ 1.59x10X_ [(58,970/T) + (1/2)1 _/2

!'_ (58,970/T)Z/_ e ]
; The facto= i/2 in the pre-exponential term of Eqs. (3,17) and (3.17a) is rather

unimportant; however,_the factor 1 in the exponent does make a noticeable difference

in the value of _O' Nevertheless, etcher equations 3.16 or 3,17_Wi_!.f!t.the:.data_......................
about equally well.

Exercise 3.4:' Calculate the root mean square deviation of the data from the formula of Eq, (3.l_) and also from the

fit to the formula Of Eq. (3.16). Is there a significant difference? What would nccd to be acco_plish_ 6xperlmentally to

differentiate bctwcen the various, formulas?.

The.problem encountered in fitting theoretical expressions tO reaction rate data i_ that all reactions span a finite

range of temperature over which they-tan be measured. If the reaction iS Very slow, the Shock tube experimenter will not

detect any reaction; if the reaction is very• fast, _he reaction will-appea_ to be instantaneous in terms of the spatinl_or

temporal resolution of the instrumentation - in the present example, the finite width of. the UV absorption beam through

which the reacting flow iS stre&ming. A 6arreSt|on factor like..I/2 In the factor (D/kT + ]/2) is not going to be noticed

an signlflbant until the temperature T becomes the same order as the eharactOristlC rOaetion temperature D/k;. at these -

temperatures the tcaOtion becomes instantaneous for most pradtlbnl purpoge_., ........
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
_; (D/kT +1)

_; Figure 3.2- Dissociation rates of'02 produced by collisions with Ar.

3.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The somewhat surprising thing about dissociation rate theories is.that very dif-

ferent models yield approximately the same sort of:correlation with experiment, upon

_. Judicious adjustment of some of' the semi-empirical factors that appear_ These models '"

incorporate a range of-assumptions such as the applicability of optical selection
rules (ref. 7), of purely classical behavior (ref. 2), of adiabatic type collisions.

!il

ii (ref. 4), of impulsive type collisions, etc. Sometimes the more rigorous the model
i attempts to be, the worse the correlation becomes (ref. 5), Thus, agreement with.
.... experimental data is not a sufficient test to differentiate.between the merits of one
!:.. approach over another, though it is certainly a necessary condition that must be

:: satisfied by any model deserving serious consideration. All ofthis again points, to_

_: the elemental stage of development of reaction rate theory, and the current need for

more rigprous approaches such as may be provided by modern computer methods. In the .....
meantime, the available.energy model is as good or better than most otherTnodels,.it

is simpler and analytic, and it provides numerical approximations that are useful

for some engineering purposes, at least, if'not fully satisfying from a rigorous
scientific point .of,view.

The available-energy theory cannot be expected to fill the need for a scientific

theory of. reaction rates; it is £oo simplified and tied to purely classical concepts.

For example, it cannot be expected to work well for processes such as impact ioniza _

tion and electronic excitatlon where quantum transitions at a potential crossing are

important; however, for processes such as dissociation of molecules, composed of. heavy .....

atoms, whose motions are classical, the slmple.available energy theory seems to give

reasonably reliable results.
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C APTERZV EFFECTSOF EXerTEDSTATESONREACTIONRATES_

OR;SISALPAO IS
i 4.1 S RY OF POORQUALITy

i _. ReactiOn Cross sections are observed.to have the same type of functional depen-_
_ dence on excess collision energy..for the excited states as they do for the ground

! states Of molecular gas.species. Approximate expressions for the total rate coeffi-

!_ cient including the effects ofexcited species are derived, and the effectaon the
I" ca_es and on the apparent activation energy ofreaction are assessed. _,

_i 4.2 INTRODUCTION

ilz" Usually_ chemical reactions are expressed by equations such as

, A + B _ C + D (4.1) _

_ith corresponding forward and reverse rate expressions in terms, of a reaction rate "

ii! :oefficient _f and ar and total species concentrations [A], [B], [C], and [D]
0, °

i! Rf = ef[A][B] , R = e [C][D] (4.2)
ii r r
:i_

I_ Such an equation tacitly implies that the reaction takes place between ground state
' species This can be misleading, for most reactions proceed predominantly from ii

collisions involving excited states such as o_

A + B_ + D (4.3)

! !_ The cross sections for such collisions ar_generally so much larger than for cOlll-
sions involving ground state species, that this more than compensates for the effect _

i/_ of the lower species concentrations of excited states that exist in. the usual

Boltzmann distribution among states. In discussing this problem we will focus atten-
tion on impact ionization reactions such as

!: A + B* _ A + B+ + e (_.3a)
ii

where A may be an atom or molecule or another electron, and B may be either an
atom or molecule. This will allow us to make use of some direct cross-section mea-

surements which are available for this type of reaction, but which are not as

generally available for other reactions such as rotational and vibrational excita-

tion, atom exchange, and dissociation.

A number of Cross sections for.heavy partlcle-lmpact ionization havabeen mea,
sured within an electron volt or so of threshold; these are summarized in figure 2.5.

Similarly, the electron impact ionization cross sections are summarized in figure 2.6.

Although some structure appears on some of the curves and not on others, and quanti-

tative differences the order of i0 to I00 appean, all the measured ionization cross

sections have a similar form whenshowrtas functions of impact energy above threshold,

E - E*. Near threshold the logaritPm of the Cross section increases linearly with

log(E - E*) with a nearly constant slope, m,.which is typically between 2 and 3 for

heavy particle-impact ionization and between 1 and 2 for electron-lmpact ionization•
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5_._> :.... _..............o_•• _,--_i The crOss-sectlon functions then level off at about 10-15 to I0- _6 cm2 at impact

energies about I00 eV above threshOld. The above measurements are all fonground

state molecular specles, and the crOss-sectlon function for excited state species will _

also be needed_In _order to assess the effect Of excited states on a reactlon of this

type_. UCterback and Van Zyl (ref. I)found

10-15 ...... _. that the form of the cross-sectlon for ionl-

N2(A3_)+A(Is) 9.3 zatlon of N2 by impact with Ar (ZS) was 1

--- N2(XI_)+A(Is) 15.6 ___essentially the same whether the N2 was _n

,, N2(xlx) +.N2(xlx) 15,6 the ground state N2 (XI_) or the excited
':.... state N2(A3Z) as shown in figure 4.1. This

!" 10-18 /./" equivalence ofgroundstate and excited ii

i / state cross-sectlon functions,ls not neces- )

I_ _ ORIGINALPAGE IS /_ sarily universal; one expects transition '- _ OF POOR QUALITYz probabilities toodependon thedegeneracies .

I: _ ,// of, the potential surfaces, and the .gradients

o i/

;' _ 10-17 / of the surfaces at the transition point.

i_: u
Moreover, colliding molecules usually enter .

:_ _ a network of/transition points involving a

i_. " _ number ofexcited state potentials, as in i
_: o. figure 2.8. Thus, the total transition I

10-18 probability can be a rather complex func-
_i: _ ._'7/ tion, which undoubtedly accounts for some

N

• _ of the structure and variation in cross-
'7/i 2 / section magnitudes shown in-figures 2.5

i //// and 2.6. Never_theless, on the average we

i 10"19 s_ expect all cross sections to have a similar

//"

functional dependence on the excess colli-

// sion energy,. E - E*, and for-purposes of

: l approximating the effects of exclted.states

/ / in reaction processes we will assume that
10.20 I i i t all cross sections for the same species have

1 10 1_ 10_ the same slope, m, near threshold, regard-

ENERGY ABOVE THRESHOLD,e-e'_eV less of the state of excitation,• but will
allow the constant S to increase as the.

Figure 4.1- Effect of electronic excita- size of the outer electrOn wave function !
tion on cross section, increases in excited states. [I

In accord with the above considerations, we assume that all cross sections for

the same atom or molecule have a universal form of the following type:

.........................................................

S = So - E/_E* - I , E* < E < 2E*

(4.4)

" So_-_) , 2E* < E

The factor (L - E*/E) is Just that required by conservation of angular momentum and
the factor (E/E* - l)m_1 represents a probability that transition occurs between the

reactant and product potential surface once the colllsion system reaches the reaction

corflguration, as discussed in chapter II. The Slope, m, is taken to be the same

constant for all states, and SO will be chosen as a different constant for.each
state, increasing with the size Of the outer electron wave function. Although the

function.given by Eq. (4.4) does not decrease at very large impact energy E as it
Should_aIB_dlsKjtepancy will usually occur so far beyond the peak Of the Boltzmann

. !
t



euergy d:L,,_trlhutlont:hht t.h_ eft:or ,ism__l:L1_II_le_i_ l'ac_ t_ho r_it:_eo_ffl, ctoul: h_
_:o Il ,,%.".rwed.

l:ut_RratlnR t:hL_ C,ro,_s _e.,.!:._6.!k..q.f. Eq. (4.4)in F,q, (2.22) _n_ Oht_dn_

....................... _S° e-_1_'*
_ •

where- ttm(iq,_*) is g:tve,_ b.y.. the solid llue, s o.f f,t,_m:e 4.2.,- Pl:_wl.ded. the ,,__lope ot',the.
q,u.Of. the ero.s8 sec._lon as a.func_:[ou of ._u(i'_- I!;*)i,'_uot greatcu" than 3, a good .... \

appl-ox[matlon.fo_" lqu(_E*] lS obtained by ,Io[n:[tlSthe as>m,pgotlx: l.l.mlts

• (4,_,)

Ju l ,. a*!." <<

these limits are t.hO doshed curves :in figure 4 ')
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where g _nd g* are the products of the dageneracles of reaCtan=_mnd resultant

species, respectively. Thus

If'. the constant factor (Sog/g*) may be interpreted as a total cross, section for .the! i-
I. reverse reaction, with probabilltyofde-ex_i_Ka_on equal tO Hm(BE*).

!!:.

?:_. 4.3 EFFECT OF EXCITED STATES ON RATES

The total rate for reaction between two molecular species with a multiplicity of
'.,/., excited sta_es is, given by

[ where n is the total concentration (that is., Z ni), n is the concentration ofexcited species in level i, and the primes designate t_e second species involved.

I,il, The coefficients, aij are given by equations such as (4.5). Although the concentre- ! _

! tions ofexcited species fall off as a Boltzmann distribution, the cross sections and
i:: the rate coefficients increase rapidly as the state of excitation increasesL due to !

ii the decrease in the activation energy E* for the upper states. This more.than

compensates for the decrease in population density, so that the rate coefficient is

dominated by the contribution from upper states.

! !

_:. Equation (4.9) can be rearranged to yield an explicit expression for the formal '_

L_ rate coefficient _, normalized to the rate-coeffiCient, fOrthe ground state species
[: i
i _OO * i"

i': _oo. QQ, _,_kaoo)\no]\n_] (4,.10)
t_ i,j
!'

i:" The index zero designates the ground state, Q is the partition function, go is. the

ground-state degeneracy, and n has been replaced by noQ/g o. For the assumed form

of the cross sections and Boltzmann populations of excited states, Eq. (4.10) becomes

_t_ .
_oo QQ' (_.iI)oo Hm(BE o)

i,J

The constants SiJ represent the appropriate asymptotic Cross-section limlts, and

E?j. is the appropriate activation .energy, in this case I _ Ei -.E_,.where4 i is.

the ground-state ionization energy and Ei and E_ are the electronic excitation
energy of states i and J for the two species, respectively_

A reaction is observed only when the products are out of equillbriumwith the

reactants. Then the populations are not strictly Boltzmann.as assumed in Eq. (4.11)

but are given by solutibns to a'Set, of master equations, such as formulated by Keck

and Carrier (ref. 2). These solutions will be discussed later; for the time being we
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esult that the rate .coefficients are approximately duplicated if the_
B01tzmann distributions are slmply truncated about kT below the ionization limit.

The. prlnclpal result to note from Eq. (4.11) is that the exponential factors in

thepopulatlon densities and inthe rate coefflcientshave cancelled. Thus,.terms i

become increasingly larger as the internal energy of the reactants increases. The.

I factor EoE_/QQ' is near unity, except at very hlghtemperature, and can be disre- ii

garded. The ratio Si_/Soo is expected to be about the ratio of total scatterlng
cross Sections, other Eactors being assumed equal. The mean slze.of atoms or mole-

i_ cules, that is the-oute_electron wave functions, varies about inversely as the
ionization energy; thus

I: slj ri 2 z - + (z'--
_i _ + r_/ -- -I (4.12)

I!
! where Z and I' are the ground-state ionization energies. Values of-2 to 5 are
_ typical before cutoff is reached at kT below the ionization limit. The ratio

_ gig_/gogo is typically about I0, because excited states usually have somewhat
i ! ! ....

lar_er degeneracies than ground states due to the fact. that in most ca_es electron

_Iii spins are not as completely paired in excited states. However, the factor which can

ii, i exceed unity by the.greatest margin is

; E Hm(SE_j TEMPERATURE.K

i <- Vo0,

o - - E 16 30 15 108 6 5 4 3 2.5
I t I i ' t I_ I __r

i (4.13) ..I
.,, /_ Ar+Ar

This ratio can be 102 or more. From 14 / 106

Eq. (4.8) it follows that when E_4 < 0,

the terms decrease as exp(gE_j); _hus the 12 /
effects of exothermic collisions are essen- / N2+N2 105

i_., tially negligible. /

i 10 O2+N2
The predicted cumulative effect of all _4

: these factors is illustrated in figure (4.3) CO+CO
!= for heavy particle-impact ionization _ 8
i involving a number of different collision _ 02+02

!_', partners. The Boltzmann distributions have - 1°3

I . 2kT belOw the ionization
been truncated 6 NO + N2

limit for atoms, and the molecular states
are truncated kT below the dissociation 102

limit in these calculations, the latter 4 ORIGINAL PAGE iS
accounting for depopulation of high molecu- OF POOR QUALITY
lar levels by escape to dissOciated frac- 10 !

tions. Although the calculations arenOt 2 _
expected to give exact quantitative results,

in view of the various approximatlons used, _ , _ J 1 i
the conclusion that _ can be many orders 0 1 2 3 4 5

of magnitude larger than _o_ is Certainly (kT)-l. eV-1 iiI
valid. The result indicates that colli-

sions involving excited species will dom- Figure 4.3- Effect of ez:ited states on i
inate ionization reactions of this type, reaction, rate.coefficients for-heavy )
prOvided that the gas is dense enough so particle impact ionization .............. !'
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that populations, of/the excited species.are established primarily by collisions,
rather than radiative decay.

4.4 EFFECT OF EXCITED_TATES ON APPARENT ACTIVATiON_ENERGY
r_

The 4erivative (-d £n a/dg) has traditionally been equated with the true.actlva-

i tion energy by reaction chemists (i.e., the negative slope of an Arrhenlus plot,
:' £n _ vs 8). However, the apparent activation energy of the reaction is

" -/- /.
J

The firs_ term is the true activatiOn energy E* plus corrections for.the shape of
the cross-section function, if any, as discussed in chapter II. The second term is

the decrease in apparent activation energy due to the increasing depopulation of

upper levels at higher temperature. This is Just the slope of the curves on fig - _

ure 4.3. At-10; K these slopes are typically about i to 4 eV for the various reac-

_i: tions shown, which are rather large corrections. At lOwer temperatures the slopes !i
vanish and the correction to the activation energy for the effect of. excited states_

then becomes negliglble, as does the correction for the shape of the cross-section

_ function. Only at these low temperatures is it Justified to equate the activation

energy with the slope of an Arrhenius plot. In the literature it is common tO iden-

tify thls slope with the internal energy of some particular.excited species which is _

presumed to be formed in the rate-controllingstep of the total process. However, at

high temperatures we see that this slope need not cOrrespond with any particular

energy level. A case in point is the excitation-ionization of argon.

4.5 HEAVY PARTICLE IMPACT IONIZATION OF ARGON

Heavy particle-impact ionization is not a reaction of importance in any practical

_;_ problem; even the ionization of argon itself is rapidly dominated by electron-impact

_ ionization as soon as a small fraction of electrons are formed, so at most, the heavy

i_ particle impact ionization of argon is significant only as a precursor event.which .
_- triggers the principal ionization reactions as argon is. suddenly heated in a shock[:

_ tube, for example. Nevertheless, the reaction has. been widely studied in shock tubes

(refs. 3-5) because it is one of the few reactions which can be produced in gas.phase

!: in the shock tube without the ambiguity of competing/reactions (at least during the

_'i_ii initial stage while electron concentrations are low), since there are no other inter-

nal degrees of freedom for the argon atom.. The lonization potential of argon
(15.68 eV) is considerably lower than that. of He (24.46 eV) and of Ne (21.47 eV), so

the reaction is considerably easier to excite in argon with normal shock tube operat-

ing conditions, than in the latter two noble gas test specimens. Krypton (ionization
potential 13.93 eV) and Xenon (ionization potential 12.08.eV) are even easier to
ionize, and some ionizatlnn race measurements have been made with shock tubes for

these gases as well (ref. 5.). Some recent measurements made by Schneider and Park

(ref. 6) suggest that even these simple reactions may be masked by ionization Of Nat1
which is absorbed from the natural atmosphere. On the_shock tube walls and deadsorbed

during the test interval, so at this point it is not clear whether the heavy particle-

impact ionization of argon has even been measured.correctly. However, the analysis of

the experiment will nevertheless be instructive for our purposes here. Moreover,
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a mpa t ionization of argon is the Only reaction measured in the shock
tube for which a corresponding cross section has_been measured with .molecular beam

equlpmen_. (ref. 7). Thus, the reaction takes on major significance from a scientific

viewpoint, even if not from an applicatiOns vlewpolnt, because it is the Only reac-
tion where-some kind of comparison can be made between a measured, rate coefficient and

a measured cross section, Unfortunatelyi the cross sections have not been measured

Closely enough to threshold to provide a really Convincing comparison, but again the

I comparlsons, which are possible provide somevaluable insight into the reaction
process.

The measurements of-the bulk rates (refs. 3-5) differ from one another by a fac-

ii for of about I0 as shown in. figure 4.4, but all_experimenters find an apparent activa-tion energy (-d £n a/dS) of about 11.5 eV.

[_i The fact that 11.5 eV is the energy of the I 3.9X10"13_l/Ze'lZ'l_.cm3/,e¢ ,m-O_ first excited multiplet_ of electronic 1.4X 10"13_-1/28-11.1_,cm3/=ec,m= 1-
i_: states of.Ar (including one metastable

4813/2] = with J =-2, which does _I=%
_ 5.1 10-13p-3/2 e'10.1_,¢m3/wc,m=2x

level

il not have a dipole transition to the ground
level ZS state of argon) naturally led

all investigators to conclude that the pro- -40\
duction of excited Ar was rate controlling 10-18

;_ _,_
! in the two-step process.

% HARWELLAND

, a .... E* II.5 eV 10-20!_ Ar + At, _ _Ar + At* , =

.v 0: ..... MC N . K LLY
(4.14b) e

If the concentratiOn of Ar* is steady, the 10"24 " "85.8 1.2 1.8 2.0 2.4

effective rate constant is _'eV'l ' 1
I I I I

act' U' .......... (4 15) 12,00010,0008000 6000(Xeff = Otrev + " TEMPERATURE,K
1;

Figure 4.4- Argon ionization rate.
OR!Gf_',_[.PAGE IS coefficient.
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i

[ Thus, if a' >> _rev, the first step of the reaction is rate controlling, _eff _ _, -.
and the activation energy is about 11.5 eV, neglecting the effects of the shape of

the cross-section function. On the other hand, if _' << erev, then the effectlve
rate coefficient is Ueff *"su'/Urev, and the activation energy is about the sum Of the

two activation energies, or the full ionization potential, 15.7 eV. At temperatures

where the two rate coefficients are about equal, intermediate values of the apparent
activation energy are expected.

Incidentally, the three equations shown for u in figure 4.4 all fit Kelley'_
data (ref. 4) equally well, and illustrate how the bulk rate data taken over a narrow

range of temperature are not useful for determining the shape o_ the c_oss-sectio_ J
function. The three equations with pre-exponential factors 8 I/2 , 8-I/2, and 8-3/2 .....

correspond to cross section functions with slopes m = O, I, and 2, respectlvely.
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The data would need to beextended over a range of temperature difference of about a

_-- factor of 10, rather_than a factor of 2, to differentiate between these functions.

, 1

[ As. we see,. the-flrst step in the.assumed reaction, Eq. (4,14a) is rate control-

_ llng Only when _rev << _'' Except at very high temperature, we do not expect this
inequality to hold, since the second step requires 4.2 eV activation energy. Thei

k inequality would require an.abnormally _mall cross section for the de-excitatlon

I .... process, Eq.._(4.14a) which would then violate the principle of detailed balancing,! ' i'i
Forexample, if we take the slope of the cross-section functions to be m - 2, for

_ both the excitation and ionization processes Of Eq,. (4.14)

il = US [2kT_e-E_/kT---- (4.16_ ....\

} . ORlaINALPAQEm
!_' OF POORQUALITY_. /2kT\ -Z_/kT

I! From detailed balancing _.

Ii --_ " _)e?'-. Z'goe-z_-/kz: (4.Z8)_:, _rev o

!_/ q.

i_ sO for the two level model the ratio _rev/a' is given by ':

I arev g--°E_ ez_IkT (4.19) .

Sz

a' = g* E-_ S'_ --_--

t

The degeneracy ratio g*/go is 12 far the case of argon if all states of the low
lying multiplet are assumed to. participate, 5 if only the metastable state particl-. , ......
pates and theremaining states are assumed todecay by radiative transition. The

latter assumptionwould be appropriate at-low densities where the radiative decay

rate is rapid, compared with the collision frequency, the former would be appropriate

at hlgh densities where the collision frequency is the larger. The cross sections _

_: will again be. taken proportional to the size of the wave function overlap with the

_ wave function assumed to vary in size as the inverse of the remaining ionization

i energyi

2 2 ..

\.--o / -

Thus, the product of ratios _
i

77 < " < 184 (4.21) , _..........

goz_s_ i

is bracketed, by the low--_nd hlgh-density limits, both of whlch are the order of I00.. i
On the bther hand, the exponential factor, exp(E_/kT), in Eq, (4.19) is the order of

4,000 at tcmperatures the Order of. 5,.000 K, and decreases to the order of I00 only at
temperatures th_ order of I0,000 K. Thus, we do not expect that the two-step

J
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collision process assumed in Eq. (4.14) will become important in the heavy particle

impact iOnizatiOn Of Ar except at temperatures the Order Of i0,000 K_and higher, which
are at the upper limits of the measurements made (see fig. 4.4). At lower tempera-

, tures and sufficiently high density sO that the radiative decay processes do not

deplete the upper states, we expect a COllision Induoed, ladder climbing process tO
occur along the ladder of available electronic states, which will establish a

_ Boltzmann-likedistrlbutlon In the states of energy lower than about 2kT below the

ionization limit. This leads to the large increase in observed rate coefficient

; indicated by the dashed line on figure 4.2, with its associated effects on the appar .....

i ant activation energy. The slope of the argon curve on figure 4.3 is about 4 eV at

I0,000 K, which gives an apparent activation energy of about ll.7_eV, well within the \
experimental unceKtalnty of the data in this case, 11.5 # 0.5 eV. The ground-state

cross sectlon Soo - 4×i07_9 cm2, with the slope m = 2, provldea a reasonably good
fit to the experlmental data in this case, where the Boltzmann limit with a cutoff
2kT.--below the ionization limit is assumed in the calculations (ref. 8).

i_! Once again, anadJustment of coefficients to provide a favorable comparison• between theory and experiment is only a necessary condition, but not a sufficient

_i! condition to validate the theoretical model. The two step model can equallywell be
fit to experiment. All that has been demonstrated here is that more factors need to

be considered than in the sim_le two step process. In fact, the ionizing argon gas is
I
I_: yet morecomplicated than our models have so far-allowed._ The fact that radiative ,

_i decay should be included in the model has already been alluded to. Moreover, excited ........
electronic states of argon, as well as the other noble gases,_can form stable.dimers

_ii Ar_, due to the fact that the electron spin functions are not necessarily all paired

i and bonding electronic pairs can be formedbetween two atoms. The spectra from such

noble gas dimers had.long been observed by spectroscopists, and these dlmers are now

produced in electric discharge, to provide inverted populatlonsfor violet gas lasers..

Thus, Ar_ should be considered as one of the excited species availablein the reaction i!

process,, and the observed activation enengy could be as low as the lowest bound state !

energy. At present we do not know what this 10west bound state energy is, but it |

would at least he less than the lowest excited state atomic energy which is 11.5 eV

for the case of At. The increased strength of observed spectral lines,.and the

li! experiencewithdimerlasers, suggest that thebinding energy inCreaseswithmolecular ,"weight of the noble gas. That is, Xe_ is more stable than Kr_hich is more stable

_! than Ar_. Indeed, McLaren and Hobson (ref. 5) observe apparent activation energies ,_
_ for the ionization of these species which are well below-the energy of the lowest

electronically excited atomic states.. Thus, in spite of all the experimental activ,

i- ity and analysis that havebeen done on noble gas ionization by heavy particle impact,

i, the problem still contains several unresolved questions. Our analysishere serves

primarily to indicate what some of the factors which need to be considered are, and

i what their qualitative effects may be.

One assumption used repeatedly in the above calculations on the effect of excited_

states at high densities, where the-population of excited states is collision domi-
nated rather than radiation decay dominated, is that a pseudo Boltzmanndistribution

la set up in the excited states which is truncated the order ef kT below some disso- ii

elation or ionization limit.. In Chapter V we will show that this is a reasonable I'
approximation to the more exact distributions which are found as solutions to the i
masten equations of reaction, involVingreaction path_s._froma.multiplicity of excited _
state levels.

ORIGINALPAG .OF POOR 18
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ii _- rlum gas theexclted specles-number.densitles, are all related to the ground, state Ispecies by the Boltzmann distribution, and in this Casethe reaction rate CoeffiCients

_.! can.be expressed in a form that is approprlate.for reaction involving grbund-state

r_ species, having the full activation ener.gy of. these ground state species.. However, .,

_" this• formulation fails to Call attention to some important features of.the reaction I

i process; namely, that rates can be orders of magnitude higher than are.reasonable for- i_
_i, ground state species, when the known magnitudes of the cross sections, are taken into

fill account, and that the apparent activation energy can.be considerably, less than the {
_,: full activation energy of the ground state species_ except at relatively low tempera- ,

[" tures. Even .in nonequillbrlum gases,._he reaction probabilities are so-greatly i

:, enhanced for the upper excited states, that reaction paths will usually proceed from . ,
t! these states;, rigorous calculations of reaction rates and activation energies thus !
_:i. require solutions to a set of master equptlons for the nonequilihrium distrlbution.of

_ an excited state populatio_ .......... i ":,

t '

i "I
i '1

OR!GINALPAQE IS ,: i
_.!' oF POORQUALITy i
[ i
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I TER V MASTER EQUATIONS FOR CHEMICALLY REACTING GASES
I
I

_ 5.1 SUMMARY ORIGINALPAGEIS.
OF_POORQU6LITY

i,

;_ t The master equations are derived for simple dissociating dlatomlc gases and for

! ionizing atomic gases, for the case where inert particle collisions domlnatethe pro-

Ii tess. Solutions to these equations for the pseudosteady phase of the process are
ii discussed, which is usually the phase of most concern to the experimenter. The trun-- .....

i cation of the number of excited states involved in thelonlzatlon process by variousi perturbation interactions wlth_other particles in the gas is considered, and sample

Ii solutions for the pseudosteady, nonequilibrium distribution of excited states inan
ionizing atomic gas are given. The results for the ionization rates obtained are

ill found to. be duplicated quite well when the nonequillbrium distribution is replaced by.a Boltzmann distribution truncated about 1.5 kT below the ionization limit. This

i_!I sim_le approximation eliminates the need for.obtaining the solutions to the set of

I master equations, and is as accurate as the current state of theory and experiment
warrants.

:

_!. 5.2 INTRODUCTION --

In the last chapter we found that chemical reactions have a strong tendency to "_

_ occur from upperexcited states. This means that up to the point where full equilib-

rium balancing is achieved, the reaction is a drain on the population of these upper 1
states, and a nonequilibrium distribution of some sort establishes itself in these 1

_ upper states of the gas molecules as the reaction proceeds to completion. The solu- I
tion for this nonequilibrium dlstribution.is obtained from a set of maste_ equations,

_ such as those derived by Keck and Carrier (ref. I), which describe the rates of _opu- i

_ lation of each molecular state due to reactions proceeding from other states of'the
i same molecules, of both higher and lower energy. The reactions leading from one state ._

i} to another can Occur either by collision or by radiative transition. In order tOsimplify the analysis we shall assume gas densities that are high enough so that col-
_ lision induced transitions are rapid compared with radiative transitions. However,

i/ the same general equations and procedures apply in either case. The assumption above

i is not a bad one in many practical situations. The fast radiative transition for.

ii atoms and molecules is the resonance transition between the ground state and them
_ lowest excited state connected by optical dipole radiation, often the order of

I_ i0s transitions/set. In this case, the radiative transitions may be much faster than . :i
the collision frequencies, which are typically the order of 106/sac, but the optical ._
depth for absorption of the emitted photon is soshort that except for a thin surface

layerof the gas sample, where the radiation may escape, the resonance radiation is

trapped and Isin equilibrium with the Boltzmann population of excited states. Thus,
the collisions involving these lowest states occur with the Boltzmann distribution

frequency Just as though colllslons.alone were responsible for maintaining the popu-
lation dlstrlbutlon.-The remaining strong radiative transitions in the gas generally

occur between closer lying states. The spontaneous transition rate and the _bsorptlon i
Coefficient both vary as the cube of the frequency (that is, inversely with the cube i

of the wavelength). Thus, the optical depth for the nonresonant transitions may be i

rather large and except for large gas samples, the photons may readily escape with the i
result that the radiation field at longer wavelengths can be-far out of equilibrium

with the Boltzmann population ofexclted states. However in this case, the radiative
transition rates are so much stzaller (several orders of magnitude or more) that at !

PRECEDING PAGE. BLANK NOT" F[LMEIY [
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usual densities the colllslon,lnduced transitions dominate the population distribu-

tion, Only for very rarefied g_s flow Is It necessary, to Includ_ radiative transi-

tions in the master equatiOns f_ chemical reactiOn,

; , ORIGINALPAGE IS
,L, 5.3 DISSOCi.,TZNG DIATOMIC GAS OF POOR QUALITY

i; To illustrate the use of the master equatlons of chemical reaction, we will con-

r: sider first the case where the reacting gas is a trace species, N2, dissociating in a .I:, \

matrix of inert gas A, so that essentially all colllslons are with an Inert partner,This_will simplify the analysis considerably, yet will serve to introduce the essen-

! tial ideas of the method.

_ Two types Of reaction occur; one an excitation of the molecule from state m to

1I: state n, and its reverse;

Na(m)+ A Na(n) + A (5.1)
_ii the other a dissociation from the level m

_ N2(m) + A _N + N + A (5.2)i
_:: The rates of these reactions may be expressed

f: dN2(m) - (_mnNA)N2 (m) - -PmnN2 (m) (5.3)

dN2(m)

i dt - -(amcNA)N 2(m) --PmcN_ !m) (5.4)

The quantities Pmn are transition rates per unit time per molecule,, which are the

product of the rate coefficient _mn and the number, density NA of the inert colli-
ii sion partner. The number densities of the molecules in state m and n are N2(m) and

_:I_ N_(n),_respectively, and the term Pmc represents the rate of'escape from level• m
_: to the continuum of levels c that exist for the dissociated state. The reason that

!_ the problem is easier to solve for an inert gas matrix is because the transition rates

Pmn and Pmc are .then independent of the population numbers N2(m). We thus arrive at .

linear equations in N_(m) to solve for the population distributions. The reader can,
however, appreciate how the nonlinear equations whlch_apply in the more general.case

could be solved by computer iteration, for example.

Define the equilibrium transition rates _

~

Rmn - PmnN:q (m) -. PnmN:q(n) -.Rnm ' (5.5)

amc " Pmc N:qcm) "-Pcm (Neq)_2 . ecm (5.6)

where. N_q(m) and N:q(n) are the_equillbrlum number densities of molecular'states m
and n, and Neq Is the equillbrlum number densltyoof dissociated at0m_._ In addition,.

define !
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N_(m) ORDINAL .PAQ£ IS -

Xm" N_m) OF POOR QUALITY (S,7) ..............Ithe _ati_ of the actual to the equilibrium number density. Then the sum Over allI"

! _ .__posslbl_ _ransi_ions yields the set of master equations, which for s=eady state are
,: equated _0 zero.

il m _ i

.... There are L vlbratlonal-rotatlonal levels available to the molecules, and L equa-

: tions with n = i to L.

Ei:! A trivial solution is apparent, Xn = (N/Neq) 2 for all n. However,. thi_ solu- i
%1 tion is of no interest.. Normally, the adjacent transitions are the strongest, so. if

i boundary conditions are fixed for XI add (N/Neq), one can see that the solutions willbe approximately

_ Xn_ XI for small n (5.9)
Y
I""

'iI x -
_. as shown On the sketch of 'figure-5.1, which

, gives the form of _he solution for Xn as
a function of n. The boundary condition 1 --_-_

on XI is set by the total number of .................... I_I ii
i: molecules in the gas. I '

i Xn

i_' The equilibrium distributions are, of I __.__.
course, the Boltzmann distributions I

0 _ -kT _ (N/NBq)2 r

1 n L t

N_q (n) gn exp (-En/kT) I

" N2 Q (5.12) Figure 5.1- Form of the.solutions to the
............... master equations fordiatomic molecule

dissociation (-- exact, ...... equlv-

, where Q is the partition function. Thus alent truncated equilibrium
distribution).

ZXng n exp(-En/kT) _ Q (5.13)

In general, we shall ChoOse a boundary Condition X ffiI, eolve the remaining L - I.

equations for the. Xn involved, a-d then multiply all the ra_ios Xn, including XI, ,_
by the factor I �_,where _ is so chosen that the equality of Eq. (5.13) is

satisfied. If the temperature is _ot tOO high, the partition function is approxi- i
merely gl' the ground state degeneracy, and in this case X1 _ i. I

7
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The total observed (that is_ net) rate of produotion for a given experimental _'I
_ condition is

i

L N 2

IL•

!> The back reaction term does not get very !

important until (N/Neq) grows near

i ---7 unity__so the total ne_ rate is pseudo- -

___ steady. The growth of the distribution r:

,:,, I _ from some initial distribution to final
_ ----" ..... -_''- -- steady state is sketched in figure (5.2).

Curves 1 and 2 represent a diffusion-

:_:_ like buildup of a pseudosteady popula-
I_,_ 5 tion. This is an incubation period in

li ×n practically no occurs.which dissociation

iii! Keck and Carrier (ref. I)show that in• this limit the master equations reduce to

_i ,4 diffusion equation in one dimension,

and the solution can be approximated by

[i:. aknown solutionsto this diffusion equa-

il tion. Curves 3, 4, and 5 are typical

0 distributions during a pseudosteady net

L dissociation rate interval; during thisn . .

_ period the back reactions are Just about

-:: -Figure 5.2- 3rowth of excited state dis- balanced by the-increasing number of for-

tributlon from initial condition 1 to ward reactions. Finally, as the reaction

final equilibrium 6 , and depletion of nears full equilibrium, the numbers in

excited state distribution from initial the upper levels_rapidly fill up to the
condition 7 to equilibrium 6. full equilibrium value, where the forwar4.

_ rates and reverse rates exactly balance,

and no net reaction is observed by the experimenter. Of course, equilibrium can also•

_i be approached from the other direction in which an excess of dissociated atoms exists
I i

_' initially. The dashed curve 7 on figure 5.2 is a typical distribution for the case
(N/Neq) > 1 ............

For present purposes we are interested in finding a value L* which is less than

i L, where a full equilibrium distribution can be trBDcated to give the same forwardrate as Eq. (5.14)

:

[ i Ixii_. R = 1 - Rnc = Rnc n - (5.15) i
i. n= 1 n= 1

; This effective truncation point will be found to lie between kT and 2kT below the

dissociation limit for a wide variety of functional cross section forms, and moreover, .
the net rate is found tO be insensitive-to, the total number of levels involved ....2hls

occurs because the rate equations all have an Arrhenius form

Rmn =_.A(T)e _(En-Em)/kT e-Em/kT " (5.16)
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in which the temperature dependence of the pre-exponential factor A(T) is not very

significant compared with the exponential term. Thus, the master equations take the
form

i-

_ I _ e-En/kT(x _ Xn ) ,_ e-D/_,_T _ N _I__ "X I 0 - (SelTa)"
_. m

n-= I, . . . L
L

I::. 2 '\

g n]!;,:.: __ Xn ) + e-(D-En)/kT.g N '_Ll,/-x =o. <5.7b),L.,
m

I/' n=l, ..... L.
[_

One =an see that the influence of .the boundary condition (N/Neq) 2 on the upp__.rlevels '

_.. can only extend the order of kT away from.the dissoclation_llmit.

i!i Since Eq. (5.81 is a set_of L linear equations in L unknowns (the L values

of Xn), the solutions may be fOund by standard matrix methods. The e_uations are _::_
i'_:. first put in the linear form with constant .coefficients

L
i,

Z ainXn = aic ; i = I to L (5.18a)

net

""_ where

ain -.Z,,_Rnk -- Rnc_Neql (5..18b) :i

and

,! aic = -Ric(..e_ 2 (5.18.c)

Then the solutions are

a11 • • • ac1 • . • a%1

el2 .... acz • . . aA2

• e. • ._

az£ ..... ac£ .... a££

Xn = (5.Z93
all • . ° anl • • • aj_I

el2 .. * . an2 ."-, .. a_,2

e_ • • .

e . . ,

azl_ . . . anA . . . ag A
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If we had not chosen an inert bath for the collision par!ners, _}ie quantltles

Pmn of Eq. (5.3) would.lnvolve summations such as

Pmn = ._.- UmnJkNA (j) (5.20)
J_ J

in which different exCitedstates of the collision partner- NA(_) take part in the. i

process and can be excited orde-exclted to other states k. The coefficients Umn_k

will then depend on the state of %xcltatlon J of the cOllision partner, generally
increasing with the level of_excitation because the cross section increases with size

of the wave function. They will also depend on the final state NA(k), because the

_ activation energy becomes smaller when the collision partner can be deactivated in
i_ the collision to a lower state of lexcitation k.

Where the dominant collision partners are the same_species that are involved in ._

i_ the reaction of interests, the transition probabilities .....Pm_ become dependent on the

:_ solutions for N2(k)

Pmn = _ _mnkJ N2(k)

(5.21)

and the reader can see that the master equations then become quadratic in the unknowns

N2(k). Such equations are solved by diagonalizing the matrices involved and finding
the elgenvalues. This is a somewhat more laborious task than solving the linear

_ equationsabove, but is within the range of modern computers for a reasonable number
of levels, at least.

Normally, the dissociation rate problem is solved using the known number of
vibrational levels as the limit L. For typical diatomic moleculesin the ground

state such as H2, 02, NO, N2, and CO, L is the order of 15, 50, 50, 70, and 80,

respectively. Halogens such as C12 and Br2 hereabout 20 and i00 levels, respec-

tively. Matrices of these sizes are handled reasonably quickly by modern computers.
Unfortunately, this simple approximation overlooks the effects of all the rotational
states which are also members of the ladder of excited states leading to dissociation,

as was.dlscussed in the available energy theory of dissociation rates. The order of

i00 or_more rotational _tates would typically need to be included for each vibrational

level, i,tcreaslng the matrices involved to the order of 5,000 x 5,000, or larger.
Even if such matrices could be handled economlcally,.we do not havereliable expres -_

sions for the rotational transition probabilities at present.. Thus, at best, we can

perform only an approximate calculation ofdlssociation rates, even though a sophis-
ticated set of master equations is used. The number of levels involvedin a typical

impact ionization problem is far more reasonable, sothls reaction will be used to

illustrate the type of results which are obtained from the master equations.

_ 5.4 IONIZING ATOMIC GAS

Consider now the chemical equations for excitation of an atom from state m to

state n by impact with an inert particle

A + Z _A + Z (5.22)
m n
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I: and the ionization of the atom from state m in a similar cOllision

Am+ z + + z (5.2a)

I !;:: Of course, the.10n A+ may also possess a.series Of excited electronic states, but we

will consider only the ground state Of the ion for simpllclty. The excltedstates can. _ _----_

be reasonablyIgnored where they lie, as they Often do, at very much higher energy i i
levels. These equatlonS can be put into the same form of masterequations used for" I

_ the dissociation process in the preceding..seGt%QB_

'i 'dAm - (emnN z)Nm-_- = " -PmnNm (_,Z_)

f_i' dA

_: d--t-= -(SmcNz)Nm = -PmcNm (5.25) :

_: where Nm and Nz are the number densities of the excited atomic states Am and of
ii!_ the collision partners. Z, respectively. Asbefore, only the inert collision partner

!: situation is considered here so that the transition probabilities P are constants ....
_._ This will lead t_a linear set of equations,_for which the principal characteristics

i. Of this ladder climbing type of rate process are easier to visualize. The subscript i|_ c again represents a continuum of kinetic energy states Of the "dissociated" pair of

particles, in this case the. ion and lthe electron. These continuum states are, of _

i course, actually quantized, but the quantized states lie so closely together, in most <
practical situations that it is a very good approximation to treat _h_m as a. classical

,.,. continuum, i
As before, we define the equilibrium transition rates and use detailed balancing

to obtain

Rmn = PmnN_ q = PnmN_ q...=Rnm (5.26)
il

Neq = PcmNeNA + = P N2 = R (5.27)Rmc = Pmc m cm e cm

The-electron density Ne has been assumed equal to the ion density NA+ in
Eq. (5.27), so this formulation is valid only for single ionization in a neutral

plasma. The generalization Of Eq. (5.27) to multiple ionization is left as an exer-

cise-for the reader. The ratios Xm are defined

_ S
m

X = --- (5.28)
m Neqm

and then the steady-state master equations become

R _.._e
._.m= Rnm(X n - Xm) + - = 0 (5.29)

mc Neq
n =I e

At. time zero after some instantaneous nonequilihrium state is established in the

plasma, the derlvatlves (dXm/dt) are finite and the master equations are a set of
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dlffuslon-llke equatlons as descrlbed by Keck and Carrier (ref. I) Very quickly a 4• !
I: ! pseudosteady population of Xm is established, however, which is relatively insensi- |

Ii tlve tothe exact value of (Ne/N_q), and it is the ionization from this pseudosteady_ I
i dlstributionwhich is normally observed by the experimenter. The solutions for this

i., pseudosteady distribution have the same characteristlcsshown in figures 5.1 and 5.2,
! Xn is approximately unity, that is the distribution is approximately the equilibrium

i one, up to. about kT from the ionization limit, where the population is depleted by

;: continual, essentially one-way, escape to the ionized continuum. The rates normally _i
!: observed by the experimenter are essentially the rates of_ escape from those levels _ ii

i below the ionization limit, ii'\,

_' followlngformforTherates Rmn and Rmc will be expressed explicltlyprocesses,fOrcross sections having -i
_ the _he excitation and ionization respectively

_:, mn - x/_' x > X*mn __ (5.30

.................................................i:I
/ X* _q ....

:_: _O I 1 mc%
i Smc= _mckM_.',--'x--/ ' X > X*mc (5.3Z

!i_ where x is the dimensionless collision energy BE, and xi4 is the.dimensionless ............! threshold energy 8E_j for transition from state i to j. _ormally, the limiting
!_ values of the cross sections, _n. for the excitation process and S_c for the ioni-

[ zation process are expected to be about equal. The slopes of log S vs log(E- E*)
r[ near threshold are expected to be the order of unity. In most Of the examples that "

follow we assume p i, q 2, and o o= = (Smn/Smc) =I, but some calculations will be done
varying these parameters to show that the results are not highly sensitive to their
values.

Where x_, the expression for Rm_ is "

R = a NeqN
: mn mnm z

!i
i•

? = [_S:n e-(_n-xm) Hp(Xn-Xm) ] NAF_ e-xm-q Nz

S°. e -xn ,gmHp(Xn - Xm) (5.3:

mn . ]

In the last expressio_ of prOpO=tionality given in Eq. (5.32), the common factors,

which are the mean collision velocity _, the atom density NA, the inert particle

density Nz, and the atomic partition function Q, have all been factored out, as
these common factors will not influence the solution to the set Of simultaneous

equatlons.involved.-

Where xm > Xn, the rates are obtained by detailed balancing with the reverse
process

a Neq = a Neq (5.3
mn m nm n

,1
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gn e- (Xn-Xm
,... O_ = O,nm- _-_:. mn

i Sn e,.<x_-Xm)
!! . _S°me-(_m-Xn) Hp(_- x_)

x ?
- o gn d

I_:i: = uSnm_ Hp(xm -xn) (5,34) ,

ill. Thus, in this case, the rate Rmn becomes

e-Xm.
NAgm

: ,=........__....,,=_pcxm-x)iii.i. . n q Nz

t:: S° e-Xm (Xm _I: = xn) (5,35)i nm gnHp

in a similar way the rates Rmc become

[US°c e-(X°-Xm)" -Xm)] NAgm e-Xm 1:- = . _ Hq(X ° Q Nz

S°mc e-x° gmHq(Xo -Xm ) (5.36)
}

where xo is the dimensionles% ionization energy, Bl..

The variation in the size of the cross-sectlon limits may be approximated, as

before, wlth the variation in the slze of the excited state.wave functions

S ° /r m + r o'_ 2

/<)= So S..O= S° (5-..37)

Since rm = (I - em) -z and r° =....I-I.. 'I

2

SO 1 i otun"Z" _ +..Is (5.385/ '!2 _

SOmc =,I(.4mle--I + 1> S+o (5.38c)
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limit-could be different for the ionization process than for the excitation process. !

_ For"simpllficatiOn, the rates are all divided by . e-x° and-So/4.,as w_ll as the I
ii other common factors, to .give _a_rix coefficients -- -

!
+/ ) O.,6,NALPAGIs_c " _o_X +I - Xn) (5.39a) i,. o,..--Xn q(x° OF POORQUALITY

_(: S - +i Sm Xm), x <x
_,,_: mn O X m n

,) m .2

- + I Hp(Xm - xn)_ x < x (5.39b),i:-ii: - xn ' n mif: Xo w - !l
iz:_i Recall that to a good approximation (see chapter IV) ]

_:. H (x) = ,', x < (pl)1"(p-1" !

I:. P xp-_i- }

- i , x > (pl)_'/'(p-t) (5.40) I::

To summarize the calculation procedures: ._

a) The ratio (Ne/N:q) is chosen for the conditions of interest, and the L _
simultaneous equations of Eq. (5.29) are solved using the matrix elements of _
Eq. (5.39) for Rnc and Rmn and with the boundary condltion. Xt - I. ¢

{
b) The values of all Xn obtained, including X I, are multiplied by the same

factor, I + 6, to normalize the result to the given number density of atoms, by
equating the nonequilibrium partition function to the equilibrium partition function "_

(I + _) _'_."Xngn e-xn = _ gn e'Xn (5.41) i _i
n m i n m i !| .

P

C) The total rate for the nonequilibrium ga_ is then calculated from _ ,

ixN 2
s = - --Le R (5.42)

c
ram1

,i

d) Finally, an equivalent truncation of the equilibrium distribution, L*, which
gives the same rate, is found '_
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The one remaining factor.whlch has nOtyet •been dealt with is the Choice of the

_(.. number Of levels, L, which should be considered.• The iOnizatiOn problem is different ............................|
from the dlssoclatlon, problem in this respect; in the latter, a finite number of | J

vibrational and rotational levels up to the dissociatlon limit is found tO exist _

naturally, but in. the ionization problem, an infinite number of excited electronic _'

L, states exist up tO the ionization energy limit.

!.

ii 5.5 PERTURBATION LOWERING OF THE IONIZATION POTENTIAL-

'\
Normally, just one electron is promoted to hlgher energy in exclted.states, and

these electronic states become hydrogen-like in the upper levels for all atoms and

[_,, molecules as the excited electron orbits farther away from the singly charged nuclear

i_ cluster which remains at the center of'mass. Thus, a.highly excited state with Iquantum number n >> 1 has a degeneracy of 2n2 and an energy. -El/n 2 "below the

ionlzation limlt, where -E I is the ground state.energy of,the hydrogen atom.
ObviouslyL an infinite number of such states exist_ i < n < =, below the ionization

( limit.

Fortunately., for purposes. Of computation, the perturbations of neighboring gas.

,_ molecules, ions, and electrons perturb the highest electronic states such that they

[ become merged with the continuum. Once the electron reaches this continuum, it
il becomes .free to wander around from particle to particle as an independent species in

i the gas, with a Boltzmann distribution of kinetic energies established by the colli .......

slon encounters with the other particles. This effect is known as the lowerlngof

i the effective ionization potential.. The magnitude of the effect depends upon the
strength of the perturbations involved ....The effective iOnization potential is. J

increasingly lowered as the gasbecomes more dense, or as the number of strOng per-

_ turbers llke electrons and ions increase in the gas at the expense Of neutral species

which are weaker perturbing influences. The lowered ionization potential cuts off
the number of levels of excited electronic states that need to be considered in the.

i

gas tO a rather reasonable number, the order of i0 to i00 in most situations of prac-
i

,_ tical interest, numbers which can be managed with reasonable.efficiency and _peed in

I the matrix calculations that are performed by the computer. The reason that .the
perturbations truncate the number of levels that need be considered at these values

i is that electronic States increase in energy very rapidly as the quantum number

i increases from small numbers; the bulk of the States occur at energies very close to
_ the ionization limit.

For present purposes we need only know that the electronic levels are truncated

at Certain energies by the perturbation effects in order to proceed with sample cal -_

culatlons illustrating_typical solutions to the master equations. However, it may be

interesting to briefly review theseveral types of perturbation that need to be con--

sidered in numerical evaluation of the loweredionization potential. A more complete.

review of the ionization lowering effect is given hy Drawln and Felenbok (ref. 2), by

Margenau and Lewis (ref. 3), and by Hansen (ref. 4). Other references to original

work on th_ subject may be found in these reviews.

First of all, neutral particles perturb the higher excited states whose orbits '_

reach Out to the.positlons occupied by the nearest neighboring particles. The average

size of an excited orbit with large quantum number • n iS | |

!n2a 0
= -- (5.44)

t
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where ao is the Bohr radius and. Z is the Charge On the residual nucleuswhen the
excited electron.ls stripped away. For neutral particles Z is unity. The maximum

quantum number can be taken approximately equal to the quantum level where _n equals --

_he average spacing between neutral part.lcles In.the gas

_.. Z_/2

_: nmax _N " ,!_,_ [a (4_13)]_/_ i
i

Ii (5.45)_No (4_/3)]_/6

where N is the gas number density and NO iS th_ density at standard_ conditions
i'__ (i amagat). One can see .that the cutoff-level is veny weakly dependent on density, :_i

I_ !_:: varying inversely as the one-slxth power of density. At one amagat the cutoff is

_:. nma x = 6., This is a rather high densfty at the high temperatures where ionization
- rates become.appreclable, the order of I0. K, and a more typical density would be _I .....

.... 10-s amagats, with a cutoff at nma x = 62 ....
i" !

!il Although the cutofffound above illustrates some of the general concepts i
_i involved, the static particle perturbations are not usually theones which limit the i!

i . nun_er of exci_ed levels. At the usual temperatures and densitles of, interest, the ii

i collisions cause a broadening of energy levels, and where these levels merge together _ !

the electron may be considered free, able to enter the Boltzmann continuum through a

if sequence of small energy transfer collisions. Recall that heavy particles transfer !i
kinetic energy very inefficiently to the light weight electrons; only when COllisions

with other electrons become frequent is a fast relaxation to a Boltzmann population i
at the equilibrium electron temperature observed, and this temperature may remaln, out

(,

of equilibrium with the heavy particle temperature foz relatively long intervals. The

half width of a collision broadened level is given in energy units by an expression

of the following form (ref. 5)

!ii_ Ac = h8 = _NS5 (5.46)

[ where 8 is the collision rate, or NS_, the product of the number density and.cross

i - section and mean collision velocity. When this broadening equals half the space

_ between levels, the lines merge _

I dEn = Z 2e_ 2

2 dn 2a n 3 = hNS5 (5.47)

thus

Za(e2/2ao)
n3 = ".... (5.48)
m hNS_

For the hydrogen-like excited states the collision cross sections will be
approximately _ 1

= _-(rO + rn)_ _ _r_ = _Z2n_a_ (5.49)

i
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_ and a final expression for the exited sta_evel at cutoff is -

NO e2/2aon_ = ORIGINAL.PAGE!$.
m. N 2_ OF POORQUALITY (5.50)

NoaoUh__

This expressionvarles more. weakly with density than even Eq. (5.45)p Inversely as

the one-seventh power of N.o The dependence on temperaturels even weaker; nm
! varies as the one-fourteenth power of temperature. For typlcal gases and temperatures
_ of'interest _/kT is _he order of i to I0 _omlc mass units per eV, and the value of i_

nma x is the order of 9 at .i amagat density. In other words, at high densities the 4
collision broadening effect is not as important as the static perturbation effect dis- _

ill cussed previously. However, because of theweaker dependence on density, the colli -_

_: slon broadening become_ more important_as density decreases untilit .ty_icallyequals ......
li: the static perturbation effect at I0-s amagats, and becomes dominant at lower

_i densities.

• o, v.r  oo. =on o
i:i than those produced by neutral gas particles, that these charged particles dominate
ii_ the ionization lowering effect whenever they are present inappreciable numbers,

which is usual in most experimental situations where ionization rate_ are observed.

,_:_: The nearby positive ions may be treated as static perturbers_wi£h long range coulomb

i_; attractive potentials -Ze2/r. When the electron is excited to a level which equals

_ii: the energy _ this long-range potential well, it is swept away from its bound state _
into the well where it can thenslide from one ion field into another, into another_
etc., and becomes essentially a free electron, able to enter'the continuum Boltzmann

distribution of .free e_ctrons. The nearby ions cause a lowering of the ionization
potential

z/3

(4_ne_
_E = _e2Z.\--_--/ (s.51) "" ,,

ne is the number densi_ of positive ions in the gas. In the case of single i_]

where

ionization in neutral plasmas, this equals the number density of electrons, of course, i

When this change in ionization potential is equated to the spacing between levels, ' ,!

the maximum bound state quantum number nm is obtained

Z2/3 3o-----,, i
m 61/2 _ne a

_:: 01
4

where f is the fraction ionized, and ne equals Nf. or No(N/No )f" Once again nm
varies weakly with density, inver_ly, as density to the one-slxth power. For a

typical case near full ionization, and Z - I, the cutoffs are nm - 3 at I amagat,
and 26 at 10"6, which would be more important than either of the previous two cases

Considered. At i% ionization the static positive ion perturbations are typically ii
about equal in importance to the neutral particle per_rbations, and become less |
important at lesser degrees of ionization.
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Still other effects Occur in plasmas that can dominate ionization potential

_ I lowering, however. The iOns, either positive or negative, exert long-range coulomb

_ ' fields, ZleP'/r, which Cause Stark broadening of the energy levels. An expression for

i the Stark broadening of a hydrogen-llke level is 1

!i
Zle2 --'_i: 3n

. A_.= T (n- i)ao-_- (5.53) i

i!

i:: When the distance to the ion, r, is. replaced by the average distance to the closest
if:

i' ion neighbors, and AE is equated to .the spacing between levels at the quantum state !i

I' nm, one obtains the expression 1_

_'_:I_:_ = ZI_/SZ_/IS[No,2/Is( _j32/iS (5.54)

! where Z is the charge on the nucleus of the excited particle and Zi is the charge.
,..: on the perturbing ion, and again, f is the fraction of particles singly ionized. At

i:/ i% ionization and i.amagat the.cutoff occurs at nm about 6, at 10-6 amagat the _ .:.;
_..:
_.:: cutoff occurs at nm abou_ 41.,
['

Next we have a Debye shielding effect to consider. The range of .a.nuclear

_., coulomb field is essentially limited in plasmas of reasonable density by the shielding

I of surrounding charged particles. The effective range of a charged particle's poten-
:i tlal is given by the well-known Debye formula

D2 = kT

+ 0i

where ne is the electron number density and ni is the.density of. ions with charge

i: Zi. The maximum radius of a bound state is equated to the Debye length, where the _
nuclear potential is nullified, and therefore, where the electron becomes free.

nm " Zi/.2[ kT It/,
,,, Ls_(e_/2ao)nea,o(_+zl)J

(No) II_ ]i/.
= Zi/2 kT (5.56)

W 8_(e_/2ao)Noa_(_+zl)J

In Eq. (5.56) it has been assumed that only one ion perturber with charge Zi exists.

For single ionization of neutral particles, both Z and Zi would be unity. The
Debye shielding effect gives the strongest density dependence, so at very low.densi-

ties the values of nm obtained are always much higher than the previous effects
discussed. However, at high densitle_ and relatively low .temperatures, where the

Debye length becomes small, the Debye shielding effect, on lowering of ionization

potential can become dominant.

ORIG!NAL PAGE [$
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Finally, one more effect needs to be considered, namely, the electron impact

broadening o_energy levels.- Because electrons are very lightweight and move with

high velocities in plasmas, they can dominate the broadening of energy levels._

suitably simple analytic approximation for electron impact broadening (ref. 6), . _!
equated to the spacing between levels at quantum level n is

i/2

- " 2a n ....

o ....... ._

This results in the expression for the cutoff bound state quantum number nm
i

!
t

This effect is generally slightly more domlnantthan ion broadening except at high i

temperature, kT _> 1 eV, in which case.Stark broadening by the positive ions dominates._

In a numerical calculation procedure, one would need to investigate each of the _.
above limits.Separately and choose the lowest value obtained for nm as the cutoff
le_cl for the solution of the set Of master equations for that particularplasma

condition. Eachtime one considers a different plasma condition, the process is i'i

repeated to determine anew Cutoff appropriate to that condition. The theoretical i

models of ionization potential lowering need not be highly accurate because the

results are so weakly dependent on density _nd temperature that a rather approximate i_

model will do for the present purposes. Th_ point to note is that all the theories _

predict cutoffs which range from excited level quantum numbers nm the order of 5 i
to I00 at the usual conditions where ionization rates are important_ We can, there-

fore, illustrate solutior.s to the master equations which are realistic for ionization }

problems, chooSing values of nm within this range. In figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5
solutions are shown where_ L, the total

number of levels used, is 6, 18, and 54.

For these values the ionization potential

z has been lowered 0.277 eV, 0.0377 eV, and .....................

o _ 0.0045eV, respectively; the lowering may ]

_ MAXQUANTUMLEVELL =6, / have been produced by any combination of

_D= 10-2 RELATIVERATER=0'3!v/_/_"/_/// the effects discussed previously: static iX _
_= _'_/2/////,/ neutral particle perturbation, neutral _..m_ EFFECTIVE

< 10"4 L=18 ,/_/_-""CUTOFF particlecollision broadening, static ion
< _ S=l.0_,_,._._/- ' potential perturbation, ion-electriclo-6 1

L:54 ./ field Stark broadening, Debye plasma- shielding, or electron impact broadening.

_ I°'8 _'_>_ In any case, the solutions to the set of

= _ I0-I0 _ _ _ , _ master equations.are, the samefor a given_D
o_ .Ol .1 1 lO 100 Cutoff level L. |

_ (I-_i)/kT, EXCITEDSTATEIONIZATION ]_ THRESHOLD,UNITSOF kT

IS_
OF POORQUALITY.

Figure 5.3-Effect of maximum quantum

tlevel L on relative net rate R; 1
kT = I eV, ion dens_i_y.(Ne/N_q) = 0.0.
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i %- o.r. , .2-----"//
- kT " 0,1oV _rll

i_ =_- - ° R-o,99_,#_,'/ //, EFFECTIVE.

i _.=_=._._.__,_ VV_//_cuTD'' ,:

10-2 =_oo_.o--_--_ / EFFECTIVE ,. ual'(_uJ 0

_ . N= _ /'_"CUTOF_ _o 10-=o_
/ =,,o., ,o,v/"

u.D 10"3 - u.D

om . R=l,jf. j -I, I O=10"--66 _ I J J
F-- _ ._ 1 10 loo

f!!! < -_ .1 1 10 100 .1
¢ ,O,, (I - ci)/kT, EXCITEDSTATEIONIZATION <¢_ (I - ¢i)/kT,EXCITEDSTATEIONIZATION .

-. THRESHOLD,UNITSOFkT _u THRESHOLD,UNITSOFkT

Figure 5.4- Effect of approach to equliib- Figure 5.5- EffeCt of temperature on popu-

rium on the.relative net rate R; latlon distribution; (Ne/Neeq)" 0.0,
_ kT = 0.3 eV, maximum quantum level L = 18.

L= 18. i iq

" 5.6 CALCULATIONS OF NONEQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTIONS FCR IONIZING GAS

:*! Some sample calculations for the case where (So+/&) - i, p - i, and q - 2 are
ill shown in figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. Figure 5.3 shows the effect oflowering the

_: effective ionization potential, for the case where the ionization level, No/Noeq, is
! zero, and the temperature kT is 1 eV. The solution for truncation at quantum level

18, corresponding to an effective ionization potential 0.0377 eV below the. full ioni-

zatiOn potential, fs shown as a relative rate of unity. The relative rate isi:
_ decreased by a factor of about 3 at higher densities where the perturbations limit the
_ number of bound states to quantum level 6 and lower-the effective ionization potential

! 0.277 eV below the full ionizatiOn potential; the relative rate is increased by 1.5

at lower densities where the cutoff occurs at quantum level 54 and lowers the ionize---

_ tion potential by only 0.0045 eV. Thus, the total rate has changed only by a factor

iii of 5, whgreas the total number of bound quantum s£ates involved
L

2n2 - L(L + I)(2L + 1)/3 (5.59)
nml

has changed by a factor of 590.. One can see that the character of the solutions

requires Xn to approach unity near the ground state and drop off rapidly at levels 'i
in the region kT below the ionization limit. The effective cutoff for a truncated -

Boltzmann distribution giving the same total rate, according to Eq. (5.43), is shown

at about 1.5 kT below the ionization limit, '_

Figure 5.4 shows the effect of changing ion density, in other words increasing ...........
the level of the rover.so reaction_rate, for conditions where the distribution is

truncated at level 18 and kT is 0.3 eV. Increasing the ion density has the effect

Of leveling out__he values of Xn in the higher excited s_a_es at (Ne/Neeq)2, but the
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total forward rate is not affected very much until (Ne/N_q) grows larger than 0.3.
Thus_ the experimenter, can expect to observe a relatively constant rate as long as

_ the ionization has not proceeded beyond this point. Again,.the effective cutoff for

I_. a Boltzmann distribution is essentially constant, 1,5 kT,

L
, Figure 5.5 shows the effect of changing _emperature on the populaClon dlsCrlbu-
i!_ t_0n, in the Case where the distribution is truncated at levell8 and the ionization

i is vanlshlngly small. As temperature is increased, the ratios Xi are decreased in.
!/ the upper levels. ,Of course,the equilibrium number densltiesare increased in this
!i case, so _heactual densltlesln the upper levels are noCaffeCted much. Again the.

_ effective truncatiOn point for a Boltzmann_dlstr/butlon is about 1.5 kT below _he ',
ionization llmlt_for all cases.

I_. Finally, figure 5.6 shows the effect o_

_ of changing some of the parameters in z_o_ 1.0F

!i _ the crosssectionfunctions,forthe case 9_ |
, of zero ionization and kT = i eV. The . _ -2" P "_

• distribution functions are not changed ._ 10 _ q-2 /.c_:"
(: ' very much by changes in S_/So or in -- E_ | S R_I.0 j_YO C'

: the exponent q. The total rates are _ 10" _

Only when the exponent p on the exclta- _ 10-6 _ i

,ion cross section is changed are the _ / 1_0 _';_- R_0.6 ;distribution and the rate affected _ x /

X _ I 0.1_

appreciably. As p is Increased to 2, _ I0-8 :i
the cross section increases less rapidly

near threshold than for p - I and _he _ 10-1s/ t t ,
population of all the excited states is _5 .1 1.0 10 ....
depressed somewhat, with a_correspondlng _. EXCITEDSTATEIONIZATIONTHRESHOLD,(I-Ei)/kT_._
decrease in netionization rate. The_

escape from the upper levels involves Figure 5.6- Effect Of Changingcross

such a small activation energy that the section function on population distri-

shape of'the cross section near thresh- hutlons, Xn, and relative rate R.
_:,. old doesn't make very much difference,

,. and thus the results are.less sensitive to the value of q, the logaIit_ic slope.for the ionization cross section. However, If_-thelonization cross section limit is

,_i'i_ depressed, S_/S o - 0.3, the distribution is dammed up in the upper levels. Con--

i__ _ versely, if the ionization cross-section limit is enhanced, S_/S o = 3..0, the distri-
bution is depleted in theupper-levels. Actually, the results are not highly sensi-

_ tlve to any of these parameters, in view of the usual uncertainties that exist in ....
both theoretical and experimental values for rate coefficients ......

Exercise 5.It In calculations involving upper electronic excited states it sometimes becomes convenient tO group

to8ether close lying states that fall within an energy band AE. Derive the expressi6n for the sum of degeneracies within
i this band

i assumlng that the levels are hydrogen_like with gn = 2n2 and E n = -EH/n 2', where -E H is the energy of the ground-statenyarogen atom and n is an average q_antum number representing all the states within the band ^E. Note that in grouping
levels together in this way AE must be much less than kT, otherwise the ef_ective s_acing between these collected states .
becomds artificially large and the grouped levels then represent a barrier tO the flow Of systems through these States.
The numerically calCuleted distributions,such as shown in figure 5.3, then flatten off at a larger value Of Xn for the.
lower quantur_ state, and then suffer a disco_tlnulty in the slope at the point wher_ the Colledted states are assumed, __

leadlng to artificially 10w values of Xn. for the hizher quantum states.
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_, _xercime 5,2:

ii' a) Calculate tho effective quantum cutoff of excited states-for hydrogen-like aystoms due te static neutral par_icle..
parturbationa for particle radius ao.- 0,53x10 "_ cm, Z 4.1, End p_ticle densities N -.1,10": and 10"e amasat,

b) Calculate the effective quantum cutoff of excited states due _o neutral particle collision brobdenin8 for the same _.

condi_iona as above and for temperatures of 0,! and 1,0 eV,

I_: c) Calculate the effective quantum cutofi of excited states due to st£tiC ion perturb_tiOns f_r the above densities
| _ and fo_ l_ and IOZ iOnized fract£bns, -

d) CalCulate the effective quantum CutOff of excited states due to Dehye shielding, again for the above densities _nd

_i for 1_ and 10% ioni,ed fr_cCious. What are the Charaot_riatl_Dcbye lengths at these conditions? . '1 _!

i!!_ e) Calculate the effective quantum cutoff of excited states due to electron impact for the _bove densities, for 1%

!

• ionization fraction, and for electron temperatures of 0.3, 1.0, _nd 3.0 eV, . i

i got 1%and.lO_ ionized fractions, _ssuming singly charged _rturbing ions.• Wha_ is the lowest quantum cutoff at each of the above densities end temperatures? .What is the total sum of excited-
!! states considered at each bf these cutoffs?

i;' 5.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS _

•i In conclusion, the ionization process starting from,some nonequilibrium transient

_ii increase in temperature, such as produced in the shock tube, is visualized as_occur-

I'll ring in three stages. First, a diffusion-like solution to the master equations

,, describes a rapid buildup to. a pseudosteady population distribution in the excited.

.i_ states, which is Boltzmann-like in the lower levels, and is almost depleted in the

upper levels near the dissociation limit. Observed rates may be very small in Chls
_' initial excitation stage interval. In the second stage, the rate of ion..production is

_i relatively constant, and is determined largely by escape from the levels around - kT !i

below the dissociation limit and repopulation of these same levels by recombination. I

,:. Finally, as the_ion level builds to about 30% of the equilibrium value, the rates are

_ slowed in the final exponential approach to equilibrium, i

!. • The form of the solutions for the pseudosteady, second-stage nonequilibrium i
_ population distributions in an ionizing gas can be obtained quitewell fron_ the master ._

_' equations because, in this case, the excited-state energy values, the sizes of the ,.
wave functions for-these excited states, the effective lowering ofthe ionization

i!: potential by perturbations which truncate the number of bound states, and the shape
of the cross-section functions, can all be estimated within_reasonable limits. From

a practical engineering point of view, the important result is that the net rate of

ionization can be estimated by truncating an equilibrium Boltzmann distribution :
1.5 kT below the ionization limit. The results are relatively insensitive to the i

1

_: exact form and size of the cross sections used, at least in terms of the uncertainties

[i that presently exist in both theory and experimental results for reactions of this i' t
type. The most sensitive parameter appears to be the shape Of the excitation cross-.

i: sectionnear threshoid__

The nonequilibrium populations have been deduced for the case of an ionizing !

atomic gas, but the results should be qualitatively valld for an ionizlng gas of small
(diatomic) molecules as well, since the excited electronic states at high quantum

leve1_ tend to be hydrogen-like in either case. Where electron collision partners, are..

the important ones in _he excitation and ionlzation process, the theorist must take
care to differentiate between the electron temperature and the heavy particle

89



purature if these differ from one another as they often do in realistic plasmaiI_ lit ations.' The electron temperature must be used in the expressions fo_ collision

[/ ! JelOcity and cross-section functiOn; the heavy particle temperatures are to be used

L cherever the equilibrium heavy particle number densities are involved.
i:
_.

[-

_ E_e¢clse 5.3: Tabulate the degeneracies ana theionlzation potentials for the I0 lowest lying levels of neutral argon

!: given by C. E. Moore (ref. 7). Use the approximation that the cross section of each level is lhVersely proportional to the

_; i ionization potential from that state =nd comRare the product Of degeneracy and cross section for each level with the ground

: " state value a_ an indication Of the rel&tlve collision frequency for electron detachment. For colllsion_ with the -ground .

ii state-.atoms, what are th_ factors (Sio/Soo)(gi/8o) required in the formula of Eq. (4.11)?

[' ; '\
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CHAPTER Vl COLLISION INDUCED VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION

i " 6, 1 SUMMARY il

I
I

i;i COllision-lnduced vibrational transition theory is reviewed, first Inthe classl-_ col approximation, and then inthesemiclassical apprOximation where the collision ..

i traJeCtory-ls assumed to he classicaland establishes a time-dependent perturbation

_i_' which transforms the quantumwaVe functions to new steady state elgenfunctions.!:: Analytic approximations can be carried through with thls model all theway to a
k. " three-dimenslonal, transition probability, collision Cross section, and reaction rate..

: Theseapproximations thus. afford valuable insight to the total andproblem .s_rVe as a,

I guide for more rigorous numerical calculations performed with digital computer.i: Although thls renders the vibrational transition reactlon.the only completely devel_.

_"!: oped rate problem, so that it serves..as a .goodmodel for the problem of.ra_e pro,
tosses in general, vibrational transitions are not yet completely solved. In partlcu- _......

i,: lar, coupled rotatlonal transitions are .found to occur with the three,dlmenslonal_

i collision perturbations.,, and the number .of closely coupled equations, required for a
_ii complete solution _..._Qo._large even for modern computers to handle_.

q

_ 6.2 INTRODUCTION i

I_ The rates of vibrational transition-produced hy molecular collislons, ar_ impor- ..... r--

rant in a uumberof practical problems. For. examp.le,,vibrational excitation influ- ::i
ences the-structure of.._hock waves, and produces variations in the equation of state

,i. which are important ingas dynamic flow. Vibrational excitation causes.absorption

and dispersion of Sound. Recently, nonequilibrlumvibrational excitation processes

have become important means of effecting populationinversions in.upper vibrational

_ states for the purpose of prOducing high power, gasdynamic lasers. The.prlncipal :,

reason _e are interested in the problem here is because it is the only'reaction which

has, to date, been analyzedby analytic approximation through the entire sequence
=_ giving transition probability, three-dimensional collision cross section, and rate

i_ coefficient as outlined in chapter II. Thus, it serves as a good illus_ration of the

kind of analysis w_wish it were possible to perform for reaction rates in general.
However, as we shall see, some. of the approximations involved leave more.work to be

done, even for the vibrational excitation process, before we can say that. this problem
has been adequately treated ....

So many. studies of vibrational excitation have-been published that it is practl-.

cal to recall only a few of the principal landmark papers here. A clas._c-paper hy
Landau and Teller (ref. i) in 1936 analyZes the one-dimenslonal collision excitation

of. harmonic oscillators in connecelon with dispersion of sound. Landau and Teller

': deduce the resul_ that the vibrational relaxation rate varies as exp- (O/T) IL3, where

O is_a characterlstic, temperature; thls result is derived using purely classical

arguments about the form of the impulse produced in collision. Almost every set of

vibratlonal.relaxation data ever obtained has been compared with this result, gener-
ally with reasonably good agreement (refs. 2-5). The Laundau-Teller model was _

refined by Bethe and Teller (ref. 6) in 1945, but little else was accomplished until _ !
1952-when Schwartz, Slawsky, and Herzfeld (ref. 7) published.a quantum treatment Of

energy exchange in one-dimensional collisions with harmonic oscillators. This work I

was.based on methods derived by Zoner (ref. 8) and by Jackson and Mort (ref. 9), and

has been widely accepted as the most rigorous analysis of the problem which seems
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- practical. Schwartz and Herzfeld.(ref. i0) fo.llowedwlth a three-dlmensional treat-

ment using the method ofpartlal waves.(ref. II), They were unable to deduce the

b cross sections, but did conclude that thermally averaged transition probabilitlesln

! three-dlmenslOns have the same form given by the one-dimenslOnal models. Essentially, _

I_ the same results fOrhoth one- and three-_dimenslonal collisions were published inde-

I pendently by Takayanag! (ref_-12).

_: t Most of the work subsequent to the above has.empl0yed the semiclassical approach. _

iI..... In.this method the classical trajectory for motion_between the collision partners is

_ used_toobtain a tim_-dependent perturbation potential; then transitions producedby _i

_ this perturbation are calculated by quantum principles. The deBroglie wavelengths cf _,

ii heavy gas particles are normally much smaller.than the scale distance for potential _!changes involved, so the classical trajectoryls a good approximation, as accurate as i

!i' needed for many practical purposes. In fact, Rapp (ref. 13) shows that a complete _, classical treatment of one-dimensional collision excitation of harmOnic oscillators

F from the ground state to the first excited level leads to the same result as the. ii
quantum treatment by Herzfeld (ref. 14). The semiclasslcal method was used by Rapp_ ,

_ and Sharp (refs.. 15, 16) to in_estlgate vibration excitation produced in.very hlgh i

_'" energy collisions, and .by Rapp and Golden(ref. 17) to analyze resonant vibration i

!_i exchange. Kerner(ref. 18) developed relations betweenquantum.and classical transi- [
[!' tion probabilities of harmonic oscillators subject to large perturbations where multi-

__. ple quantum jumps occur, and Treanor (ref. 19) showed that Kerner's results are !-_

i_ consistent with the numerical results obtained by Sharp and Rapp (ref. 16) . An

_ excellent survey of the results to 1968 is glven by Rapp and Kassal (ref. 20).

"!6.3 CLASSICAL HARMONIC OSCILLATOR EXCITATION

A harmonic oscillator subject to some arbitrary impulse function of time, f(t),

such as caused by collision, obeys the inhomogeneous differential equation I

!
:_ 9 +-o_2Y = f(t) (6.1) !

I where y is the displacement of the oscillator from the equilibrium position, _ is

the oscillator's resonant frequency in the absence of the perturbing impulse, and B

is the reduced mass. There are two linearly independent solutions to the .homogeneous

part, and the general solution when f(t) ffi0 is a linear combination of these

y(t) u Ayl(t) + Byz(t) (6.2)

where the constants A a-_ B are chosen such that the value of y(a) and its time

derivative y(a) are specified at some reference time t ffia. If Yl and ,,. are
chosen such that

y_(a)- i #1(a)= 0
(6.3)

Y2(a) = 0 Y2(a) ffi1

then

y(t) = y(a)y_.(t) + 9(a)y2(_) (6.4)

o_Gm!At:PA_E 18 _II
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" The normalized equalities specified in Eq. (6..3) can, of course, be fitted to other
numerical values by merely_gtretchlng the y and t coordinates approprlately.

i !: Now let f(t) be finite in the interval _ - 6 < t_< _ + 6. _nte8rate Eq. (6.1)
! with respect to time to obtain

y(_ + 6) - y(_ - 6) + _2 y(t)dt = f(t) dt (6.5)

i' Let f(t).increase as _ �0in such a way that the integral on the right remains

i'. unlty

! f_+6
i;: f(t)dt . 1 (6.6)w'. "

i)::' !
i:; If y(t) is finite ,_a _ontinuousa_t t,--_ the_ ,.:
!:!_ _(_ + 6) -_(_ - 6) (6.7)

i_:: This means that y is discontinuous a_ _ = _ and that the increment is unity ....

_i Now a general solution to the inhomoseneous equation, Eq. (6.I), is the general

I s°luti°n t°the h°m°gen'_°uspart Y°(t)' which satisfles the b°undary c°nditi°ns' plusthe Green's function G(t,_)

z- y(t) = Yo(t)., t <..._1_ _,
(6.8) "

= yo(t) + c(t,O , _.< t.

il where Green's function is that solution to the homogeneous e_uation which vanishes at
t = _ and whose derivative there is unity.

G(_,_) = 0
(6.9) i

• 6(_,0 - i |

i

!: To construct a solution of Eq. •(6.1)for any arbitrary function f(t), superpose
_, all the impulse solutions

y(t) = yo(t) + G(_,_) f(__!!d_ (6.1..0) ,,._

Exercise 6._ Verify that Eq. (6.10) is a solution to the inhomoseneous equation, Eq. (6.I).
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By inspection, one can see_that Green's function is. OF POORQUALITY i

i_(t-_) !
e sin m(t-_) (6,ll) !i

° 1
i;, Thus, .the general solution of the impulse excited harmonic oscillator •is

I_ t 1_:; I f f(O d_.I_- y(t) = Yo(t) +'_ sin.._(t- ._)--_
! Ja !'\

i

= Yo(t) + sin _t f(_) cos _t f(_---_)sin _ d_

f. _ _ cos _ d_ _

i_i __ ei_(t-_)

;_ f(_) d_ (6.12)ii_, " Yo(t)+ Re _ i_
..

ii Generally, we are interested in the state of excitation after the collision event has
_" been completed.

= d_ (6,!3)...............i.................

Consider now a diatomic molecule subject to the linearized perturbation potential _

i; U(t,y) = Ue +_.i.. + . . . (6.14)

where Ue and (_U/_y)e are thepotential and its gradient at the equilibrium value, ' -I

= 0, both functions of time. The force on the oscillator is just .............................1Y

f(t) = 3U(t,y) = _U + . . . (6.15)

_Y e ..................
9

Starting from rest at time t = -_, the amplitude y at time t is

......

t (_.d/3Y)e
y = _ sin _(t - _)df, (6.16)

and the maximum amplltude..y, exgited by the collision at time t, may be expressed.

1
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t (_U/_Y)e e iw_

Y = _ d_ (6.17)

The net amount Of vibrational energy excited is, In units of h_, Just the square of

the Fourier transform, of f(t) or (_U/_y)e divided by 2_h_.

_ AE _2y2 i t _U ei_t dt (6.18)

, _ As we shall see later, this quantity is exactly the same as the transition probabil-

r ity Pox, for transition from the ground state to the first excited state.given by
i: small perturbation quantum theory. However, the strictly classical model• Js not so

i_ simply related to transition probability when transitions from excited quantum states

i. are involved.

i!- Interactionpotentials are typically taken to be exponentlal•in character during ii
cOllision

where r is the distance between centers of mass of the .cOllision partners, a func-- _ .,
tion of t, Uo establishes the magnitude of. the. lnteractlon_potential, and L is a '!

potenti.al scale parameter. In this case i

!'

_y L ' =-_-e " (6.20) .........].................

If the. collisions are not too energetic, that is, if gas temperatures are not too. !

high_ the vibrational amplitudes y induced by collision aresmall compared with the i

potential scale parameter L, which is typically the order of 0.2 _,. and the exponen-

tial. potential may in this case be linearlzed and the expression for (_U/gy) e from

Eq. (6.20) substituted in Eq. (6._8).

Exercise 6.2: Use w-x for the units of t and .(h/vw)t/2 for the units of y_ and show that the Oscillator differ-
ential equation reduces to the dimensionless form

i

Sho_thatthe_olutlonforyet)forthe_or_n,_unCtlon ORI@_N_UP_E'|_
a¢O-o , t•0 OF POOR QIJ_LIT_

i

_i _.-a 0 , t > 0

is, f0r__m_daR_._Yo(t) = O,

y-O- , t<O

=-ao(t-_os-..t.),o < t.

The negative impuls_ forco representsa force whlch c_preases the oscillat6r to a new equillbri_ position -ao, The
oscillator is Seen to oscillate with the _plitud_...._ about thi_ new equllibri_ point as 16ng as the impulse exists.
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if the Const4nt forcing fuuctibn is termin4ted at r_ = 2n_

OF POORQUALITY .i:, y(t).-0 , 2n_< _ "

whereas, ££ the forcing function is terminated at t _-(2n + I)__ ,!

y(t) = 2ao cos t, (2n + 1)_ < tP

| which has the amplitude 2eo, and i¢ in phase with the forced oscillations, Finally, show that if the impulse in-is forthe interval. (2u + I)#/2

,. yXt) = ao(cOs t _ atn t) , . (2n + I)_/2_ t

where the _ slgn Obtains if n -is even and odd, respectively. This oscillation has an amplitude _a o and is shifted
i:" in phase by ./4 or 3_/4 for n even an_ odd, respectively. Thus, we see th&t impulse functions Of varying length can

;_ produce quite different amplitud.es and phases for the Oscillations induced, t

!!_. Exercise 6.3: Find solutions for y(_) and y(t) for the imp¼_se function
[: aCt)=-a .

: Wha_ is the Character of the solution up.to t = O? H0w.does this differ from the solution,for t • 07 __

_ii: Exercise 6.4: Show that if the impulse is very short compared with the Oscillator's period, _-I,.the solutions for

_i y(_) depend only on the total impulse, I,

,i_ii:. y - Yo(t) + _ sin _t

where

I,i

_, I" f__ f(t)dt

Note that this solution is independent of the shape Of the impulse functlor, f(t),

6.4 QUANTUM OSCILLATOR EXCITATION

The tlme-dependent Schroedinger equation expresses the manner in which the com-

,.. plete wave function _ of a system of particles changes with time/ .................................... 1

L_

• = ih_- (6.21)
} o_ ' q

i 1

Where H is the Hamiltonian operator for the system. In the perturbation method of- |
solving this equation, the Hamiltonian is written as the sum of a steady state part

H° and a time-dependent perturbation H' 'i

H = H° + H' (6.22)

The unperturbed wave functions _o satisfy theequation i

_ _o,0. ih _ (6.23)
@t

and since He is independent of time, the wave functionswh£ch are eigenfunctions
of this equation have the form

i, _ (q,t) - @n (q)e-lEnt/_ (6.24)
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This set of elgenfunctlons forms a complete orthogonal set; thus, any arbitrary func-
tions for example the solution to Eq. (6.21) which we seeks can be expanded into a

fi! sum of these func_ions

_ii OF POORUQ_ILIT"FI!! Substituting ER. _(6_25)into Eq. (6.21),.we obtaln

. . _, 0.= " _

The first termon the left sldeequals the last term on the rights in accordance with

Eq. (6.23), SO

anH'__ - lh _ a_,_ (6.27) ,:
n .. LL.LL................. t

If the number of energy levels is finlte, as is the case for dlatomlc molecule oscil-
_ lators, this leaves a finite set of coupled equations to solve for the unknown

• coefficients an. Expllcit expressions for the time derivatives _ may be obtained
by using theorthogonality properties of the eigenfunctions $_; multiply bo_h sides |
of Eq. (6.27) by _* and integrate over all coordinate.space to obtain

= - %(t) *n l
(6.28) t

i
= - _ _ anCt)e'i_mntHmn(t)

n

where the Circular frequencies w are

z - Em

i_ mn = h ................ (6.29)
!;

i: and the matrix elements Hmn(t) are

,n(t)'f_(q)H'(q,t)_n(q)dq (6.30) ! 1

!_ At time zero, the system isspeclfied to be in one partlcular eigensr_ateso that
am(-_) = I and an(-®) = 0 for'all n _ m. The set of_coupled Eqs. (6.28) does not *
involve any approximations and in a general case, it can be Integratednumerlcally •
with modern computers, if the total number of levels is not too large. This is known i
as the close-coupllng method of solution. The solutions can be performed for anhar-

monic oscillators,as well as for harmonic oscillators if the eigenfunctions, _ for__
the unperturbed state ofthese oscillators are known. In this _ase, the matrix ele-
ments Rmn may need to be determined by numerical integrations but where the-pertur-
bation Hamiltonlan Hi(t) has a known form separable in q and t, this can be done
independently and the results tabulated in computer memory before the numerical inte-
grations of the coupled aetof equations is performed. Also, the perturbations can
be of any arbitrary size in this method; they are not limited to small energy

1
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i compared with the steady state,_unperturbed energy levels of the oscillator as in the

i_ small perturbation method whic h follows, i,i The small perturbatlon.method is limited to cases where H'- Is much smaller than. _

i H 0 but this is a condition which is satisfied-in many practical cases of excitation
|

,i Of molecular oscillators in gases, as long as the temperature Is not too high. In

I this case the solutions can be carried out in analytic form, which gives us a great _!
!

advantage in understanding the processand in efficiently programming the more exact
_'_. numerical solutions of the coupled sa_ of equations. In the small perturbation

i} method we let the systembe in state m. initially, am(--) - 1 and an_m(_-) - 0, !

• and neglect all terms on the right side of Eq. (6.28) except the term n - m. For a i ,

short impulse then the. equations become i

tl - , _ Hmm(t) (6.31) '

IiI ira(t)=- ORIGINALPAGE IS: ,_OF POORQUALITY !

i Hmn (t)ei_nnt _
i in(t) = - E (6.32) _................

i! fi
_(t) _ 1 H (t)dt (6.33)

h• !

!
i j__t Hmn(t)ei_mnt ?an(t) "- E dt (6.34) :

i• i

!i I

Exercise 6.5: Show that if H' is a constant in time, the perturbed.wave function is a steady-state wave function

am(t)_ _ = Cm(q)e_(i/h) (_+Hmm)t_ .i: 1

i_ :!
and the time dependent factor contains the flrst-order energy eigenvalue, _ + _m, as required by the t_e independent
perturbation theory. Also show that the Coefficient for a short constant impulse of duratlon At is

and the probability that the .system will be found in state n after such an _pulslve collision is

X_n(At)2 !

a_n._ h 2

Exercise 6.6:. Show :hat if _n varies slowly in a time interval 2n/_mn the matrix element and the transition

probability nearly vanish. This type of collision is thus adiabatic. If on the other hand Rmn varies rapidly and

i, re_ins constant at time t > to , as a step functlon., thg.!_tegral dlver_s. This can be handled by integratlon by parts

_t , i_mt,t _.i dXmn e!_mn t

The-first te_ vanishes at.the lower limit because _n(-®) - O. At the upper limit it Is Just the steady-state perturbs- i
tion solution to level m; the time depepdent part Of the transition probability is the square of the second te_. Show

that if the derivative, is.la_ge, that is, the step function perturbation is applied very quickly on the time kcale 2_/_mn,

Hmn

h mn !

9O i
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The probability that transition to another state n has occurred.at any _ime t "--I....
is a_, or a*an if an should be Complex, ................

dt 2 ORIGINALPAGE iS _,' II f_.t eto._n tPm-m " an2 . =.._n .. OF POOR QUALITY (6.35)

Thelprobability of transition induced by the entire colllslon,event is given when the
upper limit of the integral is +_; that is, ..theprobabilitY7is the square of the

_: _ Fourier transform,of the matrix element Hmn. 1

i _: Consider now a harmonic oscillator subject to the llnearlzed perturbation of' Eq. (6.14)

,!:: = ey. +_... (6.36)

i_ where y is the dimensionless oscillatOr displacement of Ex. 6.2

lii ' Y = (p - pe ) (6.37) '

ii: and p and Pe are the dimensioned values of.the oscillator coordinate. In this case
_ the wave,functions are the well known solutions to.Schroedlnger's equation with the

! potential V = _2-(p - Pe)2/2 •
_: Cn(y) = N e-y2/2 Hn(Y) (6.38)
IL

where Hn(Y) is the nth order Hermlte polynomial and Nn is the normalization
_,:" - constant required

• !
i o' .i!
_.: such that the integral of Cn2 over all .displacement p is unity. The transition _:,

I matrix elements Hn,n+z are in this case I ]

I

" .,_'_' ,W/enn+zj_e_y2HnYH.n+dy,_/,L_u,(n+i,_/2 .............._i i
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The circular frequency for this transition in the harmonic oscillator is Just the.
fundamental frequency m, 0f course

(n + t) t_ _ r" nt_ m ORIGINAL PAGE IS •f _n,n._ = h " ¢ (6.41)
OF POORQUALITY

[ _. and the transition probability thus beebmes
P

" -(n+1)-t r

i; All other transitions except a change In vibrational quantum number by ±i vanish for

!:<_ the llnearized perturbation of Eq. (6.36). Of cour_e, in real collislons-higher order

!!:/ terms In the interaction potential are present and multlple q_uantum Jumps wlll Occur -'with finiteprobability, even though with much smaller probability than the Jumps to ?,I

!.:i,' adjacent levels given above. For transition from the ground state to the first !
i/ excited state, the collision-lnduced transition probability for the' llnearlzed 'I

!:I/ potential Is ............................................... !

_, p = ;U imt i

'<.. o; e_ dt (6.43) !

!

i
which is exactly the same expressiOn obtained for _E/h_ with the classical harmonic i

oscillator model, Eq. (6.18) ......... i !
i,

Exercise 6.7: Usa the recurslon relation between Hermite polynomials ..,

. YHn " ½ Hn+l + nHn_I ..........................

_' and the orthosonality relation i

I! ®

i': to derive the result of Eq. (6.40). Also show that Hnm vanishes for the,linearizedperturbation,,except for m - n t l,
i

6.5 SI_IICLASSICAL APPROXIMATION, COLLINE_ COLLISIONS

In a strictly quantum solution, the incoming particle colliding with the oscil-

_ . , lator is treated as a wave function with wavelength (E - _)/hc, where E is the total .
energy and U is.the interaction potential. The perturbatlon method outlined in the

last section then proceeds using the total wave function for the entire collision. ]

system rather than Just the oscillator-wave function alone. Although such wave func-.

tlons can be obtained numerically, once the interaction potential is specified, the

.>' semlclassicalapproximatlon-is a somewhat simpler procedure, which for an exponential

" interaction potential leadsto analytic solutions which conveniently express the

_i important parameters of the process. In the semlclassical method the classical ira-..
< Jectory for motion between the colliding particles is used to obtain a time-dependent. '

potential perturbation; then the transitions produced by this perturbation are calcu _

L lated by the quantum methods used in the previous section. The deBroglle wavelengths

' !92
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i;I

! of heavy gas parCicles are normally much smaller than the scale dimensions of the
_ potentials involved, that is, the distance over which the poteng%al changes by an

i appreciable amou,_t, so the classical trajectory is a good appre,.imatlon and the semi-Classical results are, in principle, as accurate as needed for many purposes.

For the present, we will restrict the collision to a one-dlmenslonal, colllnear

! i event, which is a C_llislon that is so atypical as to occur with zero probability but

I_ii nevertheless illus_, ;=_s all the principles involved. Later we will consider .the

full-ahree-dlmensiOn_ case. The colllnear Collision is diagrammed in figure 6. i.

, CENTER OF; MASSOF ORIGINALPAGEIS

I!il OF.pOORQUA,.,'r'r' 'i MOLECULE ................................. "....................

Fig. 6. i- Collinear collision between diatomic oscillator, and inert collision partner. "i
_". J

I
); The diatomiC oscillator consists, of atoms of mass m I and m2, x is the interatomlc l

distance of"the oscillator, and r is the .distance from the center of mass to the

_ center of an inert collision partner which approaches the oscillator along the molecu- ---

lar axis and strikes the atom with mass m I. The interaction potential is commonly

" expressed as the sum of two exponential, repulsive.terms

U =-A exp T m2'//'| �exp+.m_ + (6..44) r

i'

Expand this about the equilibrium oscillator separatlon, Xe

:." !!

where _ is the reduced mass .of the oscillator, mmmz/(m I +.m2). Let the constant

" i U0 represent the value at r _ u and x = xe._ ii,

(-_) (_----7-_ [I_ xe (' _--9-e)]

i Then to terms of first_order in x.- xe, the interaction potential becomes

(,) .],. (_ ._... x-xU = Uo exp + + (6.47)

i To first order,.o represents the distance Of closest approach in the classical tra- : ,-

Jectory and Uo is the-potential at that point, which for the collinear collision is -. :_

. the total kinetic energy Of the collision pair. In a three-dimensional Collision
1 4
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i; approach, but in the present case the kinetic energy is completely absorbed in the i
,, interaction po_entlal at this point..
i

_, To obtain the classical trajectory, the..potential is averaged over all values, of
, x and the trajectory is assumed to be that which obtains for this average potential.
i'/ Because,of.-theorthogonallty relations of the normalized harmonic oscillator wave _.

functions, the first term in Eq. (6.47) is multiplied by unity, the second,term
vanishes, and the ave_tentlal is simply

i:: The value of the collision.velocity r as_a function of time is given by

• [!i_ . .

i;: i
i',_ where the mass m is the reduced mass of the collision pair
k ?

_:: mA(m I+ m2) :
_. m - (6.50)
_i mA + ml + -ma

_ii Let time zero occur at the point of closest approach and integrate Eq. (6.49) to

,[!::: obtain .... :

t _ ut = dr

[1 - exp -(r - _fl,)l_/a
!

i =,2L tanh -_ - exp - r
I"

:,_ Thus the exponential term in Eq. (6.48) becomes

' (_ r - O_ ut ut
!: exp\ /_ - 1 - tanh_ _-_- sech_ 2--L (6.5__!)...........................

i_ and the interaction potential of Eq. (6.47) can be expressed as the time dependent

function : !

ut _ I
U - Uo sech a _-_ + + . . , (.6.52)m_ L /

The transition matrix.elements Hmn of Eq. (6.30) vm_ish forthe first,term of ii
Eq. (6.52) because of the orthogonality relation between the oscillator.wave func. 1
tions, and only th_ secOnd term in (x - xe) "contributes a finite result.

The transition p_obability of Eq. (6.35) may be expressed !a F2 (6.53)
- Pn'n+-I= 7n'n-+l i

94 Of POOR QUAUTY
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where Yn_n±1 is .the matrix element average-- ORII_INAL.PANE "IS

.)Yn,nZz = X'_nzllmz L I@

...(n + 1/2 ¢ 1!2/:L/_'= 1
!,. 4mz_L fh ......../ (6.54) _'
f_ and. F is the dimensionless F.ourie_z_transf_rm Of the time-dependent part Of the ,

perturbation t
m

Ii'_ F I(.O iIII_ aeeh2(a_)ei't dt ...oo

!' where a =-u/2L. The first term of the potential of Eq. (6.52) contributes nothing
• to the transition probability because all the matrix elements for this term vanish _

I'_ due tO the orthogonality of the oscillator wave functions, whether harmonic or not..

!I' The matrix elements Yn,n_+l are the only finite elements for harmonlcoscillators
I,_ with a perturbation term proportional to (x - Xe); all other elements vanish unlessL

i higher, order terms in the expansion-of the potential are retained or anharmonlc

oscillator wave functions are used.

Except at very high temperature the ratio w_/2a is normally much larger than

unity, and to a good approximation 1

IFI2 ,..4_2 . (6.56)

1Then the total transition probability is

4milL21 h /kflu---_ k_/ (6.57) '.; ]

If a characteristic energy Ec is defined :4

Ec " 4_2m(0ZL2 (6.58a)

i
I' and a dimensionless characteristic energy xc is defined !

E
C 2_2m_ZL2 _!

Xe " _" = kT (6.58b) i

where m. is the reduced mass of the collision pair, the transition probability

becomes the slmple expresslon I 1

n l I_%/m_/Ec_ "(Xc/X )i/2 ',
Pn,n+z = " _,/kn-_'1)_'_o] e (6.59) i' I

where x is the dlmen_ionless collision energy mu212kT. _. _ 1
"q
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Note that if.the gas is a pure-gas of homonuclear diatomlc molecules ml = m_ = m.

x If the oscillator is heteronuclear., .the transition probabilities are greatest whenthe collision occurs with the light atom end of the oscillator. With• HCI, for -
|

[ example, the transition probabilities are about 35 times greater when the H atom of

i_ the molecule is struck than when the heavy C1 atom _s impacted by the eOlllsion
partner. __

_x,,,.=_.e_._l,,at,,. th_,:'o_,_l_,"t_,,..,fo_,, ORIGINAL-PAGEIS -
,o _ OF POORQUALITY _

Note that poles exist for the tntegraud _t _(ilt/2),I(31,/2, ±(51,/2),etc. Cho0se h.4mth of integration ar0und the
singularity ifi/2 and integrate in the complex pl:%ne¢1101%8the real axis x _nd back along the axis x + i_. Show that
the ifltegrAlvanishes at the llmits._then equate the Integr&l to the residue at the polo ot_closed.

At. this point the one-dimensiOnal theory is.made three-dimensiOnal by taking the

if _ransltion cross section equal 1_o. the.product SoP, where So is.a constant suitably
chosen to fit the magnitude of vibrational relaxation rate data. The rate coefficient

_:i: is the cross section averaged over a Boltzmann distribution of collision energies '

I:_ c, = s. "')oP(x)e-x x dx 16._60) _;

ii ?,
• where• P is expressed in terms of the dimensionless collision energy x or E/kT.

• i
The rate coefficient _ thus becomes i

'!" ii

_ r=... _(xc/x)i/2_x.
i 1 m Ee : I_n,n_+z n.+_ + x e dx (6.61a)

_ The integrand of Eq. (6.61a)has a sharp peak near the minimum of the exponent

i " x + (xc/x) I/2, which occurs where its derivative vanishes.

_:_" Z/2 "x ..L/, .- J./S I/S (kT)•_/% ,;

,. l = 0 ; xm = = ; E = c (6.62) _;
2x3/2 . m 2

" !_, m

The exponent is. now expanded about the point xm i

1/2 1/2 ^ 1/2 !

x+ =am+ Xc (x. _'........ 4_ - xm) + " " "
m

3 Xm) 2
m

while the pre-exponential terms in the.integral are pulled outside the integral and

evaluated at xm.
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e'. -- dx. (6.61b)

I:
[ Sino.e xm is normally very large compared to unity, the integral Can be performed
_. over the .entire range from -_ tO _ without introducing appreciable error, which
!

!_ yields (2_Xm/301/2 for the definite integral and a final result for the rate

!,_, cbefficient. 'i

_so' i\/m \[Ec_/2Tc_ _/_" 3/2 -axr_ ,

i This is the final result for the rate coefficient for harmonic, oscillatorexclta-
_ Lion in the usual one-dimenslonal colllsiorL,approximation. The dominant factor in_

ili. the shove relation is the. exponeBtial term exp(-3Xm), and so the logarithm of = is
Seen. to vary primarily, as (kT)-I/_

'!'" where i

_ E

8 = 27 8k (6.63b)

i: This is the famous result originally obtained.by Landau and Teller (ref. I). However,s_
for our purposes here we shall want to include, corrections for.: (a) conservation of

energy in the collision process, (b)attractive.lOng-range potential interaction, and

(c) the 3-dimensional collision effects, all of which are missing in the above.
derivation. ............................................................

6.6 ENERGY CONSERVATION IN VIBRATIONAL TRANSITION

! It is easy to see that an allowance must be made to accoun_ for conservation of

energy, otherwise the rate coefficients _n,n+_ and _n+_,n will be the same,, in 1
', violation of the principle of detailed bal_ncing at equil.ibrium. Rapp (ref, 13) lets '_

the effective collision velocity u be the average of initial and final velocities,

(ui + u£)/2, and Herzfeld (ref. 14) points out that this substitution is necessary to !
reconcile the classical and qu_antum results. To terms of. second order, this is the

same as letting the effective collision energy be the average of initial and final

en6rgies

x = xi ± h_2k--_-- (6.63c)

The ± sign is used xlepending upon wliethe_ tile transition is to the adlacent lower

or up.per vibrational state, respectl.vely. The Cross section is assumed to be a func-

tion of the energy, at tl_e.turning point, and thus it will be convenient to Change. the_

variable of integration to x rather than xi, in which ease i

¢.



Ii --reverse xate is the Arrhenlus factor exp(-h_/kT) which preserves detailed balancln• g

I at equillbrlum. The lower-llmlt of the Integral, _q. (6,61d), Is the same for either I
_ excitation or de-excitation, since, the excitation cross section vanishes for colllsion
_ energy less than _.

6.7 EFFECT. OE LONG-RANGE INTERACTION POTENTIALS

ON VIBRATIONAL TRANSITION

_ Still one more correction can be added very simply for the usual casewhere a

_ long range attractive potential exists as well as the short,range, steep, repulsive

potential. A typical form of the potential

i/ is shown in figure 6.2, where the short-.... range potential decreases exponentially wlth ._-_,

_' the intermolecular-distance r_ while the .!

_: long range potential increases lnversely as _i

_ D . Ae_r/L the nth power of r, leading to apoten-

_ _I ..................... tial minimum _ below the free particle
_ _ potential at infinite separation. The

_I FOurier transform of the collision perturba-tion, Eq. (6.35), is still almost totally

¢ determined by the exponential character of

the perturbation near the turning point;
D
u only the initial and final velocities which .....

the system senses at the turning point areo

_ _ all increased by an additional kinetic
_. energy amount _. Thus, the effective co.1-

lislon energy is now related to. the initial

interaction energy, which appears in the

Boltzmann dlstrlbutionpby 1
U - B (r/L) "n

x = xl.+2-_+_-_ (6.63d)
i INTERMOLECULARDISTANCE,r

In Otherwords, the Maxwell-Boltzmann dls- _

Figure 6.2- Typical intermolecular col- trlbutlon of kinetic energies is shifted by |
llsion _otential. the amount ¢, at the point where the coll-i=_

sion systems climb the repulsive interact_

tlon. Toaccount for thist Eq. (6.61d) is modified as follows, again changlngthe

variable of integration from xi, the dimensionless initial kinetic energy, to x, the
dimensionless effective kinetic energy at the turning point ....

_± = sE exp 2_ + S(z) x ± _ e dx (6.61e)
/_kT)+(_/kT).

Except at extremely hlgh temperatures beyond the range of usual incerest,.the

_;alu_ of xc is so large that the-approximation of Eq. (6.56) for the Fourler._rans-

form Is fully Justified. Also, the value of x ± _/2kT - ¢/kT may be adequately
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replaced by simply xm, when this quantity is pulled outside Of the integral, and
finally the lower limit of the Integral can be _dJusted to give the entire Gausslan

i definite integral wlthout serlous error. Then the final expression for the rateCoefficient given by the One-dlmenslonal collision model, including the effect of an

!_ a_tractlve potential and.of energy conservation_ is
6

- _+I-q- (6.6zf)E - - W   A ATL_ m "

I 6.8 RELAXATION RATE OF DIATOMIC, HARMONIC OSCILLATOR_GASES

i,: Usually the experimenter does not measure transition rates to and from a single .-

vibrational level, though this is now possible in some cases withthe extreme selec-

li tivlty afforded by laser absorption measurements, but rather he typicallymeasures a
_ total relaxation rate for the flow of energy into Or'out of the vibrational mode after "_

,L a sudden disruption of the equilibrium state, such as provided in a shock tube or asupersonic expanslonnozzle. To compare theory, with the experimental results in this ........ .:

i case wa are interested in the relation between the.different rate coefficients - .

_' _n+_,n - (n + 1)_o (6.64a) !
i

ORIGINAL.PAGEIS :!

_: OF POOR QUALITYan,n+ z (n + 1)_oz (n + 1)azo e -b_/kT (6.64b) !

The relations given by Eqs. (6.64) merely reflec_ the dependenceOf the matrix ele-

ments yz---on the quantum number, of course. I

The total relaxation process in the gas is described by a,set of master equ_- '!

tiOns, which for inert collision partners with number density Na, is i_

-dN o

" (_oxNo - atoNx)N a

-dN I

d-'_ = (_2Nz + _zoNz - a_zN2 - aozNo)Na (6.65a)
.- •

i -dN n

d-"_ = (_n,n+tNn + an,n_iNn - an+z,nNn+ _ -_n-z,nNn.t)Na :_

where Nn is the number of oscillators in the nth quantum level. Each of these

equations for -dNn/dt is multiplied by the app/oprlate q_antum number n, and all
'i are added together.to give ......

r.o o i "

(6.65b)
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The summations can all bestarted at n =-i, of course, without changlng the equallty.

h Collecting llke terms in the first and fourth sums. and in the second and third sums _
of the rlgh_._si_deof "Eq. (6.65b), by appropriate changes__of the summation indices, we
obtain {

I_': _ (_.._ _n,n_ Nn _ Sn,n+iNn> N i'
!' _ " _ nNn = - (6.65c) _I

! Now introducing the relatlons of Eq. (6.64) 1

iiI !,

_:_ . _ nNn " I nstoNn-- £ (n + l)ao_N Na

i "[s10 Z nNn- SOl _ (n'i*_l)Nn]-N a -- (6J_d)_ :
F.'

The sum _'_nN n is Just the total vibration energy, Ev, and _N n is Just the total '_

!: number of oscillators N. Multlplying Eq. (6.65d) by _, we obtain

i:. dEv I
_i - d--t-= [(_io - _ol)Ev - h_oIN]N a

= (_io - _ol)Na v - h_N - (6.66)
_IO SOl

_, The relaxation time _ is defined as the constant

" i

t = (6.67)
(e_o - aol)Na

and the constant term h_Nsol/(e_o - _o_) is just the equilibrium vibrational energy

in N harmonic oscillators given by the Einstein formula 1

N_So_ Nh_ e-_/kT

Smo- Sot 1 - e-h_/kT " ESq (6.68)

[

thus, Eq. (6.66) may be written

f-
, d(Ev - E: q) Ev -E_ q

- d_ _ z (6.69)

which can be integrated to give

Ev(t) - E:q = [Ev(0) - E$q]e -t/z - (6.70)

ORIGIr,,IAt.PheI_ |S-
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The pressure and the relaxation times are measured by the experimenter, and the
product of these two is related to _he rate coefficients for 0 *-+ I transitions by

Ill , Eq. (6.67), with Na - p/kT.

I
i_ kT kT

il/ OR!CI  AL = = (5.7 t)i OF POOR QUALITY_ =zo - _OZ . ¢zO[1 - exp(=_i=/kT)]

I; _ The dominant factor in this relation is the exponential variation of Czo with
_ exp[-(%/T)Z/_] as given by Eq, (6.63a). Thus, a Landau-TelleT plot of _n(p_) vs T'Z/s

i!. yields essentially a straight llne over a wide range of T. However, the temperaturedependence of the pre-exponentlal terms and of the additional exp(-h_/2kT} result in

_, a nonlinear Landau-Teller plot at very high and very low temperatures. Thisaddi,

i tlonal temperature dependence must be accounted for if one seeks to deduce an accurate", _ value for Ec, and therefore of the potential scale factor L, from the slope of the

._ ,_ Landau-Teller plot. For example, the total temperature dependence of _10 giygnby. _ the one-dimensional.analysis leading to Eq, (6.61f) is

_zo e-(elT) z/ (6.72)
iii " 3+(h_/2kT)+(¢IkT)

[!" 1
i : where 0 is 27Ec/8k. Note that in the pre-exponentlal factors.of Eq. (6.61fi, the

i_ temperature dependence of _ Just cancels the dependence of X_/2 or (Ec/kT)I/2
_ : However,.in a subsequent section on 3-dimensional collisions.it will be found that the__

_ .: quantity SO is not really constant, but varies as velocity u or (kTx) I/2. Then,

evaluating SO at xm, for purposes of inEegrat!on, leads to the corrected expression(T
: ezo _/. e- (O/T) z/_+(h_/2__kT)+(e/kT) ............(6.73)

Thus the product pT given by Eq. (6.71) varies as

' pT = C(T/8) 2/3 e(8/T)Z/_-(¢/kT) "
sinh h_/2kT - (6.74)

This is the expression that. should be compared with the slope of a Landau-Teller plot
to obtain a quantitative value of 8 and L. If we let _ = (kT)-1/3

_ pT ~ sinh_exp[(kg)_/_ :; 2 - ¢__] (6.74a) '_

i' d _n(pz) z/z. , 3 (¢ "_" _kT) i,d_ =-(kS) - 2(kT) z/ " " + coth (_74b)
_..' (kT)2/s !

Thus, we see that _ kT is neither too la=ge nor too small, the slope of the Landau Jplot is Just (kS) z . However, if kT is large enough to compare with kS, the slope

Iis reduced by the_second term in Eq. (6.24b), On the other hand, if kT is small _.

compared with h_ or _, the last term in Eq. (6.74b) can reduce the slope consider_ _

ably. .Thus, £n(pz) will follow an S-shaped curvewhen plotted as a function of
(kT)-_/_ Over a wide enough range of temperat,_te'

I01
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Figures6.3(a), 6.3(b),and 6.3(c) show some examplesof Landau-Tellerplots £o
f: N2, 0Z, and CO for various collision partners. The theoretical relation is fit to t]

range of experimental data on each plot. Within this range, the plot is generally
linear, though at low temperatures some curvature has been observed. The values of

the constant coefficients 8 and C, defined by Eq. 6,74, which fit these experlmenta]

ii data are summarized in table 6.1. The potential well-depths, c/k, are those deter-

: mined for Lennard-Jones potentials that fit viscosity data for the pure gases; for

i[/ unlike Collision .partners .i and J the well-depth has been taken as the geometric 1
mean, that is _ - (¢i_j) _/2. The characterlstic length L of the potential inter- I_

1_ action is calculated from (see Eq. 6.58a) ]

Lz . __ = 2k8 (6.75>

_iil 4_2m_ 2 27._2m_ 2

III The values of L are seen to lle in the range from 0.2 to 0.3 _; this is about 30?.

i larger than the values obtained by fitting simple linear expressions to a Landau--
Teller plot, that is, neg.lecting the corrections for-the impact velocity increase due

_ to the potential well and also for the energy conservation .1.eadingto detailed

_i_ balancing between ao_ 'and _o' Such linean_fits_are shown_by the dotted curves in
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Figure 6.3- Landau_Teller plots.
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Figure 6,3- Concluded. : 1ic

_ TABLE 6. i.- CHARACTERISTIC CONSTANTS WHICH FIT 3-DIMENSIONAL
I:

i' THEORY TO MEASURED VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION TIMES
i ....

L Relaxing hm/k, K Collision e/k, K C, atm-sec 8, K L,

oscillator partner

. , ,, J .= , .,,.

N2 3395 Na. 95.9 7.01x10- zz 3.12x-107 0.27

i O_ 2297 Ar 118.7 2.75x10 -zz 1.47x10 ? .2402 118.0 7.58x10 -zz 8.60x106 .19
_: He 29.5 1.49x10 -9 2.26x10 s .21

H2 60.2- 9.63xL0 -z° 1.43x106 .23

CO 3122.5 CO 101.6 3.83xlO -zz-- 1.66x107 .21
He 27.4- 1.78xt0 -z° 6.38×106 .26
H_ 55.8 1,_28xlO"_z° 4.32x106 .30
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The values o£ A giving the magnitude of the repulsive potential in Eq. (6.44)
can be derived from the constant C; typical values are the order of 1000 eV. How-

. ever, the value of A is extremely seusitive to the exact fit to the data which is
chosen, and considering the scatter in the data and the narrow range of temperature
over which data.is avallableD these values are uncer_aiu hy at least factors of 3
Or more.

I.i 6.9 SEM_CLASSZCAL APPROXIMATION, THREE-DIMENSIONAL COLLISIONS
F

i The perturbation potential is commonly assumed to be a l_near "superposltionofexponential repulsions (refs, 21, 22), as previously done for:_he one-dlmenslonal

I. model, Mies (ref. 23) suggests that thlsmay be an acceptable approximation for,,/:, heavy atom_harmonic dlatomic oscillators, but shows that such a potential does not.

closely reproduce the time .interactionsfor the He-H2 collisions. Thus, although the. linear superposltion model will usefully,illustrate the procedures involved, the

.. quantitative results must be viewed with some skepticism. To proceed, we consider:a
homonuclear dlatomic oscillator.lmpacted by an inert collision partner and let the
interaction p_qtentialbe

.... r2/L_ U = A(e-rl/L + e- --) (6._6)

_ where again A determines,the scale size of the potential and L is a characteristic

length. The distances rI and r2 are measured between the atoms of thz diatomic

oscillator and the inert collision partner. Figure 6.4 illustrate,_the geometry of a

three-dimensional collision with miss distance b and with the oF.afarof mass of the ii
diatomic molecule at the origin. Only one atomic nucleus is shown; the other is i
diame_ricallyplaced. The relative motion between the oscillator and its collision
partner is assumed to be determined by the spherical part of the interaction,poten- ii
tial With this assumption, the collision trajectory lies in a single plane (the XY
plane of fig. 6.4) and the distances rI and r2 are 'i

z7112 i

. [,_2 ' ,

_ rI r Z s n e.cos (_:--x) + (6.77). ,:
i

where r and.× contain the _unctlonal dependence on time involved, and p is the
distance between the atoms_of the harmonic oscillator. We assume the collisions,are .

!. weak enough that (p/r) < I for all r. Then reasonable app.roxiln_a.tions.are...............

....' r_,2 _ r v _sln e cos(@ - ×) (6..78)

;. U..._...2A.e ......___cash sin e cos(_ - X (6.79)" .

The bond length ¢ is very nearly equal to its equilibrium value. Oe, and the
angle X is small in the region near the turning point where the perturbation con-
tributes most to the Fourier transform of Eq. (6.35). Accordingly, the perturbation

i:
_!:i is expanded toJierms of first order in (p - pe) and X

p sin 8 cos(_ - X) _ Pe sin @ cos _ + XPe sin O sin _ + (p - Pe)Sin O cos _

(6.80)
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Figure 6.4- Diagram showing collision coordinates.

Then if we let _ = Pe/2L

U = 2A e-r/LIc0sh(_ sin % cos _) + ×_ sin 8 sin $ sinh(_ sin 8 cos _)
t

P - Pe+ 2L sin 8 cos _ sinh(6 sin % cos _) + . • (6.81)J

The spherically symmetric part_f the potential used to determine the collision

trajectory is obtained by averaging U over all configurations of 8 and _ __

U =.2A e-r/L(cosh(_ sin e_cos__)> (6.82a)

Strictly sp.eaking, this average should beperformed weighted by appropriate wave
functions. For example, in small perturbation typecollisionswhere the perturbed

wave function remains essentially in the initial state, the average wouldbe performed

weighted by its initial state wave function. Unfortunately, the rotational states of
molecules are strongly perturbed during the collisions of interest, that is, those
collls%ons with sufficient energy to promote vibrational transitions. The assumption

most often used in the literature to get around this complex and mathematically

awkward situ&tion_ is that the rotatlonalwavefunctions areso strongly mixed during

the perturbation over a variety of angular momentum quantum numbers £ and their

projections m, that the rigOrous average is approximately the simple spherical



! average as though the molecule Were in igs ground rbtational state durln,- the

collision --" |
!

i_ _. Stallcop (ref. 24) has further analyzed this type of approximation, weighting the I
! _ Interact'ion potential with the initial wave functions for transitions from E to |

I_- £,_ _ 2, and _ +_4 for all possible values of the projection quantum number m ant I

! averaging the resulting probabilities over all values of m. He finds that the tran- |
._ii sitlon probabilities are deCreabed by factors the order of 2 for typical molecules |
l<i _ and cOlllslon velocities of interest. For simplicity we will use the spherical aver-

i age of Eq.-(6.82b) to determine the classical trajectory; this will suffice to ii

_ illustrateall the _etho_ involve_ at least. - ] !

ll Let the distance of closest approach be r = o; then the potential Can be i!

!ii e pras:ed .......................................... ,'i

_:i U = Uo a-(r-e/L) osh(6 sin ,8 cos ¢) + X_ sin 8 sin ¢ sinh(_ sin 8 cos ¢)

- 0e ] _ ..,i

i_" +--.sin e. cos _ sinh(_ sin _.cos _) + .j (6.83'.

where Uo is the spherically averaged pote ntial_a_he point of Clos_proach

if
_:[, Uo = 2A<cosh(6. sin _ cos ¢)>e-°/L = 2A sinh_ _ -O/Le (6.84
i:

[. Exercise 5,9: Derive Eq.. (6,84),

_;_: The first two terms of Eq..(6.83) are functions only of the rotational angular

I_i coordinates and are responsible for elastic scattering and pure rotational transltio
I_ only. The third term, linear in (p - pe) , leads to single quantum Jump vibrational
_ transitions in the case of harmonic oscillators,. The higher order terms or anharmon

_ terms in the.wave funct/_ons would, of course, introduce multiple quantum Jump
i', transitions.

Since the third term of the perturbation, Eq. 6.83, is the Only one which.con-

i tributes strongly to the vibrational transitions of interest, this is the only term
i which needs to be considered in the perturbation for present purposes. We will

expand this potentia ! _o terms of order _s
!

U-U_e "(r-°/L) _ - De ( '_ . .)• _ _ _ sin2 e cos2 _+_ sin" 0 cos_ _ +_ sigh _
(6.85

and use these terms as the total perturbation. The full series is cbnvergent, but

converges slowly, so-_he truncated series above no longer exactly represents• the sum_

of exponential terms postulated in setting up the problem, Eq. (6.76). However, the , ]

true interaction potentials are not exactly of exponential form anyway, so _he !approximation involved is not conceptually important; its use will greatly simplify_
_ the mathematics required and will suffice to illustrate all the methods used.

I06 _ !

!
i
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When rigld-rotator, harmonlc-oscillator wave functions are used with the pertur-

b: _atlon Of_Eq. (6.85), the transitions are llmlted to single vibrational quantum Jumps

_ (_v - ±i)and even numbered xotatlonal and maEnetlc quantum Jumps (_ - 0, ±2, ±4 and

i _m - 0, ±2, ±4).. Note that the s)_unetry of the rotatiOnal wave function Is preserved

in these transltlons, consistent wlth the expectation that collisions are unlikely to
!': :hange nuclear s_in. In this case, rotational symmetry must be preserved to maintain

! i_ _ntlsymmetry of the total wa_e. functlon.

I
i The tlme dependence of the-perturbatlon is contained in the factor

i exp[-(r - @)/L]. If energy and angularmomentum changes_in the internal state of the

I nolecule are negligible compared wlth the klnetlcenergy and angular momentum of the \

collision partners, the latter two may be treated as conserved_quantlties. The clas- -

slcal trajectory in this case is defined by Eqs. (2.29) and (2._0) _.When the colll- i

sion is head on (b= O) the trajectory is that given by Eq. (6.51). Expand a solution li

_i of'this form about the point b = 0 and stipulate that It mus_ have the correct ....first- and second-order tlme derivatives at the point of closest approach (r = o,

I_ t = 0). Such a solution is __ i_

I:i -(r-_/L) ii
i' e =sech 2 at (6.86)
!,

_here
;.!-

a 2 : I + I 7) I _ -- ( _ -- I

2%
¢ .......... (6.88)

mu2

This value of a gives the potential the correct form near the turning point at the i_

,. expense of some mismatch in the asymptotic behavior. However, the Fourier transform, _" I
Eq. 6.55, is but slightly affected by the slowly varying part of the potential far '_
from the turning point; it is primarily determined by the region where U changes

rapidly, that is, near the turning point. _ I I

The transition probability may now be expressed in the same form as for the one- i

dimensional co!!!uear collisions

" / e_,'_ P = 4_2_2_-Jl._I (6.89)

except that c the fraction of total kinetic energy E which Is converted into per-

turbation potential at the turning point, Eq. (6.88), is now included In the pre-

!_ exponential term. Also the matrix element is for-a specific transition including not

only a transition in vibrational quantum number n, but also. ln rotational and

magnetic quantum numbers £ and m

6 sin _ 0 cos _ ¢ +-_-sln _ 0 cos _

(6.90)

'!
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Indlces-on P, y, and w indicating the speclflc transition have been dropped for
economy of notation, but these wlll be introduced later. At the moment, we wlsh tO

Obtain an analytic expression for the cross section. Let PC, ao, and 0o denote

the particular values of P, a,.and 0 for head On cOlllsion (b = 0). The cross
i section for r;ransitlon may then be expressed _ 1

il, t
i f P-" ORIGINALoFPOORQUALITY_PAGe:iSS - Po Po 2_b db (6.91)"o

i According to Eq. (6.89)

Po = z2 exp a:o - (6.92)

_'" !

i and from Eq. (6.87)

(--= - (l.z,.m) i- (6,93)

, a ...... .

_ For the exponential form of the interaction potential assumed here

L £n , ......... (6.9_)
o = oO - oO de

in which case (see Eq. 2.30)

b2 = o2(1 - c) , 2_b db= -_o2rl + 2__L (6.95)L 0 _8/j

ik

With change in the variable from b to _, the cross section of Eq. (6.9!) becomes .....................',

l !

_,o2 e-(_lao)S ,, Pc I+ (IL/_)[(I- ¢)/_] (a°la-z)d_ (6.96) _ '_
o !

Since (_/a o) >> i, the ma_or contribution to the integral of Eq. (6.96) Comes i

from the region a ==ao and ¢ == I. The integrand is therefore expanded about this

point to terms of first order in (I- _): ]

.... _o2 I+ (2L/Oo)(I- ¢)+ . . .

i+ (lL/o)[(l-_)/_] _ Tr°°2t+ (lL/Oo)(l-E) + . . . "_°_ (6.97)

while from Eq. (6.93)

---- z ---. ]. - -- (].- _) (6.98)
a _ Ool

,,!

].08 ................................................................................................................................................-!
!



To this approximation the cross section becomes

:_ .. ORIGINAUPAGElS'

[,.: %/ -.
i:
P

_°°Poo 1.--exp[-(_/2a o) (1 - 2L/Oo) ]. , _Oo2P°
i=, = (_/2ao)[l _.(2L)oo) ] _o >> i (_rc°/2ao_).!.l ,-" (2L/°o)]" (0,99)

i 'The factor (2aoOo2/_1(i -.2L/Oo) -I "is the effective total cross section for vibra-

-_ tiOnal transition .to be used with the one-dimensional collision transition probability•,:" _ Po" This factor is not constant,.,as was assumed in the one-dlmenslonal model, but is !Ill . approximately proportional to ao or the collision velocity u, i
i!•
I'.:_ Next the cross section is averaged over the Boltzmann distribution of collision ii •

i_ energiestoObtaintheratecoefficient_. Asintheone-dlmenslonalcase,we !! i

._ effective collision energy be the average of initial and final energies, as in ;, ....
L Eq. (6 63c), and express the rate coefficient as Eq. (6.61e) The cross section has
_:: the form .i

("°°_,_....._._(-_x_"-<,,o_),, :I:,, s=s, - _._oJ_,;-/ (6.1oo) ,
: ._i

where the constant S _ is :_

n i + '"s* = + _- - 2/\2_A500/ (6. loz) :,-

Substituting these relations in Eq. (6.61e) one obtains "

uS* e ;(b_/2kT)+(E:/kT).......................................................... 'rro_ /4x'_l/2/ _ dx !i

-(n=+_) /_kT
(6. 102) i' ,

where. _+ gives the rate coefficient going to the adjacent higher vibrational level
while __ gives the rate coefficient going to the adjacent lower vibrational level. ,:
The integrand is.evaluated at the maximum Just as before, including the distance of

closest approach oo i

I _ro_" - ('/_Xm) (X-Xm)_ i
_S* e-3xm z(]_ I_kT)+ (¢/kT) e dx :___+

=

--- x--cI ------o- xm +_,_)/_kT (6.103)

Performing the integral and noting that 4_ = xc this becomes

2 z/_ iiiu 1 1 m Ec o _ /...m"_ -,Xm;(I_o/zkT)+(clkT)

°: ("+ ' -2'- Oo ,tT/.......:..................................................:
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To express o.o .in terms of thztemperature T, use the relation expressed by
Eq. (_,84).

on -L_n _" slnh-_ ; X - 2A _ (6.105a)

(6.105b)

m c _kT'2/_
t:

Then the cross-seCtlon factor becomes

i:f:: (1 : 2L/Oo) xm " I- 2/_n[2A/E:/' (kT)2:/'] (6.a06).: J

I_: This logarithmic dependence on temperature is very weak, so the pre-exponential

factor in a varies essentially _s the product of- 5 and x_l 2 (see Eq. 6.104), or in
!!:, other words as the product of TI/2 and T-11e. Thus, the overall variation of a

I. with temperature is taken to be :,;L

TI13 __ + (_/kT) _ (hu/2kT)] ,~ exp[-(e/T) I/'
p

as in Eqs. (6.73) and (6.74), and_in calculating the values of 8 and C in Table 6.1 _.

:: and the curves of pT in figures 6.3(a-c).
iI

6. i0 VIBRATION-ROTATION EXCITATION

:: Now recall that the matrix element y is a function of the initial and final

quantum numbers. Consequently, the rate coefficient _ describes the rate of transi-_ i
i. tion only between those two. states, In order to compare with vibrational relaxation.

il data, a total rate coefficient for the vibrational transition n ._ n +-i is needed;
_: in particular for the 1 �0transition. The matrix elemen_ is viewed as a function

of the differences

An = n' - n , A£ = _' - £ and Am - m' - m.

y_(hn,A£,Am) - T2(n,£,m;n + An,£ + A£,m.+ Am) (6.107)
4

where An ffi±I, A£ .= 0, ±2,. ±4, and Am - 0, +2, Z4 for the perturbation used here
and rigid rotator, harmonic oscillator wave functions. The total rate coefficient for

a given vibrational rotational transition is found by summing 72 over all possible .....
magnetic quantum number Changes Am and averaging over all initial values of m.

£

Y2-(An'A£) = 2£ _ 1 E E Y2(An'A£'_m) (6.108)
m=-£ Am=0 ,+_,+___

Hansen and Pearson (ref. 25) evaluate these matrix elements for the perturbation of

Eq. (6.85), as given in appendix 6A. _. ]
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62- _" _ + (I/2)± (I/2) (6.109)
• 8mL2_/h

2_' _\_2 + (i/2)± (I12) (6.110) !._2(_+1,±2),, +_ + 283
i ......... : 8mL2_/h

i 72(¢I,¢4) = osh(_ sin O cos _.) + (I/2) ± (I/2)_

! 8mLZ_/h ] (6..111) ]
I.

,I

i" The sperhically averaged angular part. of the potential may in_a first approxlma-
[_ tio_ be equated to (sinhZ)/_, as ingq. (6.82b), but in more rigorous fashion would

be a sum over all £ and m, which would depend somewhat on vibrational quantum .level

i n, i
" i

t !

I;)i Stallcop (ref. 26) derives similar expressions for a complete expansion of the }interaction potential and finds corrections fo_ the higher order terms in _

!!:: 72(-+i'0) =.... + "3'5"+ 3-"_ + 712'-_ + ..........

_. '.,,_

_ 72(+i'±2) = + I-_ + _6 + 249480 + ...... (6.112)

72(+-i'+4) " 2_80 + 16632-------0+ ......

It can be seen by comparison with the relations above that the results are the same

as for the truncated potential up to terms of order _2. but are larger in the higher

order terms. Stallcop (ref. 26) also develops corrections for some of the other

_erms dropped in the expansions leading to the rate coefficients and finds that for

realistic values of _ and L these can change some of the values by factors the

order of 2. The general results are, however, similar to the abOve.
i:

ii Perhaps the most important correction to include is the change in circular fre-
L

l:i quency _ that occurs at different rotational levels. To terms of second order the

:._' energy eigenvalue of a given state is

_ En,£ = h_o + + B£(£ + i) + . . . (6.113)

i

where _o is the harmonic oscillator frequency and B is the rotational energy
constant. To terms of first order in £

+K J +"" '
The rate coefficients (Eq. (6.104)) are proportional to _/s exp(_3xm). (The expo,

nent on _ is incorrectl_ given as 7/3 in ref. 25). Note that the circular fre-
quency that appears in 7" in Eqs. (6.109)-(6.111) is the uncorrected value, or

_o --and corrections to the first-order rate coefficient can be expressed .....................................

=_(_o)_/'e-SXm[ :'
= a__ (_l_o)_l._-z] (6.115)

R(A£) . ao
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i where s o is the rate coefficient obtained_when _ is equated to %. Expand to

terms of first order in _ ..............................

_ (6.116) _

i which is typically less than 0.01 for reallstic molecules and IA_I - 4, to obtain

!i _ -" R(A_) = (I - t_)_/se2Xm_ + (1 + t£)_/3e'2Xm_£ (6.117)

The correction factors are now averaged over all initial rotational quantum numbers

<R(A£)> - B _ R(_£)(2£ + 1)e "B£(£+_)/kT (6.118) \

il Hansen and Pearson(ref. 25) use anapproxlmate integral expression and Stallcop
(ref. 26) uses a Laplace method that gives a better approximation at.high temperature; i_

_i:i both find that thecorrection for this dependence of _ onthe rotational quantum ,_

Ii number _ can increase the total rate coefficient by about 50%.

i The potentials responsible for vibratlonalexcitation are not necessarily the

i!, same as those responsible forscatterlng. For example, if the total electron spin._
i and orbital momentum are not zero for the colliding particles, these can couple in
i:i"_ different ways to yielda multiplicity of-interaction potentials such as shown in

figure 2.8 for collision betweentwo atoms. Then scattering could largely be due tO
_ long range potentials with larger values of total electron spin, and therefore larger

i! multiplicities; presumably these would have larger effective values of L. On the

other-han_, vibrational exclta_ionwould be dominated by steeper inner potentials

resulting from lower to£al spln_coupllng. In such cases the potentials deduced from _

I_ vibrational relaxation and from scattering represent different weighted averages of
more than one interaction potential. However, in the case Of N2 the ground state is .

_ IZg, that is, a state wlth zero total spin and zero total orbital momentum; one thus
expects a single potential surface to apply to N2-N2 or N2-Arcollisions (unless• the

simple LS coupling scheme is broken in very strong collision perturbation). How-

ever, even this single potential is not necessarily fit by a single_exponential func-.

ii_ tion over the entire range of interaction. L = 0.27 _ was deduced to fit vibrational
relaxation data to.the_steep part of the N2-N2 potential, whereas Meador (ref. 27)

calculates that L - 0.4 _ for the longer range part of the potential that contrib_ _!
utes most to scattering. Viscosity measurements on the other hand suggest that the i
N2-N2 potential also has a Van derWaals attractive well with a depth about 0. I eV,

b

and it is not clear how all these trends_fit into a single potential surface.
I

_ 6.11 HIGH ENERGY IMPACT VIBRATIONAL TRANSITIONS_ ...................
i

Up to this point the vibrational transitions have been treated, as a small per- 1

turbation problem. At low collision energies this is Justified because the transi- 1

tion probabilities are all very small. However, at high collision energlesthe

i! transition probabilities become large and may exceed unity, atwhich point thetheoretical model obviously breaks down. In fact, Rapp and Sharp (refs. 15-17) per- 1

formed some numerical calculations using a close-coupled set of equations.such as

Eq. (6.28) and show that the small perturbation fails considerably before transition

probabilities reach unity and that_multiple quantum Jumps Occur. MoreOver, they found

that it was necessary to include a much larger number of vibrational levels than were
excited at the finish of the collision event, because some of.the-higher levels were

'i
transiently excited during the peak of the collision and then transferred their energy

!
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back to the translational mode and tO lower-lylng levels as the collision event was
completed. Such. numerical solutions can be accomplished on any reasonably fast large

_ digital _omputer, but an analytic solution for multiple quantum vibrational transl-

tiOns, which is due to Kerner (ref. 18), is more_helpful in understanding the process.

,,i TherefOre, K_rner's method will be.outllned here.
%.

i! Kerner sets up the SchrOedlnger equation starting from the classical equation of
i i motion of a one-dlmenslonal harmonic oscillator subject to an external force f(t)

;,

i_ ! _ + ky - f(t) (6.,119)

where y is now_ the displacement from the oscillator'-sequilibrium position. As the

oscillator moves, it does work against the external force '\
L

!, : W .=J f(t) • dy (6,1__20)

_ -_ Note that if f(t) is in the negative y direction, W is positive as y increases
!i ; and .this amount.of energy is lost by the system. If f(t) varies slowly comparedwlth

ili::. the period of oscillation in y, this work may be approximated by
i [

V 3W

_. i W _ f(t)y=_ y_i' OR_Gt_L -P_kG_ -_- (6.121)

O_ ?o0_ QUALYT'( "
The Hamiltonian of: the oscillator system is .thus

H = _-+ -. f(t)dy

Replacing the moment,mn p with the derivative operator ih_/_y, Kerner obtains the

Schroedlnger equation

i B2_+ - yf(t _ = ih _--_" (6 123)

' He then proceeds to construct a solution from the unforced solutions which are known. _:i
• Make the transformation

i:

, _ = ¢(y..-u,t)egy (6.124)
i
c

i where u and g. are funcr_ions of time to be determlned_ Let z m.y --u. The elements

in the Schroedlnger equation then become

egy+ 2gegy egY" @y2 Bz2 ......

_-_ @4'esy �(z+ u)_¢ egy + _¢ dz egy@t = _t " - Bz d-_
(6.125)

=T + kuz_.--f-

yf = (z + u)f
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and the, transformed Schroedlnger equation is

I, (6.126)

I Now Choose g and u such that the coefficients_in 8¢/8z and .z ,Illvanish .
[

_. -_6 - lhg _ (6.127a) ,

ii 'ku - f--- it_g..m...Q................................................... (6..127b)

From Eqs. (6.127a and b) we observezi" i

_.i,:. _._+_ku - f.(t). _.. 128). -"
I!
_... In other words u is Just,the solution for the classical oscillator subject to a ..
_' forclng function, which we considered in section 6.2. The initial conditions are
',"_': u(-_) = 0, &(-m) = 0 The Schroedlnger equation now reduces to_i . •

+ +ku :
_::?i!: 2_ 8z 2 T- fu - lhug - 2_ _¢ = ih.st (6.129)

_: Now let ....................

i!_ 6(t) ku_
= _- - fu- lhu_- _ ORIGINALPAGEIS ....

_,- OF POORQUALITY
ku2 fu + (fu - ku2) + _2_2"-'Y-- 2"---V-

• ,s

:'. _U _ ku 2
_: " - T - V (6.130)_: 2 2

thus _(t) is J_u@%the classical Lagranglan.

h_ 82_ fkz2 )1 _--_ (6.131)

Next separate the variables z and t _ I

!
¢ - ¢(z)8(t) (6.132)

Then

88

- 2_'dz2 \ .2 _
(6.133)

h 2 d2_ 1 + kz 2 ifi d8
: 2p dz2 _ -_ = -_ + T d'-_= constant

Initially at t = -_, u - O, z = y, and ¢ = _n
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!ii
?

f_z. d2.qJn
+ _ _n " En_n (6.134) _!2F= dy 2 . -

bus, the constant in question is Just the initial.vibrational energy _ = (n+l/2)h_
t _d the functlona___(z) are the harmonic vscillator__va, functlons

0n(Z) = Nn e - Hn(¢Z ) (6.135)

OR_QINAL:.P/_GI_'#,_
tere OF POOR Q_UALLTy

N2 c, , == -- = _ (6. 136)
n

_2 nnl -.

- te function 8(t) is the solution to, ,'1
dO [En + 6(t)]e

I' d-'{= it_ " (6. 137) :

i .... ich is ,.;

_: i [En + 6(t) ]dt (6.138)
,;' 0 = exp _. ® ',

thus, we have a class of solutions formed from the stationary states of the unforced :i

_, problem and with a phase h-if (En +.6)dr

_. _n (x't) = Cn egy = Cn..eIp&y/h = _n eipy/_

= Nn exp_ y - (En + 6)d e -

il .

where p(t) is the classical momentum _(t) and u(t) is the classical displacement _.,

of the oscillator starting from rest and subjected to the forci_% function f(t). _',:

i'). NeXtfunctionsWeexpand, this wave function in the orthonormal set of ha:Inonic oscillator wave _ !
7 i

Vn(Y,t ) = Nn e'_2y2/2 Hn(_Y)e -iEnt/h (6. 140) _;!

Let m be the initial s_ate designation 1

,m(y,t) = _ bmn(t)Vu(Y,t) (6.141) i

n-0 1 I

Multiply both sides of Eq...(6..141)by Vn*(y,t) and integrate over all y i

bran(t)--.[_ _m(Y,t)V*(y,t)dy (6.142)
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. then the transition probabillty, at tlme t0 that the oscillator finds itself In the--
unperturbed state n, after starting from initial state m, Is b_n

i_ bran ___m_n ®-NN exp_ nt- (_+,_)a

i ' f': °' '
×. _- (y - u) - _Z--JHm[a(y - u)]Hn(uy)dy (6.143)

i'

.:

," _z .. IJ_/h and define! Transform variables to x.- uy, v.ff_uu,

._ Iron = expL _- (x 2 g (x - vIH n(xld_ (6.145)
'_. __ _ '._

i_ then the transition probability may be expressed

!ii I_mnI_

P = m+nm (6.146) !

ran
_r2 lnl

;_i The integral Imn is evaluated using the. Hermlte polynomial moment generating

funct tons ................................................. i!

_ Hn(x)snS " exp[x a - (s - x) 2] = _-_ (6.147a)

:_ n 1

__" _ (x- -v)tm
_.. T = exp((x - v) '_ It - (x - vll a} =
;. -- m"!. (6. 1476)

t
F.

_ /i_x va _-__. snt= _./t_x va
Ii Texpk%--x2+ _ - dx" _/,._-T_ exPk--=--_=+ _ - H_(x--v)_(x)dx

n m

I

" _ sntm nlmlm'-"_n. (6.147c)
n m

Complete the square, of the exponential term in the integral on the left side of

Eq, (6. 147c).and integrate to obtain :,t

ORIGINALPAGE|_ 1
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!! ex - x - s 4-.t + + 2st �sv- _v -7-. 4- dx

I' - exp 2st + sv- tw_--T-jexPl_.Ts-_t + - s + t + .',

: i_, r (I. +-__...L x -- s.+ t + d .- s.+ t-+.- (6. 148)

! The integral on the right side of Eq. (6.148) is Just ¢q exp[-(¢/_)a/4]. Tku_s we
!, have

[i :_exp _ +V +_:+ 2st+ +-_)s- - . _-_, _. ,_

!i_ n m (6.149) '_

!.ii Now .v = au, a a = _o/fl, and k.ffi _oJa,. so .. I
i. "_i

i; _a.+va _6a+ _u_aua
'i:' u-q" " boo " 2¢ (6.150) .4

, _ where _ is the ratio of the classical energy excited to the vibrational quantum., h_.

! _ Expanding the last three exponential factors on. the left side of gq. (6.149), .we !

::. ' _" exp _+ 2_]_...,/ ,Jl-" kl " _.W i _. '_

-," ."

22':_ ffi sntm Imn

I,:i m-_-] (6.!51/• n m ;j

:!2: 1
: For purposes of evaluating the integrals Imn, we are intere&ted only in those terms 4ii

ii of the product where J + k - n, J +. £ ffim or k - n - J, £ = m - J. Let m < n

. _i_' _ J)l (n - _I)I. " mln'--_ (6.152)
- J"O
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omGINAt- pA_E _+

' OF pOORQUALITY m 2 •2 -.I _.

IJ"o I

F m
I:,. , (ml)a(nl)2_ e'C to+n2men (-l)Je'J , (6 153)

- " Z...+JZ(m- J)x(n- J)t I ' - -,[_ IJ.-o
E-

fill The final result for the transition probability is

_- 12 m (_l)J¢-J
. mn ., mln! e-¢ em+n _-a".,I+ Pmn " #2m+nmtnt Jt(m -+'_"[(n. _ j)[ (6.154)k+ .I=0 _

ii:j-
EquatiOn (_. 154) relates the quantum mechanical transition probability t0 the classi-

cal energy change e. in the oscillator, subject to the forcing function f(t), in
units of" h_. Recall that e is the energy gained by a classical oscillator starting

from rest (see Eq. (6.150)), that is, it is identical with hE/hw given by Eq. (6.18)

'i When e is very small, the transition Poe reduces to the usual small perturbation.
value

_ Pol = e e -_: > _ (6.155)
_ 8 << i

but at large e, Pol becomes vanishingly small due to the exponential term in

7 Eq. (6.155). The probability of adiabatic collision Poo also falls off as the
.. exponential ........

! -E

i._,.. P = e ._1 - ¢ (6.!56)i' oo c <<_i
,+.

rather than remaining unity as giv,_n by the small perturbation theory.+ As ¢ becomes

i large compared with unity, the transitions Poe, Po3, etc. grow larger, and each goes
i:. through a maximum at a characteristic value of- _. These harmonic oscillator transi-

tion probabilities are graphed in figure 6.5. ,. Values of Pok are shown in fig--
ure 6.5(a), The small perturbation value of PO_ is shown as a dashed line for
reference. The sum of all probabilities is unity as it should be

Z 2Pok ffi e-e _-- " 1 (6.157)

k=o kfo

The classical oscillator energy gain c is, of course, related to co lllsion velocity,

increasing as the velocity l_ncreases. ]

Figure 6.5(b) shows the transition probabilities-Plk" The +probability P1o is

the same as Po_" The small perturbation value of P12 is. Just 2Poi as+glven by
Eqs. (6.53) and (6.54) and is also the limit of Kerner's value for small z

I
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Figure 6.5- Harmonic oscillator vibrational transition probabilities. !
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f The adiabatic _ranBltlOn probability Pzz is

i pt_ = e-_(1 _ _)2-- _i - 3¢ (6.159)
_. _.-.<< _ •
F
L

I_ ' The transitionslnvolvingexclted statesare seen. to havenodes at characteristic

i values of _ and several maxima. The number of nodes equals the lowest value of

li m or n• This is characteristic of the solutions to the coupled set of equations,Eq, .(6,28),.and showsup in the numerical integrations Of Rappand Sharp (refs. 15,16)

il one wants to truncate the number of-equations involved
For these numerical solutions

L at as small a level as possible to conserve computing time• The number of levels

I!_ required can be determined by observing the minimum numberwhich leads, to a pronounced !

i_!,' dip in.the solution approximating the nodal point with sufficient accuracy• Addi-
_= tiOnal levels will need to.be retained if solutions are-desired at higher-colllslon

i energies, higher-order occur• Treanor.(ref '19) has com-
where the second- and nodes

pared Kerner_s solutions .with the numerical solutions of Rappand Sharp, and finds-

I satisfactory agreement. Figure 6.5(c) shows some of the transition probabilities
_ P2k, showing the two nodes in the solution involved in this.case. The sum of all pos--

_i sible transition.probabilities, starting from a given quantum number, is always i

i unity, of Course•
ii:' 6.12 INELASTIC COLLISION EFFECTS ON VIBRATIONAL TRANSITION

Up to this point the classical trajectory has been treated as though it were

_. obtained in an adiabatic collision, and as a consequence the impulse functio_ is-taken
to be. perfectly symmetrlc-as it would be in adiabatic collision. The conservation of

!" kinetic energy before and after collision was treated in a rather approximate manner

by assuming that the effective collision energy was the average of the initial and -

_' final kinetic energies. However, one additional sink of energy is the upper vibra-

i tional modes that. become excited during the collision process. ThJ_ excitation may
onlybe a transient one; that is, the energy is transferred back r_ the kinetic energy

I mode as the collision partners recede from one another; out no attempt has been made

to account for the conservation Of'energy during the peak of the impulse. Rapp and

ii Sharp did account for thls In their numerical solutlons, but the slmpllclty of

Kerner's formulas cannot be utilized unless one uses a corrected expression for _.

, Hansen and Pearson (ref ....28) developed an analytic approximation for _ that is

useful for this purpose. This will be carried through for the one-dlmensional collin-

!. ear collisions, and the corrections for three-dlmensional, effects can be added by the
methods Of section 6.6,

When a transition to anOther, vibrational state occurs, the classical trajectory

is distorted. The symmetrical pa_t of this distortion has been accounted for to first

Order by letting the.collision velocity be the average of the final and initial

velocities. However, an asymmetrical distortion is also involved• A skewed perturba-

tlon which convenientl_flts the boundary conditions is

U = Uo, _e-(r_)/L - Uo ebt" sech2(at) (6.160)

12o



OF POOR QUALITY.
The relative velocity betweon collision partners is in this case

I:

___=2a tanh(at) - b - (6.161)[
i'_ and .the constants a and b which fit the limitinB conditions at It[ = ® are

i ui.+ uf = u
_ a - 4L 2_ (6..Z62).

ii ui - uf
t b " - (6.163)

i)} The transitions of harmonic Oscillators involve Ju.s.t. one quantum of vibrational I
_ energy, so I

m(u- -

b u_- u_ f,_ ht_ (6. 164)
--=2 =,+ m+--

i!I a 2 mu2 - 2E
(ui +,uf)_

iiI Vibrational transitions occur with sizable probability only when collision energy is..' large compared with h_; thus (b/a) << i in most cases of interest, and the pertur-
r bation has nearly the sg_neshape as for the adiabatic type collision trajectoryiii;

_: assumed previously. The dimensionless Fourier transform to be used in Eq. (6.53) is
now, however, ........

f_o_ :i
_i F = _ ebt sech2(at)eia_tdt (6.165)

II In appendix 6B the square of this transform is shown to become.,for small _0/a, _ _

IF[' , 4_2 + (6. z66)
_/a << 1

This result is the same as obtained before (see Eq. (6.56)), except for the factor

(I + b2/_2), which represents_he corrections for skewness in the impulse shape. In

terms of the constant Ec 1
|

i,

_i _J_ = 2EcE (6.167)

Normally, the ratio h_/E_ _ IO-2 and f_0/E< I for the collisions of interest, thus
(b/_o)2 _Is the Order Of I_-2. We Conclude that the effect of skewness Of the pertur-
bation potential on the transition probability is small. Thla small Correction can be

accounted for by evaluating b/_. at the value of Collision energy Em which maxi-
mizes the integral of the rate Coefficient
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! Since this correction is small Itwill be ignored in the following, in which effects

_i_ of transient storage of energy in upper vibrational levels during the collision
I process are analyzed. It could, however, be carried along without undue mathematical

rp:_ complexity.
!

!

_. For. transltlons from the ground.state, which are of interest here for purposes of

_i_ii comparing theory with experimentally observed relaxation-rate data, the classicalenergy excited in a harmonic oscillator at any time t by the perturbation potential '_

If, U(t) may be expressed _ !

" 2L_t ue(t)ei_t 12fi:' V(];)-h_ (-_.-_--) dc (6.169) "
I

_: where To: is the harmonic oscillator matrix element of Eq. (6.54) when n - O, and

Us(t) is the perturbation when the oscillator is in its equilibrium positlon. The
subscripts on these terms will be dropped from this ppint on for convenience.

The value of V and all its derivatives at t - 0 can be deduced from

_ii: Eq. (6.169), and to terms of first order in _-i (see appendix 6C)

I 72Uo 2 -.

_!_i vo - _--_ (6.170a) : |

o _dt2/o "_d--_'/o " 0. (6.170b) : :!

1

_" (d_v_ -:_--_u _ - 2v/_o_ _ !
 ¥JJo . oo ok-o/

The subscrlpt o refers to t = 0. These results are independent of the exact form

of. U, provided the duration of the impulse is long compared with _-z

Now assume that the collision perturbatio_ has the form given for adiabatic_

i_, elastic collision but with a correction factor _(t) which will be adjusted to

:_ satisfy conservation of energy near the turning point t

!: U = Uo e-(XvO)/L. "'Uo_(t)sech2(at) ..... (.6..,.121)

Note that. ¢(t) _ould include the asymmetry factor eb_ discussed above, if we

wished to carry this term along. For the present, however, we will be concerned with ]

only the symmetrical expansion of _ about t - 0. If U is considered symmetrical

about the turnlng polnt (Uo = 0), _ and its derivatives at t.- 0 deduced from _ ]
: Eq. (6.171) are

122
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= _dt_}o =-_dt2n+t_ ° 0 (6.172b) .

oo-

Uo
_;o -- + 2a2" 6_2c)

r " UO

/d__ . (d"_/dt")o _o

, _kdt")o_ " U_:). + 12a2 _oo + _8a'_ (6.172d).

; The function. % is required to be the .order-ofunity in the interval ltl < 2/a,J

" where the signlflcant contributions, to the Fourier transform appear, but we need not

i: be. concerned with the behavior of _ outside this interval. For example,, we 'can.let --
$ vanish at Itl >> 2/a without loss of ge_erallty, so that a can take,lie usual

definition, u/2L, to satisfy the boundary conditiojls on collision velocity

_. _- 2a tanh(at).-- (6.173)

bt !_

I!. The asymmetrlcal factor e would be required to match the exact boundary condi- --

tions ,_of-course ...........

i Wlth the perturbation.potentlal having, the. form given by Eq. (6.171), the !

Ii!, ! kinetic energy is :_i

i: T = --E- = -2--_k_/ (6.174)

i• To conserve energy, the vibrational energy must be.

[mL2 /0\2 ]
v. =- z- v. =- + ,

!/.

:; The value of V and its derivatives at the turning point, in terms of U and its
derlvatlves, are thus

Vo " E -.U 0 (6,176a) .

. / d_v_
Vo \d--_')o = 0 (6. 176b)

d-_} ° -mL2" _Uo/ ........

(d"V_ =. _J (d"U/dt')o _Jo3 Jd"U_
_4mL 2 o Uz + 12mL_IT--_-f_3-o_d--_)o (6.176d)d-J/o

O

i'
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When these values are matched.with the values given by Eqs. (6..170),we obtain expres-
Ii slons for U. and its derivatives at the turning point which, in turn, determine the i ---q

! expansion _) about this point, Eq. (6.172). _I
k

I First match Eq. (6.170a) w!=h Eq. (6.176a) to obtain a quadratic relation for ....
_.Ivo _

' OF POORQUALITY ,
li for which the solution is

[(i:ZiI. E 1 (6.178)_---y. 1 +_ 1+ t_ i
b O . "

li The positive root is the one of interest-here.. Thequantity 4y2E/h_ is. normally

f.[ small compared with unity. For the homogenous diatomic molecule harmonic oscillator
i! matrix element Yot, Eq. (6.54), __

I'. "- .
_: -- = _- 2 _ml] _c ......................................... (6.179)h_ m1_ L "

typically (m/ml) _ 1 and E/Ec is the order of 0.001.. Thus 4y2E/h_ is the order
of..0.04)and approximate expressions for Uo and Vo are

Uo=_ E .(i 72E_ i- _-_j/ (6.180a)

, v _ (_,...LSOb)..
[ 0 h(_. '

With Uo and Vo determined, the remaining derivatives of U at t. = O. are easily
i_ found_by matching the remainder of Eqs (6.170)_with Eqs. (6.176)

il Uo kd-V4= o (6.18oc)

' U2
[_ = - °-e-.. (6.180d) '

o mL2

li kd-_}° 3 U-o -- 4mL2 (6.180e) _' ]
,!

These derivatives may alternatively be expressed in terms of the collision energy E, i i
i' and the characteristic energy Ec or 4_2m_2L2

i! i; 4.z2a_2U2 ', '

I D " O == 4W2c02E z (6.181a) 1o E E
c c
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I Now a TaylOr series expansion can. be constructed for _ to terms Of fourth

Order in time 1
!

¢(t) "..1 + _(at) 2.+ 8(ag.) _ (6.182a) .......................;..........................'

Where the coefflclengs. _ and. 8 are ,,

,, _m__= I O O n . i
_ 2a 2 -"E-f"E-. .he (6.182b) i

/.

2. t

, - vo
i" i I /e, 2 y2E T2Ec i_!

• = - _-_ k_ } (6 182c)

he 362be !. E

The order o£ magnitude of'theSe coefficients is easilyestimated from the one-. :_

i dimensional cOllinear collision casewhere y is given by Eq. (6.54) !!

•i! _(_2_E _=_(i0-2) (6.183a) :i

i: B_ - m = @(-3xi07_) (6.183b)

t 72p -

• These magnitudes indicate that # is indeed well behaved in .the interval latl < 2,
as required• The co_rectlon @ flattens the usual adiabatic-like impulSe.near the

turning point but makes the impulse steeper in the region lati • i, where the_co_--

I to the Fourier transform is largest. This transform is now
tribution

(!J___[i + _,(at)2 + 8(at)_]sech2(at)ei_ t dt (6.184)
F=

I

! which in the limit (e/a) >> i is found_in appendix 6.B to yield

_ 2.

,_i_._(_)o-_o,_.(__o@ )--_---+ + . . . (6.185)

Again this is the same.result as for adiabatic elastic collision _raJectory at the.
" velocity u except for-the last factor, which is the correction£or distortion of _,

._ the impulse shape requlred by conservation of energ_

i!
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_ For one-dlmensional colllnear collision matrix elements _, the correction factor

I to be applied for the effect of energy conservation during the collision impulse is
approximately given when the relatlons of Eqs. (6.183) are used for _ and 8

Z _ - -- -_ (6.186)_ i_
, I 8_

i!. i
Normally,_E/E c is somewhat less than 1/144, so the result is but weakly dependent .on _iv,

i' collision energy and primarily depends on theratioof collision-reduced mass to

oscillator-reduced mass, m/p .... i_ •

i;i For Calculation of the rate coefficients _ or relaxation times T, the correc-
t, tion should be evaluated at the collision energy E m given by Eq. (6_62)___

[i ( ) g2m]-2
!ii " (6.187) '

= m i + T 2/3 -2

I.'

'_ where Ta" is the relaxation time and _a. is the rate coefflclent obtained theoreti-

ii cally for the adiabatic,like collisions. Similar. results obtain in the case of
i three-dlmenslonal theory, only the expression for v2is then somewhat more complex. ."i

The total correction for both symmetric and asymmetricdlstortions ofthe colli-

sion impulse is Just the product of two separate corrections. This result is

obtained when theFourier transform is perfo_Qed on the perturbation potential

U(t) = Uo ebt[l + _(at) 2

+ 8_at)*]sechZ(at) (6.188) 3
NrN2 ORIGINAPAQ IS

The fraction of the collision OF POOR QUALITY
energy transiently transferred to the

vibrational mode at the turning point is

Just the coefficient a, which is typ_-

cally the order of 1%; the permanent

enemgy transfer is typically the order ra 2- O2-Ar

of 10%. Although the amount of tran-

._ slant energy transfer is small, it

i. causes transition probabilities to
,. decrease by factors of about 1.5 to 2

because of the high sensitivity of the
Fourier transform to the shape of the

impulse function. Figure 6.6 showsthe 1 1000! 50o! 300! 200' 100x_101
ratio T/Ta giVen by Eq. (6.187) for T,_
O2rAr and N_-N2 colllsions where the

.- l' I- l' I I I I

logarithmic potential gradients are .04 .0s .0s .o7 .0_ .09 .I0

0.24 and 0_27 _, respectively. The. 7.1/3
I correction is plotted as a function of

_ T"113 toshow the departures from Figure 6.6- Correction to vibrational
,; Landau-Teller theory, as illustrated by relaxation times for Nz-N_ and 02-At

the small curvature that appears at the colllsion.

t
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i .

high temperature end_of the plot. The, effect is also shown in the dashed theoretical. _

curve of figure 6.7. The data On this figure are those of Appleton (ref. 29). and _

curvature of about .the predlctedmagnltude-appears at high temperatures, near

I0,000 K. This is the Only data presently known at these high temperatures where the
' effect is observed.

T,de@K × 10"3
i 12109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

i.; _ 1°-4 ' - ORIGINALP_GE'lS'i _.
OF POOR.QUALITY ",

_;;,

_!: 10"5

" : 10-6 ,_' O EXPERIMENT
._'-./ LINEAR.FITTO LOW

f/ TEMPERATUREDATA_---- THEORY

i. 10-7 l I
.04 ,05 .06 .07 .08

(T, degK)-1/3

Figure 6.7- Landau-Teller plot, N2-N2 vibrational relaxation.

6.13 CONCLUDING REMARKS

A large amount of theoretical and experimental research has been invested in the
vibrational relaxation problem, so much that one__ould think the problem would have

been completely solved by this time. However, a large amount of additional work is
still possible on the problem because of the various approximations and limitations

involved in previous work. We have devoted ourselves mainly to the semlclasslcal

treatment because this method is conducive to the derivation Of analytic approxlma-
tions that lead to better.insight about the meaning of parameters important to the

_ problem. In principle, numerical solutions of the cOupled set of differential equa-. :
I.

! riots involved can be performed as accurately as desired, In practice, most of these
.i.... solutions have been devoted to one-dimensional colllnear collisions because of the

_: exorbitant amount of computing time. required for the three-dimensi0nal case._ However,_

i the semiclassical results furnish a convenient, though approximate, relation between ,the one-dimensional and the three-dimensional case which can be applied to the more

_ rigorous one-dimenslonal calculations. Many Of the one,dimenslonal calculationsare_

still based on the sech(at) type of interaction potential, which is ratherapproxi -.

mate; others are based on the exponential interaction and the classical equations of

motion are numerically integrated for this interaction, including the effects of step-

by-step energy conservation. However, the real. potentials are unknown, and until
these are available from fundamental quantum calculations there is not really much

point in being carried away with long computations of rigorous solutions, The _
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present semiclassical _esults are perhaps as accurate as needed Considering our state |

Of knowledge of the interaction potentials. _ I

ITwo problems which are of current interest merit comment. One is that transition -

between upper vibrational levels Is of great concern to sclentists analyzing gas-

dynamic lasers. These transitionsare responsible for establishing the nOnequilibrium

population of excited states that occur in these lasers, particularly the V-V tran- _
sitlons where both the-_sCilla=or and its. collislon partner Change vibrational state ....

This• problem requires that the vibrational wave functions and transition matrix ele-

i merits for the collision partner be included,. In the upper levels, the anharmonic

effects become stronger and can produce sizable phase shifts in the probability amplln \

tudas because of the extreme Sensitivity of the Fourier transforms to phase. Finally,

< after all these consider Ltions, we mus_ admit that the problem has not even been

solved correctly yet, because the effects of coupled rotational transitlons have not
i

been properly included, We observed how the dependence Of the perturbation potential

on angular coordinates led to coupled vlbration-ro.tation transitions, predominantly

with d£ = 0, ±2, and ±4, when the three-dimensiOnal aspects of the problem were _on-
sldered_ However, this analysis wasvonly performed in the small perturbation limit,

_ whereas multiquantum rotational transitions occur in normal collision_with high ii _

probability and these cannot be treated by small perturbatiOn methods. To be done __ .
correctly, the problem Should be performed with every rotation-vibration eigenfunction _!

available to the molecule represented by one equation in the close-coupled set Of _ _

equations discussed in this chapter.. This method becomes_too large a computation !
problem even for modern computers, because of the lange number of"equations involved _i !and the three-dimensional characteristics of the problem. What is needed is a set of

apprOximate expressions for the rotational transitions produced in collision as a i
function of-time, which can be coupled into the equations for vibrational transition

1as a reasonably fast subroutine. !

The physical picture we have of the collision process and the element_ necessary _ i

for the Solution of transition probabilities are quite clear at this. point, however. _ !
The diatomic molecule s_arts in a known vibration-rotation state. Given the interac- 4tlon potential with an incoming collision partner, the elgenfunction is first dis-

tot_ted to include anumber of unperturbed rotational eigenfunctions in the expansion; i
the. coefficients of these elgenfunctions, squared being the time-dependent probabili- _ ]

ties that the molecule would be found in these rotatiOnal states if-ihe perturbation

were suddenly removed. From these rotational states, the transitions to the nearby

vibrational levels take place with much smaller probability. Under the influence Of

the perturbation, the transient internal energy sur.ges back and forth between the i

varlous rotation-vibration states, certain states on occasion being at maximum while ...... :_i

others are at nodal points, As the perturbation recedes, some of this internal _

• energy flows back into the kinetic,energy mode, leaving the molecule with a distrlbu-

tion Of probabilities, smaller than at the Reak of interaction, among the various

unperturbedvibratlon-rotation st_.es.. Thetransitions to othervlbrational states.

will generally occur as given by small perturbation theory, but the rotational ampli- .

tudes will wander around the ladder of available states both in the initial vibra-

i tional state before transition amplitudes have changed appreciably tO the final state,
and also in the final vibrational state after the transition amplitudes in theseT:

F states have grownappreciably. Since rotational changes_ill both climb and descend

_ - the ladder under the perturbation influence, we are able to get by with the approxi-
_ mate solutions where the two effects are dec0upled. However, the strong dependence

il of the Fourier transforms on the value of the circular frequency _ suggests that the
most frequent path of transition will be where _ is minimized; namely, where the ||
rotational state is demoted to lower levels in the transition process, though it may
Subsequently be promoted to a distribution of rotational levels in the upper state ..............................[...............
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Tl_is w_ndering around in th_ various, rotational, states during the impulse should be

particularly noticed in the V_.V. type transitions important in laser gasdynamlcs,,
Thus, the full solution, to. the collision induced vibrational .transition problem awaits

the solution tO the collision induced rotational, t.ranslgiOn problem, h solution that

I "i h_is__xo_yet bee_ satisfactorily accompllshed,
t
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VIBRATI0 -N=ROTATi0N TRANSITION OVERLAP INTEGRALS

l

The overlap integrals y (EQ. (6,90)) are evaluated using rigld-rotator, harmonic

Oscillator wavefunctlons i_,_ 1

! *v_m(o_,e,,)- Y_m(e,¢),v(p- oe) (6.A1) _

: where _v is the normalized harmonlc-oscillator wave function and Y£m is the usual
! spherical harmonic function.. _-Then. 7. may be expressed |

i
y(v £,m;v + Av,£ + A£,m + Am) = l_(Av)la(A&,Am ) (6.A2) "

_i where

_' _2 SO"_

P - -Pe
r_ Iz(nv)- *
[_'.. si_ _ _v+Av 2L _v p dp (6.A3) ,_

_i_

i Ia(A£,Am) Y£+A£,m+Am(S O cos z _b e.cos 4 ....= . in

The integration of (6.A4) extends over all elements of the solid angle d_.

:i The integral 11 is easily found by usual methods, and it is nonzero only where
Av = ±i ._

i' J . 1 + i_1/a

. /
11 (+-1) s'inh _ (6.A5)

: An elegant way to evaluate Iz is to expand the perturbation in terms of spheri-
I
i cal-harmonic functions. Then 12 is the sum of integrals of triple products
I *

Y£,m,Y£,,m,,Y£m which are given in terms of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients (ref. 30).
However, we will sketch the derivation in terms of commonly known relations between
the associated Legendre functions.

12 can be expressed

.£u_, i(m-re')-0 2 m'
12 _ e cos d_ d0 P&, (cos " m" e)P&(cos e)sinS e de

+T e cos 4 _bdO P£, (cos 81P__(cos e)sln s 8 d (6.A6) _

j
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62 _Z"_m)2_(z_- m2) (6.A19)

OR|GI_L PA_ 1_ 3_2 _ (6.A20)
GF PoOR QUAL|'rY z2(±4'°) = 7-'68_ _-

62 _ +m)2(_2 - m2) '
Z2(¢4'±2) = " 3-_ (6.A21)

62 _2(_2 _ m2) (6.A22)

Z2(±4'_'2) "- 38--_" R,'*,

62 (_

i: 12 (±4,±4) - 153----6 £" (6,A23)........................................

z2(±4,;4) - 62 (_- m)_1536 R,'_ -

For all other values of _£ and Am, Z2 vanishes, so _he selection rules for the
i_ assumed perturbaZion are _ = 0, _+2,+4; Am O_ ±2, +4. Next, the 12 (A_, Am)are
_: mm 2

I averaged over all 2£ + I initial values of to get the total value 12 (AZ) for a
given change In angular momentum, !

i

ZZ' 2 1

Ii 12(A_) = 2& + 1 I2(A_'Am) (6.A25)
,. m Am i_

Recall that m signifies here the absolute _alue of magnetic quantum number, but !
there are 2£ + I terms. To terms of first order in _, the average value of mn- is #

£n (6.A26)

_ _>>i

and _he averages given by Eq. (6.A25) become
_"

_ 62 6'*
i.: 2

Z_(0) = ..+ -_ + _ (6.A27)

12(_+2)= + _ + 283--'_ (6.A28) : "i

12(+4) = 22680 (6.A29)

If_the next-order term in the expansion of the perturbation had been included in
Eq. (6.85) i= would contribute nothing to terms of order 60 and 62 in the integrals
12; it would increase the terms of order 6_, but by less than a factor of 2. For
realistic values of _2 (_<6),the ma_or contribution comes from the =erms of order
62 and lower, and we conclude that for real molecules the dominant rotational changes
coupled to the vibrational transitions are A£ = 0__+2.

The matric elements y2 have been evaluated l_erefor rlgid-rotatOr wavefunctions,
while symmetric-top wavefunctions should be used, strictly speaking, for dlatomlc
molecules with electronic states other than zl. However, the projection of electron
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: spln and orbital momenta alongthe internuclear axis is r_rely,more than.312 quantum

unlts in.molecules of interest, so at high.:rbtatlonalquantum numbers _, the couplln8

Iof electronic-momenta perturbs the.rlgid-rota=or wavefunctlons,only a small amount,
AccOrdinsly, We apply tl_eabove__atrlx elements tO dlatomlc molecules in 8ener_l, j

i;
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COLLISION PERTURBATION FOURIER TRANSEORMS_.

The Fourier transform used when nonadiabatlc collision effects are considered is

F = _ _ sech2(at,)e(i_+b)tdt (6.BI) i

, _ '\

A contour integration about the pole at t = i_/2a, along the real axis t =-x from ....

- ]to +_ and back along t = x + iT/a, yields

F' [i - e(£_b/a)-(_/_),] = 2_i Res _a (6.B2)

LI ° ...............................................................1The residue at i_/2a is

I",:. Res (iT)= = b+a 2i_ e(iwb/2a)-(_/la) (O.B3)

': and the dimensionless Fourier transform is thus

F =kV). - ib)csch - • (6.B4)

In the limit (u/a) >> i, the modulus squared o[_this transform becomes ..........................................

IFI2 = 4_2 e-_/a I +7 {6.B5)
!'i

_' The factor (I + b2/_ 2) represents the correction to the usual adiabatic collision

'_ transition probability due _o the asymmetrical factor ebt in the impulse function.

! In addition, transforms of the type J

_,' F = _ [i + _(at) 2 + 8(at)b]sech 2 at ei_tdt (6.B6)

are required for analysis of nonadlabatic-elastic collisions involving interactions

, between the vibrational and kinetic-energy modes. Define the function.,...Fn

r = tn seCh_(at)ei_tdt (6.B7)
Fn_= ,

where n -is an integer. Again, perform the.same contour integration along t = x

and back.along t = x + IT/a:

x__ e__. a,,. + " dx = 2_i Resn (6.B8)
-= cosh 2 ax cosha(ax + i_)

)
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From Eq. (6.B8)__e obtain

Fn(1 " e-._/a) + e-_._/a i_T Fn-_ + n(n --J"/_T)_ n-2 + .... - 2_1 Res n
(6.B9)

where Res n is the residue of tnsecha(_/_)a_l. _t at l_/2a,

! _ I_.+ li_ _-_-_-_'''/'""i: ReSn"_2. n)_I .2 (6.B_0_
\

In the limit as (m/a) >> 1, 1

[

'Tt_/t_) e ' <6.BZZ>
;:i._! ¢_la),>_.,
_,. and the total Fourier transform given by Eq. (6.B6) then becomes ..

(_la)>>z _Z/. -\ - -[- + ------ (6.BtZ)

t_

_.':_, The square of the last .term in brackets represents the correction tO the usual. •

ill adiabatic-elastic collision transition probability, required when the energy tran-

siently stored in the vibrational modes is included in the conserved collision energy.
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VIB.qATIONAL ENERGY AND ITS DERIVATIVES AT THE COLLISION TURNING POINT"

Consider a dlatomlc molecule subject to the perturbation

, u = ue + (gr_ad_)e.y ....... (6.ci) i--

where y - (p - pe)_. the oscillator coordinate. The amplitude y of a classlcal ,_
oscillator,subject to this perturbation is found using Green's function. Starting

,_ from rest, y at any time t is .....

i '
: ft (grad U) e sin _(t - _) i

ii! y= -_® _- d_

Ii_ The maximum amplitude Y may thus be expressed as _ _I,_

I '
t

i/ i_tdt (6.C2) _
Y = _ e

.i The net amount of vibrational energy excited is, in units of h_

i. t

'_ ¢ _ _ =2-'_ (grad U) e ei_tdt :_

_ This classical result is exactly the same as the quantum probability of transi-

i!, I
i tion 0 _'+ i given by small perturbation theory,
i

t 2 l

i l= (6c4)
iI _ = Pol ' "
:! ®

i! where Hoz is the harmonic oscillator matrix element |
,<" i/2 1

I,
When the transition probability becomes too large for small perturbation methods to-
apply, Kerner's solutions of Schroedinger's equation are used. The probability of
transition m -_ n due to a forcing function acting on a harmonic Oscillator is
found to be

"_ n+m

Pmn = e nlC m[nIS2mn(_) (6.C6)
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I - where the polynomlal,,.._Smnis ORIC_INALPAQE I$- • OF--POOR__.
, m<n

( I -ICJ) , (6.C7)
I_ Smn(_)" _ (n -_j)-tj!(=,j),
!: j-o

I . For presentpurposes,transitionsfrom the ground state are of interest-:i

E:n e-_ .

Port" nl (6.C8)

I Note that Poz reducesto the usual small perturbationresult(Eq. (6.C4))when. ¢.
is small. Also the sum of all Pon is unity as it shouldbe. The total energyin

ii all vibrational modes is

2 2-E: _:n .:

_._: V = _ nPon = ,hcoe ,(n ' -,i'_I = I_=¢ (6.C9) ':_
!':" , n I 0 n 11

.: Where the interaction potential is exponential, _t_. the molecule is homonuclear, so
!_.: that m I = 2p

U
grad U =-2L

': and_Eq. (6.C9) can be expressed as ...........

I s_i lV (t) ge(t)ei_tdt:,. c = _ = (6.CI0)

; which is the result used in Eq. (6.169). Hereafter, we shall drop the subscripts On

'ii! y and U for conve_tience_

The vibrational energy at t = 0 is

Vo = _ U cos _t dt + U sin totdt (6.CII)
--00

The first integral on the right is negligibly small compared with the second. The i,_

latter can be treated by repeated integration by parts to give

0 Uo Uo (d_U/dt _')oU sin totdt - _ c0a us . . .
(6.Ct2)

U
O

to
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_:I•: where we have used the fact that - U and all its derivatives vanish a_t[ - ®. ,-

!' Thus, to terms of first Order in _'_ l

i

22
I 7 Uo
_" Vo (6.C13)
i/ i.

I_ The derivatives of V at t - 0 are obtained _by.differentiation of Eq. (6.CI0),
I_ - The cosine transform of U and all odd derivatives of U at t = 0 are taken to

[ vanlsh,

u at.0o  d-j) .o (6.c 4

I_;2 which is equivalent, to neglect .of asymmetrical terms in U and V. Then the results

: are:
i,
i'

i:, /-_ U _. (6.C16) 4

The vibrational energy at the turning pOint is seen to vary essentially at t4.
_" These results are valid for any impulse function U(t) where the duration of impulse

is long compared with _-i provided only that U varies exponentially with distance

between the collision partners. Similar relations obtain in the more general case, .._
. only U is then replaced by (2L grad U)

t
iI'

I?
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CHAPTER VII COLLISION-INDUCED ROTATIONAL EXCITATION

1
7...1 SUMMARY

.... - OFPO0 OUA.--
ORIQINAL,pAQE IS,

The close-coupled set of equationsthat describe rotational excitatlonL_yrYcolli -
slon perturbation are the.same as used previously to describe vibrational excitation, _

' However, in this case .the small perturbation methods fail and a large number of '_

accessible states lle within kT of one another so that reaction paths from initial ,\ |
:i: state n to final state J can gO through a multlplicity of intermediate states, |_: such as n _ £ _ m _ .... �J.This_renders even high-speed computer solutions.
i... verycostlyexCept at very low temperatures, where somewhat'fewer levels need to.be

!iii: included in the coupled set.. Nevertheless, a few steps in the problem can be carried

_! forward analytically to give some.physlcal insight into the character of the solu-
_ tions. In particular, thesudden approximation is useful wherever_the collision time

_:: _ is very short compared with the transition tlme _-I and a series expansion of the

':_'i solutionis..then possible in analytic form. Such eolutions are illustrated-by carry ....."-.................................
: ing out the_integrals for cross section and rate coefficient for first- and second--

order terms, but recognizing that addltionalterms, which greatlyincrease the com=

_i _ plexity, must be included for convergence to the correctanswer for most cases of
ii! _ractlcal importance. Somenumerical integrations of the close-coupled set of rota-

I:ili tional_transition equations are given, using a severely truncated form of the inter- ,
i: action potential, to show the character of the precise solutions that can be provided,

I! in principle, by high-speed computers. The effort to perform theprecise solutions
will be warranted once quantum chemistry methods have .provided realistic interaction
potentials.

7.2 INTRODUCTION

COllision-induced rotational transitions are important for a number of reasons..

As we saw in-the last_ chapter, rotational transitions are needed for-a complete

I:_ solution of the vibrational excitation problem; they are important in establishing![

_, population inversions in molecular gas lasers; they affect ultrasonic absorption and

dispersion,_ transport properties of gases, and the shifting and broadening of spectral :'

_ lines; and in astrophysics they contribute to the cooling of interstellar gas and

! possible maser action in such gas. The complete formalism for the equations which

_. need to be solved has been_laid Out by Takayanagi more than a decade.ago; his _two
L.

Ii review articles on the theory of rotational and vibrational transitions in molecular_
;::_ collisions (refs. I and 2) are still current. Unfortunately, the formalism has_een

ii of little help to. engineers who needed quantitative estimates of the transition rates, __

!_ because_small perturbatiOn methods which lead to analytic expressions are inaccurate,_ !--7

and the more exact solutions by numerical methods required excessive computing time.
Takayanagi and others have studied approximate methods such as the Distorted Wave

method (ref. 3) and the Modified Wave Number method (refs. 1 and 2), but the only

method which seems capable of good accuracy is the close-coupling method which is a.

direct numerical solution of the set of Eqs. (6.28) derived in the last chapter.

These equations are truncated at a finite number of rotational states, which may need

to be-much larger than the number of rotational states finally excited by the colli-

sion. The collision energy may be-transiently stored in some of the hlgh-lylng rota-

tional states during the course of the collision, Just as in the upper vibrational_

States as discussed in the last Chapter, and the set of equations must include all the
!
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If: states which are.exclted to, an appreciable extent during the collision, This method

_ required so muCh_computertime that Only a few simple calculations have been performed

until redently. Takayanagl (ref. 4) studied
the rotatlonal in HD-HD colll-

slons_at low temperature(20tO 40 K) where only the j m 0 and I levels needed to.be

li Consldered;.he calculated the.number of Collisions Z needed to relax the gas to
_. equilibrium and found Z - 25 at 20 K and Z - 19 at 40 K; this result Is within a

factor of about 2 Compared wlth _experimental results, Z - I0, from sound absorption

!_i_. measurements by P_angsma et al. (ref. 5). Itlkawa and Takayanagl (ref, 6) obtained
_. better agreement for HD-He collisions, but the interaction potentials used are rather.

i uncertain, so the agreement may be sOmewhat fortuitous. Three major factors have '\

" limited theenthusiasm.for performing extensive calculations of rotatiOnal excitation

(i) the excessive computer tlme required, (2) the lack of accurate knowledge about

_i interaction potentials, and (3) the lack of accurate experimental data with which to

_i validate the calculations. With respect .to the latter, rotational excitation cannot.be observed directly with molecular beam methods.becausethe beam densities are far

[_. too low for any kind of spectroscopic emission or absorption measurement, even with

!/_ laser light sources._ However, one type of beam measurement can be made quite accu- --rarely, the excitation of rotatlon by electron impact.. The electron scattering and

_! energy are measured, and the specific rotatlonal state excited is deduced from conser-,
vation ef energy. For this reason, the most work is currentlybeing done on electron

_: impact excitation, ofrotatlons, both experim@ntally and theoretically.

r_ In view of the embryonic state of the problem at present_ we will discuss only a

il few specific numerical results, but first we will examine the nature of the close- .!
coupled set.ofequations which need to be solved, in order to learn something about '1

!_i the general form their solution must take. Some of the recent numerical work follows.

LI the completequantum formalism .laid out by Takayanagi in which the incoming particle
is treated as a Sum of.partial wa_es, each wave representing One unit of angular ....... 1
momentum.with respectto therelatlve motlonbetween the two collision par£ners. The. I

: problem with this approach is that several hundreds of these.partial_waves may need. , _!
.... to be included before the solution converges to the correct value of the cross sec-

_ tlOn. In other words, the cross sections are large enOugh so that for heavy particles

_.... and realistic collision _elocitles a very large number of quantum angularmomentum

! units is involved at the larger mlss distances.. The problem is not as severe for the
i,i light-weight electrons, of course, which is why calculations involving these collision
, partners are more tractable. For:present purposes, wewill limit ourselves to the

semiclassical model for Conceptual simplification, andwithhOld remarks about .the full

quantum approach until chapter X, where the.scattering o£ these, partlal waves will be
discussed.

7.3 SEMICLASSICAL CLOSE-COUPLING METHOD

The coupled set of equations which describe rotational excitation by collision

perturbation are Just the same-set derived in the last chapter to describe vibrational

transitions by perturbation (Eq. 6.28)

L

ak =-_ an nk ' -k = i, 2, . . . L (7.1)
n=l
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i"' OF POORQUALITY _

The matrtx-.elements Unk are

i
i %k"< klH'lY > -- c7.2

: where and are the elgenfunctlons of states k and n wlth elgenvalues -
¥k Yn energy

h_k and h_n, respectively, and H' is the tlme-dependentcblllslon perturbation

potential, For, the rotatlonal.problem of interest here, the elgenf_Dctlons Yk wlll

:_ be taken as the rigld-rotator, spherlcal.harmonlc wave/unctions Y_, where £k and

mk are, respectively, the quantumnumbers_glvln_.the angular momentum of-the rotator
and its prpJectlon_on the .z .axis for_he state k in units oL_J1.

• The quantlty H' In the semiclasslcal model-is the tlme-dependent perturbation.

determined by the classlcal colllslon trajectory, This is a reasonably good approxl-

,.- matlon if the colliding particles are massive enough to have, at the velocities of

interest, a quantum wavelength short compared with the distance Ofappreciable poten-
_.i tlal change. This condltlonis typically satisfied for.molecular Collisions of"

_i interest, except for electron collisions which need to be.treated by a full quantum

iiI tha_ the translational functlon.must then be included oftreatment; is, w_ve as par t_

!ii/ the interaction matrix elements. The maln problem with the semlclasslcal methodls

_, that it is awkward to allow• for conservation of angular momentum and total energy
i:i during the collision event, though this can be done approximately by the expansions
F_
_! about the poSntof closests_approach as for the vibrational transitions considered in

i chapter VI. iThe square.of the amplitudes ak represent the p_obability that atany time t 1

_i, the system will be represented by the steady state eigenfunction Yk with.energy
;i h_ k, if the perturbation were to be removed at that time. The.sxstem starts out.wlth
!< unlt probability in some initial state, and a characteristic of the solutions to

Eq_ (7.2) is that total probability is conserved

L

;;.- a = 1 (7.3)

_. The equatlons are truncated at some total numben of States L, which might represent

the total number of vibrational-rotational levels up to the dissociation limit in a. 1
. complete solution, for example. In practical terms, the number of levels is usually

truncated at the number which are appreciably excited during the course of the colll,

sion event, in order to reduce the computation time required. At very low tempera.--

tures, where the collisions are very low energy, a two level approximation may provide

_ reasonably good answers; the two .level approximation was used by Takayanagi (ref. 4)

_ and Itlkawa and Takayanagl (ref. 6) tO calculate rOtational excitation of HD at gas ii
temperatures.from 20 K to 40 K, for.example. At higher temperatures, it may prove

I

!/ necessary to InClude the Order of a hundred levels of a typical rotational excitation '
problem. !i

The general character'of the solutions can be appreciate.d from inspection of I
Kerner's solution for large perturbation vibrational transitions of harmonic oscilla-

tor_ (chapter VI). These analytic solutions are the sam_ as obtained from numerical _J

solutions of the coupled set of equations. The imaginary coefficients in-the differ .......

ential, equations, (7.1), establishes a 90? phase Charge between the amplitude c0mpo _ !

nents ak and the time.derivatives " ak, which in turn assures, the conservation of :,I

il , _robablllty, Eq. (7.3), and results in components of the probabillty veCto_ w_hich............
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exhibit maxima and nodes as a function of time (see figs, 6.5(a-C)). The probabill- !

ties are, in effect, surging back and forth between the various available levels
during the course of the perturbatlon event,,and the final distribution Of the
probability among the steady-state levels is highly.dependent On the duration of the.

i! perturbation as well as its magnitude, Of'course, apply only a
Kerner' s aolutlons to

I
harmonic oscillator.caee_where _he per_urbatlon is linear in the Oscillator .coordl- ._

__ nate, hut the.general character of_the solutions will be the.same for any set of :!
I, levels and any tlme-dependent perturbation function, This is well.illustrated in the i!

I;.. two-level approximation, where analytic solutions are..possible, :_,!
_ '\

[_ 7.4 TWO-LEVEL APPROXIMATION i

'. In the two-level approximation, the coupled set Of.equations reduce to

i_.. ;,_..- -iV(t)(a_ + U ei_°t a2) (7,4)

i a2 " -iV(t)(U e-i''_°tax + a2) (7.5)
_,.. ORIGINAL PAGE !$
_ where OF.POORQUALITY !

i:! % = (E2 - El)/_ , V(t) = U11 = U22

il and i_z UV(t) = Ul2 = U2,
J

Let

i': Since b_bk = a_ak, we may transform the equations to the amplitudes bk and solve
for these quanti.ties.

_k = bk exp[-ifV(t)dt]- akiV(t) (7.7)

= (if'V dr) -iV(t)U exp(iwot)b2 (7.8)bz -iV(t)U exp(i_ot)a2 exp =

- r (:I./'V t) "b_ -iV(t)U exp(-imot)aI exp d -iV(t)U exp(-imot)b_ (7.9)

The solution Can be carried forward for arbitrary V(t), but to illustrate the
form of the solution we consider the case where the perturbation V(t) is a rectangu-
lar pulse. Differentiate Eqs. (7.8) and (7.9) with respect to time and let
U2V 2 " C 2 , tO obtain

_ - i_o__ + C_b_ = 0 (7.10)

b2 + i_ob2 + .C_'b__..=....0 ..................... (7.11)
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ORIQINAL,PAQElg :!
i Solutions t0 these equat:ions are OF POORQUALITY

[, b_.- el=_'t (7.12) ii

- l !
!

_' b2 = etu_2t (7.13
'tl . ' ............................... ,

where ................ i

=o " V'_

=: = " 2 -- (7.14) _ 1

,;:.' -% .+ +.4c

!; Thus, a general solution for bz_and b2 is

" bl = el_°t/2(Al el_pt + BI e-l_Pt) (7.16) .....
L

[i b2 = e-i=°t/2(A2 el_pt + B_ e-i_Pt) _'li: (I. 1,7)
_::. ;!

ii " where

i

% + c2 (7.18) _;

Now to satisfy this initial condition where the rotator is known to be .in level 1 i.I_., before the start of the impulse-at t = 0 ,

"' b I(0) = 1 = AI + BI (7.19)

;. b1(0) = 0 = i + _p A I + - mp B (7.20):i:.

i: 12(0) .= 0 = A 2 + B 2 (7.21)

we require that ...................................

z =..._to ½ =oAz = _ - 4_ ' Bz = +4--'_- (7.23)
P P

A2 = _B 2 = C- 2"_ (7.24)
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ihe solutions, Eqs. (7.16) and (7.17).can thus be expressed .

ff! _t (c _pt P.t% _pt/- ei•o/ - 2u-T_sin , <:7.25)

I ( 0I ,, -luoC/2_ iC sin _p
= - -- (7.26) ',b2 -e ,,,

[i ExercisQ 7,11 ShOw tha_ the _wo-lavol sOlutions;_iv_nby Eqs. (7.2___6) satlsfy the cou_elva_o..',_

probability [

bib* + b2b* = I I

F : Two limiting cases will be of interest_ Zf C >> _o, that is, the perturbation :::_, is very strong

[• 2 •

Up-,C .+g _.g +...J _ c (7.27)

I b_ , cos2 Ct (7.28) _,
C>>_ o

b 2 > sin 2 Ct (7.29) ;i

!C>>u

. The rotator surges back and forth with a high frequency C/_. On the other hand if
C << _o, that.is, the perturbation is very weak !

i

-_ i + + " ' " 2up -_- -- ...............................;

2 ' _0 t UOt

b_ , cos2 --_-+ sin2 _ _ 1u >>C
O

2

i:"; b_,2 , (2C_ sin 2 _o0___.tt ;

0

In this case the upper state is never very highly populated, but a small amount of

i', energy flows in and out of this rotational state with the frequency Uo/2_.

Solutions can be carried forward for a general impulse shape; the solutions for
w I and w 2 then become complex numbers with factors such as (C/C) in the imaginary
part. In this case the solutions are also damped and thus have-the character of a
damped oscillation between levels. Such two-level approximations are not very•
realistic in most practical situations however, so we need not develop them further
here; our interest in this approximation has been mainly to develop a feeling for the ,,
characteristics of solutions tO the set of coupled equations. Next, we will look at
expressions for these solutions which are series expansions in powers of h-I.
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7.5 SERIES EXPANSIONS 0E-SOLUTIONS TO THE CLOSE-COUPLED SET OF EQUATIONS
i.

I] ,!,nthe small perturhatlon approx£matlon, the value of the coefficient an, where-i n _.s the initial state, is simply, taken to be a constant,an - I, All other coeffi-
cients ak are taken tO vanish in the first approximation. Then, the set of differ- "

',i_/ enti_-I Eqs.. (7.1).are uncoupled _ iI"l
i i el (_n-mk) t 2, 3 (7.30) I '

i /for which the sOlutiOns are-slmply

[_ " ORIGINALPA@E18,

'_ i _t_ OF POORQUALITY
'::' an =-i -'][ 4_ Unn dt (7.31a)O0

_¢- i j_ ei(¢n'_k)t dt (7,31b) ',i_,!. ak = - _- Unk
_,,:> m

The total probability is not conserved in this approxlmatlon,.but does .remain I
[ close to unity if Ink defined as the Fourier transfarm integrals of UnkJ are all ...............................................<..................
i:. small +

!
I! i
• ft i(O_n__k)t _.

Ink = j__ Unk • - dt (7.32a)

[?t i i:: 12
:.',. nn ,,:..
,:; anai_ ffi1 +-EF (7.32b)

"i. i!
i;

i+ lank I

_.-.. aka _ = h---_ (7.32c) .

_i/ . P = _]. aja _ : 1 + h_ I Ink #'1 (7.53) ,_

_: The probability will, however, be conserved if we retain all terms of order h -2 in
', the expressions for anan*. For conciseness in notation let

ei(_J-_k) t
Vjk = Ujk (7.34) ,!

The solutions for the cOefficients ak may then be expressed exactly ,o,

!"
/= i ak(t>£n an = - Vnn de. - _ _-_n_-_ Vnk.dt ....... (7..35a)_ ,..
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t: OF,IpOOR.QLIp,UTY _,t__. ___
ak " - '_ an (C)Vnk dr. - _- aj (r.)Vjk._dr._ (7.3.5b)

i O0 ,,,O0-

It" Now inserr.lng r.h_ fi_st-orden_approxlmatlons in the rlght-hand side of Eq. (7.35a)
and (7.35b) ..

• = "d 1 Vnk(r."_d_"._.<it:"+ ..... (7..36a) _' "_.n_ - Vnn(t')dt:'"-_ Vnk _
: -_ k#n "-_ .................................................................................................

i __® Vnk(t,
ak = -...._. )dr.' + . . . (7.36b)

I 'i:
The double inr.egrals of Eq. 7(b_3/ta)are easily evaluar.ed

_ n_ j n_ (t' = ....Ink(C' )

dr'

,:, = = ............... --(7.37)
_,, 2 2

° i
Then "

'I . _ 12

',, i l ) nk
_n a n = -_ Tnn --_-/ -_-- + . . . (7.38a)

k#n

• ;_ 12 I2 (-_3)
i nk nn ˜�@+ (7.38b)

_il == i - -_ "2" 2h 2 . • •_i' an i - _ Inn

k#n

+••._
Now the_absolute values of r.he squares of the coefficlenr.s ak ere, to order h-2

I
+ _ . = I - h_ 12 + (7.39a) ,,anan* = I - h--£ nk nn ' " nk " " "

k k#n

12nk

aka_¢ =-_- (7.39b)
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t: The probabtltr.y ta thus conserved to order h-2 ORIGINAL PAGE IS.
_: " OF POORQUALITY

_r$'" _ . E. I2 +1 E 2 + "1+ '(h "s) (7.40)
_: k k#n k_n

_. The expansion can of course_he continued to higher order terms. For example

t .... t tt ",

ak " - _ Vnk(t')dt' - h'_ _n(t')-_k(t")dt't dt'

I ( 1

i;: -'hg ")dt" dr' + #(h- 3) (7.4L)... - _®

t'i !
:i t tt

•_:: _n = ak + _'_ Vnk(t')V--(t")dt"m' . __dt' + #(h -3) (7.42)

i 2fs_i"£n a n i Vn(t')dt' 1> = - g - _ V_,.(t')V_,.(t")dt"u_,,_ dt'

< k¢n -_
i"

.... 22s._is_i,s_t,, ,,_: + h_T Vnk(t' " '") " dr" ' .-- )Vjk(t )Vjk(t dt' dt + #(h -4)

i k#n J_ = (7.43)_
[ "

Ii The variables of integration are designated t' t" t'" etc. to call attention!_, , , , ,
tO the fact that they are dummy variables and that the true functional variable is

the upper limit of the last integral to be performed. As long as the perturbation

functions are all the same, the nested integrals may b_e evaluated exactly by repeated
application of the result in Eq. (7.37).

stsI i .......... ftq Wnk(tq)Vnk(tq 1)_ Vnk(tz)dtq dtq 1_ dtl . Iq-(t)nttql
(7.44)

r

!i However, where the perturbation functiOns are different, the general result is not so
simply expressed. An approximation known as the sudden approximation is often used at
this point, where the perturbation is treated as a delta function in time. The

i physical interpretation of this approximation is that the impulse duration is very

short compared wlth the period of transition between any two steady states, that is
;

(_On _ _k ) << I__ (7.45)

1:e ............................................................................. 1
1
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where Te is the effective duration Of the collision perturbation. This is a reason-
ably good approximation for high-temperature collisions when the adjacent states are |
close together, e.g., in high temperature, excitation Of lOw._lytng rotational states,

floweret, the approximation becOmes poorer as the values Of A_ become larger, as they
do for upper rotational states where the energy increases as £(£ + 1) -approximately
the square Of _e rotational quantum number . ¢.

E '
r Wherever the sudden approximation is Justified, the nested integrals can be
I_, evaluated simply

. " 2 (7.46a)

t tq_I liIa ....

Vq q))dt dt.q ,_,.... Vi(tl)V2(t2) . . . (t i dr2 .... = q!

I: (7.46b)

" '.,_iGINALPAGE|8 t;_: Problem 7.2_: Consider the rectangular perturbatiou impul._es

!_ OF POOR QUALITY

- 0 , c < It[. 1
show tlutt if i

J

ink(t) = i Vnk(t')dt'

the nested integral I_ 8ivem. by

V _(t')V ,.(t")dt" dt' - -nk
nK nK

Problem 7,2b1 Cousid©r rectitngulat,perturbation impulse_s such.thatif:,

Vnj'V o , Vk_-Wo, [tl ,

• o , - o . _ " Itl
show that If wd dc_Ino the singh, tntc8rsl

lJk(t)'" f_t V, k(t')dt'

the t|0t_bl6,iutcg_itl.ia..glV_n by

t t _

guj(t )Vkt(t )at dr'. - 2
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Problem 7.3:..P, onaid_r it.trlph_-n_dt,_d..lateSrl_l o( recta'regular funettons VL(t) with dlfforont half whlths t_l and
k.: _ dtiferent h_l.&ht.a Vh_

[: vx(t!)v2(t")vs(t'")dt'"dr" dr' "

whdrd •

i ,,(o - v..,, I,i, ,:, ORIGtN/_L.P/_(_E't_

il OFPOORO_Ja[.trv- 0 "l< [tl

v,(t) - V2o Itl <_

[ v,<t>-_,oItl _,:,

_, oo ,:. ".i=i

i show that as t becomes gre_tterthan the largest half width, the nested integral may be expressed

i'. VIoV;r0V_o2_CIc._c_ I t12I,'or
_," 6 6

where

_ Using the-sudden approximation to evaluate the nested integrals, one obtains the !

i expansions iZ ZZ
aj_n = - _"Inj 2h_ k lnklkj + l ,6h3 k _ Inklk_l_J i

L

ZEZ _'
+ _ Inklk_l_mlmj + . . . _(h -s) ........................................(7.47) _'' 24h4 k £ m '

- _ ._ _ _-Z__+-_ZZ
n - _ Inn 2h2 k , nk 6hS ' k _ !nklk£1_n

+ i, Z Z Z + . #(h -s) (7.48)
24h4 k P............m InklktI£mlmn ' "

: .
Now evaluate the absolute squares of..the.s_e._c_oefficientsto order h-4

; - 1__ inklk£1g j + 1aja ffi 6ha k £ 4h4 "Inklkj + ' ' '

.__ __L
h2 3h4 . Inklk_l£jlnj + 4h4 k t Inklkjlntl_J

-6
+....... _(h,.. )....................................................... (7.49)
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2h _ . J 24h ,I. k 9, J ._ " / ORIGINAL PAGE' IS
" 2 OF.POORQUALITY

I. + _--- I I 1 + .........
_ _ 1_. 6h3 • -nl Jk kn

,, 12h_ Inklk_l_nlnn +
i?:: k

!'i: Now sum Over all aja .

ii z 4

I 12h_' J_n. k-.. 9. ........... I• The terms of order h-2 in anan*and *£ala j obviously add up to zero as before.
With a.little rearrangement of the indices of summation (which are d_unmyindices) the
terms of order 1_-_ are found I:o cancel as well. For..example,

Z Z Z Inklkjln_l_ =' Z'II Z Z Injljklk_l_n (7.52) :J k g • j k g ,,

'.]i: Thus,

- nk n_ -Injljklk£1_n :
i

- Z Z Z" inklk_,!_,jlnj- E Z InklkZIEnlnn = - Z Z Z InjljklkEl_n
l$n k g k g j k g

(7.54)

where the summations extend over all levels including the initial level Subscript n,
unless indicated otherwise. The higher-order terms will also cancel when the expan-
sions are carried further, and probabiligy is thus.conserved to each order of

approximation. - I

k
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_iII Conservation Of probability does not prove the accuracy of the separatetransltlon
i pr0babilltles,_of course; one must carry the expansion to the point where it coa-

lI verges in.each case of interest. _n cases where the sudden approximation is not.

I_ reliable, one would need to evaluate multiple integrals instead of the simple produc_

_ Of single integrals +(see_q. _7.46b))

tI

ii Problem 7.4z Derive the expansions for aj and an given by Eqs. (7.47) and (7.48). A relatlvel7dire_t _ethod is to

;'i use su¢css.lve apprOxlmatlon _n the eXaCt relfit_onsof Eqs. (7.35a)and (7.35b).

'\

The solutions of rotational transition probabilities with hlgh-speed digital com-

li puters usually are performed by direct numerlcal.integration of the coupled set Of

equations (7.1). This may consume excessive amounts of computer.tlme when a large

number of equations need to be included, as they do when a large number of coeffl-

i_ cients aj transiently take on sizable values during the course of a collision event.
_i This occurs whenever a large number of energy states are accessible with energy

_ spacing less than kT, which is the case for the typical rotation excitation problem.
_!.._ However, one can also proceed to use a computer-to evaluate expansions such as

Eqs. (7.47) and (7.48). These expansions can be expressed in terms of-nested multiple _
integrals Eq. (7.46), and in principle, these integrals could be evaluated numerically

_i/ with a computer without resorting to thesudden approximation. However, the amount of _

i computer time required to evaluate such multiple integrals is hopelessly excessive, .o

and the expansion-type sQlutions are, therefore, always evaluated using the sudden
approxlmat ion.

!
Stallcop (ref. 7) carries forward thesudden approximation expansions to an

_ analytic result for the cross sections for transition from rotational state i to j',

using a linear-trajectory approximation for the classical interaction impulse. The !
4

_ linear-trajectory approximation is rather reasonable because the rotational transi- !i
tions are promoted more effectively by the large number of-weak interaction colli-

_i:- sions, with large impact parameter b, where the trajectory is reasonably linear,

i_ than by the much smaller number of strong interaction collisions with small impact
parameter b, where the trajectory is strongly deflected. Stallcop (ref. 7) also

shows that the sudden approximation is Justified for collision velocities the Order

of 105 cm/sec and rotational temperatures the order of 300 K for typical dlatomic

molecules and appropriate interaction potenti¢is. The analytic expressions are

rather complex, but the method of approach is stralghtforward and maZ be summarized ast
; follows:

J

The first and. key step is to express the collision interaction potential as a

series expansion of terms that are separable in the collision variables (miss dis- i
fence, b, collision velocity u,. and time t) and the molecular axis angular coordi-

nates (8 and _). Stallcop (ref. 8) shows that the total transition probability

CannOt depend on the coordinate system chosen, a fact that corresponds with our 4
natural intuition, We will choose collision coordinates as shown in figure 6.3, but
other choices are Certainly permissible; the Choice shOuld be made. to simplify the

solution as far as possible, The interactlon potential may,_after some manipulation,
be. expressed in the_form



L

I U(0j¢'b'u't) " _ EULM(b'ult)¥LM(e'0)"M=-L (7.56)

I where YLM(e,¢) is the normalized spherical harmonic function, and ULM(b,u,t) is the
;; coefficient for each Cermin thesummation over the various angular momentum values , •

( L and their projections M on the designated polar axis direction. For rigid

I rotatorwave functions Y m and Y , ,, corresponding to a transition from state Em
E_ £m.

to state £'m', theintegralsof[Eq, (7.32a), which are factors in the terms of the

li sudden approximation expansion, are given by
r_

_ _m_ ' " 1

!I!;i The first factor is the sO-called Wigner-3J coefficient or more commonly the Clebsch,o .
_ Gordon coefficient, an integralaverage over all coordinates of three spherical
b harmonic functions ]

till /_'L_
" " (7:.58)

These coefficients are rather complex expressions of the indices £,m,£',m',L, and M i

i c_ [(L+ _- _'),(L- _+ _'),(_+ _'- L)t(L+ M)t(L-mt(2L+ I)]_/_ '
i £mg'm' = (L + £ + £' + 1)!(£ - m) t(£ + m) t(£' - m')t(£' + m')!

x _ (_1) ke£''m' (L + £' + m - k)[(£ - m + k)t_. _ (L - £ + £' - k) ! (L + M - k).l&t (k * £. - l' m) t_ (7.59)

These arederived by Wigner (ref. 9), they are discussed by Landau and Lifshitz
i:- (ref..i0) and by most advanced quantum texts, and they have been tabulated for a .

number of values of g,£'-and L by Edmonds (ref. Ii). The second expression of
Eq. (7.58) is the notation used.by Edmonds. The summation over the integers k in.
Eq. (7.59) is a summation over values from £' - £ + M or 0, whichever is greater, to
L + M or L - £.+ £', whichever is smaller. The coefficients are very symmetrical,
though as Landau and Lifshitz (ref. i0) point out,.this is difficul_ to recognize

- because one cannot explicitly calculate thesum in Eq. (7.59). One can see at once
that M = -(mI +m2)is one requlrement for a finite coefficient, so only tho@e terms
in the .expansionneed be retained for a.given transition.

The second term on the righ%.side of.-Eq.(7.57).is just the Fourier transform of

the expansion coefficient ..ULM

F£_'(b,u) = i_ ULM(b,u,t)ei_£'_MtLH ORIGINAL PAGE IS_ (7"6°)
_O_ POOR QUALITY

where the circular frequency _££,_ is

= [£'(£'+-1)- £(£. h.__._. (7.61)
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'_i Note that if this transform varies appreciably from the simple integral over the i

ORIGINAL,PAQE_|S_.
OF POORQUALITy

then the sudden approximation is beginning to deteriorate for the calculation of that

I transition. In othen words, the impulse time which determines the width Lpartlcular

i in time of.the coefficient ULM must be .short comp.ared with the inverse frequency _q

--i \

{
'.' Z = i --9__ ® ULM(b,u,t)dt << _-t (7,62) _'I

[i_ Note that the integrals have been performed oven all time from -= to +_, since we ,I
!. •

i are mainly interested in the final result after the collision, event is completed.. If ii

oneisinteresteinthetimevariationoftheperturbedwavefunctiondurl.gthe

collision, then the upper limits of these, in£egrals are all taken as t, of course, ii •

i At this point, the elements of the sudden approximation integrals have been _
_ determined as-a product of a numerical Clebsch-Gordon coefficient and a •Fourier trans-
!_ form which is a function of miss distance b and collision velocity u _I

_'_ (b,u) LM -gg' (b,u) (7.63) , __m£'m' ffiC£m_'m' _'LM _ ]

The total integral of Eq. (7.32a) is, of course, the sum over all terms in the expan- ,il--

sion of the interaction potential, Eq. (7.56) :_

_: I£m£, m, (b,u) = £m£'m' < "
L M _

I

! Once the coefficients a___, m are calculated with the results above inserted into
_-..' Eqs. (7.47). and (7.48), t_e transition probabilities are simply _

P_m_' m' (b,u) ffia£m£, m, aEm£, m, (7.65)

;_ Usually, one is interested only in the total transition probability from a given
_ rotational level Z to another level _'. In this case we may sum over all initial .....

valueSevent,of the quantUmsumnumber m, givingl each of_ them equal weight in the collision

and also over all final values of m' . i

P_£' = 2£ i Zm m P_m£'m' (7.66) .........................._..................

To. recapitulate some of the previous results in chapter .II on collision cross
section S(u) and rate coefficient =(T), these are given by the integrals

S(u) = P(b,u)2_b db (7.67)

t
_55 ........... _. i
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OF pOOR.QUALITY _ f mu2 (7.68)l _(T) --; S(x)x e'Xdx , x - 2k"--_
"o!

L
i

i,

I. Z_Z__/LI//STRAT/ON OF _CALC//LATION MET_ODS USING EXPONENTIAL INTERACTION POTENTIAL

I
r,

i To-illustrate the calculation procedures and tO provide some approximate expec _
_ rations about the rotational transition probabilities, we may use the same potential

derived for the vibrational transition calculatlons in chapter VI, Eq. (6.83).

I

Figure 6.4 defines the coordinate system used. The molecule is_/.rea_,a rigid

li rotator in this case so that terms in y - vanish.
Ye

U = Uo e (r-o/L)[cosh(6 sin 0 COS _) + X6 sin 8 sin _ sinh(6 sin % cos _) + . . ._]

; Where r and x are func=ions of t, o., is thedistance of closest approach, L is
,i: the characteristic scale length of. the exponential interaction, and _ is ye./2L, a '__ constant that is the order of unity. Expanding to terms of first order -

!!; U = Uo e' (r-O/L) i + Tsin 2 0 COS 2 0 + X(t) 62 sln2 _ cos 0 sin 0 + • • (7.701_ii
: As in Chapter VI, we expand about the turning, point at t = 0 and fit the first andsecond derivatives that obtain there

e-(r-°/L) =sech 2 at (7.71)

where

a2 = _-_ = - (1 - _) i -- (7,72)

2U
o

= - (7.73)_
mu 2

_;, and

Uot '"X(t) _ = _-(I - _)z/2t (7.74)

o o t
The first term in the perturbatio_ potential of Eq. (7.70) will produce only ele,,tic i

scattering, no rotational transitions. The second term wlll produce finite matrix

elements onl_ for transitiOns. £'-_ £, £ ± 2 and m' = m, m ± 2; where £' and m' 1

are the final quantum .numbers. The third term will. produce the same transitions in
£ and m except that m ''= m results in a vanishing matrix element, The evaluation .......

of the =verages over the angular coordlnates, which result in these selection rules,

tso



i

,t CAm£,m, =- <¥_m(e,_) sin 2 Ocos2 _l¥_,m,(O,_)>. (7.75)
["

li
ii'i: are worked out in appendix 7A. Higher-ordertransitions will, ofcourse, •result from

r higher-order terms in the expansion of _he potential. However, it is not clear tha_

! real potentials are .exactly exponential anyway, so the significance of higher-order -
: terms is somewhat moot. In order to keep:our illustrative example uncluttered, we

iI shall assume that the effective po_@D.tial....is....givenby the truncation of Eq. (7.70) at ",the first three terms.. "I

}i One can,. however, see that continuing the expansion of Eq. (7.70) will result in i
i' even powers of sin 8 so that only transitions involving an even integer changein

'_: rotational quantum number £ will occur, unless other interaction terms are involved.
I!.} This is in agreement with experimental ObservatiOns on the collision invariance of 1

l,i_i"_:.,ortho, and para states ofdiatomic molecules, unless some catalyst such as a paramag--

_iI netic molecule is introduced which creates relatively strong magnetic dipole inter- ii_:i' actions.during the collision, for.example.. For callisions_between diamagnetic mole,- ,.i
i::.. cules we_expect •potentials oflthe form of Eq. (7.69) to be a.xeasonable approximation. .. i

_: From Stallcop's results (ref. 7) one can show that £' = £ ± 2 are at least expected _I:"

_['i to be the strongest transition, though the h£gher-order transitions are not. totally
i! negligible. Note that A' = £ transitions are elastic since the rotational energy ..... ;_i

i depends Only °n _e The" elasticc°llisi°ns resulting in _' _ "_ and m' ' _ m ± 2 i

are interesting, as thex have prOduced a flip of the molecule's angular momentum
vector in spacewith no change in energy. The integrals needed to calculate the..

!: transition amplitudes from Eqs. (7.47) and (7.48) are now
i.

l£m£'m' _ Uo _21 : ei_£_

" 2 Am£tm' sech 2 at ,t dt

2u

i + DAm£,mi_-_- (i .................t at d (7.77)_ c)zl a seth 2 ei_g£ 't

Forrotatlonal transitions where the sudden approximation is valid, the ratio

_/a << i, unlike a typical vibrational transition in chapter Vl where this ratio was . i_i

areaSSumedapproximatelyt°be large Compared with unity. In the present case the Fourier transforms (!

° = . i
' seth 2 at t dt.._ seth 2 at dt = - tan_at = a (7.78)7 a

L L: t sech2at e i_A_'_ dt _ t sech 2 at dt = 0 (7..79)

'_ ORIfiCIaL .PAGEIS
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t: The contr£button Of the thlrd term in Eq, (7.70) is negligible because
_(t)exp[-r - o/L)] is an odd function of time. Thus, to first order

I oill _ l_m£, m, =" _ C_mg,m, _ (7.80) I

I! At. thls polnt all the elements necessaryfor calculation of the sudden approxlma- ]
If. tlon.expansiOns for the probability amplitudes are at hand. First the factors

lil IEmE.,_J are multiplled.together and summed as requlredln Eqs. (7.47) and (7.48);

next the real terms are all added together and squared and similarly, the imaglna.y_

terms are added together and squared. Finally these squared sums are added together
to obtain the transition pKobablllty, For example, Eq. (7.47) gives to terms of

ii 12 2

order h-4

P_m_'m' m a_,m , m h2 +--4h4 , l£m£,,m,,i£,,m,,£,m,

( z z )[.: 3_4 IEm£, m, l£m£,,m,,!£,,m,,£,,,m,,,l£,,,m,,,£,m, + ........_(h-6')£"m" 4'"m'"
_:,i (7.81)

:I: One can see that this expansion rapidly gets beyond the bounds of convenient analytic _. ',
expression and becomes a Job for machine computation. Nevertheless, it is useful to

carry the analytic approximations this far before resorting to machine computation,
!" as this greatly economizes the.machine usage.

_" The first order term l_l Eq. (7.81) is the same expression as given hy the small

perturbation solution and is hardly adequate for typical, collisions that promote ,.
rotations in dlatomic gases. Nevertheless it will be a useful illustration .of method

to follow through the integrations of the first term of Eq. (7.81) over the range of ........7_
'_ impact parameters to get an expression for the cross section, and finally over the

range of velocities to get an expression for rate coefficient.

(b,u) 1P£m_'m' = . h 2 a2(b,u) + " ' " (7.82).

We will define Po as the function of velocity u gtv..e.n..by the first term of

_ Eq. (7.82) when the mlss distance b = 0 i

;' 4 2

i _ C£m£, m, E2

.... Po = h2 2(u) (7.83)ao
|

then the ratio
2_

In.\

Po
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2

-t - (t - e)(l --

I' --" _he.-element of d'_fferentlal cross--sectlon-ls given in terms of ¢_ the fraction of

!. the. colllsion.energy transformed to potential energy at the point of Closest approach,

tl by Eq. (6.951

2_b -_a2 i 2L I - ¢
_- .....7. de (7.861 ,

if! The total cross section, thus becomes ..........

4

i The distance of closest approach is also a function of e .. which is troublesome in thei integration because it goes ..I:o® as _ approaches zero. However, the strongest

r interactions occur where ¢ is near unity, so we expand the weakly varying function

Then the cross section expression becomes.

if!_., s _,oeo -+2_(t- _ _+ . . .d_
IJ 0

Iii

:r._ " _ _, + 3oci • -__ _ (7.89)

h

" The quantity Po is proportional to the first power of collision energy E or in
other words to u2

_C 2 _ a )
• _m_'m' (mud/2) a _6 C_m_,m, ntau2L2 (7.90)Po" U. ....

The distance of closest approach at b = 0 may .be expressed.

" L _n _ ffiL _n 2._X (7 91).
O0 . mu 2

where A is the spherically averaged Constant in the exponential interaction poten-
tial given_by Eq. (6.105a)
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! g-" 2A_tnh.._e'°°/L - X e"°°/L (7.92)
i

The fa_tors ......Po _nd o0 are now expressed in terms of the variable x, which is
mu_2kT

t'

i where the dimensionless constant B is defined by the right most equallt3 of ,i

Eq. (7.93)

_ oo .=L £n(A/xkT) (7.94)

i

Then the rate coefficient is

i, _ S(x)x e_X dx
_£m£'m' = s !

'i

I = 5 _B mL2kT 2 2L2 A .e-X
i: s-T h2 _ +_ £n x + . . . x _x_ (7.95)

The threshold value of x occurs where the collision energy equals the change in

• rotational energy 1

h_££, h .

x* = k_= [£'(£' + i) - £(£ + i)I__ (7.96) !

The slowly varying logarithmic factors can, to a good approximation, be equated to

!i• their value at x* and pulled outside the integral 1

ii u 2 L B mL22kT _x_

!
_ _£m£'m' _ _Oo.2 1 + _ _ (7.97)

where

Oo* " L £n _££, (7.94a)

Normally, x* or h_££,/kT << i and A/he££, >> I, so to a good approximation the first
term in the sudden approximation expansion gives for the rate coefficient,

_o_2B mL2kT -x*a£m_'m' "'s ' h_-e (7.97a)

Observe thdt _q. (7.97a) iS _n Arrhenius relation w_ith,a pre-exponential factor that
varies as T _/2 . " ........

160 ............................................................................................................:.,. I
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i,: To carry the..expenslons-onestep.further, we will shorten the notation and let
a single index J, k, £, and n denote the states with quantum numbers (£',m'),

|

i (£",m"), (_'",m!") and (£,m) respectively. The sums Over indices J, k, _, or nmusk be recognized as double sums over all values Of _ and m considered in the set
[ of coupled states.for__whichthe.matrix .elementsare.finite, .From Eq, (7,81)

. I _'

. _ I+.... _(_'_
' . \k _. -

til \where P is understood to be the probability of transition from initial state n to

! sta=L0 .....

[.: p---_..= \UO(OD__ ] =--_-\_) _ tUo(O)a/j +... '(h__-_') (7.99) ',!i II

'. where the constant C is defined by ,"1

!!i!::. _ CnkCk _"

[. G ---7- ]
(7,i00)

[ CnJ

[:I"I The fOllOwing relatiOns ar-eused''", "1
/

i::,, t'Uo(65a _ 1 + 2L
(7.101)

-- 1
_i ' o

T
,: \_) : h2 (7. 102)

!_ So the cross section may be expressed ,_

I

[' ][ (, .]:' 2L GmZuZLz 2L.._( i -S = _o2P -_ (l - e.) + . . . I + - E) + . . . dc

o o _o ...................................hz °oi (7. 103)
L'

i:'

; Neglecting terms of order (i - e)L/do, one obtains.
i.i

/:1 (,m] }S = _2p i + 2L Gm2u2L2- 2L
o o -_ + (1 - _:)+ .... _ d_

0
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,. _he same _esult.as Eq.-(7.89)plus an additionalterm. This may now.be integrated-
_, over all x co obtaln_the rate Coefflclent,.again lettlng, o0 - o_ and pulllng It
,, Outside the integral
t

i'

! _ _'_O*_B mL2kT 1 + 2L x 2_.L.L_mL2kT x2 e-x
I - %!

X*

~ _ _o_2B mL2kT i GmL2kT-+ e (7
" s l_2 fl 2 . ' ' .

I One can anticipate, that the higher-orden terms will be expressible in terms of_a

i constant coefficient, such as B and G, thatare determined by the size of the matrix: element averages over the molecular axis angular coordinates,.andhlgher powers of

i the dimensionless-quantity mL2k/'/h2_ For t_pical values of interest in molecular_ collisions of diatomiu molecules, m 25xi0-'" _n and ....L~ 2xl0-9_cm,I
"_. mL2kT

h2 • _ 0.014 T (7. 106)

Thus, this factor does not promOte_convergence of the expansion until temperatures
are well below [D0 K.

;: The first Constant B represents those transitions which occur directly from
state n to the final state J. The constant G includes the effect of transitions

I

which have_ during the course of the collision, surged from state n to k and then

I_. from state k to J and also Some transitions that have followed a path n _ k �£+J.

Coefficients of higher-order terms will represent transition paths through a still
larger number of statesthat are accessible in accordance with the perturbation

selection rules. Although the multiStep transitions are far less probable than a

single step transition, there are many different paths when a large number of levels

- ,. are accessible. Thus, the Sum over all paths, given by the multiple sums in equa-
" tlons such as (7.47) and (7.48), can total to a value comparable with the much more

probable single step transitions.
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7.e NUMERZCALZNTEG_TZONOFTeE CLOS_.-COUPLEDS_ OFROTATZONALPERTURBATZON
EQUATIONS

i

I! The calculation of the completed set of coupled equations for rotational transl- -_
;_ _ tions of a diatomic molecule, with realistic collision interaction potentials, is a

formidable task both for the programmer and for-the computer. However, we can appre- .

!: clare all the essential qualitative features of these solutions, by examining some

' ' calculations for-a very almple single-term potential function, which is the first

term in the _expansion of the exponential interaction, and by truncating the number of _ '\

available rotational levels.
i!

To recapitulate our previous results, the equations we need to solve have the
i form:

ti

i ak i E k = 1 2, 3.,_ (.7.107a)i! " '- _" anUnk , , ......
i';ill n

'i_ill where the matrix elements Unk - are "1

L,'- ) i

ii,i Unk YkH'Yn -

ii' The rotator wave functions Yk will be taken to be the rigid rotator spherical.har-
m

monic wave functions Y£, where £ is the rotator's angular momentum quantum nllmber i,_
[_' and m is the azimuthal quantum number' for the projection-of this momentum on the :_

_r_ z-axis. The transition probabilities we seek are just the complex squares of the

; amplitudes starting from a given initial state <£m> and ending in the state <£'m'>

:i, £ tm t
P_m " a_m,_'m'a*£m,£'m' (7.108)

-: These probabilities must all sum to uni_y for every initial s_ate, of course!ii
i, : L £I - £Im'

: _ '0 m £ "
['

i where L. is the limltingrotational state imposed naturally by dissociation of the

ill molecule, or .artificially by truncating the number of equations at_ some level suffl-
.ciently high that still higher levels are not involved in the transitions of interest, al

We shall use a limit of L .-40. in the examples to follow. ]

Generally we are most interested in the total transition_probability from initial
rotational level _ to another, level E' and do not. concern ourselves with the

distribution over azimuthal quantum states m. Thus, we sum over all initial values..

of. m, giving them equal weighting in the collision event, and also sum over all final
- values of m'

1 E E £'m'P££' " 2£ + i P£m (7.110).

m--£ m'=-_' :!
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For purposes of illustrating th_ method we assume a highly overslmpllfled

perturbation function I I

I H' -Ho(t)sln2 8 cos2 ¢ (7.111)

I:

i This is Just the first term ofthe expansion of the exponential perturbation whichleads to rotational transitions (Eq. 7.70) The advantage In using thls truncated

potentlal is that we then need consider only transitions g' - £, _ ± 2 and m' - mt
m ± 2, which enormously simplifies theprogrammingand shortens the calculations.

i/ In a real collision, hlgher-order transitlons will take place, Just as in Kerner's '\i treatment of the vibrational transitions discussed In chapter Vl. However, the ,
± 2 transitions are no doubt the most probable for real collislon perturbations if

the collision energy is not too large, because they represent the effect of the lead-

_i Ing term in the perturbation and also because they involve the smallest energy

i_ changes.

Two different functions will be considered for the time-dependent part of the

perturbation; the first is Just a square pulse

I!i" H (t) = E, a constant for 0 < t _ _ (7.112)

Ii l_: which allows us to see the effect of different pulse lengths on the results; the i
_ second is a more realistically shaped pu%se

i" Ho(t) = E sech2(at) (7.113) _ "i

• i

_ which is a pulse with width about 2/a. We shall wish to apply this analysis to some _!

levels where the rotational quantum number £ is small; therefore we usethe exact

perturbation integrals developed in appendixTA which are valid for arbitrary values
of £ and m, rather than the limiting values validlor large £ such as developed

for rotation coupl@d vibration transitiona in cha_ter VI.

For the sample calculations the value of B/h has been taken equal Q.27 Bpsec -_,

which corresponds to the rotational constant for the O2 molecule (B = i._4 cm-1).

Collision energies E/h equal 5, 50_ and 500 _psec -I have been chosen, corresponding.

to collinear collision energies of about 1/300, 1/30, and 1/3 eV, respectively. Of

course, these values represent the perturbation at. closest approach, so the results

i also apply to the case of higher energy collisions that are glancing. These energies

_!_ are'the mean collision energiesat temperatures about 30 K, 300 K, and .3000 K.

_! However, recall that collisions with the tail of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

Ii may be more effective in promoting transitions than collisions with molecules having

the average velocity, For example, vibrations are already excited to about one-half

their equilibrium value in gases at the characteristic vibrational temperature, yet at

!_ this.temperature .the average collision is Just reaching the threshold Of zero tKransi-.....

i tlon probability._

Figures 7.1(a), (b), (c) show .results for rotational transitions of a diatomic !
[ rOtator, as a function of collision time, where the rotator Is subject to constant '_

_' perturbations Of 5, 50, and 500 _sec-1,. respectively. The initial rotational.state-
is £ = 4, m - 0 for all these examples. Incidentally, initial values Of m= 2 and 4 !

I give slightly differentresults, corresponding to the classical notion that the _ i ',

I}_ collision-induced rotations should depend on initial geometry to some extent, i

, 164 , ' .



However, initial values of m - ±2 or_"m - ±4 give _xactly the same result0 as they

i should, due to she symmetry of_these geometrlccOnflguratlons.

i - The lowest perturbation in figure 7.1(a) corresponds to cryogenic gas collisions.
The initial state _ -_ is reduced only about I0%, with about 5% each going to theh •

! adjacent states £ = 6 and £ - 2. If the perturbation lasts long enough, the prob-
abilities periodically surge back.and forth Just as we found In the two-state approx-

i! Imation; howeverm there is a slow.but continual drain to the higher rotational states
, " that would eventually result in a more or less homogeneous distribution ofrotational

il, ; states if the perturbatlon were_to continue indefinitely. The £-2. states are
actually populated more readily than the _ =-6 states, because a smaller energyodif - '\

' ference exists between initial and final states; however, a larger degeneracy'of

i/ i £ = 6 states exists than.for £ = 2, so. in total the hlgher rotatlonal states are
[ populated a bit ahead of the low_r rotatlo_ta_ states.

_!iii, ....

iil i: Figure 7.1(5) shows the results for. a normal temperatune level of,_collision per-

turbatiOn. The calculation has beendeliberately prolongedbeyond the usual._olli--

•" sion duration Just to show the surging of probability back and forth between states_.

if The _eriodic pattern is a complex one becauso it is the result of superposition of

,).
:2, _

: _ B/h- 0.27 _g_c "I
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. L=6 2

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0. 1.2 ......1.4. 1.6 ':
COLLISIONTIME,_c

(a) E/_ = 5 _t,sec-z.

• Figure 7. I- Rotational transitions as a. function of.collision time for .a

, constant perturbation.
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(b) E/h = 50 _sec =z.
!

Figure 7.1- Continued.

different characteristic frequencies between each set of adjacent rotational states.

At this level of perturbation the initial state A = 4 is immediately depppulated

_ about 40% on the average, with the adjacent states picking up about I0 to 15%.each,
and the next states picking up about_5% each..

Finally, figure 7.1(C) shows results for rather high energy collisions (I/3 eV

head-on collision, or a 1 eV collision with e = 33%, the fraction of kinetlc, energy
transformed to potential at Closest approach, for example). Here, the initial stateI

= 4 is immediately reduced.to about 15% probability, and the probabilities of the

adjacent levels (shown onl_ to - _ = 8) become more or less homogenized with super-
posed ripple frequencies.

These results are.reasonably consistent with the experience of shock tube mxperi.

menters that at normal temperature about I0 collisions are required to achieve a more

or less equilibrium Boltzmann distribution of rotational states, whereas, at elevated

temperatures.that occur in moderately strong shock waves a single collision is almost

sufficient.to achieve equilibrium. On the Other hand, at the low temperatures.that __

Occur ina supersonic.expansion, the order of a hundred Collisions Or more _ay be

required to achieve rotational equilibrium.
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(c) E/h = 500 _sec -z.

Figure 7.I--Concluded.

Next, consider the effect of using a realistic Collision-pulse shape. For the

reduce_ mass appropriate Co an Ar-O2 collision, the mean collision velocity u rela-

t- tire to the center of mass is about 6x10_ cm/sec at usual temperatures. If the
charac_eristicperturbation potential length L is the order of 0.3 _, as found in

chapter VI for vibration transitions, the mean collision _ime 2L/u is the order of II_

0.I upsec. Recall chat several different interaction potentials between collisio_. ]

partners ar_ generally possible depending on how the electron spin vectors happen to

add up during the collision event, and that the vibrationaltransitiOns are hea_ily

weightedby the interactions that occur, along the steepest possible interaction

po.tential., mhus, some interactions may promote purely rotational transitions where i
' the characteristic perturbation.potential length i_ double the abo_e, value, or _er ....

haps_even more. Thus, the mean cOllision times Of interest may be 0.2 ppsec or more. I
I: This.is all for room temperature collisions.. If the temperatures are reduced by a
_ factor of i0 tO. about 30 K, the collision times are increased by I_E; if the tempera .... I
;_ Cures are increased a factor of i0 to about 3000 K, the collision times are decreased

by j

Figure 7.2(a) shows the rotational transitions produced from an inltial state

£ = 4, m =_ when .the collision _ulse is- E/h = 50 _sec -z sech2-(_/0.1 ppsec). This 1

pulse has an effective width Just about 0.2 ppsec. The results are almost the same as : 1
for the constant perturbation pulse shown in figure 7..l(b).if that perturbation w o___- _ 1
terminated at 0.2 _sec. The principal difference is that the time scale is stretched

out & bit in.the beginning and again at the end Of the pulse, and the probabilities

; all.tail off asymptotically to Constant values rather than terminating with a discon _ I
-- tlnuity in the slope as they would for a flnite square-pulse, in figure 7.2(b) the .... ,I

16_
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FigurP._7.2- Rotational transitions for a collision-like perturbation pulse•
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pulse width has been doubled• In this case, some probability amplitude surges back
_,,. into the initial state £ = 4 at the end of the collision, Just-as for a square

_!: pulse terminated at 0•_ _sec in figure 7•l(h)__

Ii The collisions with such a low rotational state as _'- 4 are_rather atypical at

narmal__emperature; the average rotational level is given by

_,(£ +. 1) n kT/B

i \

which gives £ ~ 27. for normal, temperatures and B .= 1.44 cm'Z• At large £, a

_i_' larger number_of rotatlonal levels are required for the close coupledset of equatlons

used• In the present case we have truncated this set at L -.40• A calculatlon_for

initial _ =-20, m = 0 is shown in figure 7,3 for a collislon-like pulse of

O•2._gsec duration. The principal difference compared with the calculation of 7.2(a)

!i! for the same strength and duration collision pulse is that the collision is more 1

adiabatic; the initial state. £ = 20 loses only about 30% of its probability and
recovers to lose only 15% at the finish, of.'the collision event, whereas the initial

IiI state _-= 4 lost ,60?=of-its probability, This occurs because the energy spacing to .._

,!°}i: adjacent levels is significantly larger for the higher rotational state, about ]Ii 25 times larger for the two cases considered here• Thls increases_ the frequency
r_ _£, in the Fourier transform (sech2(at)exp(i_££,t)) (see.Eq• (7•77)) and makes the .'

/ PERTURBATIONPULSE

1.0 _ • • /- E/h=50/_/_s_ec'!seth2 (t/0.1_/_sec) _I

• •, B/h= 0.27/_/asec"1 _i
•• • Lo= Mo=O

.8 "" " "•" -- I

.:• •" t

_ .6 • •
i

,.J e •

< •m •
0 • •
re .4

i
• •* •., !

0
-.3 -,2 -.1 0 .I .2 ,3

COLLISIONTIME,_,_

Figure 7.3- Rotation transitions from the initial-state L = 20_ far a 0.2 u_sec"
collision impulse•
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colllslonmore adiabatiC. In fact, the step size chosen in.the numerlcal Integratlons,

performed by the computer Is determlned prlmarily by the maximum value_of w£Ew that
is. needed for the calculation at hand. We wish the tlme Incremen_ At co be small
compared with the period Of rotation BE(£ +-L)/h

Ii _L_= 0.01 hla_(£ + I)
(

This would glvea numerical step every 3.6 ° on the rotational time scale. For

: B/h - 0.27 _seC -_ this requires At ~ 0.002 _psec for _.= 4 and _~ 0.0001 _psec ....
for E = 20.. Actually the requiremen_ is not quite as severe as this; the frequency

Chat establishes the acceptable time increment is _££,, the _ifference between the

rotational period of the initial and final states. For most of the numerical in,e- , _I
gratlons shown in the figures of this chapter At = 0.0001 ppsec was used. Small but >i

_ not significant differences were observed when At = 0.001 was used.!i,'

'i

Still stronger collisions are shown In figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b) where peak col-

lision energies are 500 and 1500._psec -_, respectlvely, corresponding to head-on ]
collisions at about I/3 eV and 1 eV, respectively. For these cases, we ha_e also

!_: chosen very short pulse durations corresponding to interaction along avery steep

potential of L ~ 0.3 _ and relative collision velocities about _×I0 s Cm/sec. These .

!it might thus represent those collision interactions which are most effective in produc-
ing _ibratlonal excitation with the coupled rotations as discussed in chapter VI. We _ _!

see that theses,tong collisions spread out the rotational state populations on both

lO .. / PERTURaAT,ONPULSE
." ,,=h2 (,/o.ol ....

." . .• B/h = 0.27 _psec-1 • :,i

_.•.• "". L0 20 M0 0
,S

.4 L=20
= ." _ /

• . _ (
=

• L=22 '

.2 1B

24 ". 16 26 !4 28

o
-,03 =.o2 -.01 0 .01 .u2 ,03

COLLISIONTIME,#/_ec

(a) E/h = 500 1Jpsec-Z_. .............. t
!

Figure 7.4- kotational transitions_from L = 20 for collision perturbation pulse.
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(b) E/5 - 1500 ggsec -z.

Figure 7.4- Concluded•

sides of. the initial state rather effectively. Actually, higher-order terms wOuld no

doubtbe important in the perturbation for these collisions, giving direct multiple

Jump transitions, so the homogenization would be even morecomplete than indicated by

our simple model• This suggests that a reasonable approximation for.the coupled

i vibration-rotation transition might be to assume an equilibrlum-like distribution of. ; rotational states produced by each and every collision. _]

Solutions for rotational collision excitation are found to be exceedingly

lengthy because of the large number of rotational states involved and because the
rotational energy spacing is small compared with kT, or the average collision energy,

for most cases of practical importance. Thus, solutions cannot practically be _ ii
carried to Completion analytically even though the formalismfor the-expansion of

solutions using the sudden approximation is available; the first-order approximation

in these expansiOns is not very accurate quantitatively, _hOugh it does give _j ,

t 1
Z7Z. !



qualitative insight to theproblem. Numerical integrations of .the close-coupled set
Of equations Can now be:performed with hlgh-speed computers to give accurate answers
for collision-induced rotational transitions if.realistic molecular.interaction I

potentials are known._ Some sample calculations using a seVerely truncated form of

if: interaction potential show the charaCter:that these solutions will have. Fully

I ! realistic interaction potentials,would require retention Ofmany more terms leadingto multiple rotational.quantumJumps. Althoughthe software developmentand _omputin_
[ time required for these more exact Calculations is very large -- it could he done; .

I however, it will be Worth doing only whenrellable interaction potentials become

I available. Quantum Chemistry computationsmay very well prOvide reasonableapproxima- - I,
[i tioga to these interaction potentials in the near future, i'_

t;.( oR,a,NALPAQ,S
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li: . EVALUATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS Yg, sin2-e_cosa O _
In the collision of. a dlatomic molecule with an inert particle having exponential-

L, like repulsive interaction potentials between atomic,centers, the.strongest rotational

i2 transitions are expected to result from a perturbation term proportional to.

sin a 8 cos 2 0. Thus, we need to evaluate the.matrlx elements ,

- <-°'1Igm_,m , Y£,. sln a 8 cos a ¢ Y . (AT.I)

I;" _here, for the case of'a rigid rotator, the rotational wave function is

yp e-+Ira°m

= -- Cp,mPg(cosO) (AT.2)

and £ and m are the total angular momentum and azimuthal angular momentum quantum i

.%umbers, respectively. Note that m has been taken as the absolute value of the i
latter quantum number, and that both positive and negative rotations are allowed for i

i::, in the wave function of Eq. (A7.2). The integrals over ¢ are the easlest.to._val-
.' aate. Let k = (m' - m) _:_

Case I) I

: If k = O, that is m' = m : ,

2_

lli _ _ _ (A7.4) ::,_ 2-_ Cos a O dO = g

r' 'I i

i. Case II) .... t_ I.|

__ If k = _+2, that is m' = m + 2 and m - 2, respectively 1 I
i/ =

I _o I 5o "cos 2¢ + cos 2¢ dO

,: _-_ cos2 , e-+el0dO -

02_ i

I (A7.5) I= cos 2 20 dO ='_"

i.!
_Ta i _

i
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FOr all other..y.a.lues.of....k __he integral vanishes

I 2_ 2g

!_ I ............... "0, -
}!....

ORIGINAL-PAC_" -... cos 2, cos k, d,
OF pOOR QUALITY " ,

! sin(2 - k)x + sin(2 + k)x 2._T.
i:: = "_J. _ '2_2 - k) .......... _ 2 (2 + k) o = 0. (_--_-_ 7_

_:. To evaluate the integrals over e, the. following two recursion relations between

Legendre polynomials are used;

m tm+Z- pm+
(_£ + i)sin 6 P_ = _*zff _-z (A_.7)

m l_pm-1 2_pm-1_ (2£ + l)sin 8 P£ = (£ + m)(£ + m - " %-I - (£ - m +-i).(£- m..+ " _+I (A7.8)

Case I) m' = m

i C£mC£'m' f (pm+1 pm+1.tpm pm+.t iI = _ i'2£+ i).:_2_!+ i) £+I - ___)x £,+_ _,__)sin e d_ (A7.9).:o i

_. There exist Just 3 possibilities leading to finite integrals, namely £'= £, £ + 2,

_ and £ - 2. The integral vanishes for all other cases because of the or=hogonality
,' between associa_=edLegendre polynomials having the same value of. m.._

For £' = £, one obtains for I(A£,Am)

i Ca _ g
i I(0,0) = _m (_m+_. --m+z-_ .,-£+t)2sin 8 d8 +. s_n 8 d8

I, C 2 :

(i-m)! - I( 2(_+m + 2)I.... 2(£+m)I ]

= '2(2f + 1) _., 2£ + 3 2£ - 1 (A7.I0)

i!
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't N_x_ If £' - £ + 2,

i _ ,_ ORIGINAL PAGE IS

1 C_mC_+a,m m+_ _
z(2,0)= -22"_'_T-._+-t)-(2_+_ (p_")._.p+od0 OF POORQUALITY

-O

,_. I V_2 (9,-m11(_, .-+m_+2.)t............ . .2_+m ....2)I.." "g _,+ [)(_-_-+ml:_2:(2-g--+----s')(_--+-i,_.-+a)_L.L.(-2-_,++--al:(-c---ml-t-

: " " 2(2_, + :5) " (-2.£+ 1)(2£ + 51 ' (A7.11) ', ;i
Similarlyif .£''- _ - 2

" So_

C_mC_-a,m (pm+_.
i!, I(-2,0)_ - 2(2£ + i)(2_ 3) , __1)2sin0 dO

t

i J (£ - m) I(£ - m + 2) i "' 2(£+m) I= " g 2(2£ + i)(£ + m)!2(2£ - 3)(£ + m - 211 "//i. 11(£ - m - 2ii
i
?.'

" 1 J(£- m)(£( £m+- i)(£ + m)(£ + m- i) (A7,12) ;i' '_- 2(2£ - I) 2 1)(2.£ - 3) "

'_I Case If) m' _ m + 2

i): Expand the Integrand with....the following recursion relations
i

m _m+1 _ pm+l (A7.Ta)
_ (2_ + l)sin 8 P_ = y£+ I £-i

r. - m) pm+1

( £.. + l)sln O r£, - (£' + m + 2)(_' + m + i_ K,__ g,+l:_i. 2 ' _m+2 _pm+_ - (_' -m- i)(_'
!_.

(A7.8a)

+
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Then _f 9,' ,, _, 01".pOOR QUALITY. I

_(0,2) ! CgmCg,m+2= m)_(P£+1)2sln_ dOI, 4 (2£ + I) 2 (g - m- i)(£.- m+_

I! + (£ +m+ 2)(£+m+ i) _.3.) sin o d.

, 1 (£ m) l(£ - m - 2) I £ -m - l).(g - m) (2£ + 3)(£ m) l4(2£ + I) 2(£ + m) l[[£ +'m''+ 2)I . . . -

] ': 2(£+m) !
_,, + (£+m+ 2)(_+m+ i)(2£- l)(_-m- 2)t

:,. = - 4(2£ + 1) 2£ + 3 + - /(£ +.m + 1)(£ + m + 2)(£.- m)(£ - m - l)

:), (A7..,.I.3)If _' = £ + 2

!i

i 1 CgmC£+a ,m+a _o (_m+1.2

I(2,2) = _,, (2£ + 1)(2£ 4- 5) (£ +m + 4)(£ + m + 3)._£+i) sin 0 dO

2(£ +m+ 2)!1 (£ - m) l(£ - m)! (£+m+4)(£+m+3) (2£ + 3)(£ -m)!= 4" (2£ + 1)(_,+'m5i2_£% 5)(£+m+4)!

1 _(£ -_-m+ 4)(£ + m + 3)(£ + m + 2)(£ + m + 1) (A7 14)" = 4(2.£+ 3) (2£ + I)(2£ + 5) "

and if £' = £ - 2

_' _o_ .pm+_
I C%mCz-2,m+2 (£ - m - 3)(£ - m - 2) Q £_1)asin O dO_,, I(-2,2) =_. (2£ + I)(2£ - 3)

1 ]/'2 (£ - m):(£ - m - 4) I 2(£ + m)!y "_ (2£+l)(£+m)I2(2£-3)(£+m)[ (£-m-3)(£-m-2) (2£-I)(;.- m- 2)!

i iL(£-m)(£-m: i)<.£-m- 2)(£-m- 3)
" 4(2£ -_.i)r ., (2£ + i)(2£ - 3) (A7.15)

i
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Now expand the integrand with the following recursion, relations

:,,_ (2_+ l)slne P_m -(£+m)(_ X�-.I)Pm'_" £-i --- , ----

I _ pm-i . pm-_.(2£ + l)sin 8 p_,2 £!_-_ £'_-I (A7.8b)

; Then following the same procedures as above, when £' _-

!: I(0,-2) = 4(2£ + i) .__+ 2£
(A7.16)

when £' = £ + 2

i ]/(£-m+4)<£-m+ 3)(£-m+2_(£-m+ t)
1(2,-2) = 4(2£ + 3) (2£ + i)(2£ +5) (A7,17)

[:i: and when = £ - 2

t 1/(£+m-3)(£+.m- --
'i' I(-2,-2) = 4(2£ 1)r (2£ + i)(2£ 3) (A7.18) |

!i
, A somewhat more symmetrical formalism is evident if we define _ = (£ + £')/2 and
_ _ = (m + m')/2, that is ,the values of £ and m averaged, over initial and final

states. Then for £' = A |

i F(£ + m + 2)(£ + m + i) + (£ -m)(£ - m - i)I (A7 19)
I(0,0) = 2(2£ + 1) L 2£ + 3 2£ - 1 j '

t! 1(0,2) = I(0,-2) = 4(2.£ + 1) + 2£ -
(A7.20)

Such transitions are of course elastic and contribute to elastic scattering, along _' ,

with the contribution provided by the firSt term in the interaction potential. The .; J
inelastic scattering matrix elements are those for £' = £ +_ 2 J |

i 1_i + m)(i + m + i)(i - m)(i - m + l) i_ 'i
1(2,0) 1(-2,0) (A7.21)

2(21 + l) V (2i - i)(2i-+ 3). iJ

]
t _(i +_+ 2)(i +_ + l)(_ +_)(i +,_- t)1(2,2) -_ 1(-2,--2) = 4(2_ + l) (2_. - 1)(2_ + 3)

(A7.22)

,, = t V(i - m�2)(_-._ + t)(_ - _)(_ -__ - t)I(2,-2)
= I(-_,2) 4(2i -- (2i - i)(2£ �3)

(A7.23)
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CHAPTER VIII TRANSITIONS AT POTENTIAL SURFACE CROSSINGS
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OF POORQUALITY 8.1 SUMMARY

I '
i The interactlon.between Close-lyingeigenstates is analyzed to show the formof

I_ potential curves that occur in a region of "potential crossing."- Potentials of like
£

i_ symmetny are found to avoid crossing; potentials of different symmetry may verynearly cross. The Landau--Zener-Steuckelberg method of evaluating the probability of _
Ii _ transition from one potential surface to the other is derived as a function of the

collision velOcity. In spite of severe limitations in the assumptions of the
Landau-Zener method that would• seem to invalidate it for most conditions of interest,

_ the methOd is found to give reasonably good results that agree with experiment, at i_ ]

_ least for simple charge exchange type reactions. This is partly due to the fact _tha_ Iinaccuracies in the transition probability are somewhat mitigated, in performing the I

_i integrations to obtain collision rross section an_ the rate coefficient. The theoret-
ical cross sections do, however, fall off as E-I/2 rather than as E-I, as gener- :_

_'I_i• ally observed in high-collision en@rgy experiments, i_

_ 8.2 INTRODUCTION
L

i In the previous two chapters, the excitation of rotations and vibrations has

. been considered without invoking the concept of a potential crossing at which the

transition occurs. This was possible because analytic expressions for the rotational
- and vibrational wave functions were known with good accuracy, and the electronic wave

_ functions were assumed to be undisturbed in the collisions leading to these transi- "................"..................i
tions. However, when electronic excitation, atom exchange, or ionization reactions

are considered, the electronic wave functions are changed. If these functions were

known in detail, we could proceed to solve perturbation transition problems in a

manner similar to the rotational and vibrational excitation problems; that is, the

il perturbation function would be used to evaluate the transition matrix elements
involved in solutions to a closed-coupled set of differential equations. Electronic

wave functions are actually being evaluated with fairly good accuracy with large

digital computers at the present time, at least for diatomic molecules, and eventually

reaction rate problems may be solved in this way using the computer. However, for

most engineering needs the electronic wave functions of multielectron systems are not

available at present; even when they become available, they involve so many coordinate
variables that evaluation of the matrix elements will be exceedingly time consuming.

For present purpOses then, we are interested in developing some analytic approxima-

tions that are useful guides to the functional relationships involved and that may be

useful later in developlngreasonably economical computer solutions to the problem.

ii:

Since the electronic wave functions of multielectron systems are not generally

available, the interaction potentials between such systems are not calculable from

funaamental principles either. However, many of the attractive potential curves are

known with good accuracy from spectroscopic data, a few points on repulsive potentials _

are also available from spectroscopic data, and some average potentia _ interactions

are available from scattering measurements and from measurements of t,ansport proper- _ !
ties of gases such as viscosity, thermal conductivity, mass diffusion, or electrical ._

conductivity. For present purposes we will assume that the interaction potential _ .
functions are known and p_Qceed wi_hs_qlutions frqln thSs premise, but it should be
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recognized that in actualenglneerlng practice the results are of limltedapplicatlon

I/ because p_ecise interac_lon potentials are not generally available.

I ORIGINAL.PAGE iS
OF POORQUALITY

[, 8.3 POTENTIAL SURFACE CROSSING_

I Frequently two potential surfaces come very close to one another or.even appear .
to cross one another, depending on the symmetries of the electronic wave functions

:. involved. This situation is illustrated in i,

i figure 8.1, where the potentials of twocolliding particles in the ground state,

/ A + B, and in an excited electronic state,.._ A + B*, are shown. Theoretically the poten-

_i - tlals can cross one another only where _hey

i m apply to different symmetr_ states; if they"_ _ A + B*

i.: U2 arefon the same symmetry, a coupling inter_. _ action occurs which_spllts the potentials
_. _ apart as dlagra_ned in flgure 8.2.
if" _ _ U1

I_i' Before considering the motion of the
_! colliding particles along the two potential
[ surfaces, we need to consider the effect of

_ coupling between the two electronic states

!_ r0

at some fixed distance r. If the motion

INTERPARTICLEDISTANCE of the two nuclear particles is relatively

_ Figure 8.1- Crossing between potential slow, the electronic states will have time 1
' to relax to their steady state values at

surfaces as a function of interpar- each position. This model of the collision

:_ ticle distanceneglecting coupling process is know_a_ the Born-0ppenheimer Jinteraction.
_- approximation. It is generally a good I
' approximation for the collision between two

:, heavy molecules at the kinetic velocities

i that obtain near threshold of most rear- ,
tlons. It is often not a good approximation. _:

for electron impact processes; for this case

a sudden approximation will generally give

better results. The concept of a potentiaL |
_ D _._E surface loses its validity anyway when the - '

2H12,-- q.._2 Born-0ppenheimer approximation breaks down, i

_ ' nuclear repulsions and electronic interac-

tion energy for the collision pair.

The solutions for transition are needed

primarily in the region of the crossing
point, where it will often be sufficient to

use a two-level approximation and neglect

_ r0 all other'excited electronic states. Let

INTERPARTICLEDISTANCE, r the Hamiltonian operatOr be expressed as
the sum

e-

Figure 8.2- Potential surfaces in the

region of strong coupling H = Ho + _' (8.1)
interaction .................
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i
ii _ where Ho contains the dominant terms that determine .the electronic elgenfunctlon

away from the crossing point, and H' represents the effect of the in_eractlon

-_ between states that becomes sizable only in the region near the crossing point rO.
We will not look for the form of thls coupling perturbation In.detail, but presumably
it represents effects such as magnetic quadrupole interactions, or angular momentum r_

[ coupllng, or other higher order _erms in the exact Hamiltonlan that can be neglected

with good approximation whenever the eigenvalues for the two states are far apart. I

Let ¢i and ¢2 be orthonormal elgenfunctlons of the operator Ho that reRresent
! good approximations to the true wavefunctions away from the crossing point I

Ho_l = ¢i01 (8.2a)

i Ho_2= cz_2 (8_2b)

i
The potential energies UI and U2 represent.the total electronic energy; these may

i_ be obtained approximately by operating on ¢i and ¢2 with the exact Hamiltonian, I

. then multiplying by ¢_ and ¢_, respectively, and f_nally averaging over all spage i

_ = = (8.3b)

I! where Hij are defined as the perturbation matrix elements

Now in the region of the crossing point let the wave function be a linear combination

of $i and ¢2

= al_l + a2_2 (8.5)

Substituting this wave function in the exact steady state Schroedinger equation

yields [

.... (Ho + H')_ =E(aI¢I +a2¢2) " ai_¢i + a2E2¢2 + a_H'¢I +-a2H'¢2 (8.6) '

Multiply Eq. (8_6) first by ¢_ and.average over all space, and again by ¢_ and .!
_: average overall space, to get a set of two simultaneous equations to solve for_the _

i constants aI and a2
(¢1 - E)at + atHtl + a2H12 = 0 (8.7a)

(_2 -_ + atHzl + a2H22 =...0 (8_7b) .

with the perturbation matrix elements Hij agaizt defined by Eq. (8.4). The allowed ....
energy levels E can be obtained without actually solving for the constants aI and

a_, since the set of_Eqs. (8.7a) and (8.7b) have solutions if and only if the
matrix equation

O_t(_fNALPAGE _S
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H21. _'2 + H22 - E

r is sa_isfled. The two roots of this determinant are

E = ½ [(_ + Hi_)+ (e2 + Haa)]± (e_+ Hx_)- (ea + g2a)]a + 4H_ag2_
........... ,I

(8._I =

the operator H _S Hermitian so H12 equals H2.I .and Eq. (8.9) may be .expressed 1
I

E = (U_+U2) ±_ U_ -U 2) + (8_10)

!il" Far from the crossing point H12 is small compared with IUl - U21 and the
_ solution reduces to .................

_" 1 1 - U2) = U 1 or U2 (8.11a)

_: In the neighborhood of to, U I _ U2 and the solution reduces to

l ' !E-------+2 (UI + U2) +-H__2 (8.11b)r=r o ,

Thus, the pOtentials are split apart by the coupling effect and do not cross one
another, as shown in figure 8.2, and the perturbation matrix element H_2 represents !

one-half the energy of separation at the point of closest approach. The potential Ii. surfaces are prevented from crossing one another by the coupling perturbation, but the
_ strongest transitions will occur at the distance where the closest eigenvalues and the

_. strongest coupling occur. Of _ourse, if the symmetry of the two wave functions ¢i

i and ¢2 is different in a way not affected by the perturbation H' then the perturba-: tion matrix elements HI2 vanish and the potentials Uz and U 2 are allowed to cross
one another.

Experimentally, spectroscopists observe that strongest coupling occurs when the
_' two electronic wave functions have the same symmetry type, and that negligible cou-

i: piing occurs when the wave functions have different symmetry. This gives rise to theso-called noncrossing rule, namely: potential surfaces for molecular wave functions

having the same symmetry do not cross. In reality there is nodoubt always some

coupling produced by small hlgher-order terms in the Hamiltonian which are normally

negligible, but when the symmetry types are different the perturbation matrix element

HI2 is so small that for all practical purposes the.potential, surfaces may be
treated as though they actually cross. On the other hand when the electronic wave

functions have the same symmetry, the matrix elements H_2 can become quite large

and the spectroscopist often deduces potentials with rather irregular shapes as a
result..

The spectroscopist only observes effects of p0t_ntial surface crossing when at
least one of the surfaces represents a bound State and therefore gives rise to an.

obse£vable vibration-rotation spectrum. If the two potentials represent different

electronic symmetry types, the effect is as shown in figure 8.3(a): the vibrational

energy levels may be broadened in the region near the crossing, even to the point of
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being unredognizable in a relatively weak SYMMETRYB ISYMMETRYA __.

' spectrum, but above and below _he crossing _m_.

I the vibrational levels_will be relatively.

.i sharp.and OCcur at the_normal.levels for

_, an harmOniC oscillatorwlth appropriate

. COrrections _or anharmonic potential shape D! As We shall find later, the nuclear motions. _

I for..the upper_vlbrational states proceed as___z
, though the pgtential surface is unbroken,
I_ whenever H12 is exceedingly small, When

ii_ the ..coupllng interaction is large, as shown SYMMETRY.A -
for pOaentlals, of the same symmetry type in

figure 8.3(b), the spectrum is qulte-dlf- SYMMETRYA
_:i_ ferent. As long as the internuclear ............_ r . r

J: motions are not too high velocity, the

' electronic eigenfunctlons adjust adiabatl- a) DIFFERENTSYMMETRY b) SAMESYMMETBY.
cally to stay on their, initial potential TYPES TYPES

If. surface. The vibrational levels of thelower surface will be truncated near the Figure 8.3_ Typical effects of potential

|_' maximum produced in this surface; the surface crossing on observed vlbra- ./

_i_ upper levels of this truncated.set may be tional energy levels,
_i_ somewhat broadened as a resultof tunnel- "

il_ ing through the barrier. The upper surface typically results in a tightly boand: state with a narrow, steep potential that gives rise to a widely spaced vibration
_!

levelS. Occasionally crossing between two bound state potentials are observed; these

lii may give rise to some rather strange looking potential surfaces (refs. I and 2).

• AS an example of the case shown in figure 8.3(a), the C£0 molecule, which is an _
i... _ important species in upper atmosphere reactions is found to have very diffuse vihra-

i tional levels around the 7th and 8th levels of the A2_ state of the molecule; this 1' is observed by the spectroscopist looking at the A2w + X2_ band system of C£O.

_[ Presumably a repulsive potential crosse_, near _hese levels; although the symmetry of _!

• . the repulsive potential is not known, it is presumably different than the 2_ state, i

_" since the vibrational levels above.the 8th are observed with relative sharp eigen--

values again, so the crossing perturbation must be modest. An example of the stronger
i. perturbation between like symmetries is given by the BIZ+(o _ 3A) and IZ(_ - _*) _i

states of CO. Application of the rule that.potentials of like symmetry do not cross

led _pectroscopist A. G. Gaydon (ref. 2) to predict the correct values for dissocia- I
_i,. tion energy of both CO and N2 long before more direct experimental evidence was avail- i

able, while most other spectroscopists favored lower values that seemed consistent 't
with extrapolation of vibrational level spacing to a lower limit. Thus, the non- i

_: crossing rule is now well established as a practical and useful guide to the interpre- :

i ration of spectra.

il
|

8.4 TIME-DEPENDENT SOLUTIONS /i
When the nuclear centers are moving, the wave functions _i and _2 are functions

of both the electronic coordinates q and the internuclear distance r. The latter
is time-dependent, So we now need to solve the time-dependent Schroedinger equation I

!
__9_. _ (s._2)ih 3t =

ORI{_NAU-PAGE|8
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The_wav_ function _.......is assumed to .be the two-state approximation
i

i _ . al(t)¢_(r,q)exp _ H11d + az(t)¢2(r,q)ex p H2zd (8.13) , |

!The coefficients a I and az that were constant in the. last section are now functions

I of time., as are the wave functions ¢1 and ¢2 and the perturbation matrix elements

!:: HI.,., H_2, and H22. I

i 1Substituting Eq. (8.13) in (8.12), one obtains \

' ORIGINAL.PAGEIS.

i t.

(_.f (-.y;) '!'. " exp -_ H11d aI_¢ i,.+.....exp_. H22dt a2H¢_2_ (8,14)i<. --@@. @@ . -

i:, _!

il Now.multiply first by. ¢*" exp[(i/h)_H1.1dt] and average over all_space, th_n by

_:: ¢* = exp[(i/h) _: H22dt] and average over all space,, to obtain the coupled equations

-iA _ i..H1 -iA_/¢,.d ¢I> a. - <¢i* _ ¢2> a2 e e (8.1;_J8'i = --\ Z..._-t -2a2
!

_2 =_ <¢* d ¢2> a2 <¢2* _ ¢i> az e-iA i iA /
_-6 - - Z"H_2ale ....(8._1,5b) i.i

i /_ "A = _- (Ha2 _ H11)dt (8.16)

The matrix elements now represent the average.of the total Hamiltonian operator

rather than the averages of the perturbation ,,{-I,!.....as.in. Eq. (8.4). The elements HI2

are, however, the same as before , :I

i

}

while the elements HI_ and H22 are Just the unperturbed UI and U_ respectively,. ':

_. Htl ,,,.U_ (8,19a)

Hq 2 =..U2 (8.19b)

at least to...thelevel of the Born-Oppenheimer. approximation .....

Note that Eqs. (8,15a) and (8.15b) indicate that motion of the nuclei can produce
electronic transitions even if Hi2 vanishes, For example, in the straight line

(
l



i:
F: _ trajectory shown in flgure. 8_4, an approximation Chat becomes valld in the limit of

very small interaction,

z.-uc d-Y=u + ?.

c.

where the z axis has been defined to be _,_ra!lel with. u

ii the relative velocity vector _. Transitions among - I

. states of the same symmetry (e.g., _ _ _, _ * _, etc.,, b. '"

in the case of two atom or diatomlcmolecule collisions) .. r __
are promoted by the first term on the right side of.

i Eq. (8.20); t_._nsitions among states of.different -

symmetry (e.g., Z' _ .wA, etc.)are promoted by Figure 8.4- Straight line
il the secondterm.• co.lllsion tra_ector_

_ coordinates,

l !8.5 LANDAU-ZENER TRANSITION PROBABILITY

_: The basic quantum treatment of transitio_ probability at a potential crossing, or

_: near crossing, was worked out as far back as 1932 by Landau (ref. 3), Zener (ref. 4),

i and Stueckelberg (ref. 5). Reviews of themethod have been given by Eyring, Walter,

:, and Kimball (ref. 6) and by Geltman (ref, 7), among others. The method has not been

widely applied to calculation ofspecific reaction ratesbecause it depends on

_. knowledge of the potential shapes (Hzz and H22) and the perturbation separation
_ between potentials, HI2, at the crossing poi_t. Normally these quantities have been

unavailable, particularly in thecase of repulsive poteRtials which are of higher .,
degeneracy and therefore of greatest influence in collision problems. Most of our

reliable information on specific potentials is presently limited to the lower- - '"
i: degeneracy, attractive-potential situations where the spectroscopist can observe a
i:" rotational-vibrational spectrum and deduce the potential turning points at each

I observed eigenvalue of energy using the Rydberg-Klein-Reese method. (See chapter V

_: of ref. 8 for a review of this method of determining potentials.) In spite of this :t
limitation on the practical applications ofthe Landau-Zener .transition probability, !
the derivation will be worthwhile to follow because it gives a good insight into the '_

physical processes that occur during reaction; moreover, accurate potentials, includ- i_

inK the repulsive states, are now being computed by numerical solutions of

_ Schroedinger's equation usin 8 large expansions of the wave functions into basis sets

V such as Slater type electronic orbitals or Gaussian orbitals (refs. 9 and I0). The

one quantity that will be difficult to assess accurately even with hlgh speed com-

puters is the perturbation interaction Hz2 ; howeven, in time this quantity will
probably also become known for speclfic cases of interest. For these reasons then it

should be profitable to follow the Landau-Zener derivation in some detail.

The Landau-Zener method assumeK that the nuclear motion terms are small compared

with the coupling interaction terms, inwhich case the Cot.pled set of differential
Eq. (8,15) reduce to

i -iA.
az = - _ a2Hz2 e (8.21a) ,

i
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_ Differentiate (8.21b).to obtain

i;

t'i 22 H_.iA_. + _I_.221 + H_.2(Hz2 -._._Hll)a e iA (8.227
t.

and_eliminate _. and a z with the help of Eqs, (8.21a) and (8.21b)

_i_.- - I _.--'i"+ "_ (H22- s:_ , + a2 - 0 (8.23)
• ,,

Now assume that the major contribution to the transition probability,takes place in a
very small region near the crossing point so that,the,difference Hil - HIt is a

_:i linear function of r an_-therefore of t _ ]

H22 H_t = uht + . . .

1 d (8.24)
u _L-d_ (H22 " HZZ ) "'_

_ where t is taken to be zero at the,crosslng point. Also the difference 2Hz2
!: betweei: the adiabatic potentials.. E2 and EI (fig. 8.2) is assumed approximately
!! cons rant

Ii Hzz == _1_ , Hza ==0 (8.25)
h+

!_, Then the differential Eq. (8.23) becomes

_2- ia_2+ Biaz= 0 (8.2_)

Equation (8.26) is transformed by replacing the independent variable t with

'_ the complex varlable z

! " C&I/2 ei_/4 t C&I/2 (__L + _-_ t', z = = (8.27)

and the dependent variable a with_he dependent variable b
I

b = a e-z2/_" .................................................. (8.28)

,' Nith these transformations one obtains ( )

= aZ/_ eZr/_ db z b ez_/__-_+ y • (8.29a)

( z ) z'l_-iata= -iaz _z +2" b e (8.29b).

= Ld--_, 4: z + + eZ.2../,.!t_ (8.29c)
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and the dtfferent£al Eq. (8.2_)becomes

d'2 n + _ -- (8.30)

i ORIGINAL PAGE |g
where the quantity n £s the complex number OF POOR QUALITY
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_ For the moment we will assume that the transition occurs in the dlrectlon whlchmakes _

posltlve. Later we will return to consider negative _. Equation (8.30) is _
Weber's equation, and the solutione are the parabolic cylludrlcal functions Dn(z),

Ii: D.n__(iz) defined In Whittaker and Watson (ref. ii). We shall only need be concerned_ i
i: wlth the asymptotic behavior of thesefunctions since the transitlon probability will . i
_: be obtained from the solution at t = +_ and the initial conditions wlll be relau_d i

to the solution at t - -_, wlth t - 0 defined as the tlme the collision system ii

reaches the Rotentlal crossing point. The leading term Of the parabolic cylindrical

: functions in the expansion in inverse powers of: z is given by Whittaker and Watson }
i, (ref ii), !

i_' Dn(Z_Izl_._ zn e-Z2/_ , _ _-3_< arg z < _-3_ (8.32a)

e-Z 2/__ d[_ i_n -n-z eZ-/__: _ , zn 5_
r(-n) e z , _ < arg z < _- (8.325)

I > Zn e-Z2/_ V_ -i_n -n-i z2/_ 5_
F(-n) e z e L_-_- < arg z < - _ (8.32c)

:" The arguments of the complex quantities z, iz, and z2 are immediately observed
_ from the following relations ,y

Izlei=/_ t >O_

i=- ilzle-±_w' . Izle-iw' t <0 (8,33) :_

1_'.,. - il=lei_!" - tiei_/" t >...o.....

=_-I_1_ei_/' - il=l' all t '

Now the asymptotic value Dn(Z) is

--* e-==_/"_l=l-i_2/_ _-il=l_/" (8.3_)

.!
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thus, the absolute magnitude of_ Dn(z) is in the llmlt t - -_

IDn(___l_ e-s_2/_ (8.3S)

Note that any real nu_ber (such as Izl) raised to the ith power-has the magnitude
of unity.

The general solution for the Coefficient b in Eq. (8.30), a second order dif-

ferentlal equation, may be expressed as a linear combination of any two 'independent_

[ parabolic, cylindrical functions, such as Dn(z) and D_n__(iz) , with coefficients \
determined to fit the boundary conditions. In the present derivation we will define

the first coefficient b of. interest to be the-one having vanishing probability at

t - -®; in this case..the coefficient of Dn(z) must vanish, since this function has a

li:; finite limit at t-- -_ as given by Eq. (8.35). However,. the function D_n.1(iz) is

Ill: observed to vanish at t --_ i

li D-n-1 (iz) t-_--'----__iz)- (n+1)eZ2/'_

, (Izle-i_'/')(i_-_,'_')-,ilzl_/,,

'i" --_ Izl e-i_'/', _ ......................................
_!. Thus, the absolute magnitude of D_n__(iz) vanishes at t = -_

!'

ID n i(iz)l t=----'-J+ = 0 (8.37)

/ Define a2 as the channel with zero initial probability, then a2 can be '

expressed _:
Z2/_ :_

a2 = b2 ez2l_-= AD_n.z(iz)e (8.38)

_. where A is a constant coefficient which will be determined by the boundary condi _
_ Lion that lal(t = -=)I = 1...........
[
!

_,: From Eq. (8.2ib)

ih e-iA i e-iA dz da2
a:t = &2 ffi.... (8.39)

i- H12 8 dt dz

From Eqs. (8.38) and (8.27).

da_..d__,kd--_Idh2 z ) eZ2/_- +_b_ (8.40a)

dz ,ffi _Z/2 ei_/_
d--6 ORIGINALPAGEIS (8.40b)
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I
I", Thus
!:

,:' =_""-° ICB7Ld-_°-,,_-.(_')_- _>_,,._c,.,,._/,,. c8.4_)
i'
! The bracketed factor in Eq. (8.41) Can be expressed in terms of D.n(IZ) uslng__a --
I:, redurslon relation proven by Whittaker_and_.WatsOn(ref. Ii) " .....................
i;

_, d Dn(Z) + _ Dn(z) nDn_ _-- - (z)= 0 (8.42a)
t dz

t: which is equivalent tO

t' d z _

i _-_.Dn(Z) - _- Dn(Z) = -Dn+z(z) __ (8.42b). i
:1

i' d D n _(iz) iz (i_.)=-D n(iZ) (8.42c)!: d(._.z) - - - T D-n-_ -
;t

Consequently, az nmy be expressed

i _zIa eZa/_+ (IT/_)-iA
az = _ A__n(iz) (8.43)

i.

; The magnitude of this quantity must equal unity at t _ -_.

D_n(iZ) t=_------_=(iz) -n eZ2/g

ORIGINALPAGE IS --.+,...(Izle-i_(.'+)i_/°< eil'l_/'+
i ,
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--,. e-_/'+°<lzli_/_eilzl_/'+ (s.441
i'l

iD__(!z)I___ jB21_<, (B.45)

I'Thus !
t

IBIe-_l_ ,'"
IAI=_ <8.46> ..,

Now the probability of transition from potential surface Uti____0tential surface
U2 is given by

_>: limla_l_=A__-im.ID <lz>l_ ii_

t-_ t-_o -n-z I
I

- - --_e-'_a/_<__imID_n__(iz).l_ (8.47) . ._1(_. ,,,i
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For t > O, CLz) . [z.]eiS_TI_,.SOthe, argumentof lz is between _L4 and 5_/4
in this limit, Consequently, the asymptotic form of. Dn(Z) given by Eq. (._,32b) must
be used.

D n_z(iz). _- (iz) -(n+z) eZZl___ - _ e'(n+z)_l(iz) n e"z21'* (8._48)

The first term on the right s_,__ of (8.48) vanishes at t-- _ Just as in Eq. (8.37),

because of the factor [z|"_ that is present. The r(n_+ l)_Ls evaluated from a
relation (ref. 12) between F(iy) and the sinh _y

\

Ir(iy) [ 2 ffi '_ 48.49)y sinh ITy

Thus

-_--) sinh _

. - _132

2 slnh_T821C_IIIe-ITB21_C_I2 (8.51)
= 1_2/c_

Finally, the probability of transition is

p = A 2 llmlD_n_z(iz) l2

" (_-_)e-'lT82/20t(_-_-_(e 'rri32/(:x _ e-'n'82/_)_e.-'r¢82/2=_82/ --

-_z.n.82/_
= t - e (8.52a)

Recall that in the definition of the complex constant n, Eq. (8.31), a was taken to

he positive by defining the collision event so that H22 was initially less than ..Hzz

I d

a =-__-_(H_ - _zz) (8.53)

However, where theinverse transition is considered, the differential is observed to
be invarlant under time reversal (z _ -z). Thus, one can conclude that transltioxt

probability is independent of the dlrectionof traverse through the crossing point,
and the time reversed case provides the solution where _ is negative. Therefore, in .....................................
general, the transition probability of Eq. (8.52a) is given by

p = 1 - e-2_'_2/lc_! (8.52b)

Equation (8,52b) is still only the probability of transition for one traverse of

the potential _crossing; in a collision event where. E > E*__!the potential at the

tg0
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crossing point, two.traverses take place, one in the ingolng direction and the-other
• _ in the reverse direction. By conservation of probability, the factor S

_,_ S " e"2_2/_1- (8.52c)
4 |

represents the probability that transition does not occur in a single crossing. Thusi t

, the total probability of transition in.a single collision_event is

i!t" ' "_' • - S(1 - S) + (1 - S)S - 2S(1- S) ........

_i OF POOR QUALITY e-= B2/l lt: I ................ =--2 .... (1 - e (8.54)

1 This is. the result known as the Landau-Zener-Stueckelberg transition probabillty.

8.6 LIMiTATIONS OF LANDAU-ZENER METHOD

, The Landau-Zoner method has some rather severe limitations when the consequences _
.)

_.: of the assumptions involved are examined critically. This problem has been discussed
_: by Bates (ref. 13) and more recently by Thorson, Pelos_ and Boorstein (ref. 14), with

:_ the conclusion that the method is clearly not rigorous in most collisions of practical

_ interest. Without going into great detail, the method fails at very low energy

I because the trajectory of the collisions has been treated semiclassically, and near .
' threshold, where the velocity at the crossing point nearly vanishes, the wavelength

_. of the collision partner's kinetic motion becomes long compared with the characteris-
tic length of. potential change -- a situation where the classical trajectory Obviously
breaks down. Again at high-collision energies the effective width of the reaction

zone Ar increases, as shown by Bates (ref. 13). 1

4_Uo_
_r_ (8.55)

.... Thus, at very high velocity uo, the assumptions of constant HI2 and linear

HI1 - H22 are unwarranted. Moreoven, the reaction zone may reach farther than the
classical turning pgint of the trajectory, in which case taking the limit at t = +m

gives too large a transition probability. Finally, the 2-state model has limitations; ........i

in typical collisions there is-a multiplicity of potential crossings with several

excited state_potentlals close enough to demand an expansion of'the wave functions

into a linear combination of all nearby states, and with reaction zones that may over-

lap one another. Such a situation is shown schematically in figure 8.5, where the

collision particles have incomplete multlelectron outer shells that give rise to a

wide range of possible spin and angular momentum cOmbinations, many with multiple

i degeneracy. Interactions between multiple degenerate states will give rise to amultiplicity of close-lylng l,_vels nearthe crossing polnt; thus, reactionproceeds
• by a cOmplex reaction path that may take many different routes through the maze of

potential crossings, One consequence of this large multiplicity of crossing points is
'_. that one of them is bound .to occur near the energy difference between the final state.

and initlal, state systems, shown as E* in figure 8.5 for the transition from A + B

to A • B*. Two such. crosslng points near the threshold of_ E*- are indicated in the

figure by the circled intersections, but in actual praCtice even more.might.be Opera- -
tive. The figure shows 4 interaction potentials for the lower state, which is the

oF 'OORQUUTy...... t
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OF POOR QUALITY case for two ground state nitrogen atoms,i for example, having three unpaired

p-electrons each in the outer shell which ..
may add spins to give AE, _Z, s2, and ?E

states. The latter two are repulsive _whereI_ A*+B
i,_ _ most Of the spins are,additive and the Pauli

exclusion principle operates toprevent.
I_ A+S • these electrons from Occupying the same

_uantum.cell in phase space. The IE and
"E states are attractive for the reason

i that the paired spin electrons can _ccupy• E" the same cell in phase space, and these set

[i .-- up a resonance as they transfer from one

_: A+S nuclear center.to th_ other duringcolli-
. sion, leading to a lower total _nergy and

_r: therefore, a binding. However, other atoms -_

I in aypical gases, such as O and C, havegreater multlplicity yet, as do the excited

il, state species where the spin pairing possi ....
_. billties become still morenumerous as addl-

li/ tlonal.cells inphase space are opened up

_._ Figure 8.5-Schematic diagram of typical tO the electrons and leave unfilled quantum.
_i multiple interaction potential cross- cells in the lower eigenstates. Thus, the

_ ings that ocCur for multielectrOn final transition probability observed

}i collisionparticlesthathavelarge experimentallyusuallyinvolve_muchmore
degeneracy:, than a single potential crossing point, and

the reader can readily appreciate the ..

I_ difficulty in-making meaningful comparisons between experiment.and calculations.

D. K. Bates (ref. 13)_makes comparisons between Landau-Zener calculations and

_ some qualitatively correct transition probabilities for charge exchange between colli,

_, sion partners like H- + Na+, H+ + A£ ++, He + Be+++ , etc., where the transition occurs
i: between two s-states. The results are shown in figure -8.6. Bates concludes that the

i Landau-Zener probability is not hlghly accurate, since even in this favorable case ofi s-s transitions the probability peaks more closely to threshold than it should.
<

Hasted (ref. 15) summarizesquantum calculations of cha_ge exchange process made

i: prior to 1964 (refs.. 16-18), and the experimental studies of curve crossing charge

_ exchange processes that were conducted also before that time (refs. 19 and 20).

Hasted concludes that the Landau-Zener formula is reasonably consistent with the data

_' provided that logl0 H12 is a smoothly varying function of(rc )-I. Figure 8.7 shows
the empirical curve for HI2 that provides agreement between the experiments and
theory, and also the calculated values of HA2 which existed. The calculated H_2

are seen-to scatter reasonably closely, about the empirical curve.

More recently, Moseley, Olson, and Peterson (ref ....21) compared Landau-Zener

results wltha number of Ion-ion mutual neutralization experiments. For simple atom-

atom systems the reaction approximates a series of single potential crossingswell

removed from one. another, and in this ease the Landau_Zener methbd gives reasonably

good. results, ._s shown in table 8.1. However, Moseley et al_ point out that the
Landau-Zener model cannot predict the detailed structure.that, is observed in the

H+ + H- case, for example. In these Comparisons, interaction matrix elements HI2
were determlnedsemi-e' plrically. The molecularlon reactions are more complicated

due to the large multi_!icity of-crosslng_t occur in this case, somewhat as
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Figure 8_b- Probability P. of charge Figure 8.7.--Hz_(RcI) function appropriate
tr_msfer for s-s-transitions; calcu -_ to the Calculation of Landau-Zener,

::, ].ated from Landau_Zener formulh; transition probabilities,

q_mli_ative c_rre,ato.dresult. In

_' (a) Zc. Is large and. in (b) Zc is
:: moderate or small in sense described

ii in text.

suggested by figure 8.5. 01son (ref, 22) TABLE 8.1+ REACTION RATE COEFFICIENTS

I dev61ops d so-called "absorblng-sphece- AT "300 K- ATOMIC IONS, _(300 K)
model," which is based on the Landau-. IN i0-_7 CH3/SEC '

" Z_mer dpproximatlon, £o account for this ......
situatiOu. Olson's method gives reasonably System Experimental Theoretical

good results for molC:cular fen-molecular =- ,
ion ch_u'_;eexchange reactions as shown in H+ + H- 3.9 + 2.1 1.5

table 8.?.. Here, "reasonably 8cod''means 4,1}-
an agreemeut_ Witl_In factors of about 3, 1.2 i
thi]t,_s, good from thd ViewpolntOf engl_- N+ + O- 2.6 -+0.8 1.8 ,

tmdt'ing applications, though from a purely__ O+ + O- _ 2.7. +-1.3 I.I

!; ._c:[eutlficvieWpoint one could certalnly .8

ddslrelnorc, lu actual practice the Na+--+-O- 2.1 +_I_0 .7
.ttutccuracies.in the trausition probablll- He + + H" --- 5.7

tics _tll be considerably_mitigated in the 7_3
iutegratibns par'formed to obtain t:he cross lie +- + D- --- 4,7
sect{ons-.md rate cOeffidientS, pravlded_ 5.7 ,

the probability luts somethiug llke the .....

tort:Oct shape fiear its fi_aximum.
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TABLE 8.2- REACTION KATE COEFFICIENTS

AT 300 K --MOLECULAR IONS, ORIGINALPAGE IS_(300K) £N10-_ CMs/SEC
,_ OE POORQUALITY
_'_ System Expc rimental Theoretical
!

! _ ...... H2+ +-D- 4.7 +- 1.5 8.5 +- 2.1

! s_ -,..o- --- 2.0_ 0.6
_' NO+ + O" 4.9 -+2.0 1.9 ± 0.6

i! o+ + o" 1.o t 0.4 z..9..,-o.5
i N_+o; 1.6-_0.5 2.5-_0.8

NO+ +02 5.8.± 1.0 _ 2.4 +-0.8

I;i_ 02++.o.; 4.2.,-1.3 2.4.,-0.8

_I 1.0±0.1i N_++NO_ 1.3_0.5 1.3'"0.3
ii; NO++N°_ 5.1 ± 1.5_ 1.2._0.3
_ 2.1 -+0.6
il 1.75.-+ 0.6

!_:: 0 + NO_" 4. i +- 1.3 I_2 +--0.3--

_: NO+ + NO'_ 8.1 ± 2.3 Ul ± 0.3,

L _ r 0"" 3 4 _ 0 _ _ 2 _1
0+2 �NO_1.3 + 0.4 1.0+-0.2

Thus, in spite of all. the uncer.tainties in the Landau-Zener method it does pro- _'

: vide someuseful results. It approaches the correct limits at both.very high and !

very low velocity in a qualitative way, and is expected to give the best quantitative
! results near its maximum. It will be instructive to carry forward the single cross- I

Ii ing point transition probability to the.calculation of cross section.and rate coeffi- _
cient to find the functional forms predicted for these quantities.

%

8.7 CROSS SECTIONS DERIVED FROM LANDAU-ZENER RESULTS

i

The quantity 8 in Eq. (8.54) is Just a constant, while the quantity a may be

expressed !

i dr- d (8.56)

The derivatiye__dr/dt) is obtained from theclasslcal equation of motion

d-! - u 1 ..---. E - _ (8.57) .. :
dt rc rc.
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I - !_, where r c is, of course, the,crossins point internuclear distance and V(rc) is the ..... ,
:, interaction potential at that point. The collision energy (mu2/2) la E and the
_ mlsa distance is b. In the straisht-llna trajectory approximation, V(r):is merely .
_i ..... set equal to zeros..

I: The total collision transition probability may now be expressed

'\

where the factor..7 is a constant related to separation and slopes of the potential

functions at the crossing, i

2_H_2
•- (8.59)

':: _ '_IS(H=='"">ire
[ilf and the factor a is a function of initial velocity u only _ .:
L': "I

iL "
2V(rc)

'/ az = I (8.60)

Ill, mu 2The cross section is now obtained by integrating over _he miss distance b.

So [-(, '- ,i. -arc

_. _<u)_,, _,_,_,=,_ ,,,,,u_ _ _/_/_ - _/= -- - exp 2--I 2 •
:: rc / J .- rc2/ bdb

_,' (8.61) ":'
i:

i! The upper limit is the value of b where the collision Just reaches the crossing :

!: point. Now transform the variable of integration to
i

i (i b_ 1-iI_ i
i, y. _-c_ , y :

a ") i < < ,=0 (8.62) _'

/_1 b 2 \-i|s/2|_2b db_7 --_a2rc2 b...db (8.63) i ..... ]

1

,i

Then _

S(u) " 4_ra2rc 2 J_xla(e-Ty/au - e-27y/au) _
,o

, ,:i I
! "!
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J:z e'XYEs(x)- --_-dy = xar(-2,x) (8.65).

and r(-2,z) is an incomplete gamma function, In the limit as x becomes very large
i (ref. t2)

./_. 3+i_2_
L:: r(-2,x) _ -_ ....--_ x2' . . (&.66) _

i Thus, at low velocities the cross section becomes

.:: y/au ¥OrbecomesveryhighsmallVelocitlesthe transition probability is evaluated in the limit as ..']

_: p,2(b,u) = 2 exP[-a-l-uO..,a2rc''b2.V_/'IIIj[- exp[- a-7--u(i "a2rc2)b2_-1/2IJ}

(7/au) Ð�_.aua2rca/ (8.68)

": and the cross section then becomes!'i

I fo'= dx .S(u) _ b db = 2_ aarca

C

2
,, = 4w [ J-lair_,aul . c
i !

i = So U
F

Note that in this limit the quantity a = ([ - Vc/.E)z/-2 remains close to unity, and
that the cross section then varies as u-I or E-II'_,a result in disagreement with
experimental observation for most.reactions; the cross section generally decreases as

:, E-_ for large collision energy. However, as we found in chapter IZ, this does.not
influence the rate coefficient very much, as that quantity depends prlmarily on the
behavior of the cross section near threshold.

The rate coefflclenC-lntesral Can be performed exactly for the high velocity
limit Cross section..

s(.) - _ (4,,r_)- u_ soU"
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h _

'\

.... = • (x- x*)_/2e'X_x

il i;!"

" /2 SoY -x_ --._/2..e-y (8.70)_" " --e y d_m--e

S 8 1 i

!;'. } ,

L:,,. The rate, coefficient in this approximation, is the cross section swept out by the "
_,.. internuclear distance at the crossing point multiplied by. the characteristic crossing.. ._

velocity 7, where .the _robability. of transition, is near.i.ts maximum, and by the

• Arrhenius factor exp(-x*). 1 [

Problem 8.I: Show that Pt: given by the Landau_Zener method is a maximum and equal one-half when the drOsslng

velocity is (y/£n 2). What iS-Pt= whet',tl_ecrossing veloclty is ex&ctl)' y?

PrOblem 8.2;. Consider a pure, homogeneous gas composed of particles of mass-28 ainu (atomic mass unit) whleh-have

• _ust two interaction potontlals between the particles, a ground state interaction Ut and an excited state U2.

:' U, "'A e-_xr , a • I00 eV + _')' ,,I
r[
[."

Asst_,e the perturbation interaction at. the ct'o_sing pbint is Ht2 m O,l. eV.

a) Find the crossing point ro 11% _, the activati6n energy E* in eV, and the cross section _oe{fiCient SO m 4nr_ I

I in cm _. GraphidaL solution or successive approximation may be used,
hi. Find the tcnlperature. T it_-Kwhere th_mean ga_-velocity _ .equals y.

•_ What is the threshold ve.locit)',u* in _m/aec.where the crosaln 8 point is .lust reached./n..head:on colllsi6n (b-0)? --

. d) Caldulate and plot the tra|isltlOn prpbabillty f6r a single cdlli_i_IL._i,e,, incoming and 6utgolng drossi_lg st ro)_Or. ve.lodltics £rom.0 to 20_lOS.cm/scC.

t
' 6) Calculate the cross section ratio S/So. ['romboth the low velocity limit formula and _he-high velocity llmlt

fon_iuht, llOW do the resttlt_ cbmpard? _

f) Calculat6 and plot thd ratd.coefi/Cidnt a, given by. the high velocit)' limit crOs_ SC_ti_I, ass fultctlon of .T .

from 300 t_ 30,000 K.

I

I
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-.........................._,_qi.i_. _..............i.--.........%....._................_-"__
_. 8.8 _C6NCLUDING REMARKS
i

TheLandau_Zener method Of evaluating transitiOnprobability at a potential Curv,

crossing has been derived, and although the method Is recognized to have a number of .....
deficiencies in__erms Of the approximations involved, it gives results that agree

reasonably ,well wit_ experimental observatiOnson a number of charge exchange reac _
_' tions that Occur in a_omiC.ion collisions_ The method, has also been used for. cases

!:. of molecular ion collision charge transfer,_where a more complex set.ofcurve-crossin_ _.-

:_ transition points is involved The calculations and experiment agree within factors_

i of about 3, not too exciting from a.scientific viewpoint but.certalnly adequate.for
i_ Some engineering applications• In general, the Landau-Zener transition seemsto i

increase tOO rabidly, near threshold, and falls off too slowly at high-collision
;_ " energy, as E-I_2 rather than E-_ as usually observed, Nevertheless, the t_ansi-.

f =ion probability goes. to the_correct limits of zero at very low and high collision i
energies, and is expected to.be most accurate near the maximum..values wher_ the

lil, largest, contrlbutions to the cross section and rate coefficient integrals will occur,

Ii Much of the inaccuracy in.the transition probability is mitigated in these integra _

" =ions, so the cross sections, and rata coefficients, are somewhat more reliable than
might at first be expected.from an analysis of limitations in. the assumptions involvec

!7' .... '....

in the Landau-Zener method.

"i
I,

o_eoo_QueUe.
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CHAPTER IX CLASSICAL REACTION SYSTEMS'ON A SINGLE POTENTIAL SURFACE

9.1 SUMMARY...........................ORIGINAEPAGE IS
_,. OF POORQUALITY

i: The reactions thut occur excluslvely On.a single potentlal surface are treated
;i as a'system of classical.partlcles following the Hamilton equations of motion.

!, , Hamilton's equations can be integrated to any deslred-degree of accuracy, but good,Ji

I : approximations for the potential surface are not available in most cases, so this fact

_i:i has blocked the full application ofthe method, except for a few illustrative examples '_

Ii ; that give some useful qualitative ideas about classical type reaction systems.Approximatepotentials are developed assuming that thetotal potential is merely the

il superposition of twO-eleCtron exchange, terms, which are obtained by fitting experi-

_" mentaldata.for_two-bodyinteractions; these arethe LEPS (London-Eyring-Polyani-Sato)

ii potentials, which are found to be very sensitive to the approximations used toaccount

i for the effects of two-electron overlap integrals. A still more empirical method ofobtaining potential surfaces is to smoothly plece together functions that are.known to

•i' fit observed experimental vibrational spectra for the isolatedtwo-bodypairs; the
I_i CE_- O - O potential is cited as an example of this procedure and:the results are use_ ./
I_, to evaluate the probable activation energy and.temperature dependence of the
["

I_ C£O + O �C£+ O_ reaction-rate Coefficient.

f 9.2 INTRODUCTION

In chapter VIII the transitions that occur at the crossing Or near-crossing of.

two potential surfaces were considered. If the perturbation interaction energy Hi2 _

is large there is very little probability of transition between the. lower state and

the upper state. The lower state of interest will generally be the lowest or ground ....

state of electronic energy; the "ground state" is by definition that eigenstate that "
everywhere exhibits the lowest-lying electronic enerogy and therefore the lowest-lying

potential surface. This situation was diagrammed for a one-dlmensional, two-body type

i collision in figure 8.3(5). In this case, the collision takes place adiabatically'_ along the lowest lying potential surface, and transitions to the upper surface are. so

' improbable they m@y be ignored ....

ii A typical two-body ground s_at_ potential, that results from a crossing type Of.
interaction wltha large coupling perturbation between two states with different elec-

tronic configuration, but with the same symmetry, is redrawn in figure 9..i.- The

widely removed excited potential surface is shown by the dashed line at the top of the

figure. The position of the maximum in the potential at rm is approximately the
distance of the potential crossing rc considered in the last chapter. Two different _

ii states for the atomic pair exlsts in the sense that all situations with r >-rm or

with kinetic energy E > Em are.free states_ whereas a bound diatomic state with

vibrational and rotational e_mrgy exists if r < rm and E < Em. A Collision that
occurs with energy E < Em can make a transition from the free state to the bound.

starchy the so-called '"quantum tunneling" _ffect. The wave. function, though it

decreases inan exponential manner, across the potential barrier where Em > E, is
nevertheless finite on the other side of the barrier, and a finite transition pr05a-

bility results from collision. However, this quantum tunneling effect is negligible

in most cases of practical interest in gas-phasecolllsions; it becomes important

Only where the potential barrier is extremely narrow, such as a thin Oxide layer

deposited on a metal or semiconductor surface. For our purposes here,_it will be.
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\_.//EXCITEDSIATE adequate to treat such colllsAons clsssi-ca!ly and the-colllsions with E.< Em
merely cause scattering in this
approximation ....

' ] If-thecolllslonoccurswithkinetic

= energy E > Em, the bound state configura- "

il_ _ tion has a short lifetime - for.head-on
z collision theduration is about one vibra- - _

i_i_ _ .__i:.=ii!..w__ tional period, but for a finite miss dis-

tance b, the two atoms may orbit one

ti., _ another several times, particularly when E - .
_, is not much greater than Em,. However, the
:[. result is unstable in time unless a third i

body takes part in the collision to carry

_r" 0 STATE away the excesskinetic energy and drop the -_

il atom pair •into one. of'the stable bound ..rmarc rotational-_ibrational states shown in

il! INTERMOLECULARDISTANCE_ figure 9.1. Thus, adiabatic potential sur- _..
_ face trajectories lead to a recognizable--or ._

Figure 9.1- Ground state potential sur- " _
- interesting chemical-like reaction Only

_i_ face for two particle _oliision with where three or more nuclear centers par tici-- :_
a maximum produced by large inter- pate in the collisiOn, and the potential :i
active coupling between two states surface becomes multidimensional. The

with different electronic configura- following discussiOn will be concerned with

tion but same symmetry, those three particle reactions which can

a single adiabatic potential surface; these are typically i
be described with

_,. association-dissociation reactions such as 1

A + B + C _-_AB + C (9.1)

!!
and atom exchange reactions such as

A+ BC _AB + C (9.2) ,

For these reactions the potential surface is three-dimensional_ A possible set of

coordinates is shown in figure 9.2(a): the three internuclear distances Rab , Rbc ,
and Rca. Other coordinate systems are of

a Rab b a Rab b Rk. c course possible, such as the distances Rbc

O _ and Rca being replaced by Ra-__c the dis-

abe Rbc tance from atom c to the center of mass of.. _
atoms A.and B;.the spherical angle coordi-,

Rac nares O and.y are then used_tO give the

[, direction of the Rab vector with respect

c ......... to the vector R_c:" Alternatively, an

a) GENERAL3.DIMENSIONAL. b) COLLINEAR angle such as #abc could be used to
_ replace Rac. __. C0LLISIONCASE COLLISIONCASE

Figure-_9_.2-Coordinates for 3-body Potential surfaces in three Or more

collision, dimensions are hard £o visualize, so typi-
cally the two-dimensional surface used to.

describe a _ollinear collision,_with coordinat_ configuration as shown in fig- ,_
ure 9.2(5), is used to describe the dynamlCs of three-body reactive collision. One _
should always bear In_mind that these collinear collisions are atypical, and do not

!
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duplicate all features Of a typical or_average collision. With this caution Inmlnd,
the two-dimensi_nal potential surfaCes for c011inearthree-body collision can be use-

ful as aids to understanding and physical visualization of the problem.

The two-dlmensional £1gurewhlch was used to describe collision between two

i particles with a spherical interaction potential, figure 9.1, exhibited a simple hump
or maximumwhich can be related to the actlvation energy. On the surface used.tO

describe cOllinear collision between three particles, the .hump becomes a three-
dimensional saddle point. The height Of the saddle point is the activation energy,

"i and thepath of steepest descent (Or maximum gradient) across the saddle point is
! known as the reaction path. Physically, the reaction path represents akind of aver- -
! age of the most_p/obable trajectories leading to reaction. The path of maximum posi-

!.:.._ rive curvature at the saddle point is.orthogonal to the reaction path, and the curva-

'__ _ ture of this path is a measure of the width of _he saddle point. The width and height

of the saddle pointare the most important parameters to duplicate in any approximate!

!{ _ potential surface used tO assess the rate coefficient. When the collision is not
_ _ collinear, the.potential is a function ofthree independent variables and the saddle
_: : point in the potential becomes a four-dimensional figure. One may visualize this

... ! situation by thinking of the three-dimensional saddle point with a barrier height and

: _ thicknessalong the reaction path and width at the pass which continually change as a
function of-the fourth independent Coordinate, which might bethe angle #abc shown

in figure 9.2(a), for example. The trajectories over this surface are computed
i." numerically, and in this case the lack of a visualizable model is not a handicap to

the computer; the only limit on the number of nuclear centers and.therefOre on the
number of dimensions that can be involved is the practical one of available computer

speed, size, and calculation cost.

!The reactlon-rate problem is solved in three steps. First, the adiabatic.porch- - -
tial must bedetermined either approximately or with more exact quant.umwave-function-

expansions; the barrier heightand width.parameters should be most closely duplicated. ._.:

Next a multiplicity of trajectories over this surface are calculated, starting from i_

Suitably weighted initial conditions. A statistical determination of the fraction of .._

collisions which lead to chemical reaction for a given miss distance and velocity is i_
then computed and used as the value of'the transition probability in the cross- !!,,i
sectiOn integral. Finally, the reaction-rate coefficient is a Boltzmann-averaged

cross section, Just as discussed in previous chapters.

.j

9.3 ADIABATIC POTENTIAL SURFACES

The really crucial part of the adiabatic reaction-rate problem is the determina-

i, tion Of the potential surface with sufficient accuracy. Once this is done,.the
ii' numerical solutions of.collision trajectories and the statistical averaging procedures

may be tedious and time consuming on the computer, but they are relatively straight-
forward and can be performed to any required degree of accuracy. Unfortunately, very

i!" few potential surfaces are known accurately at the present time, even with modern
quantum chemistry computing methodsavailable. Thus, approximations are widely used

and are usually based oaths methods for approximating potential surfaces developed_

by London, Eyring, and Polyani (ref, I). These approximate potentials are called .........
LEP potentials. Sato (ref. L) introduced a semi-empirical correction for the LEP

potential which.allows the model potential, called the LEPS potential, to better fit

experimentalresults and also provides a smoother potential surface that is believed
to be more realistic. However,__ould be kept in mind that none of these potential

_ i _,_



surfaces are tru,ly precise. Parr and Truhlar (ref. 3) have given a crit.tca] review

of the LEPS. type potentials and point Out that the calculated reaction barrier

heights are pathologically oversensitive, to the approximations used, This occurs

because the final potential is a bal.anco of very large repul.sivc,and attractive (posl-

tlvc. and n_gatlvc.) integrals, Thus, evc.n though.the separate intc.grals can be

c.btain-,dquite accurately by modern.qu_mtum calculations,__h__flnal balance is very .
_ensi_ive to residual uncertainties,

In spite Of its defects, the LEPS-type potential has been very useful in eval-

'_ uating the nature and the functional form Of potential for adiabatic C0]lision type

reaction. Often the Coefficients in the semi_empirical Sate =ype approximation Can bc

adjusted tO give reasonably satisfactory agreement with experiment. For this reason,

the deriva::ion of the potential for a simple three-electron system Will be f611owed to

illustt'i_te the general..me_hod. Tliis is precisely tlm potential needed for a three-

body hydrogen exclmnge reaction ....
I,

H + HbH c -_ + H (9.3). .IL: a.. HaHh c ---_

i: and is similar to the potentials used for. hydrogen .halides Electronically, tlm

! ground state of the seven el.ectnun_oater shell of the halogen behaves sometl_if_g __

i llke a single electron.
i.

!: The starling approximation is the.assumptlon that all three-center interaction.

i_ integral.S are negligible compared with the two-center integrals. This is indeed gen _

orally true, but since the flnal result is the difference bdtwecn competlng.positivc.
and negative terms, it is not certai,L that.neglect of."three-c_nter interaction into-

grals i_ quantitatively.Justifiable. NO doubt, the reason the approximation works as

well..aS It does is because the positive and negative three-center remus also.-tOnd, to-

neutralize one another. At any ra_e, the approximation is. very appealing because the

two-center interactions are known quite accurately in many cases from experimental

spectroscopy, and these interactions can .now be calculated with about equal procision.

Thus, we consider firsa tl_e dnergy, of a .two-center, two-electron system with eXchange,
and subsequently sum all the two-center interactions t_oget a total potential for a

three =, four-, or__b_ody syst_.m, t

9.4 TWO_CENTER__TNO_-ELECTRON SYSTEM POTENTIALS

The contribution of. spin momentum tO energy will be._neglected for.sy,_tem,_o{

l.iglitatoms; then thc.llfuniltonianOporator can be. simply.expres,scd as a function of..
only the spatial coordinates of electrons i and 2 and of the two nuclear centers _

and b, Where the two nuclear ccutcr,_ arc hydrogen, _he Himtiltonian operator becomes .....

+ + _i (.0,4)
Rab

where it I is an op.erator. Lnvolv.tng coordina.tesOf.electron i only and .H' ":IS an
operat:Or _nvolvlug OoOrd|nates of bot:h electrons. For example
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OF POOR QUALITY . v_ z Z_L (9.5)

"z-LRt2 _

is one possible grouping of the operator terms. The energies are given in Hartrees

!i (e2/ao) and the distances RiJ between particles i and J are given in Bohr units

li_ (ao). The distance- Rab between nuclear centers is treated as a constant in the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, where the nuclear motions are regarded as fixed tom .....

Iii pared with the veryrapid electron motions. Thus, the term i/Rab can be separated I
_i from the rest of the Hamiltonian and simply added again to the final energy to
_. account for the repulsion between nuclear centers; there is no need to complicate

!_!i:I the calculations by carrying this term through all the wave function integrals. The

_: problem is to determinewith perturbation methods the total energy for each value of ]

!.. Rab" selected.

i'. A logical expansion of the wave.function _ would be in eigenfunctions of the

I.. operators Hl and H2 I

!_ HI_(1) .= Eo_(1) ] (9.6) !:!

i_. H2#(2) = Eo#(2). _.

where the function _(i) is Just the ground-state eigenfunction for'the H_ ion in

i_ the coordinates of electron i and Eo is the corresponding energy; Eo is known

i. very accurately as a function of Rab for the H_'ion. and very good analytic approxi-i.

Ii mationsfor the wave function of this ion are known. This expansion would constitute

a full molecular orbital (MO) treatment for the H2 molecule.. However, a linear.com-

bination of atomic orbitals (LCAO approximation) is found to give a muchbetter _,
result than the MO treatment, so it is more common to group the operator.terms as a. i_
serles of'atomic Hamiltonian operators (refs. 4-6). Slater,s text (ref. 6), for --

example, breaks down the Hamiltonian in a different but totally equivalent form

" - "r" z"-2-

H2 = V_ Z (9.5a) !i

_, = I + i I I I
R

R12 Rab RbI a2 -. i

Note that the Constant term.. I/Rab has been carried along as-part of the perturbam
!

tion H'. 1
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At this point some form must be chosen for the wave function, and we should keep

_! in mind that any form chosen is necessarily an approximation; therefore, the. resulting
ii potential is also only an approximation. A rather good approximation for the H_ ion

_ eigenfunction has the form

,_ _ _i = Ua(i) + ub(i) (9.7)
i,

i" : where Ua(i) is a function of the coordinates of electron i centered on atom a,
_ and Ub(i) is the same function centered on atom b. The function _i is then a
_ molecular orbital, and the product of _%2 gives a full molecular orbital form for

I_ the wave function _.

!i; * = *z*2 " Ua(!)ub(2) + u'b(1)Ua (2) + Ua(1)Ua (2) + Ub(1)ub (2) (9.8)

However, this wave function is found not to 81vegood results, because the third and
fourth terms in this sum haveboth electrons about the same center, and these really

iii represent the h_gher energy ionic state H+_- rather than the ground state of H2 which

we seek. London found that a much better wave function was obtained by dropping
these terms, and most of the modern development of molecular wave functions has
concentrated on the LCAO form.

!_ :_ . Ua(1)Ub(2 ) + ub(1)Ua(2) (9.9a)

i Since this ground-state wave function is symmetrical with respect to the spatial!ii: coordinates, the spin eigenfunction for the two electrons involved must be asymmetric,
_ in order to satisfy the Pauli principle that the total wave function be asymmetric

:_ with respect to exchange of any two electrons. Thus, the spins are paired, with a

_: total spin of zero, and the function i_ is a singlet. We will also be concerned

i with the triplet wave function s_ that results when the spin eigenfunction is sym-
_: metric, that is, the spins are said to be unpaired and the total spin is.one; in this
! case_r/le_funct_s/._Jle spatially asymmetric to satisfy the Pauli principle

I 3_ _
_i = Ua(1)ub (2) ub (1)Ua(2) (9.9b)

_ The exact nature of the functions ua and ub has not been specified. However, i

i_ we are merely concerned now with the functional form. of the potential, not with the
numerical results of calculations (which are still_somewhat approximate); wewant to

fit this form to experimental two-body interaction potentials, and.then use these

results to deduce the multibody potential ....

Using the relations .of Eq. (9.6), one obtalns

_ ._Eo + _')!Ua(1)Ub(2) ± ub(1)Ua(2)] .... (9.10) i

where the ( �¤�signrepresents the singlet state and the (-) sign represents the

triplet. 1
The value of Eo represents the lowest energy for HI ano H2 operating on the

functions _a and _b" The integrated value of _ is needed for normalization; that _:I
is, the integrated probability of the system over all possible electron configurations _i

must be unity. If the functions ua and ub are normalized

:1206
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(9.11)

_. where• S is defined as the overlap integral

Jr"
Pr

_: To obtain the average total energy of the system given by this wave function,
.:_ multiply Eq. (9.10) by _, integrate over bo_h electron spaces, and divide by the

il normalization constant

L z - --2Eo J 1
]..,. S2" . +---l -+ " Rab j

_"_ where the Coulomb integral K and the exchange integral J are defined, respec-_C

_ tlvely by

;'. K = l 'u (9 14) _,

F .

_/ u. (1)u_(l)_'u_

! The sig.ns_f K and_J --arechosen so that both are normally positive quan_i.ties.•
!. The Coulomb integral derives its name-because in the atomic structure problem,_

where the perturbation is simply (I/R_2), this integral represents the average
i_ Coulomb repulsion between the charge distribution U2a(l)and the charge distribution
• u_(2)._ In the present Case where• H' may contain other terms, .theinterpretation is

not so physically simp.!e;however, the name "Coulomb integral',is retained for any
integral of this type. The exchange integral derlves itsname because these terms

_' appear in the energy only when the form chosen for the wave function gives equal
probability to allconfiguratlons where two identical .electronsare exchanged, as in

i!I Eqs. (9.9a.and b),- The exchange terms are necessary to theoretically model the
!_ observed splitting between atates with dlfferent total electron spins, in this.Case

!. the difference between sing!at and triplet energy levels.

i Perhaps .thesimplest choice for ua and ub that qualitatively duplicates the
features of the H2 potential is two hydrogen-like wave functions with variational
parameter Zr

°RrGIIV._.L PAGE IS- ua(i)= (z) 1/_
e-ZRai

OF POOR QUALITY (9.16)
(Z _t/2--_e-ZRbj

ub(J)_= x._/

In this approximation Eo ---Z2/2 and the.integrals S, K, and J can.all be per-
formed analytically. (See, for-example, Slater's text"Quantum Theory of Molecules
and Solids (ref. 6).) Note that Slater'e nomenclature is somewhat different than
used here; the energy units are in Rydbergs or (e:/2ao) , and J is used for Coulomb
integral and K for exchange integral• In Slater's.notatlon, our. K = Ho --(2/R)
or 2J + J' while our (-J) = Hl - (2S2/R) or 2KS + K'.

1-
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i The H2 potential calculated using the

i --EXACT functions of Eq. (9.16) is shown in fig-: _ ure 9.3 as the LCAO approximation with

f: t --- MORREFUNCTION variable Z. The exact potential is shown

_:. _ .,.LCAOAPPROXIMATION by the solid line, and one can see that

VARIABLEZ

_ the approx_ate model potent£aldoes have

i_ _ _aO0 the correct qualitative shape with theminimum at the proper dlstence,
_ 0.74 _, but the potential minimum is

- A slightly better result can be obtained
f ffi
;_. 1_ ple, mixing sotae p-orbltels with the

_ s-orbltals) but the only way the model can
_, ,_' .//_,____ closely approach the true.potential is whenit includes te_s in R_2 which correlate
_ii _,..,_" /_ electron positions such that the two elec-

I _'-._/ trons tend to avoid one another; thisenor-i mously complicates the algebra of the

_i! 0 1 R,b°A 2 a problem.

L Figure 9.3- H2 potential functions. For the purpose of computing three-
body interaction potentials, it is con-

venient to use e_erimentally determined Morse potentials which fit both the observed

vibrational energy levels near the bottom of the potential, and the observed dis-
sociation energy. For the singlet state then the Morse function approximation, with

the totally dissociated state taken as the zero energy level, is

i_ Uz = D(e'2 x- 2 e -x) (9.17)

i where x - (h_/2D)_/2(r - re), _ is the vibrational Circular frequency, r is die,

_ tahoe between atoms (i.e., Rab ) and re is the equilibrium value of r at the
i potential minimum. Sate (r_f. 2) noted that the triplet state potential is

i_i approximately

i

_ These Morse potentials are shown in figure 9.3 and one sees that they are reasonably

, good approximations; the singlet potential U_ approaChes its asymptotic value a
_ little too slowly as Rab is increased, whereas the triplet potential U_ becomes

_:_ somewhat too large at small values Of .Rab. t

At large separation (large Rab) the overlap integral is _ery small, and to a
first approximation S has often beenneglected; the fo_t of the potential givcn by

Eq. (9.13) is then expressed _ t

u_ =q - J (9.19)_ I

U 3 " q + J (9.20) ,

where Q represents _o + K + (l/Rab). If we now equate (9.17) and (9.19) and also
(9.18) and (9.20), the expressions for Q and J which correspond with the Morse

potential are !
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l D -2X
_. ' J --_(e - 6 e"X) (9.22)

_ However, these potentials are found not Co duplicate experimental activationj,

energies very well, and sometimes lead to strange looking humps and ridges in three-

. body potential surfaces. Sato (ref. 2) proposed that the trouble was primarily due

i to the neglect of the overlap integral, and he corrected this in an approximate, semi--

i empirical way but letting S2 be a constant value chosen to best fit the experlmental
i_!, observations. _

_i; U_ - Q- J -D(e -2x- 2 e "x) (9.23),,;_ I + S2
b, .'

I;; .Q+J ,.D (e-2X + 2 e-x) (9.24) "
_i!"i Ua = i -".< S_' 2

!.'. Solving for Q and J we obtain..

.... D -2x S2D (e-2X
[. Q =_- (3 e --2 e-x) + .-_-- - 6 e-X) (9.25)ii.

'i

D -x e-2X) . S2D -x e-2X)
J.=_ (6 e - (2 e - 3 (9.26) i

The quantity S2 is denoted by k in.Sato's papers; values of S2 the order of 0.2 i

seem to give reasonable results for the Hs interaction, but this value changes for Ji!

other systems. Note that Sato's correction is still an approximation; the real values

of S2 are not constant but vary from O at large Rab tO 1 at vanishing Rab.

Potentials involving heavier atoms than hydrogen are treated in the same way; the ....:
, Morse-function potentials are available for_many dlatomic pairs, and in any case

modern computational quantum methods can be used to obtain two-body potentials quite

I_.. accurately. Halogens:can be treated in a manner similar to the hydrogens because the
!, 7 electron shell behaves electronically much like a single (Is) electron; two ground
i state atoms combine to give a singlet attractive state and a triplet repulsive state.

Atoms like oxygen and nitrogen are somewhat different; as they approach another atom ',
the electron spins can add up in a number of different ways, leading to a multipliclty __ j
of potential interaction surfaces (see Meador (ref. 7), e.g.). However, as an

empirical stratagem these atoms have sometimes been treated by the same formalism.

'I
I

9.5 MULTIPLE-ATOM POTENTIALS j
I

London (ref. 8) developed the expression for multlple atom interactions using !

the approximation that all multiple center integrals could be neglected in comparison
with the two-center integrals; in other words, the total potential is simply the J

linear sum of two-electron Interactlons. One can indeed argue that these multiple i

center integrals are much smaller than the two-center integrals; however, as we have :_
seen, the final potential is the resulting balance of large positive and negative
integrals, So the influence of these smaller three-center integrals could be j
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significant. London's approximation is valid to the extent that these three-center
I _ integrals are also a series of both positive and negaclve values that will balance out
t to a much smaller residual, Just as the two-center Integrals do. London's model

! allows the electrons to interchange between all the different pair bonds with equal •

_ probability. London works out the equation for a four-electron, four-center system;

i q for the system of three H-llke atoms of present interest, this reduces to: _

1 2 2 _ jab)2] z/2
_ Eabc " Qab + Qh__ + Qca -'_2 [(Jab " Jbc ) + (Jac - Jbc ) + (Jca (9.27)

_ where the values of QiJ and JiJ ca:abe obtalned from the Horse potcntlals for the
I. diatomic pairs as outlined in the previous section. The differences between the

[ii. exchange integrals JiJ occur because in a _hree-electron system, two of the electrons _4--
_ must have the same spin while the third electron will have opposed spin (at least in

_:i the ground state configuration), so each electron must have a bond pairing with one of

fl the remaining electrons, a_4 an antibond pairing with the other, a_ shown in Eq. (_9.27).

i EyFlng and Polyani based their LEP potentials on Eq. (9.27) using values of QIJii and JiJ derived from the Horse functionsby neglecting the overlap integral S2.
_ These potentials typically do not give a reasonable value of the potential barrier

_' height according to the experimentally knownactivatlon energies for reaction. Thus,
!; Sato (ref. 2).was led to modify this equation with an empirical constant k, whlch

Ill represents a sort of average of all the overlap integrals (S_b, S_c .,S_c) at the '
_ distances wherethereactlon_harrlerexits.

Eabn_ I + k Qab + qbc + Qac - _ [(Jab - 5ac) + (Jbc - Jba )2 + (Jca - Jcb )2]z12 "

ii (9.27a)

i:

i:. In the present treatment, we introduce this correction in the evaluation of the

QiJ and the Jij as shown in Eqs. (9.25) and (9.26), so we automatically get Sato's
result using these values in Eq. (9.27).

To illustrate these .potentials, some calculations for H-H-H potentials are shown

in the pozential contour plots of figures 9.4(a), (b), (c), and (d). Figure. 9.4(a) !

" shows the LEP potential, which is obtained when S z = 0, for a collinear configura-
tion. The reference level of potential has here been adjusted so that the Hz molecule i

has zero potentialat the bottom of its well. Thus, _when RI ffi0.74 _ and R2 �_,i
U = 51.6 Kcal/mol, the_energy of the free H atom, or one-half the dissociation energy

of H 2. The same value occurs when RI _ and R2 - 0.74 _, of Course. When both --_

RI and R2 become large, the potential is a broad level plane with the energy of

three separate H atoms, i.e., 154.8 Kcal/mol. Between £he two valleys is a barrier. .'

opposing the exchange of one H atom for another in the triatomic collision. This
barrier is 22.1Kcal/mol, much too high to agree with the experimental value of

activatio_ energy,.which is 7.5 Z 1Kcal/mol (ref. 9).

Figure 9.4(b)shows the potentialwhen S2 - 0.i is chosen. The barrier height

has been reduced to 12 Kcal/mol, _still too high to agree with experimental activation

energy. Figure 9.4(c) shows the results when SL ffi0.2. Now the barrier height is
2.8Kcal/mol, which is perhaps a little too low. The activation energy is actually

larger than this barrier height because collisions are not collinear in general, and
the activation energy is an average.of the minimum energy required for collisions

occurring at all angles, which lead the system from One valley across the barrier to

the next valley. The barrier height increases as the angle of-incidence is increased;
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: (a) S2 = 0, e = 1807, (b) S2 = 0.I, e = 180°.

i Figure 9.4- H2 potential.

_ as figure 9.4(d) shows, the barrier helght with S2"=-0.2 has increased to

il 20.2 Kcal/mol at 90° angle. Practically no atom exchanges will occur at normal tem-peratures with this large a barrier; the reactionwill occur only-for configurations

b_ clustered in a small cone around 9 = 180 °. However, the effective activation energy

i will be. a statistical average of the reactions that do occur within this cone of

angles. Sato2 concludes that S2 = 0.18, with a collinear barrier about 5.4 Kcal/mol

gives a reasonable fit to the experimental evidence.

9.6 DYNAMICS OF ADIABATIC CHEMICAL REACTION

Thedynamlcs of the three-body hydrogen exchange reaction have been analyzed by

Karplus, Porter, and Sharma leading to values for'the reaction cross section and the

rate coefficient (ref. 10). A more typical reaction, because it is exothermic, is the

_, collision-induced exchange of F for one of the hydrogens in H2

F + H2 + HF___H (9.28)

The dynamics for this reactlon have been worked out by Jaffe and Anderson (ref. II), _
with some follow-on analysis by Jaffe, Henry, and Anderson (ref. 12). The potential

energy surface for a colllnear collision configuration is shown in figure 9.5; a .t
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HF +H ....tra lectory starting
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typical trajectory between the reactant and product states calculated by Jaffe I
! (ref.12)isa sosbeonthefigure.Thetrajectoryoel ulatloni,astepbystop I

' numerical solution of Hamilton's canonical equations of motion in which the deriva- !
tires of the Hamiltonian with respect to coordinates are calculated using the analyti- i
eel approximation for the potential given by Eqs. 9.27, 9.21, and 9.22. (The Sate

correction was not used here.) The derivatives of the Hamiltonian with respect to the
I conjugate momenta are very simple analytic functions, namely p/_, where _ is the

appropriate reduced mass. The angle between the coordinate axii in figure 9.5 has
been chosen to give thevibrational displacements a direction normal to the coordi-

nates that results when the cross product terms in kinetic energy are eliminated by

coordinate trausfonuatiou. J,

l ' o2

{i

f This transformation id used merely to help us visualize the motion on the potential
il surface more reallstic_lly; the computer really doesn't Care what coordinate system

is used, ORIQINAL PAQE IS
_i:- OF POOR_QVAL_U___
i 'i
i'
i"

The initial coordinates for the F+ H2 interaction are illustrated in figure 9.6.

the fluorine atom is given an initial momentum P relative to the center of mass of

'_ the _ molecule with an impact parameter (miss distance) b; the latter plus the

I- initial rotational energy of the H2 establishes .

: the total angular momentum of the system. The .initial positiOn of the H2 molecule is speci- vI
!_ tied by any tWO of.the direction cosines, _, 8,.. f_ P l,_

_r y, Altemmte coordinated systems are pos- - _ ....

:: _ible, of course. Hamiltonts equations Of _b __...._/_

notion.are then integrated step by step to _I z,__ -x

_btain the trajectory Of the system over the
i _otential surface, subject to the constralnts
if,: :hat both tOtal energy and total angular momen-

:um are conserved. A fixed numerical step size

Ls.not v_ry efficient; one desires to use as. Figure 9.6- Initial coordinates for

_ew steps as possible to hasten the Integra- Calculation Of fluorine,

:ion, but a small _nough step size to ensure hydrogen-molecule dynamics,.

tccuracy. Thus, the step size should be chosen

:o vary inversely with the potential surface gradient. Various algorithms for non-
Linear extrapolation are helpful inlncreasing the step size that_can be tolerated
_or a. gi_en accuracy.

The initial momentum P, the impact parameter b, the initial vibrational and

rotational quantum numbers v and .J of the H2 molecule, are typically chosen by a
random number generator, and the trajectory that results is then weighted by the

_roper temperature-dependent statistical probability parameter p; P, v, and J are

ceighted according tO the Maxwell-Boltzmaun distribution, while b is weighted as .. :

)_ to give equal probability per unit cross_section area

pOb_ e- [P_/2 t_+vh(o+Bl(J+l) ]./kT = b _. e- (E+EvJ)/kT (9.30)

_here E is the translational energy of the system, and Evj is the vibration-
_Otation energy of the H= mol.ecule.__Y__miss__distance b is constrained to some--
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maximum value bma x - (S/_) _/2, where S is the total collision cross section dis- i
cussed in earlier chapters. Also, P, v, and J are usually restricted to some maxi- 1
mum value that is very improbable at the temperatures of interest; often v and J
are fixed at a given value so the results obtained apply to a single initial state
of the H2 molecule.

I

_ Each trajectory calculated can be either reactive (HF + H or F + H + H are
_ formed) or nonreactive (F andH2 remain stable). For exothermic reactions the heat

_ Of reaction channeled into HF vibration and rotation can be determined by an analysis

.. Of the final coordinates and momenta obtained. The total reaction cross section is
li given, for fixed values of initial translational energy E and rotatlon-vlbration il

if state v, J

Nr(E,v,J)

Sr llm _b_= N(E,v,J) (9.31)

ii where N is the total number of trajectories calculated and Nr is the number that
_" are reactive. These cross sections are then substituted in the usual collision theory

expression to compute the r_te constant _(T)._

where QvJ is the vibration rotation partition function of H2.

i_ Typically, to get a good statistical average cross section S, one must calcu-

ii_ late the order of 500 trajectories for each set of initial E, v, and J; then one must

!: calculate enough values for S to obtain a decent integral over the energies in
Eq. (9.32) for the rate coefficient _(T). This all _dds up to a large amount of

i'

i computer time, so one can appreciate that the effort becomes worthwhile only when some
reasonably reliable_estimates for the potentialsurface arefound.

i Because. of the large amount of computer time required, there is a search for

schemes that may shorten this approach. In particular, one wOuld like to avoid com-
ic: puting all the nonreactive trajectories and concentrate only On those initial condi-

!i tions that lead to reaction, and then the reaction probability is the ratio of the
number of these initial conditions to the total number of all possible initial condi- --

tions, a ratio which can again be determined by statisticalweighting. One method of

doing this is to consider the system in phase space with the Gibbs canonical distri-
bution of phase, then assume a surface which divides phase space into "reactant" and

"product" regions. If the system consists of N atoms, phase space has 6N-6 degrees

of freedom (3-coordinates and 3-conjugate momenta for each atom less the 3 coordinates

and 3-momenta describing the center of mass) and the dividing surfaceis (6N-7)

dimensional. (In the case of the present three-body F + H2 reaction,.phase space has

12 degrees of freedom and the dividing surface is ll-dimenslonal). A schematic repre-

sentation of this phase space and the dividing surface S is shown in figure 9.7.

Each reactive trajectory mus._.__ttcross S at least once, so we can choose initial con-
ditions close to S and with the proper trajectory to assure that the system will

cross. The problem is that many nonreactive systems may also cross S; these will

then double back and recross the surface to end up on the reactant side. Also, some

reactive systems may cross more than once. Thus, the phase space-sampling method, can

Only provide an upper bound on the rate constant, and the trick is to attempt to -

devise surfaces S that will minimize this upper bound.
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i Eigure 9.7- Schematic representation of a (6N-6) dimensional phase space with
(6N-7) dlmenslonal_surface dividing reactants from products.

!
_:

i! , The ,phase space sampling approach to the calculation of reaction rates was first

_: _ outlined by Wigner (ref. 13) as long ago as ]937, but the development of the modern i1
i numerical computer was required to really make use of the method quantitatively. To i

; summarize Wigner's method, the reaction rate in the forward direction .for a two-body -i
i.....colllslon, forexample, is the number of systems crossing the surface S in one J

i directlonper unit-time, provided that the surface is chosen so no systemcrosses

more than once. The forward rate constant for the three-body system is i

-(dnz/dt) -(dn_/dt) -(dn3/dt )
_m m i

: nln2n3, nln2n 3 n1_2n 3

where n 1, n2, and n s are thenumber density of molecules of type i, 2, and 3,

respectively, and (dni/dt) are the number of atoms of type i used up each second by 'I
_ reaction, or in other words the probability that a single system will cross the sur-

face S in unit time multlplled by the total number of systems per unit volume. All
atoms are assumed to stay in the ground state of electronic excitation and the

nuclear motions are assumed classlcal. Wisner chooses a trlal surface where the

energy Ho of the product molecule is a constant, namely, the dissociation energy of

the molecule. This surface is, in general, a function of all the coordinates ql
and their conjugate momenta Pi'

Ho " Ho(Pi'ql) (9.34)

!
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, If N represents .the total Hamiltonian
_r

_ . _H . . _H
I: ql "-- j" Pi -- (9.35) :
tl, ,,t
p:. ',1

L Thusj Eq. (9.34) can be expressed

ti., : dH° aH i

, Era ni:., : _(H- Ro) _It° _(H - Ho

li' Those systems cross.the H surface per unit time which are closer than
! (dHo/dt)/Igrad Hol if (dHo/dt) is less than zero. At equilibrium, the density of •

systems in phase space is the Gibb's canonical distribution '

iL ' , .. (9.3.7):.: 0 " e (,-H)/kT.

" so the probability of "finding the system in a given volume element of phase space is
_ proportional _o_ exp(-H/kT). Then the number_of systems which disappear per unit
i:! time is

ii:i £ dI'Io/dr -tt/kT

• dp z • . . dqn .
Ill.
' where do is an element,of the surface Ho and the.integral is restricted to the '

portion where (dHo/dt) < 0. The denominator is Just the classical partition function :i. Q, and the ratio of the two integrals is the probability that the system finds itself Iin that region of phase space where it will cross the Ho surface in unit time.

Ii ComEarin8 Eqs. (9.33) and (9.38)p one obtains an expression for the rate coefficient.
ii.

1 _(d (dHo/dt) -H/kT |ct-_. Ho/dt)<O igrad Ho [..e do (9.39)

i
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i ! At this point WiSher defines the integral I(E) OF POOR _UALITYfi
-H/kT

_: ! ICE) " - jjj ._. • dql dq_ dq8 . . . (9.40)
',i Ho<gC

L_ri
_ i_ and further stipulate_ that the coordinate system qi be rotated so that q_ is
i i normal to the surface and orthogonal to the remaining qi lying in the surface Ho.

Thus

f dH°
,._i dq_- grad Ho (9.41) ..... ,
¢.

! I and Eq. (9.40) can be expressed

i I(E) - grad Ho e dHo

il The derivative of I(E) with respect to E is Just the inner integral 9f Eq. (9.42)

f dHo/dte-Ho/kT
If the surface integral is limited to that part Where (dH0/dt) < 0 andis evaluated
at E = 0, the rate coefficient of Eq_ (9.39) can be expressed.

1 (_ (9.44) 1a = dZ I -0

iI The dissociation energy Ho Is glven i_terms of the phase-space coordinates of
the product molecule

Ho u + v (r!

_,. where r is the distance between the two atoms of the molecule, p is the momentum
of these two atoms relative tO their,center of mass, and Vo(r) is the unperturbed
vlbrational potential energy of this molecule, in other words Ho is Just the minimum
total rotation-vlbration energy of a dissociating product molecule when the collision
partner is far away_ This is obviously a surfacewhich must be crossed by every
associating system, but of course this surface may be recrossed again before the per-
turbing collision partner is out of range. The difference between the total energy
and Ho is then

p2 . P]
R- H0 -_ +_ + (V - Vo) ..... (9.46)

q

where M is the total mass of the system and P is the momentum of the center of
mass, P3 is the momentum of the collision partner relative to the center of mass of

_i the associating pair and _ is thereduced mass for this collision, and finally
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i (V - Vo) is the potential perturbation _elt by the associating pair upon approach of

f the collision partner. Thus, the derivatives of Ho and H - Ho are
_Ho _Ho_, -- = grad Vo ---'= _

'r

_ _(x- eo) _(x- Ho)
r' = 0 = 8rad(V - Vo)

i'

I and all other derivatives of Ho vanish. Note that each of these vector derivatives
_ corresponds to three terms in the Poisson bracket expression for (_Ho/dt), Eq. (9.36).
Ii

:L_' dH°
i' -_- 8rad(V - Vo) (9.47)

IF The integrations canbe carried forward analytically for this simple choice of
i'_ Ho, and Keck has refined this somewhat by choosing a surface that takes into account
ii':. the rotational barrier and also requires that the collision partner come within a
i_ certain distance of the associating pair; Keck uses this latter distance as a varia-
l!::r tional parameter to minimize the recombination rate coefficient. However, the choice
,, of surfaces which can be handled analytically is rather limited, whereas we neednot
'_: bother to find the optimum surface for the computer calculations; a simple surface

i '
llke Wigner's choice of Ho will suffice because the computer can count the number of
systems that recross this surface and then correct the calculated crossing rate. This ._

,, means, of course, that the trajectory must be computed until it is far enough from the i
surface that there exists a negligible probability the system will return and recross _ :!
the surface. Note that the trajectories starting at S must also be followed back-
ward in time, to make sure whether the systemhas not already crossed the dividing :4:!

_: surface. In practice, this is not a difficult choice to program into the computer; ,i
L: the collision partner is merely required to recede from the associated pair and be at
:_, a distance where it perturbs the system negligibly. Thus, the advantage of the phase

ii space-sampling scheme is that a.reasonablechoice of surface S will assure that Jmost of the systems sampled will be reactive, and the system trajectory in phase !

_L_ space need be followed a relatively short distance, both of which greatly reduce the
:: computing time required. The disadvantage of this approach is that the sample chosen .
!i. will not correspond to any given initial state; however the sample should correspond

I to a Boltzmann distribution of initial systems since the Gibb's distribution ini phase, Eq. (9.37), is used as a weighting factor.

9.7 NONHYDROGEN LIKE POTENTIALS

Not all potentials can be well described by the LEPS model, which has been
derived for the case where all the atom pairs in the system interact something like
two H atoms. Halogens can be treated by the LEPS model because the 7-electron shell
behaves electronically llke a one-electron system; this means that only one bonding
potential and one antibondin8 potential (the singlet and triplet potentials,
respectively) occurs for this case, and these can be described by the London !

formula in terms of integrals like K and J. However, when one treats systems
with atoms llke O, N, C, S, etc., the situation grows more complex. These multiple
electron systems interact along a multiplicity of potential surfaces depending upon ,_
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how the electron splu vectors add up. For example, two N atoms in the ground state
have 3 p electrons each and can interact along four different potential surfaces, the
zE, sE, SE, and _E potentials. Meador (ref. 7) treats these with a London-like model

in which the exchange integrals for the p electrons are allowed to take all possible
combinat_ons of pairing. In the case of 0 atoms, with four p-electrons each, the
multiplicity of interaction potentials increases to 32. Also in systems where
p-orbltals are occupied, these orbltals have directional characteristics and the mini-
mum potentlals generally occur in bent configurations rather than the linear configur-

atlon obtained for purely s-orbital electrons. These complications add to the

i'll uncertainty of the model potentials, so typically the potential surfaces are then '\

"I --generated by taking the spectroscopically observed interactions for all the atomi[:\ pairs in isolation, and for the multiatom system also if it is stable, and fit these

regions together with empirical smoothing functions. A case in point is the reaction

"!if C_0 +0 �C_+02 (9.48)treated in this way by Jaffe (ref. 14). This reaction is thought to be an important

if step in the chlorlne-catalyzed destruction of 03 in the earth's upper atmosphere. The_. measured reaction rates were conflicting at the time of Jaffe's paper; some upper

_il, atmospherescientists had been led to conclude that the rate coefficient for

l ........Eq. (9.48) had no temperature dependence whatever, which is clearly unreasonable inview of the fact that a TI12 dependence must remain due to the Collision rate
/.

_: between gas particles, even _f there is no activation energy whatsoever (unless the

i cross section for reaction should decrease with increasing collision energy at the

i< threshold of the reaction, which is an unlikely phenomenon). Jaffa's calculations
were performed to help resolve this inconsistency, using an empirical potential energy

surface constructed to fit experimental data for C£O, 02, and C£O 2 molecules. Then
L_- smoothing functions used to Join one potential region to the others allowed for a

variation in the reaction barrier height, so this was systematically varied to give

reasonable agreement with data. The usefulness of the calculation model lies in the

i_ fact that once its activation energy has been calibrated with experiment, it.can then
_: be used to get a p!obable temperature variation for the rate coefficient.

Figures 9.8(a), (b)_ and (c) show the smoothed potential surfaces used by Jaffa
- for the reactions of Eq. (9.48) for three different configurations representing the

_ _ angles e between the vectors R (C£ - O) and R (0 - O) of 90 °, II0 °, and 130 °,
i: respectively. The II0 ° angle gives the minimum potentialbarrier Figure 9.9 showse ......

i! one of the trajectories for a C£0 + O system traversing this potential surface. One I
_" observes the complex vibrational motions in theshort-lived C£02 activated complexI i

il that eventually dissociates tO the products C£ +02. 1

Ii An Arrhenius plot of the rate constant for the C£0 + 0 _ C£ + 02 reaction is !shown on figure 9.10. The solid lines are Jaffa's calculations for the reaction

• barriers Of 0,.0.5, and 1.0 Kcal/m_L_ Jaffe concludes that a probable rate coeffi-

, cient is

" 4.36xI0-_ z exp(-191/T) cma/molecule-sec (9.49) 1

This rate is consistent with the data of Basco and Dogra (ref. 15) and of Park
(ref. 16), and in view ofthe uncertainties in the potential surface, it is reasonabl X

•. consistent with the data of Freeman and Phillips (ref. 17). It is clearly lower than

! the remaining data by a factor Of 2 to 3, though the activation energy deduced by

Clyne and Nip (ref. 18) is about 0.6 Kcal/mol, reasonably consistent with Jaffe's

0.5 Kcal/mol. lhe experimental data comes from a wide variety •of techniques; Park's

I
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i: Figure 9.8- Ground state potential surfaces for. C£ + 0 +0 interaction for

i. , different angles _ between R(C£ - O) and R(O - O) vectors. _

! ,
high temperature data comes from a shock-tube measurement of the reaction rate in the

i endothermic direction, whereas the room temperature data come from flash photolysis

and from microwave discharge techniques measuring the reaction in the exothermlc

direction. Thus, it is not at all surprising to find this much variation in the

absolute value of the rate data (as we have seen in previous chapters, a factor of

2 tO 3 scatter in data is typical, and each experimental technique als0 involves somei
! uncertainties peculiar to.itself), The calculations, together with experiment, do

; establish the. temperature _ariation of the reaction within reasonable limlts at the

very least.
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I_ Figure 9.10- Arrhenius plot of rate constants for C&O + 0 �C£+ 02. Solid curves.
i are calculations of Jaffe (ref. 14). Data: _ Basco and Dogra (ref. 15),

•_ Park (ref. 16), $_ Freeman and Phillips (ref. 17), ---_ Clyne and Nip

(ref__lS), $_ Bemand et al. (ref. 19), -.-_ Zahniser and Kaufman (ref. 20).

il : 9.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

For those cases where the ground.state potential of a system is well below the

energyof any .excited state (so that transitions to the excited states can be ignored)
and where all the reacting particles are heavy (i.e., no free electrons), the reacting

be adequately treated as a classical system moving on a single Isystem can usually

potential surface. The numerical calculations of reaction trajectory can be made to
I

any desired degree of accuracy, provided that a large, fast computer is available; the
obstacle to accurate calculations of reaction rates is the uncertainty in approxima-

tions to the potential surfaces. The London-Eyring-Polyani-Sato (LEPS) potentials I

are reasonably good approxlmationsfor systems involving interactions only between . i
hydrogen and halogen type atoms, but even for this case these potentials are very i

sensitive to the approximations used to account for the effect of the overlap inte- I

grals involved and spin-orbit coupling may be significant (ref. 21). For more elec-

tronically complex atoms the potentials used are expressions compounding harmonic or

Morse potentials that fit the observed vibrational spectra Of the isolated species.

These potentials are faired into one anOther-with purely empirical smoothing func-

tions; the smoothing functions are adjusted until the resulting potential does not

have any unlikely ridges or troughs and the reaction barrier is about equal to the

observed activation energy. This procedure does allow one to at least extrapolate the

experimental data wlth reasonable confidence to temperatures that are experimentally
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I inaccessible. This has been done, for example, in the case of the C_O + O reaction,

believed to be important in the destruction of Os in the upper atmosphere, withE results that at least tend to clarify the uncertainties. Aside from a few cases llke
this, and a few very instructive illustrative examples, the extreme.labor and cost of

i. performing the numerical, calculations will be warranted only when reliable potentials
!,

I _ become available. Mode'-n quantum chemistry is rapidly approaching the capability to
_,, do this, although the _roblem will be a formidable one at this lavel of precision

il where multiple Integralsand spln-orbit interactions will need to be taken into
r_ account.

f

I,i ,
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The elements of quantum scatterlng theory are introduced and the relations

between classical scattering parameters and the quantum scattering parameters are

defined. The S-wave scattering from a spherical potential veil is developed, which

applies when the potential domain is small compared to the wavelength of the incident
particle. The scattering amplitude is given in terms of the change in phase that is \

produced by the perturbln8 potential in the scattered particle's standing wave func- '|
tion. The cross sectlon is derived for hard sphere scattering, and also for the Born

approximation that applles_when the potential is a small perturbation compared with

the energy of the incident beam pa"_£cle. Some examples are cited for the case of a
slowly varying field where the WKB approximation can beused. Finally, the difference 1

in scattering of like particles and of unlike particles due to symmetry considerations
are discussed.

10.2 INTRODUCTION

I Quantum scattering theory has, up to the present time, been primarily applied to
i elastic scattering problems rather than to reactive scattering, at least so far as

I quantitative results are concerned. However, the theory does contain the elements of
i a rigorous approach to reaction processes, and with the application of large, high-

speed computers to the problem, this approach may ultimately provide useful numerical

results. Therefore, it seems appropriate in a text on reaction processes to include

some discussion of quantum scattering theory.

The number of "publications on elastic scattering alone is enormous and it would _!

'_ be impossible to include here all the viewpoints presented. However, in spite of all .. '_;

I!_ the approxlmations and variations in theoretlcal mode llng that have appeared since :!
then, the foundations of the theory have not really changed since the 1930s, and the

classic text rby Matt and Massey (ref. I), first published in 1933 with a third edition _

published in 1965, remains among the best expositions of the fundamentals tha. can be _-i
fi,, found. More recent texts by Goldberger and Watson (ref. 2) and by Newton (ref. 3), . t_:.
I' and by Rodberg and Thaler (ref. 4) are particularly helpful. Scattering theory has i
_ historically been based on the time-independent stationary scattering states that are ';

:_ solutions to the steady-state Schroedlnger equation obtained when the usual separation _. _,
' of tlme and spatial variables is assumed; the rigorous Justification of this formalism ,

came almost 30 years later with the development of the time-dependent theory, which is :I

reviewed in a text by Taylor (ref. 5). The fundamentals most important in a numerical 1

approach to scattering problems are stressed in a text by Smith (ref. 6). Stallcop
(ref. 7) developed approximations in a form most useful for numerical calculations

using computers. All of_the above work is limited to elastic, scattering. !

Although quantum scattering theory can handle reactive collisions in principle, !
very little quantitative work on reactive collisions has been performed. Even if the

theoretical model were developed, accurate potential surfaces are not available and it

is not very economical to expend large amounts of computer time to solve problems in j
an approximate manner. However, recently Kupermann and his coworkers (refs. 8-10)

have produced some of the first rigorous quantum solutions for simple reactive molecu,

iar systems, such as H + H2. This work is no doubt a forerunner of other rigorous
q
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reactive scattering solutions that will be forthcoming. However, as Kupermann points
_ out, the computer time needed for these solutions is severe and becomes increasingly

worse as the molecular weights and electron numbers increase; thus these rigorous
I solutions will.for sometlme yet be llmit_d to selected check-polnt calculations that

can be used to evaluate the quality of approxlmate methods, such as those discussed in
!,
i the preceding chapters.

; The primary advantage gained in use of quantum scattering theory is that time-

_ dependent trajectories are replaced with spatially dependent wave functions, a proce-

! dure which not only simplifies the calculation but also avoids the failure of some

semlclassical methods to provide conservation of energy and angular momentum during

t. the collision event. Since there are so few quantitative results of significance for

I! engineering applications to serve as illustration, primary purpose chapter
the of this

will be to outline a concise review of the fundamental concepts involved in quantum

:'_' scattering theory, that can help engineers follow the literature and intelligently

apply such quantitative results as may be forthcoming. Most of these basic concepts _.

can be illustrated by limiting the discussion to elastic scattering in spherically

!i_ symmetric force fields end without Concern for-relativistic effects. The nonrela-
tivlstlc model is a good approximation for most practical problems involving rate

_: processes in gases belOw 20,000 K. Spherically averaging the potential field is a
i convenience that is not rigorous but which often provides approximately correct

results for small molecules (2 to 3 atoms) provided they do not possess a large dipole_

[_. moment. It may be noted that purely elastic scattering theory is useful in engineer-.

li ing evaluation Of transport properties in gases. !

i
Before beginning the discussion of quantum-scattering-theory proper, a few

remarks about the correspondence principle will be appropriate. Classically, a force
i) field that extends tO infinity would give an infinite scattering cross section.

HoWever, quantum theory gives a finite value. The reason for this apparent departure
ii from the correspondence principle is that in classical theory all deflections are

counted, no matter how small, whereas in quantum theory only those deflections that

i_ exceed the limits of the uncertainty principle are counted. Experimentally, any

_ apparatus has a finite resolving power so that only a finite Cross section is ever
i:

i measured, In principle, if the resolution of measurement is improved one could expectto approach the llmlting value predlcted by the quantum uncertainty principle.

i
I

,_, The quantum and classical descriptions Of scattering will agree at finite miss

i: distances prOvided that: (i) the deBroglie wavelength of the motion of the reduced

i_ - mass particle is much less than the distance of closest approach, and (2) the deflec- i_

tion of the particle is not obscured by the.normal spread of the wave packet which
desCribes.the relative motlon between the collision pair.. In this sense, the corre-

spondence principle is Obeyed.

The uncertainty principle sets some real limits on the experimental resolution
that can be achieved in molecular beam-type scattering measurements. If the beam axis

is taken, along, the z,direction, then the uncertainty in one of.the transverse direc- i

tions x or y is given by

m AUy.Ay > h . (I0,I)

" where AUy is the uncertainty in velocity along the y coordinate and Ay the
uncertainty Jr. y Coordinate position, The classical orbit concept is valid if the

miss distance b is large compared with Ay
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if the angle of spreading of the wave packet representinl a beam particle is Auy/u o,! _here uo is the beam velocity, and the deflection angle 8, to be measurablb, must
be larger than this beam spreading.

o

,.i Uo bmUo ||

_. Classically, the deflection is given by a.relation such as

ii, I _ _ 3," = (grad (10.4) 4
U) (b/r)_

s mUo mUo, i

I_ where the duration of impact T with r _ b Is the order of b/u O !

_!_,i. grad U b 2 '"'i eb
(lo.s)

"
_,; Thus, .if.the intermolecular potential U fails off:more rapidly than r so that

I ! (grad U) falls off more rapidly than r-2, the product 8b will go to zero at large _'
mass.distance, and the cross section will approach afinite limit. ..

iii The coulomb potential is of this varies
a special case interest; potential as

r _1 and 8b stays roughly constant at all miss distances b. Thus, the cross sec-
/.. tion forscattering in a Coulomb potential is infinite, and electron motion in a ._

:_! highly ionized plasma must be described as the result of simultaneous perturbations
from.many nearby nelghborsratherthan the result of Just two-body collisions. The

_. effect is rather well described by the slmpleDebye shielding model (see chapter 8,
ref. 11).

' Another problem of practical interest is the elastic scattering of an electron in

i_! the static field of any atom. If the.perturbation of.the atom by the electron is

_. ignored, the potential energy a distance r from the center.of the atom is

!!

-- - ,]UCr) - Ze2+ 4_ e
_(r)r z dr + _(r)r d (10.6)

where _(r) is, the electron-charge density about the nucleus. The charge inside the,
shell r acts as though it is all.concentrated at the.center, whereas the potential
associated with the charge outside the shell r is as though the charge is a layer• of.

surface charge, or .layers of concentricsurface charge. The total.potential, is. often ..............

approximated by an effective or screened nuclear charge . i

!
Zp(r)e _

i _(r) - - r - (lOJ) !
where Zv falls off roughlyexponentiallywith r in the llmlt.oflarge r.. Thus, I
a flnlte-value of cross section results. _,
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With Just these simple concepts one can show Chat very high experimental resolu-
i_ tion of scattering must be achieved to determine an accurate cross section. The leas

demanding case is for an electron hitting a target molecule. For 1_ accuracy in croe
section, the experimenter must ,lete_'mine the scattering angle iu laboratory coordi-
nates within I1 ° if the electron kinetic energy is I eV, but within 2.30 at i00 eV,

: and withiu the difficult precision of 0.20 at 10,000 eV. For atomic projectiles, the
requirements are much more severe. For a mere i0_ accuracy in cross section for
scattering of He by He, the scattering angle must be determined within 3.6 ° at

, 0,02 eV collision energy, and within 0.60 at 1 eV. The situation become_ even more
: difficult when more massive particles are involved. As a result, most of the experi-

i mental data that are available for comparison with scattering theory is limited to, electron scattering, plus a les_3er amount of proton and He+ scattering, and most of

il i at higher energies than are typical englne_ring applications. Neutra
this useful for

[ i species beams are much harder to produce and collimate and detect, so that very li_tl
: data for neutral-neutral species scattering exist.

i: 10.3 DEFINITIONS AND CLASSICAL THEORY

i

i:: : Consider a homogeneous beam of particles approaching afixed sample of target

I gas. From the separation of the center of mass motion such as done in chapter i, we
I,_ know that the behavior of the two particles is like the behavior of a single hypothet.

ical particle of reduced mass m interacting with a fixed center of force, or in

other words interacting with a second particle of infinite mass. Measurements made ii
the laboratory coordinate system must be reduced to the center of mass coo_dlnate sys-

tem to compare with theory. For example, if eE is the scattering angle observed fol
the beam p_rticle in laboratory coordinates and O is the scattering angle in center

of mass coordinates, these are simply related by conservation of energy and momentum !
(refs. 12 and_ 13) _ i

sin

tan e A - (10.8)

b -- + COS O

i; ........ m2

where ml is the mass of the beam particle and ma is the mass of the target par-
title. Thus, if m I << m2, as in the case of electrons bombarding atoms or molecules,

i'
L e _ %A. If the beam particles and target particles have the same weight, m_ - m_ and

_ O - 20A. In all subsequent discussion, the_collision system will be viewed as the
particle of reduced mass in the fixed force field.

A portion of the beam molecules are deflected into a_ element of solid angle d_.

Let G d_ be the fraction of the total beam passing through unit area which is scat -_

tered into the element Of solid angle d_ (see fiE. lO.l(a)). The coefficient G is

known as the scatterin_ coefficient. Generally, G will vary with direction

G d_ - G(O,_)sin O de d_ (10.9)

If nu particles arrive per unit area per unit time, huG d_ dt is the probable hum- !

bet that will be scattered in the iuterval dt and angular element d_. Thus, G ____
has the dimensions cm_/molecule-steradlan.

Usually, we are interested in symmetrical scattering, as when spherically sym-

metric potentials are assumed, for example. Even where the molecules are polarlzed
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_: :_ we assume that the thermal motion randomizes all orientations so that tho experiment

I' i: is really respondlng to a sort of orlen_aulon-averaged ince_uolecular potential, } I

which Is again spherically sym_etrlc. For such cases, the polar seatterln a coeffl-
;_ clen__t, F(_), ls moar._useful

| FCG)d6 - 2_G(0)sln 6 dO (I0.I0)
I ! .
i i,

_ This is the fraction of the beam incident on a unit area whlch is scattered through an

_! _ angular element dO about 0. The total colllsion cross section S is _

i': s - E(e)de (10.tl)•

ii:i Thepolar scattering coefficient is related to the miss• distance b, as shown in

i_ ! figure 10.1(b). The fraction of the beam which flows through the element of_area
_ I 2_b db is assumed to all be scattered at the

same anleg___from 0 to 0 + dO. nu_(0,¢)tlnOdOdidt

ii ,..................

i Consequently, the polar scattering coefficient 0F(0) may be deflned 0 [ "
ERER--._

F(e) = 2_b db (10.13a) r I

i

'" or alternatively the miss distance b may be
defined _

':' _ ,-",,'-- R 2____J__ b_nu

= F(e) de /
: b ............2_ db (10.13b) ..... nu

The absolute values in equations (lO.13a)
and (lO.13b) indicate that it doesn't matter

whether the deflection 8 is positive or a) b)
negatlve; in either case a given amount of

energy and momentum has been transferred, _nd Figure i0. I- (a) Scatteringcoeffi- ,

the mass flow has been imReded equally, cient G(e,¢). (b) Polar scatter-

ing coefficient E(%).

Classically, the angle of deflection is simply obtained from conservation of

angular momentum and energy _

mr2_ " mub (10.14)

__r_2 + r2&2) + u(r) mu22" - "-_- (_O.l_).

where _ is the angle between the z-axis, aligned with the velocity vector, u, and
the radius vector r between, the-scatterlng center and the_ivcomlng particle,.(see i

fig. lO.l(b)).
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i, d_. i. b__(I _ 2,J _V _/''
i dr _ r _ _ . .r21 (Z0.16) |i mu2

I Since. _he pat'h is.symmetrichl about ro, thc point of clbs_st approach, the total "

I increase in angle _ during the collision is

i

Aa = _ - 0 = 2 _-_ dr ........ (10.t7)

_!, where the lower limit of this integral iS given by

F u
k. iI
i: The angle of deflecglon 0 iS then
N. - i

0 = 1T - 2b f dr (lO.19a)
rZ{l - [2U(r)/mu 2] - (b2/r2)) z/2"r

which may be re-expressed in terms of the_variable x = ro/r

I.

• O = _r - 2 J dx (lO.19b)
o {l - [2U(rolx)Imu2](r_/b 2) - x2'}I/2

As an_example, the classical• scattering ¢oefficlent for a hard sphere potontlal
iq

U=. = r<r

o (zo.20)

_' = 0 .....r 0 < r

becomes

1 4

0 = _ - 2- dx _ = _ - 2 arcsin b (10.21)

[ (ro/b2) - r o

' b = ro sin _ - O = 0r o cos _. (I0.22)

i,: db o 0 "
i...... sin -- (10.23)._' do 2 2
i:
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Thus, for hard aplmres the polar seat[.ering coeff.ieient is OF POOR QUALITY

;:t F(O =

_ and th_ scattering cross sectlon is the .constant

i i'r

sin 0 dO = 1_r " (10.25)
i: !, S ,* F(O)dO =

i__ as .it must be.- In the case.of a general potential U.(r), the cross section will _hen! be _ function of velocity u, of course. These c].assical definitions and results.will

i be useful in interpretation of the physical meaning 0f the quantum scattering theory.

i0.4 QUANTUM SCATTERING

!" In quantum theory, the_[ncldent beam traveling a%oBg the ........Z..........axis is represented

I by a plane wave function

!" _,=__C el(kz-_°t) (10.26) i_

: where k is the wave number 2_/l = p/h ,= (2mE/h) I/e. The cil'cular frequency

= 2_v _ E/h. If the problem is formulated as a steady state One, then the factor

- exp(_i_t) is common to all the wave functions and may be disregarded.

The current density of the beam I is Just the square of the wave function's i;_.
_' amplitude multiplied by the beam velocity u, which is the beam particles' momentum

p divided by the reduced mass m, '!

Ii I =-C2u c2p (10.,27)
m _

i: The total wave' function is the sum of incident and scattered waves. The scat-

I_ tered waveshould have the form of an outgoing spherical wave; at large r the ampli- '__0

tude falls as r, I_ in order that current density falls as r _, and the total current s

of scattered particles is conserved. _I

_'s" Cr f(0)eikr (10.28)

The coefficient f(0) Is called the scatterln$ amplitude. _m relation between- f(0)

and G(_) needs to be established, where G is considered a function of only 0

because of splmrical s_etry in the scattering potential. The radial current density

at large r is,

C_f _ C_.f._ f_u --dS = u d_2 = I dr (10.29)
o r2 o

Note th&t the asst_uption of elastic scattering has been used here, that. is, tl_c

scattered beam v_L_city uO is the Same as the incident beam velocity. This
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expresslon_ Eq..(10.29), must equal the fraction Of the incoming current_which is
scattered. --

I,_ If2 (_)d_ - I0 (81d_ (10430)
[c

Thus, the square of f(0) is the same as the classical scattering COefficient._ Note

! that it is_unnecessary to know $(r,8) completely to determine G(O); Only the asymp-
totic form need beknown. One additional assumptlon here is that the incident beam

!i does not pass through the surface element dS where the scattering is observed; in

! experimental situations collimation is always provided tomlnlmlze this mixing of _

incident and scattered beam flux. i!To obtain f(e) the time-independent wave equation for motion ofa particle of !i

!i reduced mass m and energy E in the potential field of a fixed scattering Center is! solved. The solution should have the asymptotic form

i _ _ ----+e!kz + f(.O)eIkr: (10.31)

!i i The steady-state Schroedlnger equation with energy units of h2/2ma_ and distance

/ ; units of ao takes a convenient, concise form

_. V2_ + [k2 - U(r)]_, = 0 (10.32)

!i As usual, separate the variables r and 8

_ _(r,e)- R(r)P(0) (10.33)

Then the dlfferentlal equatlon is separable into an equation for R(r)

i• and an equation for P(O)

i sln O de sin 0 _-_ + £(£ + I)P = 0 (10,35)

SOlutions to the Eq. (10.35) are Just the Legendre polynOmials P£(cos O).
i__:_ Thus, the separated wave function of Eq. (10.33) may be expressed as a summation of

these solutiOns

. _(r,8) = _ a£P£(cos 8)R£.(r) ........ (I0.33a)

i
Each term in this sum is called a partial wave, representing that fraction of the

incident beam whiCh has angular momentum quantum number £ with respect to the

scattering center

(mub) 2 - £(£ + 1)h 2 (I0.36) ....:[..

The CoeffiCients a£ represent the magnitude of the contribution to th_ scattering

process furnished by each partial wave.
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The radial wave. functions R£(rl are solutions to Eq. (10.34). Usually U(r)
will always fall off faster than r_"- at large r. and will not have.a pole at the

, origin that is higher order than r"I, for.example, a decreasing exponential function

ii_il! of r ....which iS often slmilar to realistic interaction potentlals. Then let

.... u£ e g£

!_: R£(r) _ r "--r.... (i0.37)

! Substituting Eq. (10.37) i_n (i0.34), one obtains . - , ,

_: £(g+ I) -O (!0.38) .:_ __+ 2_ U(r)- g_

!_'i dr 2 r2 _
" d2u% r '

du [ £(£+ 1)] 0 (10.39)
-- + 2ik _-_ - U(r) + u _ ...

:_: i[: dr2 r2 J £ .,i

_:,,::!: For large -r we expect u(r) to be nearly Cons rant. that _s. the spherical wave ,.c,_

must approach a plane wave. Then d2u/dr a becomes •negligible, and Eq. (10.39)

becomes .
: 2ik d--u-u_ (r) + _(£ + I dr =. 2ik Zn u (10.40) :_

u r _ .,,i 1

i The integral converges if and only if U(r) falls off faster than r-I. When _,

this integral converges rapidly, the assumption that u is a slowly varying function, i_'
of r and that d2u/dr2 is negligible is well justified. Thus, an asymptotic form ,.

for R(r) valid in such cases, is

ikr

I = (i0.41) i

this can be expressed in the form

R(r) = _ sin - T + n£ "I
¢

where _£ is a constant for a given wave number k and U(r), and is called the £th
order phase shift. The term -£_/2 is added merely as a convention so that n£: will
be zero if U(r) is zero.

Now to determine the constants a£ in the expansion, the incoming plane wave

is expanded in terms of partial waves I

ikz ikr cos 8 l)i£Je = e __= _(2£ + A(kr)p£(cos 8) (10.43)

ORIGINALP,_.GEIS. u,o I_
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The functions JA(kr) are the epherical_Bessel functions of half-integer order

!, J_(kr) = k2--_/ J_+_/2(kr) (10.44)

+I: + The first few of these functions are ORIGINAL PAGE 19

[. = sin(kr ) OF POOR QUALITY
!_ Jo kr. (10.45a)
2,

t:!:-: (kr) 2 " (kr) .............(I0.45b) .'

r.i Ja = sin (kr) cos (kr) (10.45c)
::" (k_) s . . (kr)2

!?i:" and remaining functions may be evaluated with the recursion formula
i;+

_:. 2A+I
!_- JA+z = kr Jg - JA.z (10.46)

:i
ii:i For large r the asymptotic values of the spherical Bessel functions can be il

useful !

This asymptotic relation can be derived as follows. An expansion of Eq. (10.43) ',
is made in terms of Legendre functions

E
i':"! eikr cos e = bgJA(r)PA(cos e) (10.48)

! Let cos e = t, multiply both sides by PA and integrate from 8 = 0 to _ or t
_,! from +i to -i.
i

ikrt (10.49)
e PA (t)dt = bAJA Pt dt= 2A + i

-i 1

ikrt dt -dv__, Integrate by parts with PA(t) - u and e

I neikrt PA(t)dt = eikrt PA (t) -i_r eikr t dPg..................._ -/Cdt (10.50)
i i

The second term on the.ri8ht of Eq. (10,50) is..the order of r-2 for large r, so in
the limit

2 b_J_(r) -----_ 1 leikrt l z "2_+ I r-__ P_(t) (10.511"-I
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of the l,egendre polynomial is ORIGfNAL_PAQEfS I
OF POORQUALITY' (10.52a) ,1

P_(1)_-1

ii pg(-l) -- (-1)g (i0_52b)
Thus, Eq. (10.51) becomes

i-l.i!, 2_ 1 b_J_(r) -_-_-sin r _.. (10.53) ",
_,,_:,.

!,_:: Note that Sin(kr - _/2) becomes cos kr when k is odd. The asymptotic form of

_"_:_!) the incident wave is thus_
_ sln[kr - (k_/2)]

Z l)i_PA(cos
_ L

I!-': The scattered wave is the total wave function given by Eqs. (i0.33a) and (i0.42), less _ .-"
i!1!"_ the incident wave given by Eq. (10.54) i'1

i _r kr £ Sin r - T + nk : !
?_ Substitute

i" ikr -ikr

i sin kr e _ - e ,.__ = 2i !.

and require that the term in e-ikr/r must vanish, since this represents an incoming

or spherical collapsing wave. i_ I

This boundary condition determines the values of the Constant coefficients a&.
The factors in brackets in the summation of Eq. (10.55) become

ii
r-ak (k T&_ Ii k) - (2k -I- l)ik sin(kr-" --_'_)]sin r - + ,"!t.

i(kr-&_/2) -i (kr-kz/2)
= e eiq& - i&(2_ + i)] - e -in£

2i [ak -- 2i [ak e - ik(2£ + i)]
(lO.56)

- from which it is seen that ."li_ .i.i

a_ = (2_ + l)i_ eink (10.57) _ !

The total wave function is thus ..................................................................... ]

I
= _ (2P.+ l)ik mink P_(cos O)Rk(r) (10.58) r_
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fand the effect Of the scattering Center has been to shift the phase of each of' the

partial waves by a different amount n_. The asymptotic expression for the scattered
wave is

. _ P£(cos 8) ei(kr-_/2) i£ 2i_

*s _ kr 21 -(2_ + 1) (e - z) (z0.59)

The scattering amplitude f(8) is, by c_omparison,with Eq. (10.31) 'x

f(O) ,, 1_-_ _ (24+ l)(eain_-l)P_(cos o) (10.60) "
£

i

: Note that i£ exp(-i£_/2) equals unity. The scatterin s amplitude is a complex_
function.

f(8) = A+ iB (10.61a)

A = 2_ E(2£ + l)sin 2n£P£(cos 81 (10.61b) i

i B= I '_
o_ _£ (2£ + i)(i - cos 2_£)P£(cgs 8).. (10_61c). :_

'{

and the differential scattering Coefficient_is _I

G(8) = f2(8) - A2 + B2 (10,62)

Equation (10.60) may also be expressed _

I _ elq£ eiq£ - e-iq_ !f(%) =_ (2£ + I) 21 P£(cos 8) (10.63)

£ I

Thus ........ t

f2(e ) = I E(2£ + l)ein£ sin ngP£.(cos 8) (10.64) !

Integrate Eq.2(i0.64 ) over all solid angle to get the total cross section. Only those i)
terms with P£(cos 8) survive this integration because of the orthogonality of _ !

Legendre polynomials, and the result is an expression for the total elastic scattering _

..........................i!

cross section. [

S = f2(O)sln 0 dO dO k2 (2£ + l)sin 2 n£ (10.65) ,

All that remains is to evaluate the phase shift n£. At this point Some approxi-

mation must always .be made that is equivalent in one way Or another to assuming a

classical orbit, such as a straight line trajectory, and thus there is some question
' I:1
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" whether the. results are. really-more precise than the classical results, except that.
_': the quantum solutions have the wavelike character that .is observed, whereas the

+ ClassiCal solutions give a smoothed average result.

The most straightforward way to obtain the phase shifts n£, when the potential

U(r) Is known, is to numerically solve the Schroedlnger equation Of'Eq.. (10.38), and

find the limiting value at-_large r.
p:

: R(r) = g(r) _ sin r - + n£i: r r_ _-_ -F (1o.66)

[
[_ 10.5 RELATION BETWEEN CLASSICAL IMPACT PAEAMETER AND PARTIAL WAVES

! EquatiOn (10.36) equates the classical and quantum expressions for the angulari". _ momentum squared, and an impact parameter .b£ may be defined

i : i)mu-= o ko < 0.67)
ii:.

, which represents a sort of-mean miss distance for beam particles having the angular

momentum. £h with respect to the scattering center. The de.Broglie wavelength of

_ the .beam particles is Xo. The incident beam can be thought of as separated into

If:. partial waves entering tubular .shells as shown in figure 10.2. The cross-section

area-for all shells containing the

fraction of the beam with angular

mOmentum less _han or equal to ......£h..... AVERAGEMISSDISTANCE....

is FOR EACHWAVE_ X0 __-_-_ (_ + ½) X0

• OR:_I_]AL.PAGE IS
s = £(£ + 1)_x_ (10.68) V_o _- OF POOR QUALITY

and the cross section for a single v_°Xo _-_'k_
partial wave is vq2A0

_ - dS 2 (10.69) vC-2XOd-_ = (2£ + 1)_Io
,. --_ sWAVE INCIDENT

/
Ii This accounts for the weighting SCATTERING pWAVE VELOCITY.U -

il factor (2A + I) which appears in CENTER dWAVE REDUCED
• MASS, m

_. the expansion of an incident wave f WAVE
into partial waves. The mean
radius of the s-wave is zero, of gWAVE

the _-wave is /2_o' of the d-wave hWAVE,etc.
is V6Ao, etc. A fairly good
approximation for this mean radius Figure 10.2- Partial waves of a molecular

is (£ + I/2)X o. The outer radius beam-.Incident on a scattering center.

of the tubular Shell for a given £ Xo = h/mu = I/ko....................................

may be taken as (£ + I).Xo.

For heavy particles, Xo is typically very small, at the Collision velocities of
interest, compared with the effective limits of realistic molecular scattering poten _

tlals; thus, a very large number of partial waves need to be included before the total

effective cro_s section is accounted for. Only for the scattering of low velocity
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! 4¢ _ _'

_ electrons,.where the momentum muo is small and Xo is large, will a small number
of partial waves suffice in a practlcal problem.

10.6 S-WAVE SCATTERING FROM A SPHERICAL POTENTIAL WELL
:I

_ Consider the spherical potential well shown in figure 10.3

_ U(r) = -U o , r .< r o
r:_ (10.70) :_

iil ' r o r
m 0 <

_! .for the case where r o is smaller than the de Broglie Wavelength Xo. In this case
; only s-waves reach the potential well. Experimentally,. s-wave scattering is often

_: dominant in low velocity electron scattering. The total wave .function for incident
' and scattered waves is then

i:
I.' eikoz eikor sin kor. ikor
_ _ = + f --~ + foe (10.71) ii
_: o r kor r

_ iI
i_ and the scattering amplitude fo is

1 (e 2ino - 1) (10.72)
fo --2ik--_ :_ 1

_:. _"

i, The asymptotic form of the total wave function is _ ' :

, eiqO ..

: _ --_ sin(kr + no) (10.73) ,_

i! _'and •thetotal elastic scattering cross section is
J

_!: S = 4_ sin 2 no (10.74) ::2

: ii
The phase angle no for the s-wave is evaluated from the solution of Eq. (10.38) i:

d2g + [ko2 - U.(r)]g= 0 (10,75)
i:.. dr2..

Inside the well, _.t.hes0.!.u_.i.o_nwhi.qhvanishes at theorigln is

g = A sin kr (10.76)

where

[2m(E + Uo)]_/2 "k = , h " (10.77)
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i _ :'':I_ ....."_ .......... "_
" Thewave function and its derivative outside the well are-now matched to the wave-

function inside the well.

elnO

OR[Q[NAL _fl_ |S k---_sin(koro +a _ _sinkr o (I0.78)
" OF POOR QUALITY

[ ein° Cos(kor o + no) = Ak. cos kro (10.79)

Dividing Eq. (10.78) by (I0.79), one obtains

k

tan(k r + no) =_ tan kr° (10.80)

I,I
tan 2m(E + Uo)(ro/h) i_

= - r + arctan (10,81) i ':

h o I+Uo/E °

!: Equation (10.81) gives the phase shift in te_s of the incident be_ energy Eo, the

1
i well depth UO, and the well radius ....rO. %

The phase shift _o vanishes as the velocity (and ko) of the incident wave goes

to zero, or as the potential Uo goes tozero; no represents the difference in

_ phase outside the potential well compared with the wave solution in the limit of a !
vanishing potential. The total scattering cross section has a finite limit a_ zero i

i l

_ velocity, however. "i
$

O

k r + no_ _- tan kr (10.82)

i o.o o

!:!' S 4_ sin2 no 4_ (__.qo )2=-- _ _ tan kro - kor °k 2

O O '_

(tan krO )a

For values of kr o = _/2, 3_/2, 5_/2, etc., the phase shift does not go to zero as k
vanishes, and the cross section becomes infinite. This behavior is associated with

the bound state energy leve%s that exist within the potential well ....

IFigure 10.3 shows the wave function g(r), rather than R(r), in order to have

constant amplitude. The phase difference no iS,just k times the distance between
Crests. For attractive potentials the phase shift is positive; the incoming wave is

dra_ into the scattering center. Repulsive potentials lead to negative _o and
push the incoming wave away from the scattering center.
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Typically the amplitude of the wave function g(r) inside _the well is small _com-
pared with the amplitude outside the well. This situation is usual when a short wave-

length.inside is to be Joined to a lOng_wavelength outside. In this case the scatter-.

I Ing is called potential scattering, and the wave function g(r) is qualitatively as
_ shown at the top of figure 10.4. However, for certain values of the kinetic energy,
i!

_ Or certain values of the radius to, the slope at the edse of the well is about zero
_, - and the inner and outer wavefunctions _ay be Joined with about equal amplitude. The

!: cross section then becomes very large and the scattering is called resonant scattering.
r Resonance is typically quite sharp and .is not a large factor in atomlc_ collisions, as

i: it pertains to a very small portion of the total collision spectrum of veloclties in

a typical gas. Where the potential function extends a finite difference ro greaterthan Io, the partial waves for which ,_
!i:

:' ro o " kO

• will need to be included. Thus, the maximum value of _ whichneeds to be considered

is about rok o. _ ......................

!i. POTENTIAL

• _ _SCATTERING

if I
I_ _0 _I _.m :i} ,"

g,(r) l I- T -I "' ', !
x,, --- 1

:::' g " ""; _ _._ RESONANT '
-- ' _ SCATTERING -r0 - r _ r0 .......;

i
• W _

I NGI ,

r0
.V ° ' ._

ro _|r

Figure I0.3- S-wave scattering from a Figure I0.4- Amplitudes .of g(r) for I
spherical potential well. --- g(r) potential scattering, near resonant.

l wave for Uo = 0. --g(r) wave for scattering, and resonant scattering.Uo #0.

10.7 HARD SPHERE SCATTERING CROSS SECTION

For a hard sphere, the partial waves R_(r) must all vanish_at the boundary

r - ro, From the asymptotic form of these functions given by Eq. (10.42)

qE "T- koro (10.84)
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 ili koro

ii_,, partial waves is involved, the summation may be approximately evaluated as the

FI:' integral i --

S = 4--!-_k°r°(2£+ I) - ½ cos(£_- 2koro d£

ii!'
ko

t

_iI:! "----ik_2_ _2 + _ k°r°o ....2_ _ok°r°(2£ + 1)cos(_ 2koro)d_o koa

tl r l

i h I 1 --rk°r°(2_ + l)(cos £_ cos 2k r - sin £_

._ = 2_r_ L + k r k2r 2 a_o. o o
sln 2koro)d£

:!_- o o o o ............... (10.86)

The integrals of £ cos _ and £ sin £_ from 0 to kr0 all yield quantities that
!;;, are the order of £ at the upper limit, that i_ koro.- Thus, the total scattering
iI cross section may be expressed

: F1 /\_1 _
_: S_ 2,r_ + .[_--_-. , (10.87)L \"o-o/J
i; i

_ which in the limit of large kor o becomes 2_r_ or Just twice the classical scatter-

I!i ing cross section, Eq. (I0.25). If the differential scattering.coefficient of

f.!i Eq. (10.64) is plOtted for a given value of ko, one finds tha_ this doubling Of the !_
classical cross section Is due to a very large spike in scattering that occurs near :_

8 = 0, and that the differential scattering _oefflclent rapidly drops to a .nearly con- i!
_:. stant value (for the hard sphere case) of to/4, the same as the cl_ssicel value. '_

The situation is sketched qualitatively in figure 10.5. The forward _catterin 8 given

by quantum theory about 8 - 0 looks huge in terms of f2(8) as suggested by the

broken vertical scale in flgure 10.5. However, recall that this coefficient i=

weighted by 2_ sin 8. before integrating to get the cross section (see Eqs. (I0..I0)
and i0. Ii)). The fraction of the beam which is forward scattered Is Just equal, the

!i fraction that is Scattered throughou_ theremainder of the angular range. Thus,

quantum scattering is Just the classical result plus the forward scattering, except

" that the classical result for f2(8) glves, a smoothly averaged value (constant In the

case of hard spheres) which lacks the detailed structure given by the interference

pattern of superimposed partial waves. Qualitatively, thissame result is found for

any steeply repulsive scattering potential; that is, except for the narrow peak of
scattering in the forward direction, the classical result is a structureless average

of the quantum result. For: attractive potentials, resonancessuch as shown qualita-

tively in figure 10.4 are also possible; these provide narrow peaks.ln the dlfferen-

tlal scattering coefficients at selected values of ko and 8 which will be super-

imposed on the classical llke or potentldl_s£a_t.t£rln_gbackground .... Usually thesepeaks
i 243



are sO narrow tha_ for most engln_rlng purposes_ such as evaluating transport proper _

ties, they. do not contribute very much .t_ the-total cross sections when a'voraged over ..,.,

a range of collision velocities. I

ii
i- [

i_ 7",

p,,

r;' :i

I f210 )

!/ :t '.
IL !
[ " i .

_. 0 o 7r/2

Figure i0.5- Di_fferential scattering coefficient f2(e) for hard sphere scattering;

--quantum solution; --- classical Solution.

|

i0.8 BORN APPROXIMATION FOR CALCULATING PHASE SHIFTS

f

:=i The Born approximation is one of the most used methods of evaluating partial wave.i shifts; it is valid in the limit where the collision energy is very large compared

,_ with the scattering potential. Unfortunately, this is not a realistically useful

_ approximation for many engineering problems where low energy scattering is of impor_--

i fence; however, the Born approximation does give useful results for comparison with :1
. high energy molecular beam experiments. It also provides some useful insight into the

scattering phenomenon. Since the scattering potential is defined robe very small, it

is treated as a perturbatlonin this method. The Schroedinger equation may be

expressed

v2_.+ k2_ = U(r)_ (10.88)

where U(r) is a very small quantity and the wave function asymptotically approaches

|

�eikZ+ f(o---_)eikr (10.89) '

The scattering amplitude f(O) will be very small in this case, however, and keeping !_
only terms_of first order on the right side of Eq. (10.8_J. results in

V2, + k2, = U(r)e Ikz = F(x,y,z) (10.90)

!.1
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i

i ! _ .... F(xt',ytDzW)dx ' dy t dz' (i0.91)
-G(x,y,z) - r- r' [ ..........

1[ where the function G is any solution to the homogeneous part of Eq. (10.90)

t'. V2G + kZG_ - 0 (10.92)

[. and the second term can be. sho_-_ to .be _ solutlon to the inhomo.g,neous, equation u_Ing .... 1f, Green's theorem, which relates an outward flux over a surface to the production of

_ that flux within the volume enclosed. J

:: _-_- K S - (¢V2K - KV2_)d_ ............... (10.93): , |

_;;: Yor _he present problem the function K iS

iklr-r'[
_ K = e (10.94)
,:: 4 Ir-r'l
<

By differentiating Eq. (10.94) one_flnds

V2K = -k2K (10.95)

while from Eq. (10.90)
7

i_i V2_ _ -k2_ + F (10.96) "

Thus the right-hand Side of Eq. (10.93) is _ust

_,_ - (,keK- Kk2, ±KF)d% = - KF dT (i0.97) _

The Integral on the left side of Eq. (10.93) can be ........_
performed over a surface about the singularity in :

I: K, that is, about the poin_ r = r'. The surface

integration path in the r-domain is shown in _ i

figure 10.6. The contribution over the outer sur- 1

face vanishes as r becomes very large, approaching &

i' infinity, because both K and _ vanish there; the

_ = contrlbu_lon along the surface of varlable r and '
back again cancel one another and contribute nothing i

to the total; only the contrlbut_on over the inner i
surface r m a remains. As a goes to zero, the

integral

_r K d__ dS _ 0 (10.98)It-r'l== =a . dn a |,Figure 10.6- Contour integral

for findingsolution of the vanishes because d_/dn is a finite Constant w£thin

Schroedlnger equation in this small region, K varies as a-I, but dS varies

the Born apprOximation as a_. However the integral

using Green's theorem.
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t approaohes a finite llmlt equal to -q_. Thus

, _fffgF (lo.1oo:

i which is Just the solution assumed in Eq. CIO.91).
Now returning to the problem of evaluating f(0), we note that r is the dis-

tance from the Origin of the spherical scattering potential tO the point where the

:i_: Solution for the scattered beam intensity is desired, with component z, while r'_ i: :i

the radius vector variable of Integration with the component z' alOng the axis (see

fig. 10.7). The solution for the wave function _ is 1

ik_ I fe-ik(l_-_'I+ _')_ , =e - 4-_ Ir r'l ue')_' (t0.t0t ;i

[. i

f_

" II• )

Figure i0.7- Coordinate transformation for the integration of Eq. (i0.I01).

• For very large values of r compared with the effective range of the sc_tterlng

!!: potential 1

I_ - _'I _ r - i r • _' + 0 (tO.tO:

where Ir is a unit vector along _he radius r. Thus

1_ _ -_r -(_ _ "- -', + _,' +. - lr). _' + . . . (lo. lo

r
!
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i

where i_ is a unit vector along the z .axis, The difference between these two

unlt vectors has a magnitude 2 sin 0/2, and polar coordinates are chosen for the !
integration

dT ! " ='_ drr ! sin a da dO

such tIiat the axis of symmetry is in the directi_n-of_the difference vector (_z _ Ir);
or in other words the z' axis is parallel to (1 z -.lr) , figure 10.7..

(tz-lr?_"_' _ 2 sln_ r' cos _ ........(10.t04) ',

Using these definitions in Eq. (I0.i01), and keeping only terms of first order

! fi _ = eikz elkr4_r e2k sln(O/2)r cos _ U(r)r 2 dr Sin a da d$ (10.105)

Comparing Eq, (10.105) with Eq. (10.89), we see.that the scattering amplitude may be
expressed,

4_f U(r)r 2 dr sin _ d= d# (I0.106)

2k sin(e/2)r
f(8) = - e

COS

The integration over ¢ contributes a factor of 2_, while the integral over e
yields

I sin _ d_.= 2kr sin(8/2) (I0.I07) ....

e2k sin(8/2)r cos e 2 sin[2kr sin(%/2)]

• o

And a final expression for the Born approximation to f(8) is
,i

r

[- ,f(O) = - Sin[2kr sin(8/2)] U(r)r2
2kr sin(e/2) dr (10.108)

e
O

Recall that the energy U(r) is expressed in units of e2/2ao or h2/2ma_, and the
radius r in units of ao in this derivation.

The Born approximation for coulomb scattering is obtained when

2Z

U(r) = _- (i0.I09)

However when this potential is simply substituted in Eq. (10.108), a meaningless
definite integral is obtained that does not Converge. to a constant. ..

f(e) = k sin(e/2) sin[2kr sin(.e/2)]dr (10.110)
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Consequently, the potential is expressed as ascreened potential OF POOR QUALITY

U(r) 2Z e "r/D=, (10.i09a',
"' r

t where the parameter D is the Debye shielding length, which physlcally represents the Jl

shielding of charge Chat always occurs In.any plasma of flnlte denslty. For this
_' shielded potential, the definite integral converges .tq-a constant result even in the

,, limit as D approaches infinity _.

I
So 2k sin(8/2)

!i: sin[2kr sln(8/2)]e-r/D dr - [2k sin(8/2)] _ + I/D2

:i -- 2k sin (lO.llOa)I_" D_

I::i,: Thus, the scattering amplitude in the Born approximation is_.

:/ f(O) - - (I0.iii)2k z_ sin2 (e/2)
li

2

i and the polar scattering Goefficient F(0) is in units of ao .......F(0) = 2_ sin 0f2(0) = _Z 2 sin 0

_:_'_"_"i 2k _ sin'* (0/2)(10. 112) 10o,ooolO,O001 __"_ !:. The total cross section is of course

! S = F(0)d0 (10,1!3) _ 1,000 :

N_D

A plot of [sin 0/sin_(0/2)] is shown in _ "
100

figure 10.8. One can see the tremendous
forward scattering spike caused by the long

range small angle deflections. In any real
situation, the Debye length D would have a I

finite value, of course, which would

greatly reduce this forward spike.

4

0 _r/4 Ir/2 3./4

- SCATTERING ANGLE,

Figure 10.8- Born approximation to the .......
polar scattering coefficient, F(O),

for the coulomb scattering poten =
tial, 2Z/r,
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10.9 PI[ASE SHIFT_ IN A SLOWLY VARYING FIELD

Many practlcal problems are not adequately treated by the Born approximation,

which :tsa small perturbation methOd_ In ChemiCal reactJ.ons the most important _olll, ---

,.... slons, occur, near. threshold where the perturbatlon potential may be very large compared
,_ wlth the colllslon klnetlc_en_rgy; in thls case Other upproxlmatlons must be devel-

!:_ Oped The most promising approach, from an englneer's_ point of view, seems tO be a

semlclasslcal.approach such as outlined hy Ford and Wheeler. (refs. 14 and 15) and

i applied by Stallcop (ref, 7) for the calculation of elastic scatterlng cross sectlons _ i
i for a class of spherical potential, scattering centers with exponential repulsion and

' inverse 6tli and 4th power attractions, in terms of the distance between centers.

t:, PoSsibly this.method may some day be developed furthers.to include nonelastl, scatter-
I _ ing or chemical reaction. Again. tile work wlll become worthwhile when reliable poten- !

li_., tlal functions become available; thus the accurate evaluatlon of multlatom potentials

discussed in chapter 9 iS really• central to a large class of chemical reaction

problems ..

The semiclasslcal approach used by Ford and Wheeler is built upon an approxlma-

_, tlon developed by Jeffrles (ref. 16) for the case where the potential U(r) does not

" vary appreciably in a distance comparable with the waveleng.th. The WKB (Wenzel-Kramers-Brillouln) approximation is then used tO obtain the phase shift (see, e.g.,

_i' Goldberger and Watson (ref. 2)) by tileso-called JWKB method

F
_] "_ [k(_K) - ko]dr - kr c + £ +,_ " ']JWKB _ (i0,114)

ii 'rc il

!i where ko is the wave vector of the incident wave, rc is the classical turning point
:_ or distance of closest approach, and k(r) is the local wave number 1

i v (_:i k(r) * ko 1 -U(r)_ .t. + 1/2 (10.115)
E k°r !

The approximation Z(£ + 1) -_ (£ + I/2)2 has been used in Eq. (10.1151. The turning

point rc is the largest value of r which satisfies the equation

1....--.._ E + _ korc / (10.115) ......

iI'

,; that Ixs,where tlit largest root in k(r) -_0 occurs. The phase shifts are related to

tl_eClassical def].ection angle of Eq. (10.19) by

2 _ - o (10..i17)

when the.cl.asslcal angu]ar momentum for tliemiss distance b is equated to the quan- i

ttuu mcch_-uildal anguI.ar momentum for the £ pa_.rtial, wave ........................................................ 'I
,

O (10 118)
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For large values Of £ where the scattering potential is small compared with the
r collision energy, U(r)/E << I, a series expansion derived by Smith, Marchi, and Ii

Dedrlck (ref. 17) is useful. Using an expansion of this type, Mason and Vandersllce
! (ref. 18) express the JWKB phase shift.

-I

i. n " 2 F(z)(z - b2)t dz............... (10.119) ,

t

FOr the special case where the potential falls off as the mth inverse power of r ,

_:!" /ream :,

u(r) = , m> 2 (lO.121)

i the integrat$on of Eq. (i0.i19) can be carried out analytically to .give ,

i
n+1 ,

ii.! . n= 0

The series of Eq. (10.122) converges abso!_tely whenil
P

-i\T/ 2 < I (lO.ln)

For other,potentials, the integrals generally need to be worked out numerically.
For potentials with a maximum (such as fig. 9.1) the JWKB approximation for the phase

:i' shift becomes discontinuous when the collision energy E equals the barrier:maxlmum,
and it has doubtful accuracy for energies in this region. Stallcop works out an
approximation to the phase shift which can be applied uniformly to energies in regions
of both the potential maximum and the potential mi,lmum. Using this approximation,
Stallcop calculates the scattering of N+ by N for four different interaction poten- '
rials shown on figure lO.9(a) which lead to ground state N and N+; the resulting......................................._............
elastic scattering cross sections are shown in figure lO.9(b). I I

i Many volumes would be required to describe in detail the multitude of approxima- "! __
tions worked out for semiClassical elastic scattering, but the above examples will at
least serve to indlcate the •generaltheoretical approach and the kind of modiflcations
required to get approximate answers. In this era of modern numerical computers, the
analytic approxlmatlons no longer hold as much importance; one can after all, numerl- ]
tally integrate Eq. (10.38) to flnd the asymptotic solution at large r to determine-

the phase shifts for a given interaction potential U(r). The really imporZant

25o 1
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/
lo STATE _z =/ % ,_ = %1,_

i -5 N I LABORATORYCOLLISION
/ ENERGY= 10eV

-10 -- i I I i 10._ b)
0 1 2 3 4 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 .-90 ',SCATTERINGANGLEIN LABORATORY

i" " " SYSTEM,deg _i

lil (a) Potential energy curves for N+. (b) Differential cross section for the elas-
i_ tic scattering of N+ by N in the labora-

if! tory system.Figure 10.9- Example of elastic scattering cross sections_obtained with the
I
_, semiclassical JWKB approximation.

development, from the viewpoint of this book, would be to include inelastic effects

: to account for chemical-like reactive sca_tering, i

L :i !

_ I0. I0 SCATTERING OF LIKE PARTICLES _

i
i Up to this point we have been considering the scattering of unlike particles. If .J
iI " both particles are identical, it becomes impossible to distinguish whether the inci-

dent particle or the target particle is In the scattered wave. Consequently, the wave
function _ must be either symmetric or asymmetric with respect to exchange of the

incident and target particles, depending upon whether the total spin iS even-or odd.

This interchange of particles is equivalent to a reversal of the radius vector; i

in the center of mass system this means that the angle 8 becomes _- 8 and z

becomes -z. The spatial part of the wave function_is_thus
..

ikr

:- eikz ± e-ikz + e [f(8) ± f(_ - 8)] (10.124)
r

where the (+) sign gives the symmetric function required when the total Spin function

is asymmetric, and _he (-) sign gives the asymmetric function required by symmetric

spin functions.
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_ If the total spin+ function of the partleles is asymmetrl¢ the_in_enslty of the
•i_ scat tered wave-Is ...............................

I? zs" le<e)+ f<_-o)I2- (zo.z2s)_ ORIGINALPAGI_IS
b+; ' while if the total spin function is symmetric, OF POOR QUALITY

Ill _i za " If(o) - fOT- o)1._ (to.t26)

i, In classical theory the total intensity of_the scattered wave is Just \'i

iclasslcal . f2(8) + f2.(_ _ 8) (I0.127a) .......__._+;

but in quantum Kheory thls becomes the+complex quantity .

lquantum - f(O)f_89 + f(_ --O)f*(_ - e) _+ [f(_ - e)f*(e) + f(o)f*(_ - 8).]

(10.127b)

In general _here will exist a dlstributlon of states and the total number of

states is (2S + I)2, where S is the total spin of+each collision partner. If S is

half integral there will be S(2S + i) even total spin states and (S + l)(2S++ i) odd _
total spin states. These particles are Fermi-Dirac particles, and the total observed <

i!+ intensity of scattering for Ferml-Dlrac particles is a weighted sum of" symmetric and :

!i!
,, antlsymmetrlc scattered waves. !

IFD S+l S_: = 2S + I Is + 2S +----__la (i0.128) _

On the otherhand if the spin of each particle is integral, the particles are _
I: Bose-Einstein particles and the weighting factors are reversed; there are then •

i__. S(2S + I) odd total spin functions and (S + l)(2S + i) even total spin functions. The _ i
!i observed intensity of scattering of like bosons is ,

S is+ S+I ,'IBE = 2S + 1 2S + i Ia (I0.129) /

_ The differential cross section for scattering of distinguishable particles was
(_: !,

" I(e) = 1 (2_, + 1)(e 2in_ - 1)Pg(cos e) (10.130) :

but for indistinguishable particles the cross section must be multiplied by 2, since

the scattered waves representing the two collision parameters cannot be distinguished.

However, only even or odd angular momentum states are involved in the sum, depending
upon whether even or odd symmetry is required.

!

is(e ) = 1 (2_.+ t)(e_in_ - 1)Pg(oos el (to.tat) '

even i
_I E (2_ + l)(e 21_£-- l)P£(cos 0) 2la(8) = £ :+
2k,l odd ..........................................i................. (i0.132)
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I0. I l CONCLUDINO REMARKS

.. ThQ foregoing diseusslon On quantum scattering theory has been included primarily
t6 indicate to the engineering user the nature of this area of rate process theory

development; the approach used in scattering theory will become really interesting_as
far as chemical-llke rate processes in gas phase are concerned when it is able _o

:.- incorporate inelastic scattering potentials and transitions between d_fferentpoten-

!_ tlal surfaces. The primary interest in scattering theory now exists because it Can

explain some of the structure in scattered beam intensity as a function of scattering

_ i angle that is observed in relatively high energy molecular beam experlments. In _
addition to its extenslon to inelastlc scattering, the theory also needs %0 include

i{i_ nonspherical potential scattering to really find fullappllcation to many.practical

'_' problems..

Ill_

i

!i'
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